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Plt."SFACE. 

T!::;re are three major points which this study attempts to discuss and 

illustrate. firstly, it is suggested that much recent American fiction generally 

-describeid as belonging to the "comic-apocalyptic genre tl can better be understood 

as belonging to a much longer tradition of socia-literary decadence whose origins 

can be found in nineteenth century thought, and that the apocalypticisID of these 

novels is only one aspect of the decadent process. It is also argued that a 

group· of lesa recent English novels fi te into thi~;~d'ecadentist> genre. Second, 

it is suggested that theee novels have in common such a large group of similar 

themes, images, and metaphora that a general similarity of form resulta.. Finally, 

it l>,"ill be suggested that, whatever indigenous Ii terary and socia-cultural con

ditions may lie behind contemporary American fiction, much of that fiction betrays 

a quite consciously European 3ensibility, and a special conviction that the 

Alnerica which is depicted is heir to all the decadenee and degeneration of Europe 

in the last hundred years. 

The study,. it will be seen,. is divided into five main sections, each of which 

is subdivided~ The first seetion discusses the idea of decadence in the nine-

teenth century, seeking common images and metaphors. among the differing fields 

of historyt> literature, science, and philosophy, and concludes by describing 

a communal nineteenth century conceptual model of decadentism in terms of order 

and disorder. In the second section,. Conrad's Heart of Darkne38 (1901) and 

Lord Jim (1900) are examined as archetypal fictional expressions of nineteenth 

centu.r'J decadentism,. and the influence of' Conrad, l-rhich is repeatedly evident in 

the novels studied here, is traced in the third section into the poetry of T. S. 

Eliot, whose "The lva~te LandI! (1922) and "The Hollow Men" (1925) transferred 

Conradf:s t:!ombre decadentism to t.l:!e literature of the 'twenties and 'thirties. 

Thif'l Mction examines novels by Aldou8 Huxley, Evelyn Waugh, and Anthony Powell 

which reflect the influence of Conrad and Eliot. In the fourth section of this 



study I discuss the changes which occnr to literary decadentism in the envirOTh'l1ent 

of' contemporary American fiction,. and then trace these change;'l through some of the 

novels of Walker Percy~ Jolin Barth, ~ul Bellow~ and Jo~eph "C~~~L Finally, in 

this fifth .s.ec.tiol'.l,. T'llQmasPyncholl' s thJ:'ee novels are Eleen as represen-t;i'1g a pitch 

of self-awareness in the genr.e of decadentist fiction, and. a consequent determinatior. 

to outdo all former contributors to In addi tion, Pynchon t:3 increasing use of 

scientific metaphors makes aquaE tati ve change in the ger.re Tilhich dispels its 

prolonged relativism .. 

A note about my resources is in order here.. It is inevitable that any study 

which embraces current literature must rely on the tentative explorations provided it 

artfcles and review~, for the substantial studies are - one presumes - still being 

written.. Generally, my last tr.>fO sections refer to the sketches and insights found 

in journals and periodicals,. rather than to any :fully-articulated critical vision 

- unless this work itself deserves to be described as mIen. 

It was begun in 1970 and a great.:deal. of uncertainty about ita nature and direct

ion. I am very grateful to Professor.T. C. Garrett, my supervisor while Prof'essor 

R. A. Copland was on leave,. for his advice on the nature of research and :for the 

quir-kening effect of his steady enthusiasm for my subject. In Professor Copland I 

found a s~nnpathetic and painstaking reader of my early drafts and a tactful correct

or o:f my later progreS3. I thank him for his patient understanding, his excellent 

adVice,: and particularly for placing before me his high standards of scholarship. 

1 am also very grateful to Prof'esMr K. K. Ruthven, who read various drafts o:f this 

thesis and steered me toward a vast hoard of supplementary material. r1y fourth 

:~ubsta,'1.tial debt is to Profes8or H. Bogart of Kala.'lJ.azoo College, !ftchigan, .f!'ulbright 

Professor in the Universi ty of Ca"lterbury English Department in 1972,. when he acted. 

as my co-supervi.!!l()r.. Professor Bogart taught me,. quite simply, how to understand 

contemporary American fiction, leaving me indebted to him in such obvious ways that 

no further comment is needed. Finally, I thank: .John Goodman for his discussions 

of the theoretical aspects of the creative process. 

P.D.E. 



INTRODUCTION. 



One of the most distinctive features of the criticism of contemporary 

~~erican fiction is the fear which began to be voiced in the 1950's that the 

i'iriter had been robbed of a stable reality to describe. As early as 1954 p 

fftalcolm Cowley referred to the writer's "horror at ,·mat is happening in the 

world", his feeling of "generalhmd dismay at the results of five centuries 

1 of p:rogress and tddening enlightenment", and his resultant "fear of catastrophe" • 

In 1957, Jo1m McCormick mentioned changes in society which demanded changes 

. ~2 3 
l.n 3.1'" , a point supported by Irving Howe • Malcolm Bradbury summarizes 

the contemporary writer's implied view of the world: "Human conduct is essent-

iallyabsurd, a,.,.'1 activity of the libi(io; the natural tendency of man is tOl-lard 

filth and obscenity; the mechanization of the world redirects attention toward 

this because it abs tracts 80ci etv and malzes its moral demands unreal ,,4 • 

1. 'fhe Literary Situation, (New York: The Viking Press, 1954), p~54. 
2. Catastrophe and Imagination, (London: Longmans Green, 1957), p.l. 
3. (iuoted in Paul Levine, "The Intemperate Zone: the Climate of Contemporary 

American Fiction", Nassachusetts Review 8 (1967), p.509 
4. "Recent l!1.ction'·, Crt tical Survey II, i (~trinter 1964), p.8. 



Hare recent i'iri ters and. critics continue the theme5• Norman rlailer, 

suggestine: that "surrealism has become the new reali ty,,6, has said, "It ,'ias 

as if everything changed ten times as fast in America a virus perhaps, 

an electronic nihilism ...,-ent throug."J. the mass media of !Lmerica and entered the 

Christians and they were like to being cannibals •• the hypocritical empty 

and tasteless taste of the television arts they beamed across the land 

encountered the formless form and the all but tasteless taste of the small town 

ti t·-eating cannibal mind at its "rorst, and the collision produced schizophrenia 

in the land,,7. Susan Sontag, too, has used the term, "surrealism ll , to 

describe the kind of reality found in the America of the 1960 1 3
8

, and Philip 

Roth has described his own predicament in the early 'sixties when confronted 

"by the gross reaction of the Chicago press and public to the molestation and 

murder of hm young girls. Afterl~l'lgth:j:ly descr:i.bing the tasteless inter-

views, :"!ketches of the crime, false confessions, aYld the gift to the bereaved 

mother of two parrots na!ned after the girls, Roth conclude:=; that "the A.merican 

writer in the middle of the twentieth century has his hands full in trying to 

understand, and then describe, a"1d then make credible, much of the A.merican 

reality. It stupefies, it sickens, it infuriates, and finally it is even a 

kind of embarrassment to one's meager imagination. T'ne actuality is continually 

outdoing our. talents, &'1d the culture tosses up figures daily who are the envy 

of any nove1ist n9 • Paul Levine makes similar points:: Auschwi tz~ Hiroshima~ 

Vietnam and South Africa surround us, he says, and television gives us daily 

visions of the Los Angeles riots or Lee Harvey Om"aId's death. ''rio one~ 

after dll," he says in conclusion, "invented Werner- von Bralm or 

5. A list of articles on and studies of this distinctive topic is attached to 
the bibliography; the introduetory nature of my remarks above has preclud_9d 
their being specifically mentioned. 

6. "!'lodes and Nutations: Quick Comments on the Modern A.merica"1 Novel", 
Comment~ XLI (March 1966), p.~). 

7. "t-lodes a71d Nutationsl!, pp.37-40. 
8. AGainst Interpretation, (New Yo:.'k: Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 1967), p.270. 
9. tI~'rri ting American Fiction", Commentary XXXI (Harch 1961), pp. 223-4. 



Ba~J Goldwater, Baby Jane Holzer or Jack Ruby; are they any less bizarre or 

more unreal tha'1 Doctor Strangelove or r·1oses Herzog, Holly Golightly or Humbert 

Hllillbert? ';v'hat did happen to that 'fading line bet1'reen fantasy and reality,?"l0 

It is a question which is frequently asked but infrequently answered well~ 

'.r:.'1e reader of recent criticism might be struck by the inadequacy of ma'1Y attempts 

to define, explain, or even simply understand this distinctive and important 

phenomenon~ The most distinguished of recent critical studies, Tanner· s 

Ci ty of tiords
ll

, is so broad that it becomes ~m generalized for specific 

investigations of tr~s sort • Scholes" s The Fabulatori
2 

doe s point to the 

. highly imaginative properties of novels by Barth or Southern, amongSt others t 

but is quite unable to discuss why they should be so; and Olderman' s Beyond the 

Waste Land13, while valuable for its understanding of the continuing influence 

of T. S. Eliot in contemporary American fiction, becomes obsessed with arranging 

the novels it discusses in a preconceived pattern that ignores intrinsic problems. 
. '.. . 

Shorter studies, too, are notable for the poverty of their explanations of 

real causes a'1d fictional effects when the writer loses faith in thereali~J 

which surrounds him14 .. What is lacking here is a ~~llingness to locate 

recent American fiction in a context of li ter&.j' history,and particularly in 

the sort of tradition in.:.;m.±ro,causative links can be made out. lfuen R. W. B. 

Lewis did tl"l..ishe produced, significantly enough, one of the definitive works 

of cri ticism in the area 15; shortly after came Robert Al tert ssupplementary 

com..'tlents an Lewistg essay, ",illeh were also of a historical and contextual nature16, 

an.d these bro onalyses, when taken together, provide at last some Vi tal insights· 

into the contemporary Aw9rican novel. I shall devote some space to discussion 

the major points each wri tar ma .. "kes, because both establish limi ts,dimensions, 

10 .. liThe Intemperate Zone", p.509 .. 
il~ Tony Tiw..ner~ Gi ty of i:fords: Americ8..71Fi-ction 1950-1970 (London: Gape, " 1971).. . 
12.; Robert Bcho1es,The Fabulators, (Hew York: OxfordUniversi ty Press, 1967). 
13. Raymond Oldennan, Beyond the "Taste Land (New Haven: Yale U. P., 1972) .. 
14. See footnote 5 above. 
15. "Days of \{rath 8..'1d Laughter" t in Trials of the ~vord, (New Haven: Yale U. P., 

1965), pp. 184-235. Page references OCCUf ",~thin~my text. 
16. liThe Apocalyptic rremper", Corr,,'11entar;v 41, 6 ,rlme 1906), pp. 61-6. 



and definitions which lull be acknowledged in my mm study. 

Le,·lis I S long essay begins by discussing the "resoundingly apocalyptic mood" 

(p.184) of fiction written in America since 1950, making the important point 
, 

that its fascination with impending cosmic disaster is no different in cause 

from the fear of the Turkish hordes exhibited by "the Reformation doomstersll 

(p.184). But what distinguishes the contemporary form of this phenomenon is 

"a pervasive sense of the preposterous: of the end of the w"Orld not on;Ly as 

im,.'ninent and titauc but also as absurd" (p.184). This kind of fiction, 

Lewis concludes, should be called the "comic apocalyptic" mode of writing .. 

Hoving then back to pre-Christian.Judaism, he claims that "the dominant theortJ 

of last things turned from what is called the prophetic to what would eventually 

be known as the apocalyptic" (p.194). There is a movement away from the 

prophetic tradition, ~~th its belief in the hlllWan capacity for improvement 

and its confidence in the establishment of the heavenly kingdom on earth. 

During the last hundred years before Christia'1i ty, this propheticism gave 1vay 

to a feeling that man ,vas too morally depraved to be ,.;arthy r _ •. 

of a tangible heaven; and this fltture state became seen instead as a period of 

purgation which would effect the destruction of the wicked while translating 

the remainder to an abstract heaven. An integral nart of this scheme~~'?~ys 

Leyisi-:::vffis the machinery of purgation, the "cosmic conflagration" which, along 

with other devices, would raze the earth (p.195). 

Out of this kind of Judaism, he argues, Christian apocalypticism is born, 

cp~efly expressed in the book of Revelation with its phantasmagoria of 

apocalyptic horsemen, white-haired figure, locusts, sea-beasts, vlhore of 

Babylon and battle of A.mageddon, and the final vision of the "new .Terusalem ll 

(Pp.195-6). &tch a mode of Christianity endured for about three centuries 

mId when it faded remained unrevived till the Protestant Reformation in which, 

according to Le~lis, apocalynticism gained some of the attributes of finality 

and imnlediacy 1<Thich mark its present form .. From this phase, 1.Ji th its 
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conviction that the &"ltichrist was on the Papal throne jon Rome and nervous 

eyeing the Turl{s as a poss~ble source of immediate p_~ihilationt 

developed into the curiously optimistic utopianism of the 

(pp.195-202). Conversely, American apocalypticism gret" from 

the idealism of Puritan-New Englancl to the dark predictions of doom 

of the I'ate seventeent...l-t century, when the old hopes '>lere 

>V.l..'",U.""'''''''- to have decayed and the imagination W'lS revelling in apocalypse. 

In this development, says Lewis, apocalypticism becomes a creative and human

istic tool, and there occurs a "reanimating of those great and ancient 

archetypes by t-rhich Western man has periodically explained to himself the 

full range of his condition, and the most spectacular of his eXpectations 

and terrors" (p .. 206). 

f·roving into an examination of nineteenth century fiction, Leliis suggests 

that Helville's ..;z.;;;.:;;,.....::;..;;;==;.;;,;;;;;.;;,..;;;....;;;.= and l1ark Twain's The Hvsterious Stra."'1ger 

sta."ld at the beginning of the comic apocalyptic genre. Each book lthelps 

to identify the imaginative aim of.a series of novels vrhich, over the past 

tvlO and a half decades, have eXplored a thickening American chaos, an .America 

hovering ever more perilously on the day o~ doom. For '\;Jhile attempting to 

do full.: justice to the condi tiona perceived, these novels have a further 

apocalyptic purpose - to re'IJeal an essential fraudulence wi tb.:in the horror t 

to uncover the ridiculous wi thin the catastrophic; in the hope, at least, of 

letting in a. little lighttl (p~ 212) .. He then turns to Nathanael West, Ralph 

Ellison. Joseph Heller, John Barth, a.~d Thomas Pynchon (pp.2l3-34), and some 

of his conclusions will be mentioned later in this study. But his conclusions 

about the origins of the genre are vi tal here, and one way of understanding 

them more fully is to exaMine immediately Robert Alter's assessment of .them, 

Hhieh illu.nJ.inates the role of Judaic apocalypticism .. 

BaSically, Alter'feels that Lewis's traditionally Christian approach to 

. Biblical apocalypticism misrepresents the Jewish tra(Ii tion which -'-"'.LUC:;U it. 
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He agrees with Lewis that "Christianity was born out of the apocalyptic side 

of Judaism", but mal(es the important specification that "apocalypse itself is 

17 
a decadent form of Judaism\!-' • In its whole and heal thy form, Judaism is not 

r 

noted for its tendency to predict apocalypses, he says, but concentrates instead 

on a sort of practical utopianism which Christianity will later adopt as an 

element of its larger system of apocalypse. This utopianism relies upon a 

stable social system and cultural and religious optimism: secular in origin, 

it antinipated a Messiah who would be a practical politician rather than a 

glorious celestial visitor (p.64). But Judaic apocalypticism is the product 

of social decay, of the failure of stability and the loss of optimism, a~d is 

the reaction oftthose who have totally withdrawn "from'":,a history that has 

become 1mbearable" (p.62) .. "Apocalypse", he adds, is a word of Greek origin 

wi th the Ii teral meaning of '~coveringlt or "revealing", which appropriately 

implies that what is to be uncovered is already present rather than being lodged 

in the future. !lIn the prophets, God works through man in hisdiory, wi tn the 

promise of bringing r...istory to a : fulfillment; in Jesus's teaching, God stands 

poised to lop off histOT.Y, suddenly" in the night" (p.64) .. 

Al ter concludes that the apocal~rptic tendency in recent American fiction 

results from a 10S8 of nerve, a Itfailure of faith" (p.66). But he strongly 

emphasizes a point that is latent in Lewis's essay, that apocalypticism is 

the obsession of a socie~ which considers itself in decay_ Jewish apocalyptic-

ism derives from a feeling that society is following- false @ds, that its old 

values have been lost; Christian apocalypticism responds to the next stag'" iI: 

the prGcess, being a distinctively revolutionary and refoTQative mode. Lewis 

himself seems aware of the link between decadence and apocal~rpticism when he 

states that the latter became a means and not an end. For if one of the most 

distinctive things about the "comic apocalyptic" genre is the dominance of the 

1'7. 11Th 
• '< e Apocalyptic Temperll" p. 62. Further references areci ted within the text. 
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comic element over the catastrophic, another is its practitioners' self-

indulgent habit of brooding over the idea of apocalypse as if it were a 

separ~te phenomenon in itself. 'This, as we are to see, is one of decadent 

man f S most typical traits: he is always fascinated by images of his own 

doom. 

wr~le both Lewis and Alter make the vital point that decadence is the 

prelude to apocalypse, they typify recent criticism by sho1nng more interest 

in the latter tha~ the former~ This study attempts to compensate for this 

critical imbalance by placing selected English and American novels of this 

century in light of nineteenth century ideas about social, cultural, and 

scientific decadence~ Initially, such an aim may seen to be at odds with 

the contemporary critic's certainty that his age has quite distinctive and' 

disturbing forms of experience to offer; yet one of the first responses to 

this is that such ideas were first expressed eighty years ago: 

A king abdicates, leaves the country, and takes up 
his residence in Paris, having reserved certain political 
rights. One day he loses much money at play, and is in 
a dilemma. He therefore makes an agreement with the 
government of his count~J, by which~ on the receipt of 
a million fr~cs, he renounces for ever every title, 
official posi tion and pri v:Hege remaining to him ••• 

The corpse of the murderer Pranzini after execution 
underwent autopsy. The head of the secret police cuts 
off a large piece of skin, has it tanned, a.'ld the leather 
ma~ into cigar-cases for himself and some of his friends 

An American weds his bride in a gas-factory, then gets 
w~th her into a balloon held in readiness and enters on 
a honeymoon in the clouds 

... 

An attache of the Chinese Embassy publishes high-class 
works in French under his mm name. He negotiates 'In th 
banks respecting a large loan for his government, and draws 
a large advance for himself on the unfinished contract. 
Later it comes out that the books were composed by his 
French secretary, and that he has svdndled the banks ••• 

A public schoolboy walking wi th a chum passes the gaol where 
his father, a rich banker, has repeatedly been imprisoned for 
fraudulent bankruptcy, embezzlement, and similar lucrative 
misdemeanours. Pointing to the building, he tells his 
friend ,wi th a Smile: "Look, that's the governort s school" ••• 



rrhere is verY,.ii'uuch about these remarks which resembles the more recent complaints 

of H.oth, Hailer, and others: there is a similar tone, an mrareness of grossness 

or distortion in experience, the sa~e sense that morality is losing its footing, 

and that civilized man is being remarkably brutal. These passages are from 

.... 
"Fin-de-sieele", the first chapter of Nax Nordau's famous attack on the late 

nineteenth centuyy decadence of Europe, w"hich he called Dep;eneration18
• 

For Nordau, society and culture are threatened not by change or reform 

but with annihilation, a fate which is seen as an inevitable product of their 

degenerate qualities. Imbued with this Uordic idea of GotterdfJrnmenmg and 

a general tendency toward hysteria~ Degeneration is now seen as a symptom of 

the very ills it sought to expose; but it reminds us that notions of social 

and moral decay, the sensing of grossness in the texture of experience, are 

not peculiar to contemporary America. It also leads to the important 

conclusion t~~t the decadence which it both attacks and mru~es evident in itself 

is with us stil1: that it is this ongoing process "Ihich, in some form and 

stage of development, the contemporary writer and critic describes.If~i t 

were objected that an eighty-year period of decline seems long, 

or that the Great War is often conceded to have been the pyre of those weaknesses 

Nordau finds, it would be appropriate to reply that whenever civilized man 

senses his own society's decadence he reaches for the myth of apocalypse whether 

his senses are right or wrong. Thi s can be a non-Ii terary movement, as wi th 

di 1 "II .. 19 b t " 11 1· t d . me eva m!. ennarl.81llsm , U 1S usua y _1 erary; an Slnee man senses 

decline moreffequently than history provides fal1s, the literature of decade'1ce 

exceeds its history. The litera~lre of decadence to be examined in this 

study, whether written in 1900 or in 1973, and whatever evidence contemporary 

socIety may seem to provide, will be treated as a purely Ii tera...ry phenomenon, 

18. London: Heinemann, 1895. 
19. See Horman Cohen, 

3mith~ 1970), eh. I. 

The passages quoted are on p. 4. 
(London: Temple 
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a~d not as socially prophetic. As we have seen already, the contemporary 

'm tar is more concerned with the effect of apparent social decay upon his art 

than , . .;i th its possible effect upon his neighbour. Culture, that vMt but 

indefini te thing, is seen to be threatened and in need of defence, but mankind 

is not seen in the same way: at one and the same time the twentieth century 

novelist of decay is a zealous practitioner of his art and a morbid, fascinated 

watcher for the apocalypse. Wittingly or.not,.. he is. a. part of a tradition we 

can trace back through many links for two hundred years. and of a habit two 

thousand yeara old; and it is time now' to consider SOIDe of the origins of this 

tradi tion. 



SECTION ONE:: DECLINE AND FALL: SOME ASPECTS OF NINETEENTH CENTURY DECADENCE. 

1. Decadent Romanticism and Romantic Decadence. 

2. Decadence and Barbarism. 

3. Science and the Decay of Optimism. 

4. Existentialism: the Philosophy of Decadence. 

5. In Summa:r:;y:. 



At the heart of the notion of .decadence is the idea of the passage of time 

and the forcing of all natural processes beyond fruition to decay a~d death. 

Vie may therefore seek a starting-point for a discussion of decadence not at 

the onset of pessimism in the mind of the ~lropean thinker, during the second 

half of the nineteenth centu-'7, but during the century before, when men seemed 

more constantly able to look at histor'"lJ and draw optimistic conclusions from 

it. Eighteenth centur-j' Europe seems, in fact, to be one great arena of 

optimism, inherited from Descartes, Locke, and Leibnitz; so entrenched are 

the ideas of Progress and Improvement in the writing of the period that thexe 

seems to be no place for decadence at all. 

Progress, as Professor J. B. Bury has shown, is pr:i:ma.r:t:ty~-a: French idea: 

Ivlontesquieu's De Pesprit des lois (1748) and Voltairets Essai sur 1.8s moeurs 

(1751) present man as being capable of improvement if capable of devising 

inproving laws for himseltT-y 'furgot, in his pla..'1..."'led Hil"toire Uni verselle 

( c .l750).. "conceives universal hi stOJ:'"lJ as the progress of the human race 

1. Barf, 'me Idea of' Progress (Londoil::Macr.1illan., 1920 ), Ch. 7, discusses this. 
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~dvancing as an immense whole stea0~ly, though slowly. throllgh alternating 

periods of calm and disturbance towards greater perfection,,2, and in tr..is 

pattern individual cases of calamity are merely minor setbacks necessa~J for 

th8 greater good. The confidence of' the French Enlightenment that ma'1 is 

capable of lUllimi ted improvement by means of his own efforts is expressed in 

the publication of the Encyclopaedia (1751-65) by Diderot and his colleagues, 

and approaches r'lillennialism in the wri tinlSS of the French Economists, Que snay , 

l'Iirabeau, and the rest, for w"hom perfection was accessible through moneta~J 

rather than moral laws3• The wide dissemination of such ideas as these 

could only speed the advent of the Revolution as long as such a drastic measure 

\1a8 seen to herald not a Reign of Terror but a new Golden Age for all men. 

The fate of Condorcet, one of the younger Encyclopaedists, lUlderlines the· 

idealistic nature of Enlightenment optimism: facing death during the Terror, 

he wrote a Sketch of a Historical Picture of the ProBEess of the Human Pind 

(1793) in which, surrounded by barbarity, he tried to show "that nature has 

set no term to the process of improving human faculties, and that the advance 

to"lards perfection is limited only by the duration of the globe,A. 

French optimism penetrated Germany in the eighteenth century, where it 

prompted optimistic writings of a distinctively mystical nature. A pamphlet 

by Lessing, entitled Education of the Human Race (1780), is typical: here 

history is seen as consisting of man's progress through a series of religions 

each one of which educates him more efficiently than the one before. ~ne 

itself is importe~t here, and not the ed1tcation; for Progress is 

seen to be directed to¥lard another, future and unspecified, religion lvhich 'Will 

be superior to Christianity. Herder's thought had this religious optimism, 

too: his Ideas of the Philosophy of the History' of Humani ty (1784) sees mankind 

2. '['he Idea of Progress, p.155. 
3. Thtry discusses these aspects in The Idea of Progress, Ch.8. 
4. ~e Idea of Progress, p.2Il. 
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as caught in a proeressive system inaugurated but not further interfered with by 

[',.od; each civilization is not a stage on the road to Perfection 'but is capable 

of generating its own perfect state, if this has been pre-ordf'...ined; history 

is a record, therefore, of hundreds of experiments in the search for happiness 

and pt'Oace. Kant, in an essay called Idea of a Universal History on a Cosmc 

~ (17B4), managed to reconcile his natural pessimism with a concept of 

Progress by arranging a historical dialectic between man's peaceful and aggressive 

instincts. In the ideal civilization, these instincts are in a fruitful 

balance, and it is only in less tha..'1 ideal civilizations that rru:>..n's barbarous 

"lays predominate; the product of this dialectic is, apparently, moral improve-

m~nt .. Hegel's approach to Progress is far more metaphysical: the world, in 

his vie,.." is part of the self-fulfilment of a mystical God or Spirit, whose 

higher stages are indicated by ."hat we call civilization and culture; al thoug.h 

lie cannot imagine the nature of the end-point of this process, it will come. 

Like lIegel, Schelling too established a system in which earthly developments 

"ere the mere indices to the progress of a divine plan. 5 

l!"or all the transcendent and speculative emphases of this kind of thought, 

it helped, as Professor Bury points out, in the establishment of a practical 

climate favourable to the idea of Progress. In Eri,g-land, such a climate already 

existed: revolution had occurred in the seventeenth centl~', and Progressivism 

often took the form of a conservative defence of the status guo. 

Enquiry Concerning Political .Tustice (1793) stands oht for its 'extre>.Jl1e13' revo-

lntionary views at this time: theoretical and anarchistic, it advocated the 

complete removal of all governments and political systems, in the belief that 

man Hi thout government was educable tov,ard perfection. rphe chief disciple of 

\Vab the poet, Shelley, whose impractical idealism was the logical product 

of liDrhlin's thought; the Romantic tendency for escape :tnto imae;inativerealms 

is . 6 In turn a logical development of social theory which enters th~ world of art. 

5. Bury discusses eighte. enth century G· t·· "n fllh Id f P Ch 13 erman op lm1Rm ~l e ea o. rOP,Tess, • • 

6. See The Idea of Progress, Ch.l~. 
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Ideas of Perfectibility and Progress continued to be ana~ysed duzing the 

~Rrly nineteenth century by the Frenchmen, Sainte-Simon and Comte, ;:uld i-Jere 

cheered on in England by Nacaulay, Tennyson, and their contemporaries7 " 

b'ut ciespi te all this long-standine: confidence, there had always been long-

strL.'1ding doubts about Prot,"Tess and the perfectibility of man in societ"tJ. 

Rousseau, in 1750, and Chastellux, in 1772, had examined history in a way that 

produced pessimistic conclusions about the worth of civilization, and David 

Htuue had never been an enthusiastic advocate of Progress. But the most 

sie;nificant and accurate doubts had been raised by Nalthus in his Essay on the 

Principle of Population (1798), 'Ivhich dre., attention to the disparity between 

eeometrical growth of population and merl'! arithmetical growth of food supply. 

He sa,,, the irony that wi thin the existing situation disease and repression 

alone checked the population of the poor, and that Perfected Han "Tould too 

soon become Populous I,ran, with all too few resources on which to feed his 

8 
eXGellence. 

~nese ~~pleasant realities of social upheaval and chaos must be turned to 

no'.·r. For as surely as the Revolution in France had abruptly terminated a 

political system, less flamboyant developments in eighteenth century England 

had brought to an end a social system which was still basically feudal. The 

Enclosure Act of tpis period had removed the comImmal system and established 

throughout the c01mtI"'J a pO':-'lerful land-mming elite which controlled a larger 

but poorer class of peasants and labourers. Economic problems combined ~~th 

t1-j~ 5.rresponsibili ty of the n"".w landmmer class to produce and increase anoth~r 

new class, the dispossessed pauper. This agricultural revolution was closely 

folloi·red by the Industrial Revolution and the growth, in the north of the 

7. :31'!e T;'-l~ Idea of Progress, Ch.15 & Ch.16. Jerome Buckley also discnsses the 
idea of Progress in the early nineteenth centuI"'J in 'rhe Triumph of 'I'ime 
(Cambridge: Harvard Univ~rsity Prl'!ss, 1966), Ch.3. For a historical view 
of the period, see Asa Briggs, 'The Age of Improvement, (London: Longmans , 
1959), Ch.l & Ch.2. 

d. 1h~ J...ge of Improvement, Ch.9 & Ch.12. 
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country, of larg~ industrial towns and their sps;wn, the urbaYJ. poor, often 

dra1·m from an increasingly impoverished countryside. By the beginning of 

the nineteenth century, Bri tain had irrevocably cha.'1ged as a result of 

sp~cific developments which bred alike an increasingly weal thy lando;mine 

and merchaYJ.t middle class and a'1 increasingly laree urban labouring force 

a 
Ivhich supplied it."/ 

Such social and economic polarization, and particularly'the growth to 

dominance of the weal thy and powerful bourgeoisie, may be taken as paradigmatic 

for the experience of Europe in the nineteenth century. As industrialization 

changed the face of landscapes it altered the naulre of SOCieties; as cities 

grew their urban proletariat also swelled; increased mercantilism fed a 

burgeoning middle class and steadily the old feudal hierarchies bec?..me fossil-

ized relics. Wi th an unde!1>ri vi 1 eged and impoverished lower class pushing 

up,,,ard and a merchant class grmnng in power, it became inevitable that the 

outmoded superstructures of privilege and power should, at different times in 

cl..ifferent c01mtries, be toppled. Tne idea of Progress, so long the possession 

of the historian and the social meliorist, became the property of the bourgeoisie, 

wi th their greater opportunity to focus upon the material achievements of the 

doctrine while the artist, the social historian, and the scientist found 

themselves grappling wi tIl ideas of a more disturbing naulre .. In the fo1lo'l>1-

ing pages I shall discuss four expressions of these new ideas j emphasizing 

their development into Ii teraI'1J expression while attempting at the Sartle time 

trace their effect as popular ideas "Thich stood. far from the doctrine of 

?roerecs. To begin the first such discussion w'e return to the point raised 

earlier in this section, that an al.,rareness of decadence can first be perceived 

not in the pessimistic later half of the nineteenth century but in the 

9. For a concise outline of these developments see R. J. 1<:Nans, The Victorian 
Ap:e (London:: Edward Arnold Ltd., 1950). 
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optimistic later half of the eighteenth, l{hen the historia.Yl si~emed able still 

to look at history gladly. 

1. Decad(~nt Romanticism &'1.d Romantic Decadence. 

One of the most revealing works of Augast1"..1l historical research is Edr"ard 

Gibbonts long Decline fL'1.d Fall of the Roman Empire, which he completed in 1787. 

Fen" \'iho have follm'led its protracted narrative of social decay a...'1.d political 

collapse, its unalleviated descriptions of nearly identicFl.l despots, can fail 

to wonder whether such morbid interest, sustained over such a long period of 

composition, was a heFl.lthy sign in a period so confident in its own goodness. 

Certainly, the conclusions Gibbon frequently drew in D~cline p.nd Fall were 

soundly optimistic: 

Yet the experience of four·thousand years should enlarge our 
hopes and diminish our apprehensions:. ,'lTe cannot determine to 
what the human species may aspir~ in their advances 
tovrard perfection; but it may saf~ly be presumed that no 
people, unless the face of natuse is changed, "rill relapse 
into their original barbarism. l 

And yet it is curious that ffilCh conclusions had to be drawn from a study of 

a lone period of historical decline, and that a more positive example could 

not have been adduced. This morbid interest in images of ci Yilizations 

barbarically besieged is, as we are to see, a trait of ninete~nth century 

decadence, &'1d it is illuminating to find it so early. There can he no 

douht that the establishment of such metaphors in nineteenth century thoug}lt 

d~ri ves from the earlier popularity of historical works of which Gibbon's is 

the most famous exa.-:rrple. 

His case is one of many such "anti-Aueustan" cases at· the time. 

Bla.ke is another, whoseSong-s of Innocence was published two yero.'s after the 

conclusion of Gibbon's Decline and Fall. Even here, in mrhe Chimney S~.,eeper", 

the vital impulse is to quit &'1 unpleasant world; in The Book of T'nel, 1iri tten 

10 .. 'rbs Decline PJld Fall of the Roman Empire (London: Dent), Ed. O. Smeaton, 
VoL IV,. p.lll .. 
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at the same time, the unborn Thel refuses to take up carnal ey~ste~ce at all. 

tlA of Liberty", also of this period, is a brief of the sickness 

of earthly empires a~d a prophecy of their consumption by eternal 

fire, and the effect is of a compression of one of Gibbon's descriptions. 

"Songs of Experience" (1794), with its forsaken chimney sweep, cankered rose, 

blighted London, and satanic tiger, could be 1 ess like the Augustan 

picture of man in society. Blake "lOre his French Revolutionary cap through 

London because he was a man of the new age, aW'are of the iniquities of his 

civilization and increasingly sure that the ''fay to Improvement was to quit 

11 earthly life altogether • To give up hope in earthly improvement, as the 

more idealistic Progressivists did in effect, was to deny that actual 

civilization had any capacity to improve, to admit that society was irreversibly 

decadent. 

The ideal state proposed by Godwin in Political Jlwtice had this distinctly 

lmearthly tinge wr..ich coloured the romantic escapism of his disciple, Shelley. 

The hallmark of Shelley's idealism is the almost completely abstract 

imagination which produces, for example, the more diffuse passages of 

Prometheus Unbound (1820): this kind of poetry is about draped abstractions 

and is almost scornful of mortal problems. \ihen Shelleyts attention was 

deflected from the abstract to useful examples of the worthlessness of the 

society in which he lived, he employed the imagery of the charnel house. 

"Lines Written During the Castlereagh Administration" (1819) depicts England 

with a lusty Blake might have envied: 

Corpses are cold in the tomb 
Stones on the pavement are dumb 
Abortions are dead in the womb, 
P~~d their mothers look pale, like the death-white shore 
Of Albion, free no more~ 

11. Blake's role as an apostle of the neli age is examined by J. Bronol-mki in 
William Blake and the Age of Revolution, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1912) " 
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"'l.'he l'1ask of Anarchy II , "T!'i tten during the Sffille year about the so-called 

"Pete:rloo r~a.ssacre" t a stately but apocalyptic Anarchy lI'i:'ralnpling to 

a oire of blood! The aci.oring multitude". And ll};}rgl?..nd in lCU9" moves from 

"An old, mad, blind, despised, and dying kins" ",---,"td "Princes, the dregs of 

their dull race" who "leech-like to their fainting country clingH, to "A 

people starved and stabbed in the untilled field! !n army,which liberticide 

",nd prey!lf,akes as a two-edged sword to all who io.rield". Typi cally, and as 

ivi th all his anti-social poetI'1J, the poem ends· bV swe-eping upward to euphoric 

a'1d abstract hope. 

If .re suspend briefly our cri tical instincts and look at Keats· s uTo 

Antumn H in an emblematic way we can sense that he too was Nriting, although 

more personally and less anti-socially, about the afflictions of corporeal 

existence in a decadent age. An autumn myth would not have attracted a 

sUt11J'1er-minded Augustan, but it will be highly attractive, as vie ,viII see, 

to nineteenth centUI'1J Parnassi&~s and Decadents. The first t,m verses of 

"'1'0 Autumn" represent lv"i th their connotations of w'armth and fruition the 

fullness of development in a time-rielden physical "lOrld; the bees, who 

"thin.z warm days will never cease,! For Summer has 0 t er-brimmed their cla:rnm'.f 

i 
cells", are deceived, for swelled gourds and fruit filled with ripeness verge 

on the f'irst rottenness of decay; and the poem becomes increasingly laden 

",'i th images 01' the impeneling desolation and death i1hich winter • .'1.11 bring. 

Spring is long gone; "barred clouds" accompany the "soft-dying day", the 

fi81cis are stubble, Ilwailful H gnats "mourn", !!sialdng as the light '[,,'inci li-ves 

0,' dh)"'!", and swallows gather to escape ivinter. The '!varld was much more 

:.-1. th Keats than it was 1.Ji th Shelley, but for personal reasons it was a world 

of bUrning, aching flesh threatened by a decline to death a~d escapable only 

by the correctly Roma'1tic means of igniting the imagination. For Keats, as 

1'ie see in his "Ode on a Grecian Urn", the wnrld of the imagination creates in 
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turn the timeless world of art, and the doomed mortal in the carnal world can 

p,aln comfort from the contemplation of beauteou~ things which ~e joys forever. 

Romantic and Decadent poetry truly overlap in the work of Keats, and ju3t a~ it 

is difficult to make a chronological distinction between the two movements it is 

difficul t to say which element dominate8 his art. A. E. Carter has suggested that 

all nineteenth century Decadence, irrespective of its origin, is the efflore3cence 

of tendencies wi thin late Romanticism, resulting from the perversion of the "Ian-

gurid,. receptive character" and the dynamic "fatal roanu who "runs lushly to seed 

12 
in the melodramas of Byron" Hugo, and Duma3tt 

.. But nineteenth century Decadence 

derives more than simply its subject matter and tone from Romanticiem~ Flaubert, 

for example, will turn in revulsion from the empty figure of the bourgeois to a 

cheerful confrontation with the void in a way reminiscent of any later English 

Romantic, ann. particularly of: Shelley or Byron. But more important is the Keats-

ian desire to turn to art: Flaubert claimed a del'Jir& to write !Ia book about nothing, 

a book relating to nothing in the outer world, which sustains itself by the gran ty 

of its own s~le ••• a book which doe~ not come near a 3Ubject or else one whose 

subject is nearly invisible, if that i~ po~:!ibleI!13. Thus, as Roland Baxthe~ hae 

said, the art of Flaubert "points to its mask as it moves forwardU14, for there 

is nothing elee of value or permanence in a decadent world which may be singled 

out. This is "art-for-art' s-sakel!, the turning away by the Decadent from the 

emptinese and boredom of decadent life to the temporary meanin~ offered by art, 

to art's assertion of value in the f:ace of the void. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

fL'he Idea of Decadence in French Literature (Toronto: Uni versi ty of Toronto 
Pre!'ls, 1958), p.27. Carter devotes all of his second chapter, "Decline and 
Fall It, to the relationship between Romanticism and Decadence, See pages 26-61. 

nCe qui me semble beau, ce que je voudrail!! faire, c' est un livre RUrrien, un 
Ii vro sans attache exterieure, qui sa tiendrai t de lui-meme par la force 
interne de son style .... un Ii vre qui n I aurai t presqu" pas de suj at ou du 
moins oli lesujet serai t presque in-visible, !'Ii cela se peut" .. Letter to Louise 
Colet, Correspondance, ed. Rene Descharmee, (Paris: Librairie de FranceI' 1928}, 
Vol. I, p.3Q2. The translation is mine. 

~riting Degree Zero, (London: Jonathan Cape, 1967), p.71 .. 
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Renato Poggioli has seen this Roma'1tic 68capisffi as a distinguisp..ing feature 

of Decadence, and uses a phrase from Baudelaire I s poem, ttL t Ennemi", ¥lri tten 

about 1855 and th~ last to be included in Les Fleum du Nal (1857), to 

encapsulate this development. The phrase is "I t automJle des id.e-es": 

And now, 10, I have reached the au:tu.l'lln of ideas, 
Now I must handle shovel and rake 
In order to repair the flooded ground, 15 
Where 1,ater digs holes as large as graves. 

Here, says PoggioH, Baudelaire has reached a final stage of life and must 

face the problem of viewing his creations in a way 1'lhich ,rill represent their 

innate order and meaning. The key phrase will signify "not merely the falling 

off, in the brain of the poet, of the leaves of thought; it may well represent 

16 
the sudden appearance in his mind of an autumnal symbol or myth" • In a 

note vd thin Les Flaurs du Hal Baudelaire pursues the idea further, wi th a 

s~mcretic view of decadence as an eternal phenomenon \vhose inevitable 

recurrence liberates it from history and places it "aboye" time. What he 

advocates, a.s his friend Gautier explained after his death17, is the liberation 

of Decadent art, with its special rhetoric, imagery, and tone, from social 

and historical contexts fu~d into an independent aesthetic. Poggioli refers 

to the development of this in t1allarm~' s poetry: in "Plainte d t automne" (1864) 

is seen tithe poet's attempt to reduce the notion of decadence to a purely 

imaginative &~d emotional vision, to fix, as the poet says, tall that might 

be summarized in this word: fall', into the perfect stasis of an absolute, 

..... 1 . n18 
l,~me ess expenence • We have seen how Flaubert desired something very 

15. "Voila que j'ai touch~ Itautomne des idees,/ Et qu.'il faut employer la pelle 
et les rateaux/ Pour rassembler a neuf les terres inond~es,/ 011. l' ean creuse 
des trous grands comme des tombeaux. II "The Autumn of Ideas", The 1·fassachusettf 
Re'de,,; II (1961), p .. 662; the translation is Poggioli IS. 

16. "The Autu."ll11 of Ideas", p.663. 
17. In his preface to Les Fleurs du 11al, written in 1868; see "The Autum..'1 of 

Ideas!!, pages 668-9. 
18. liThe Autumn of Ideas", p.675. 
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similar for his art, with his ,,ushed-for book about nothing, and Baudelaire 

and his successors made this attempt to break free from the of time 

and events one of the most distinctive fea~~res of Decadent art, as it is of 

the Romantic movement. As Poggioli the later Decaclent poets such 

as Verlaine are mannerists, self-co~scious enamellers of their own tradition, 

in ,-,hose mellow sunlight they bask. Some of Hallarme's earlier work is 

prophetic of tp~s later inerowing of the genre: Poggi ali mentions his poem, 

"Las de It amer repos ••• " (1864), which reflects the influence of Baudelaire's 

IIV Ennemi" but far outreaches that poem in its nihilism19 .. 
~ 

For r1allarme, 

there is no chance of an "autumn of ideas" which gives aesthetic unity to his 

life's work; but there is a sort of ",'inter in which he abandons all attempts 

to create art (IIJe veux delaisser I' Art vorace d'lill pays/ Cruel ••• 1/20). 

Instead, he will become Ita minor, decorative artist, who finds t serene rapture t 

21 in painting a natural scene on the edge of a teacup" • ~ne stormy troubles 

of Decadent art are to be replaced by a tempest in a teacup, whose decoration 

calls. to mind not only the orientalism of the Parnassians but, even more 

appropriately, another, noblor vessel-emblem for the timelessness of art, 

Keats's Grecian urn. 

It remains for Yeats, much later than any of these writers but with an 

irresistible finality, to complete the mythical expression of this Decadent 

desire for Romantic escape into the cotmtry of the mind, the imaginative 

realm of art. Poggioli has clarified the process by treating Yeats's two 

3:rZ1"...ntiUilt poems in reversed order, the 

cityaR a possibility, a .Janus-faced symbol for the daylit actualities of 

temporal decadence ~~d a nocturnal of eternity, and "Sailing to Byza..~tiu.l'l1t1 

(1927) representing the full realization of the second condition, the 

19. H)ecadence in Miniature", 'ilie Hassachusetts Review IV (1963)t pages 532-3. 
20. "Decadence in flJiniature" , p.534. 
2l. "Decadence in J1iniature" , pO'S3? 
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achievement of "an eternal city of the soul" Nhich will "transcend the 

historical image of decadence,,22. 1>rnat fascinated Yeats was the length of' 

tir!le in which the moribund Byzantium lay ill but refused to die: its collapse 

seemed perpetually imminent for a thousand years. In the mind of the poet, 

the historical fact becomes elevated to a"1 emblem of the timeless realm of 

art. In the second poem the specific images of decadent life-bound existence 

in the oi ty are juxtaposed with the vagll.e images of the city's eternal, 

nocturnal outline: 

The unpnrged images of day recede; 
The Emperor's drunken soldiery are abed; 
Night resonance recedes, night-walkers' song 
After great cathedral gong ••• 

The central image of the poem is of the mlpola of the city's great cathedral, 

with the highly artificial golden bird whioh surmounts it: this represents the 

eternal work of art whioh transcends time and flesh, and its appearance has 

followed an apprehel'ision of the existence of the timeless superworld of art. 

The unfuelled purgatorial fires of the night-shrouded palace in the foUCi-ling 

lines mark the nexus of the two realms, qotual and spiri tu<;tl, and the poem 

concludes with an injunction to the artistic elite to make the sea-journey 

i 

to Byz~mtium, the city of the oreati ve souL 

"Sailing to Byzantium" arrives at the end of this sea-,journey, begin.'1ing with 

its celebrated images of doomed fecundity: 

That is no country for old men. T'ne young 
In one another's alms, birds in the trees 
- Those dying generations - at their song, 
The salmon-falls, the mackerel-crowded seas, 
Fish, flesh or fowl, co~~end all ffiUITIDer long 
ifuatever is begotten, born, and dies. 

It is no country for old men, this pre-Byzantine physical world, because its 

irL'1abHants are ignorant of the spiritu.al, of the possibilities of Yeats's 

Byzantium. \ihat folloTffl is a clear expression of Poggi ali , s conception of 

the Dec:adent "autumn of ideas", the maturation of art in a ii/By cOJ':'responding 

"Qualis Artifex Perea! o~ Barbarism and Decadence l \ Har-vard Librcg'Y Bulletin 
XIII, 1959, p.152A 
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to the seasonal maturation of" the years and the unfolding of the life of mall: 

An agecl man is but a paltrJ thing, 
A tattered coat upon a stick, unless 
Soul clap its hands and sing, and louder sing 
For every tatter in its mortal dress ••• 

In Yeatsrs poem, the soul has sailed to its Byzantium to purge all mortal 

aspects of art in the imperial fires, to enter the singing soul-world. 

Here he becomes his orm han(liwork, the mortal soul becoming submerged in the 

artificial and eternal work of. art wr.ich forever belongs to the transcendent 

superhuman world and which forever sta.'1.ds as his monument. Implici t in this 

Decadent syncLrome is an aesthetic which apo~~eosizes artifice, announcing the 

infolding of art upon itself as it breaks free from its mortal referentials. 

Decadent art, as first suggested by Baudelaire in his autumnal phrase, 

aims to live in its own special climate of ideas and, finally, in its own 

rhetoric. As the process develops by which it shuffles off its mortal coils, 

the art becomes ~lch more manner than matter, as Flaltbert, for instance, 

said it '\fQuld: and the end result of this process is the development of man.'1.er 

into mannerism, which makes the genre a rich field for the borrower and the 

imitator. 'Phe English poetic Decadence, though not entirely mimicry and 

eclecticism, used a sort of ventriloquism in order to speak in the way of 

the French Decadence, as some of the poetT1J of Ernest Dawson and Arthur Symons 

shows. These were the most conscious imi tatore and translators of the 

Symbolists, and they acted as conductors of one tradition to another" 

Dawson often imitated Verlaine, whose sentimental vision of loneliness, 

'rani shed pleasures t and present languor he ma'1aged to preserve~ 

example, are the t'irst three verses of his "Collot).ue Sentimental tI: 

Into the lonely park all frozen fast, 
A ivhile ago there were two forms 1fho passed .. 

La, are their lips fallen and their eyes dead, 
Hardly shall a man hear the "fOrds they said. 

Into the lonel~T park, all frozen fast, 
'rhers ca.-ns two shadows who recall the past. 

Here, for 
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A similar frail despair informs "Spleen": 

Around were all the roses red, 
The i V'f.J all around w·as black. 

Dear, so thou oILly move thine head, 
Shall all mine old despairs a"\v-ake! 

Too blue, too tender 1>laS the sky, 
~ne air too soft, too green the sea. 

Always I fear, I know· not why,· 
Some lamentable flight from thee. 

I am so tired of holly-sprays 
And weary of the bright box-tree. 

Of all the endless, country ways,. 
Of eve!"lJthing, ala...c;! save thee. 

Arthur SymOIhC; was the doyen of the English Decadence, and even more closely 

related to the French movement than was Dowson. His three poems entitled nAt 

Dieppe ll are impressions which rely on the Decadent stage-properties of misty 

rain, night,evanescent lwmen, ivory sickle moons, and a generally languorous 

ci.iffusenessO' The third, "On the beach", is w-orth seeing in full: 

Night, a grey s~J, a ghostly sea, 
The soft beginning of the rain; 
Black on the horizon, sails that WA.."le 
Into the distance mistily. 

The tide is rising, 1 can hear. 
~Jle soft rORr broadening far along; 
It cri es and l11UJ'."lffilrs in my ear 
A sleepy old forgotten song. 

Softly the steal thy night descends, 
The black sails fade into the sky: 
Is not this, where the sea-line ends, 
r['he shore-line of infinity'? 

I Ca.rh"lot think or dream; the gTey 
Unending waste of sea and night, 
Dull, impotently infiILite, 
Blo ts out the very hope of day. 

Symons I S range is not particularly "Wide, and it is easy to mista1ce one of his 

poems for another. But his mood does intensify, and his achievement become 

more distinguished, when he is relying closely on a French source. "Sea-Wind" 
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1/ 
and ttSieh ll

, both deti ved from r·1allarme, are far stronger than the "Dieppe" 

poems:; 

The flesh is sad, alas! and all the books are react. 
l!-r:Light, only flight! I feel that birds are wild to tread' 
The floor of un.1mown :foam, and to attain the skies! 

( It Sea-\find II) 

My soul, calm sister, towards thy brow, whereon scarce grieves 
An autumn strewn already w.i th its russet leaves, 
And towards the wandering sky of· thine angelic eyes, 
Haunts, as in melancholy gardens arise 
Some faithful fountain sighing whi tely towards the blue! 

( "Sigh II) 
Swooning lovers in lithe rose and grey/ Ecstacy of the moon" recur in his 

A 

translations from Verlaine's II Fetes Galantes!t, while his version of Gautier, 

"Posthumous Coquetry", epitomizes all that is expected of both French ~d 

.English Decadent poetry: 

Let t.~ere be laid, when I am dead, 
Ere 'neath the coffin lid I lie, 
Upon my cheek a little red, 
A little black about the eye. 

For I in my close bier would fain, 
As on the night his V01ffl were made, 
Ros~red eternally remain, 
With khol beneath my blue eye laid ••• 

Poetry of this sort, focussing in images of nhadow and light, is very close 

to Poggi ali 's "Decadence in miniature": the polished, artificial deco,ration 

made for i ts ~wn sake, conq,ng very close :to meaning nothing at all but 

. . ' 

representing itself as a self-explaining and self-sufficient entity hovering 

in a limbo devoid of other phenomena. Such poetry aims to become as completely 

superficial aa the birds and butterflies lihich fii t through it, erecting 

a verbal cosmos the emptiness or disorder of life. Yeats describ~d 

such a poetic as having "taught us to ,valk upon a rope tightly stretched through 

serene air n
23 a metaphor which Giorgio Nelchtori extends to all tlodernist 

Ivriting and .its funambulistic precariousness nso vividly reflected both in 

23. In rrhe Tremblinp,' of the Veil; quoted in Melchiori, The Tightrope ~falkers, 
(London: Routledge &: Kegan Paul~ 1956) t p.13. 
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the fOl~ Rnd in the content of the artistic Rnd literal"J lwrks of the first 

24 hRlf of this centuryll • 
/ 

All the implications of this vitally important 

metaphor are conmtrmnated in the most truly Decadent >olOrk of the lRte nineteenth 

centtll"J, Villiers de 1 'Isle-AdRill' s Axel (1889), a 'Terse play depicting the 

decision of the hero to take his life in order to preserve the fUllness of his 

love from the decay of time. His castle is a fm:'tress rigainst the banalities 

of mlmdRne existence; the act of suicide 'Nill enable him to enjoy forever 

the exquisite moment of perfection, 1'lhile the e .... reryday living of his life 

may, he says, be carried out by his servants25 • .,. Anticipating Helchiori, 

Edrmmd lllilson applied the same metaphor of control and order to twentieth 

centtlry lv.ritL~g in his collection of essays entitled Axel's Castle. This 

Decadent extremism is a common part of the novels to be examined in this 

study, and becomes particularly distinctive &'T1ongst the A.1!lerican fiction \-1e 

are to examine. 

'ro find the artist making a heaven of the imagination in spite of an earthly 

hell is a terJrl.inal point in the purely Ii terary aspect of nineteenth century 

decadentism. But in its socia-literary aspect, it CRn reveal more about the 

TIlind of the decadent, as we will now' see. 

2. Decadence ~Jld Barbarism. 

The most co~~on respons~ to real or imagined social decay in nineteenth 

century Europe is a brooding consideration of the primitive and the barbaric .. 

lie have already seen the thinker and artist showing his) belie:f that malt 

'iaLk:s a lrJlifE.:-edge bePieen hL~ barbaric origins and a gold.en future that 

somehovT has not come, betw'een a primi ti ye past a'1d a future in which he seems 

lmlikely to transcend his 01NIl brutality. He finds himself locked in a 

disturbing present moment vw.ich Poggioli has described as the product of l1a 

24. 'Phe Tiehtrope \<TaL1.cers, p.S. 
25. 'f'ni,s quintessentially Decadent idea is expressed in Act IV, scene v. 
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psycho-physiological disequilihrilL.'ll, to be viewed in terns of either excess 

or defect. Its causes and. manifestations may he on one side an abnormal 

exuberance, a feverish acti vi ty of all nervous and cerebral energies, aDd on 

the other, a wear and tear of vi tal p01ver, a thinning out of the bloodU26• 

The historia.'1.' s picture of the decline &.'1.d fall of earlier empires and 

civilizations has flhown such condi tiona to be the,prel1iae to an apocalyPtic 

return to barbarity, and the thinker and artist beginl') to see civilization 

as a ruined q11est for an impossible resting-point between equally unpleasant 

poles of existence, the decadent and the barbaric .. The m:fth of the !'ullenmum 

has no currency for him; he finds significance in other myths, and Uero and 

Ghengis Khan glower in his mind, across stages of development all too quickly 

traversed .. 

Even before the end of the nineteenth century, the hussian poet, Solovyov, 

showed, an obsession "hd. th a threat of invasion i'rom the east. His misgivings 

were well-founded, for Russia a.'1d Japan were at '<Tar wi thin a few years. What 

is most revealing is the way the poet's mind senses the disaster - or 

anticipates it, in this case - and immediately casts it into the terms of 

received mytholo8Y. As Poggioli points out~ Solovyov saw the threat i'rom 

Japan as ~..n atavistic f'orm of the Hongel invasions which have haunted the 

27 \festern mind for two thousand years • When the clash between Russia and 

Japan in 1904 seemed to realize the barbaric apocalypse, Valeri B~JUsov 

was provoked to write "The Coming Huns H
, a poem which spoke of the impending 

do,~~fall of the old Tsarist order by the metaphor of the fall of the 

Roman fupire. At the level of myth, the invading hordes are seen as the 

old Asian Tartars, not as the modern Japanese Army, and at the level of 

metaphor Bryusov senses the uprising of the barharic Russian masses through 

the rotted tisffile of the old order. 

26. "Qualis Pereo! ", p.136. 
27,. lftiUalis Artifex Pereo! Itt p.147. 

He sees the Japanese threat as a possible 
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meanR of purging the decarlent old order, a;...,.dl G\~. he articulates the coming 

apocalypse he clearly welcomes it28. 

Ivanov, and when the Tsarist order '!fas overwhelmed a decade later in the 

Revolution" Aleksandr Blok's poetr""lJ depicted the barbaric purgation as coming 

from .vi thin, with the unleashing of the Russian masses29. 

In nineteenth cen~J Fr&~ce, so bitterly attacked by Nordau, a quite 

~~fferent social situation managed nevertheless to make the artist thiI1-~ 

in terms of decadence and barbarism. Despite the purgative effects of the 

French Revolution, there grew again in the shape of what r..ad lived before 

a rigidly stratified society, as if the lopping of a withered branch had seen 

a"l'lother, slightly smaller and a little different in shape, grow from the 

wound. The different shape of the new limb of society reflects the growth 

in newly-gained power of the bourgeoisie, ilitowhose hands fell more and more 

property and power; and ",hose blind materialism and unthinking acceptance of 

the ways of societ-.r convinced French writers that society itself, and the 

bourgeoisie in particular, were perilously ~lose to barbarism in the process 

of decay. A. E.: Carter, surveying the causes of French literary Decadence, 

describes the relationship between bourgeois society and the increasingly-

alienated Decadent, the one groaningllnder its blind materialism and the 

other sick with revulsion: IIDecadent sensibility dev:eIops from the theory that 

ci vilization is artificial and corrupt; it dwells orchid-like in the hot-

houses of anexceRsi ve and ageing culture, in the boudoir and brothels of 

the city,,30. The Decadent sees the bourgeois as surrounded by an 

artificial atmosphere and convinced that the panes of glass above his head 

are reality itself; the Decadent, although physically "wt tp..in'! the hot-house 

of civilization, knows that it is a hot-house; and that beyond its panes is 

26. "Qualis Artifex Pereo! ", pages 142-7. 
29. tlQ\lalis Artifex Perea! If. pages 147-9. 
30. The Idea of Decadence in ~Tench 1iterature~ p .. 26. 
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a ureal I! world of harsh, barbaric savagery which will destroy the frail, feeble 

vp..lues of civilization. So repulf-li ve does the alienated Decadent find this 

ci1dlization that he is glad of the presence of the outside domain: ~~st as 

Bryusov and P.is colleagues were to welcome the proRpect of barbaric purgation 

at a later time, ¥lanbert, for exampley welcomed the CP,,'lOS and. harbart t'rJ and 

sheer emptiness he sensed beyond the pale: 

This sense of ny mm 10leakness and emptiness comforts me. I 
feel myself a mere speck of d.ust lost in space, yet I am part 
of that endless e,Tandeur "Thich envelopes me.. I could never 
see why that should be a cause for despair" since the35: could 
veT1J well be nothing at all behind the black curtain .. 

Vfe have seen the Decadent artist turn from the tlblack curtain" to the'temporary 

mea'lings of his own art; but the lack of any style at all in the bourgeois 

could infuriate the Decadent. Flaubert, for example, could run "foaming and 

blaspheming from the room lt ,.,hen confronted by a member of the bourgeoisie, for 

to be "void of st"lJle was the real void, an emptiness more awful becaUse more 

crass and assured than &YJ,y authentic austeri ty!t32. (E>ren the bourgeois 

could find himself stifled by the atmosphere of the Ithot-houselt
r as Robert 

JIlartin Adams pOints out: "ennui was a favorite complaint of the French lady 

of fashion, often accompanied ~~th the speCification that she was lapsing into 

neant,,3~) 

~~en contemplating the antithesis be~~een decadence and-barbarism, the 

French Decadents and nee-Decadents w'ere capable of a'l'lbigui ty, as Carter notes • 

.. 
Gautier, Baudelaire, l'ia1la.me, Verlaine, and their lesser contemporaries 

t'unj:ted tHO funiamentally opposed ideas: a hatred of modern civilization and 

a love of the refinements modern civilization made possible't34• Since in 

Carter's view, the Decadent artist never resolved this contradiction in his 

'31 .. Quoted. in Rob~rt }farti!} Aq~s,' Nil: Eoisod.es in the IJiterary Congu~st of the 
Void during the Nineteenth Centur;v, (New York:O:rlord Universi ty Pref'ls, 1966), 
p.69. . - . 

32. Nil, p.69. 
33. Nil, p.2l 9. 
34. The Irlea of Dec,''idence in French Literature, p.6 •. 
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1<Jork, there remains in it "a sort of 1i te:mry schizophreniatt35• But he also 

notes Gautier's Hsuggestion of irony ••• a desire to shock and astonishu36,. 

lmconscious1y (lirecting us toward the Decadents' satiric aims and the desire 

seen for example in Buysman's A Rebours (1884) to reduce the unknowing artifice 

of decadent socie~ to absurd and ridiculous excess. when misu..l'lderstood, 

this ironic approach led to Nordau's !.1 hOminem .. attacks; 1'lhencorrectly 

viewed, it underlined by satiric exagee:mtion the proximi ty of civilized 

artifice to savagery and barbarism. Behind much of the poetry of" the French 

Decadence lies the belief ,;hat the barbaric domains b~Jond the walls of 

ci~nlization exactly.mirror the true nature of decadent society itself, as 

if the very stones could reflect, and as if ,;he bourgeois who sees the f'irst 

barbarian scramb~e over the ruined wall nnds that he is looking at himself .. 

'rne limitations of space in this stUdy make it impossible to explore this 

phenomenon fully, but time and again, as Carter oakes clear in his first 

chapter, liThe Perverted LegendU37, the poets of the French Decadence move from 

expressions of the barbarism of the cities to expressions of an artifice 

libieh involves sexual perversion, necropr.d.lia, drugs,. dand...visro,. sadism,. and 

debauchery. That much of this material could be transported wholesale into 

the poetry of' the English Decadence suggests that it is li terar.r exaggeration 

rather than strict historical fact. 

But long before the English Decadence which we have already begun to glimpse~ 

eventf!! in England had brought about many of' the social phenomena which in 

France had c)nvince(l the Decadent of the degeneration ot' his own society. 

I have already referred to the growth early in the nineteenth century of a 

pmverful middle class in .Elngland, and have suggested that the idea of Progress 

beCa'Tl9 their property early in the Victorian era. 

35. ~~e Idea of Decadence in. French Literatu~e. p.6. 
36.. The Idea of Decadence in French Li terattlre. p.8 .. 

Years of stability, 

TI. 'ilie Idea o:f Decadence in French L1 te:mture, pages 3-25. 
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prosperi ty~ and insulati ty appeared to compound the optimistic view of things, 

with the result that the bourgeois singer of Empire soon found that he could 

quite credibly point to a strong, stable civilization, the apotheosis of 

Progress and the incarnationp if in a somewhat Gothic form, of Perfectibility. 

But a sort of schizophrenia is evident when the High Victorian comes to 

S1xrvey himself: for the social critic and the artist could claim to see a 

general loss of faithp a creeping materialism, a blind belief in an idea of 

Progress that was devoid of purpose and proportion, and a social development 

that in its hectic pace was forming a dangerously 1mbalanced society. It 

is this kind of society: which appears in Tennysonts Arthllria1'J. cycle, and of 

which Arnold too expressed frequent awareness. 

This double 'Jiew of contemporary society also involved a different attitude 

tmvards decadence and barbarism. As with Continental literature, the 

apocalyptic arrival of the barbarian is anticipated and the purgatorial 

primi tivism he brings is welcomed. But a curiously indigenous quality 

prevails. In general, literary primitivism in nineteenth century England 

can be literary but not quite primitive, fictionally expressing a socio

cultural death-wish, or primitive but not quite literary, with a growing 

movement to quit civilization and explore the backward domains of the growing 

Empire. 

The socio-cultural death-wish shows how a nation can be conscious of its 

own excellence and yet express subconsciotlsly its fears of degeneration. 

It involved the increasing production during the late Victorian period of 

works in which writer3 depicted with lurid fondness the invasion and destruction 

of their own cOlmtry by apocalyptic forces. Its resemblance to the classical 

Ii terary anticipation of the barbarian invasion is mi tigatedby two factors: 

firstly, there was no obvioll..C: barbaric threat from without; and second, the 

authorship of these cheerfully dest~lctive works was almost entirely botlrgeois 



instead of Decadent. Bernard Bergonzi has suggested that the whole outpouring 

'!>ras prompted by "tne l!ranco-Prussian War38, but whatever its immediate cause 

the Victori~~ liter~f death-wish obviou~ly voices a deep-felt discontent 

with a society which must have seemed even to some of its middle class to 

be sterile~ purposeless, and boring. The way in 1-lhich these volumes 

{'Ll1ticipated the holocaust of, the Great War can be seeni.n a brief survey of 

their ti tles39 • General Sir George Chesney's The Battle of Dorking (1871) 

depicts the invasion of England by the Prussians who had just conquered the 

French; such imaginary invasions occurred again a decade later in General Sir 

William Butler's The Invasion of England (1882), and yet again in William 

Le Qllex's T'ne Great War in England in 18~7 (1894). An unconscious parallel " 

to Russian fears of a Tartar invasion occurs with ,the over-.fhelming of the, 

en ti re ',vest by Chinese hordes in The .Yellow Dang§lr (1898), by 1-1. P. Shiel; 

Chesney's novel was reworked by F. N.l>1aude in The New Battle of Dorking (1900); 

Shiel returned to arrange a gigantic natural catastrophe in The Purple Cloud 

(1902), presumably to account for any survivor of this remarkable succession 

of imaginary holocausts; and Erskine Childers's The Riddle of the Sands (1903) 

forecast a German invasion of Great Britain. Li terally huncL1"'6ds of imitations 

of these novels attest to the;fa8cina:fJi<:iJilt'.}the genre held for its audiencejt and 

authors as far removed from Decadentism as Wells .and Hardy were stirred by 

the fin E gISbe phenomenon. Just as the actually barbaric "threats to Russia 

or France were welcomedp the fictional threats to England were seen too as 

the inevitable end of a historical proces~, as metaphorical evidence of 

civilization's decay and a means of cleansing the corrupt old order. 

The non-litera~ rn&~ifeatation of English decadence~ the exploration of the 

barbaric outposts of the Empire, can be seen as a decadent-imperialistic 

38. The Early H. G. iiells, (Hanche:!'lter: }tanchester Uni versi ty Press, 1961), 
page:':! 12-13. 

39. Bergonzi lists these titles in The Early H. G. Wells, pages 12-13 and in 
"Before 1914: Writers and the Threat of War", Cri tical Qu.-arterly IV,. 2 
(1964), pages 129-30. 



impulse not peculiar to England alone. The Old \vorld - Russia," Spain, Portugal, 

Holland, France, Gerrna."lY,. Belgill.lll, and Britain - had long bef'ore begun to 

colonize and exploit the New World, in a development which is seen 

symbolically as an overf'lo~dng of' all that was bad in decadent Europe into 

an uncivilized world. IncreaBingly, toward the end of' the nineteenth centu~J, 

this movement is seen not as brineing the light of civilization to the darkness 

of the jungle, but as the return of the blighted, to his 

symbolically natural state. Any truthful history of the IDlropeanl'.l' rapacity 

at the heart of danmel'ls reinf'orces this interpretation: ltThe profotmd hypocrisy 

and inherent barbarism of bourgeois civilization lies unveiled before our_eyes in 

the col~nies, where it goes naked,,40, wrote Karl ilt:1.TX, referring to t-That Jean

Paul Sartre later called "the strip-tease of our humanismu40• G. P. Goof'll 

and. Benjamin Ilidd "'Tote at the turn of the centuI"lJ of civilized man's relapse 

amongst the natives4\ and Gissing remarked of' the literature of colonial 

development that it showed "the completest barbarism. still existing under the 

surface .•• The masse8 of men are still living in a state of partially varnished 

42 savagery" • Herbert Spencer tao saw that savagery begins at home~ remarking 

on the barbarity of the Jubilee celebratione43• 

An anthropologist like Sir James }irazer could also see how clo:'le European 

man had alway:s, been to savagery, and his metaphors evoke the frailty of 

ciVilization. A remark from .;.:.;;;~..;:;.::==:....;:;:.::.:.::::s..= may be compared with the earlier 

optimism of Gibbon: 

It is no t Oltr bU3ine~3 here to consider vrhat bearing the permanent 
existence of such a solid layer of savagery beneath the surface of 
society, and l~Yected by the ~~perficial cha~ges of religion and 
culture, has upon the future of' humanity. The dispassionate 
observer, whose studies have led him to p1ullb its depths, can 

40. Jonah Raskin. "Imperialism: Conrad's Heart of Darkness"" Literature and Poli
ti cs in the Twentieth Century, ed. W. Laqueur &. G. L. r·lm:lse, Journal of· 
Contemporary Histo:r;y: 5 (New York: Harper & Row, 1967), p.1l5. AI though 
Raskinls later study, The f-lythology of Imperialism, (New York: Random House, 
1971) is less useful, pages 14-36 should be consulted for additional material. 

41. f'Imperialimntt, p~ges 124-5. 
42. tlImperialism", p.126" 
43. "Imperialism"', p.125. 
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hardly regard it othenJise than as a standing menace to 
ci vilization. We seem to move on a thin crust which may 
at any moment be rent by the subterranean forces slumbering 
below. From time to time a hollow nrurmur underground or a 
sudden spirt of ftame into the air tells of what is going on 
beneath our feet. 

Frazer was particularly sensitive to the idea that civilization carried its 

own inner savagery as a mirror of the barharic threat from wi thout. The 

Europea'1. peasant in particular reminded him of this: the class was "pagP.-U and 

savage at heart .. and their civilized aspects "merely a thin verreerwhichthe 

hard knocks of life soon abrade, exposing a solid core of paganism and savagery 

beneath,,45. The link between the barbarian outside decadent civilization 

and the barbarian wi thin who is responsible for the decarlence (a metaphor 

central to the psychology of decadence) is described in The Scone of Social 

Anthropology: 

We appear to be standing on a volcano which may at any moment 
break out in smoke and fire to spread ruin and devastation among 
the gardene' and palaces of ancient culture wrought so laboriously 
by the hands of'many generations. After looking on the ruined 
Greek temples of Paesuun and contrasting them with the squalor 
and savagery of the Italian peasantr'lJ, Renan said "I trembled 
for civilization, seeing it so limited, built on so weak a 
roundation, resting on4~0 few individuals even in the country 
where it is dominant". 

Obviously, for the di3pa~3ionate observer of late nineteenth century Europe 

there Was plenty of evidence that what seemed to be civilization's zenith ,'I'as 

in fact the nadir of barbarism; and the lihole period shows how early and how 

clearly could be £elt the strains of the decline into ~he Great War. 

~ro envisage the primitive £rom the safety of a study in an English or Belgian 

hom~e leads to a romantic view of the uncivilized parts of the w"Grld; to recall 

one's own civilization a~d the frightening inhospitability of a dark continent 

leads to an lL."lderstanding or the frailty of civilization. Joseph Conrad gives 

a good example of the perishing of romanticism: in 1890 he travelled up the 

44. Quoted in Stanley Edgar Hyman, The Tan led Ban."l<:: Darwin Han: 1<razer & Freud 
as Imaginative ~friters (New York: Atheneum, 1962 , p .. 248. 

45 .. T'ne Ta."lgled Bank, p.2JJ7. See Hymants chapter on Frazer (pages 187-292) and 
Freud (pages 293-424) for his discu3sions of the use of these metaphor8. 
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Congo to the core of Africa on the journey which he was later to translate 

into manls classic quest for the heart of darkness. As a boy he had daydreamed 

of exploring that very spot, but as a man and actually there he found his 

boyish romanticism giving way to a reality that made him veJ:1J uneasy; itA great 

melancholy descended upon me ••• there wa3 no shado1~J friend to stand by my 

side in the night of the enormous wildernes:3, no great halmting memory, but 

only ••• the distasteful know'ledge of the vilest scramble for loot that ever 

diafigJ.red the histo:ry of human conscience andeeographical explorationtt46• 

The environment Conrad finds near the Stanley Falls is anything but the refresh-

ing Nature which the Romantic finds regenerative: as Aldous Huxley ",-as to 

point out,. man had tire-created Europe in his own image" in the nineteenth 

century, &"1d its fttamed and temperate Nature confirmed 'tlordeworth in his 

philosophizingsn47• Under a vertical sun, he argue:5,. the Homantic's pantheism 

degenerates into diabolism: the returned eXplorer will describe a harsh, alien, 

inscrutable cmd immeasurable world. As in Conrad's diaries quoted above, 

the tropical surroundings are giYSEln no intrinsic qualities, and the explorer 

has to bring his human and civilized reactions along with his tropical kit. 

Some of the~e come from Sir Hicnard Bur~on, who travelled in both East and 

1{est Africa and took home from . there lurid accounts of the primitive customs 

he ob3erved with which to reWArd the civilized Englishman with a decadent 

appetite for horror. In 1864 he published an account of his travels in 

Dahomey, and described in them his arrival at the palace of the king: 

The approa:)h to the palace was not pleasant. The north-eastern 
or market-shed was empty; out of its tenants, nine had perished .. 
FOur corp~e8, attired in their criminals' shirts and nightcaps, 
were sitting in pairs on Gold Coast stools, supported by a double
storeyed scaffold, about forty feet high, of rough beams, two 
perpendiculars, and as many connecting horizontals. At a little 

46. lIGeography and Some Explorers", Last Essays, ed. Richard Curle (London: 
J. H. Dent and Sons, 1926), p.25. 

47. tI\vordsworth in the Tropics ll , Call ected Essay:'!, (London: Chatto & \findus, 1959), 
p.lO. 
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dista~ce, on a similar erection~ but made for half the number, 
w'ere two vl~tim:'!. one above the other. Between these substantial 
affairs 'was a ga,llmvs of thin P03tS, some thirty feet tall t with a 
single victim hanging by his heels, head downwards ••• 

We then passed to the south~eastern gate of the Komasi House, 
"here the pa.lace shed wa~ also untenanted. In front of sundry 
little black dolls, stuck in the ground at both sides of the 
entrance, lay a dozen heads. They were in two batches of six 
each, disposed in double lines of three; their faces were d01~-48 
wards, and the cleanly severed necks caught the observer's eye. 

An account like this would underline to the sensi ti ve Europear."1 the romantic 

frail ty of the idea of Progres~t the precariommess of civilization itself' 

in an inhospitable world. Burton himself prefaced his description above with 

the reminder that I!A Dahoman visiting England but a few yean:J ago would have 

wi tnessed customs almost quite as curious as those wr..ich raise our bile now'·, 

a reference to quaint European rites which Gibbon must p~ve forgotten to notice; 

Booth's In Darkest England and the 1,fay Out (1890) had a similar basic outlook. 

The effect of such eagerly-devoured reports as Burton's - culminating in the 

avid response to the bloody atrocities of the Benin massacre and the reprisals 

of the l8901s4~ w~s to establish a collective self-image of a none-too-civilized 

and unromantic Ehrope surrounded by a vTarld that was inscrutable jungle and all 

too capable or evidencing its innate barbarity. In the next section, we will 

see hOi-T nineteenth century scientific discovery worked to compound and augment 

this disturbing image. 

). Science and the Decay of Optimism. 

Science in the nineteenth cen~~ eroded the old optimism and showed the 

gap between marls humanistic view o~,himself .and his cosmic self-conception; 

for until 'tr..is time, doctrines of ProgreM and Perfectibili"t;J were curiously 

detached from physical knowledge of the planet 1Ipon which they were supposed to 

occur. Nan saw his evolution in a narrow, social context, and not in the 

broader biological context that was to come; when the historian evaluated 

48. 

49. 

A Mi8!!!ion to Gelele, King of Dahomey, ed. C. W. Newbu:ry (London: Routledge &: 
Kagan Paul, 1966),. p .. 237". Burlon's expedition was in the 1860 t sr 

Aryong the popular descri pti ve ~.;orks were A. Boif}rag0)t ~ s fI'he Benin Hassacre 
, ,1897), R. H. Bacon's Benin the Citf of Blood ,le97), and H. L. Ro~hiS 

Great Benin: Its Custom:? Art & Horro:;:'s (190)). (K. K. Ruthven, tiThe Sa'Tage 
God: Conrad a'1:d Law-rence", Critical Qyarterl3:: X, (i)&(ii), 1968, p.45.] 
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man t s development he fel t, 8..~ we have 8een~ firm gTound.."5 for optimism .. 

It is not difficult to see why social prognosis tended to be kept separate 

from scientific knowledge in the eighteenth century. Geologists of the time 

r..ad. 8..'1 extremely :ipocalyptic interpretation of the physical history of the 

planet, ascribine to ita life-span.,brief enough to suit the Biblical theor.r 

of Creation, and envisagine a series of volcanic cataBtrophes alternating w~th 

periods of calm and, in one popular variation, floods, of which Noah's wa3 

merely the best example50• An earth affi±cted with chromc earthquakes, 

volcanic eruptiom~, and floods, while an impressive spectacle in itself, 

was not a suitable place for a mankind seen to be marching inevitably towards 

Sainte-Simonis Golden Age or Condorcet's Millennium. The eighteenth century 

mind appears to have been appropriately schizophrenic in its attitude to 

these two areas of thought, but as the century waned it became increasingly 

difficult to keep man and enviro:nment separate~ New discoveries in eeology 

emphasized the development on earth of biological species; geology and biologyp 

and hence ontology and. humaniam, were beine thrust together willy-nilly in 

the early years of the nineteenth c~ntury by an irreversible scientific process 

which steadily opened out the earth's developmental span and laid bare for 

B~ldy those generation~ of biological species which had no place in the 

eighteenth century world-picture. 

James Hutton's Theory of the Earth (l788-9S) envisaged a long period of 

uniform development and embraced the ideas of species and geological development. 

Hutton's Unif'ormitariani8m received support from Sir Charles Lyell's Princinles 

of Geolog;:r (1830-3) and Louis Agassiz's theorY of G1acialism~ announced in 1837, 

both of which described periods of prolonged and steady geological development. 

'rhese early works forced many scientific disciplines together, stabilizing the 

SO. This survey of the scientific prelude to evolutionism is based on Leo Hen.'ldnp 
Darwinism in the English Novel 1860-1910 (New York: RusMll &: Russell, 1963),. 
pages 13-30 and 45-61; and on Georg Roppen,. Evolution and Poetic Belief, 

(Oslo: Oslo University Press, 1956),. pages 1-65. 
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geological theorie~ of the earth's development and producing a time-scale 

which was later to suit evolutionary theorie5, but doing little damage to the 

doctrine of Special Creation. But as evolutionism beC&~e more firmly establi8hed~ 

wi th its visions of aeons of Blow development, nineteenth century man began 

increasingly to look like a latecomer who could not possibly have been present 

at the Creation. Gradually,· aided by the pragmaticism of f'1althus and Bentham, 

Progressi nem relinqUished its humanitarian-historical inpuls8 to biological 

motivation,. and the way was cleared towards the acceptance of scientific 

evolutionism. 

Although there had been, even in the eighteenth centur-r, theories of human 

development that were tnlIy evolutionary they had never been taken 8eriolh~ly. 

Chambers's Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation (1844) certainly was: 

bringing together the tendencies of 'fifty years he drew a Uniformitarian 

picture of the earth's development and then, working from fossil and emb~Jo 

evidence, depicted groups of s:p~cies developing steadily t:r.rough generations 

and changing by mutation. His omission of a Creator from his scheme partly 

explainfJ :the uproar he created, but despite this the Vestiges did help to 

create an atmosphere in which evolutionism could sensibly be discussed. 

The next step is generally acknowledged to have been taken by Darwin with 

his Origin 01" Spec; ert (1859),. but for the purpol'!es of this section I 1<Jish 

to deflect discussion towards the evolutioniSm of Herbert Spencer, who is not 

.... i.dely known to have anticipated some of Dantin's ideal"!. 

Spencerts essay, "The Development Hypothesis" (1851-4) discusses the question 

of evolution in its moci.ern context for the first time; and an essay of this 

period entitled itA T'n8ory of Population, Deduced from the General Law of 

Animal Fertility" (1852)51 coined the phrase, "survival of t.~e fittest" whch 

is usually ascribed to Da..-rwin. Spencer had been al101·/'i.ng his characteristic 

cunoei ty to toy wi. th evolutionary theories even before Cha"'lbers's worIc appear-

ed, and in the late 1850's, quite independently of Darwin, he began to express 

51. See J. D. Y. Peel, Herbert Spencer: the Evolution of a SocioloRist, 
(London: Heinemann~ 1971) ~ p.l31, for his remarkl'l on these essays~ 
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the need for a synthesis of all aspects or evolutionism, from the microcosmic 

to the cosmic. This was to become his famous "Law of General Evoluti.on", 

and its significance lies in his willingness to fuse geology " biology , 

sociology, and even mechanical physics into the evolutionism which he was 

to elaborate during the remainder of his long life. The correctness or 

otherwise of this synthesis is quitei:mmaterial; what does matter is his 

popularization in page after page of his many works of' a view which link.ed 

the cosmic with the social and biological. Darwin t s worle, more specific and 

restricted than Spencerls, did not have such a range; but, having seen that 

certain aspects of Spencer's evolutionism have become attributed to Dartdn, 

we may safely guess that what was to become known as "DarwiniSlltt was coloured. 

in the popular mind by Spencer's explicit introduction of cosmic. terms into 

the rhetoric of" evolutionism .. 

The induction by which the exrunination of heat in physics became a part 

of" Spencer's System occurred a little after he produced his essay, "Progress: 

I ts Law and Cause .. 52• This shmm Spencer intuitively setting up an all-

encompassing r~tion of evolution which lacked only practical proof. This 

was found when he realized tpat the unstable state of homogeneity in his 

theoretical evolutionism resembled the conditions of heat conservation out-

lined in the F.:irst Law of 'Thermodynamics. TP.i.s Imf asserts that all natural. 

forces (electrici. ty I' gravi. ty" magnetism, heat" and so on) are aspects of one 

universal force; Spencer described. his law of evolution as being simil.ar, as 

nan integration of matter and concond tant dissipation of motiontt53, a whole-

sale moving of all phenomena towards one state. 

The streL~ge union which followed Spencer's happy perception, between 

52. ~8tminster Review" 1857: see Evolution and Poetic Belief, p.37. 
53. First Principles CLondon: Williams &, Norgate, 1884}, 5th'edn., p.396. 
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findings about heat engines and a theoretical synthesis, initially yielded 

happy :results: theevo..Lutionism of t.lte firet edition of' First Principles (1862) 

was distinctively Progressivist in its optimism. "bolu tion tt" Spencer 

states there, ncan end only in the establishment of the greatest perfection 

and the most complete happiness ll54• But by yoking his synthetic philosophy 

to the progress of discoveries in heat physics, Spencer unknowingly doomed 

not simply its optimism but, in the end, its validity &s a synthesis: for he 

exposed it to the damaging discoveries about heat loss that were soon to be 

announced, and whose significance 'Spencer could not admit to hiln8elf' until 

near the end of' his life. Sinee these attacks were also generally directed 

at Darwin's discoveries, I will outline his contribution to nineteenth centur,r 

manls self'-conception bef'ore assessing the f'inal problems which heat physicists 

were to pose rEO? biologist and synthetic philosopher alike. 

lI'he core of Darwin's evolutionism was made public in a paper presented 

to the Linnean Society in 1858. The Origin of' Species, published in the 

following year, well. expressed what until then had merely ort been thought. 

The idea of the descent of species from earli-ar progeni tors had been suggested 

before" as '\",e have seen, but no empirical verif'ication had ever been produced. 

Darwin's contribution was to translate evolutionism :from the realms of philo

sophical ~peculation to the arena of scientific fact~ not by introducing the 

idea of natural selection - which is Mal thueian in origin, as Spencer would. 

have known - but by proving evolutionism to have been a historical fact .. 

To Malthus' s notion that man multiplies in geometric progression, outstripping 

the sustenance provided by his environment, Darwin added the fact that species 

as they multiply vary in ways which make them more or less suited to survive 

the state of struggle; a.'1.d his proof of tl"t..is ,o1as 80 irrefutable that evolution-

ism could no longer be dismissed as speculative~ Western man was confronted 

54. Fi1~t Prlnciples,5th edn., p.5l7. 
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at last with two images, one of man dep;ri ved of' divine origin and, so it 

seemed, equated with the animal, and another of life deprived of inherent 

morality and consigned to chaotic and amoral struggle. 

The hubbub created by the Origin of Species indicated that Darwin's 

contemporarie~ did not like what they saw. More illuminating than the 

professional attacks are those of the common man, who seemed to fear that 

Darwinian man wae a man without a soul,. the Darwinian world one without 

positive divine guidance. and the history of Darwinian man merely a senseless 

progression of generations in which the animal, man, instinctively and 

blindly continued to multiply his kind. Roppen quotes one typical response: 

• •• there must have baena transition from the instincts o:f 
the brute to the noble mind of' Man; and in that case, where 
are the missing links, and at what point of his progressive· 
improvement did man acquire the spiritual part of his being

55 and become endowed with the awfUl attribute of immortality? 

A contemporary commentator, John'Dawson, is much less bothered about missing 

links, and his image.ry is qui te illuminating~ 

..... the theory of the struggle for existence and the survival 
of' the fittest ••• is nothing less than the basest and most 
horrible of superstitions. It makes man not merely carnal, 
but devilish. It takes his lowest appetites and propensities, 
and makes them his God and creator. Hia highest sentiments 
and aspirations, his self-denying philanthropy, his enthusiasm 
for the good and, true, all the struggles and sufferlng8 o:f 
heroes and martyrs ••• are in the view of the evolutio~at 
mere los~ and waste, failure in the struggle for life. 

Clearly enough, the immediate alternative to man seen as divinely endowed was 

man seen as a devil in a waste land of ideals, and it is revealing that Dawson 

reached these conclu~ionsby attacking Darwin and Spencer as co-authors of 

evolutionism. 

Such visions of man were to be intensifSted by the discoverie8 in heat 

55. Fraserl's ~'J!.gazine,. .July 1860; cit,ed in Evolution &'1d Poetic Belief, 
p'~22. 

56. The story of the Earth and Man, (Nelf York; Harper Bros, 1873), quoted in 
Darwin and his Critics, ed. B. Kogan (Sa..'1 Francil"1co! Wadsworth Publishing 
CO. t 1960), p.96. 
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phYS~C3 which Spencer was so eager to assimilate into his system and, indirectly, 

into the general topic of evolutionism. I have suggested that the notion of 

the conservation of energy, expressed in theF.irst Law of Thermodynwirl.cB~ 

helped to crystallize Spencer's thinking. But in 1852 ,the Second Law of 

Thennodynamicl!! wa3generalized by William '1'holMon (later Lord Kelvin)" and 

as the years passed it became realized. tI>...at this law was quite incompatible 

with any optimistic conceptions of evolution toward perf'ection.. Kelvints 

Second Law formulated disawsii:es made earlier by Continental physicists and 

asserted the »universal tendenc.y in nat.u.:re to the dissipation of' mechanical 

energy"" meaning that 

within a finite period of' time past. the earth JIlli'3t have been, 
and wi thin a .rini te period of time to come the earth must. again 
be, unfit for the habitation or man as at present constituted ••• '31 

'rne First Law of· Themodynamica had :reassuringly preachedtbe eterJlai 

conservation of energy" but. the Second Law showed that heat loss was not 

recoverable because always converted to other forms of energy. As a formula 

applied to heat engines, the Second Law is a neutral statement; but· in Thomson IS 

phrasing it becomes a atat.ement about cosmic doom, depicting man aboaxd a 

dying planet ever more slowly circling a dying sun amidst a dying universe. 

During the second hal.f'of the nineteenth century,. the idea seems to have 

been constantly revived,. in language that becomes increasingly nihilistic .. 

Thus the German physicist" Herman von Helmholtz, congratulated. Thomson in 

1854 for seeing "in the letters of a long known little mathemati.cal formula, 

which only speaks of the heat". volume and pressure of' bodies ..... consequences 

which threatened the universe ..... with eternal deathtt58 .. Elsewhere, Helmholtz 

57. nOn A Universal Tendency in Nature to the Dissipation of' MecbanicalEnergy", 
Philosophical J.'!agazine 4: 304, 1852. Quoted by Stephen G. Brushl' "Thermo
dynamics and Historytl, University of Texas Graduate Journal. 7 (~965-1) ,p.494 .. 

58. The TriU!DPh of Timefc p.167 .. 
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depicted a universe whose energy had been dissipated to e1Jenly distributed 

heat and an earth whose organic development had been stilled, and concluded 

that "the uni lferse from that time for:'4ard would be condemned to a state of' 

58 eternal rest fl ~ An Englishman, Balfour Stewart" made equally spine-chilling 

remarks in 1873 in his treatise tb.n the conservation of energy:: "'Universally 

diffused heat foms what we may call the great waste-heap of the universe" 

and t..lrl.s is growing larger year by year ..... we are led to look at an endfn 

which the whole universe will be one equally heated inert mass,. and .from which 

everything like life or motion or beauty will have utterly gone awaylt59. 

By this point, all the implications of the SeCQnd Law of Thermodynamics had 

been drawn out and it had been fi tted wi th the distinctive coinage"entropY, 

which Clausius had devised to quantify lost and irrecoverable energ:/iJ• 

There followed a long, public debate involving Thomson, Spencer,. Darwin 

and others, in which the former constantly attacked evolutionary theories 

which did not conform with his estimation af the age of the earth.. The 

nature and outcome of theee arguments
6\ which spread to America as wel162, 

are .far less important than the :fact that the debate tended to bring together 

the emotive issue of evolutionism and Thomson's reminder that the Solar System 

was cooling. Seen in this way, the Second Law of The:r.:nodynamics is, like 

na..'liniBm~ no longer a scientific discovery but a pessimistic image of man: 

a man reduced by one science to a bestial animal and placed by the other 

science under a dying sun .. It was an image which the optimistic Spencer 

found hard. to ::'8.oe; as P. B. Medawar says, spencer could choose "between 

58 .. Q;uated in "'lbermodYnamicsand !nBtct::r.r~,. p.494. 
59. Quoted in The'"~h of Time, p.67 .. 
60 .. "Thermodynami:ce and History"" 1'.494. 
61. See "Thermodynamics and History",. pages 495-505. 
62 .. See n'l'hermodynamics and History" t pagee 535-539 .. 
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alternative doctrines of world transformation, the one apparently contradicting 

the other. The principle of General Evolution spoke of a secular increase 

of order ... while the Second 1m, of T'nermodynarnics.. suitably generalized,. 

spoke of a secular decay of order and dissipa.tion of energyu63. Spencer 

could have retained this decadent element in his system olllY by car~fully 

dividing its effects into two. His dominant picture is e1tt.:n:uely comort-

ing: a.ccepting the differentiating aspects of evolutionism,. which are safely 

entropic, he foresaw the attainment. of a final state of' equilibrium, which 

would be distinguished bi its harmonious nature; but quite separate from this 

was the state of dissolution, which was the final and wasteful state. Thus, 

for some time, he could claim that evolution would culminate in complete 

happiness, while dismissing all the dissolute tendencies he sensed in his 

borrowed material to a safely distant spot. As Roberl Haight has tar..J.y 

observed, Spencer appeared to believe in the evolution of e~J'erything but his 

own ideas64,.and it was not until the f'inal edition of First Principles, which 

appeared L.'I']; 1900, that he finally removed his optimistic claims for the state 

of equilibriu.i1 and gave some emphasis to the contradictory pa3sage in wflich 

he conceded the possibility of a more wide-spread and imminent doom i'or the 

6s:::: 
planet -'. 

Spencer"s happy clutching-together of the optimistic and pessimistic strands 

o;f the thought of his age has given us a useful exampl.e of what was happening 

more generally in iuneteenth century thought. I t would be @o-xci nng to show 

the Second L8.\f as revealing the grim truth about things toothe:rwise optimistic 

nineteen th century w:ri ";ers; but in :fact,. it came, hand in hand wi th Darwinism, 

at a time when w.ri ters andthinke:m 'were managing to be very pessimistic 

63 .. ItHerbert Spencer and the Law of General Evolution'" The Art of the Soluble, 
(Penguin Books, 1969), 1'.59. 

64. George Eliot:: A Biography (Ox:ford: Clarendon Press,. 1968), p .. l~ 
65 .. First Principles,. (London: Watts &: Co .. , l.o/JO)" 6th edn.,. 1'.462 .. The irony is 

that the over-ordering implicii t in equilibrium develops into a sociological 
metaphor pa.ralleling that dangerous boredom which precedes apocalypse. 
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indeed without any assistance. ErJdolph Arnheim, whO' pinpoints the influence 

of the Second Law as becoming effective about l870 p goea on to say, "The 

Second Law stated that the entropy of the world strives towards a maximum, 

which amounted to saying that the energy in the universe, although constant 

in amaunt, was subject to more and more dissipatian and degradatiO'n .. These 

terms ha& a distinctively negative ring. They were congenial to a pessimistic 

mood of the times,,66. As he goes on to say, the scientific varii"ica·tion ·of 

pessimism was only that t a cO'nfirmation of processes which had been identified 

in society for some time. 'IThe sober formulations of Clausius, Kelvin and 

Boltzmann were sui. ted to becoMe a cosmic memento moti, pointing to the under

lying cause of the gradual decay 0'1 all things physical and mental,,67 .. 

Like Nordau, the nineteenth century thinker seemed to need general explanations 

afwhat he felt to be going wronggabout him. 

Arnheim alsO' mentians the tlSeful remark af Henry Adams, who was one of the 

first to' employ the term, -entrap,-, as a metaphor. The Second Law, said 

Adams, Uta the vulgar a..'1d ignorant historian .•• meant a'nly that the ash heap 

was constantly increasing in sizett68" The image he attributes to others is 

important~ pointing ~orHard to the twentieth centur,r waste land and also back-

ward to earlier depictions of the waste land. As Curtis Dahl has shown in 

his study of the jijaste land in Victorian poetry, Tennyson, Arnold, Browning, 

Swinburne, and Thomson all used extended images of the waste land during the 

later part of the Victorian period, and Similar though slighter work was done 

by Hardy, Wilde~ Morris Jl and fJlough 69 .. W:~le not all of these drew pessimistic 

conclusians, their very evident need to show that their socie~ was metaphorically 

a waste is very revealing. 

66. Errtropyand Art , (Berkeley: University of California Pre8iS, 1971)., p.9. 
67,. EntroPY and Art, 1'.9. 
68. The Deg;::edation of the Demo~ratic Dogma, (New York: Peter Smith, 1949), p.142. 

(ffhe original p!adtlillan edition appeared in 1919.) ,. . . 
69. liThe Victorian Wa3teland", College 1rrne::li~h XVI t1955}, page8 341-7.' 
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~'he pictUTe- of nineteenth centuT"'J pessimism, with its growing awareness of 

decadence, begun to broaden conei derably t a."l.d the cornprehensi ve ne tu:r:-e of 

the phenomenon is noticeable; here are different disciplines providing 

different kinds of decadence which can be formed into a single image. P,..nd 

if its outlines are blurred,. there is strong definition at the centre. It 

is appropriate to close this examination of scientific decadentism with a 

glance at two of its most obvious products, the so-called ~scienti:fic pessimism'" 
~ 

of T. H. Huxley, and of H. G. Wellats Tono-Bun&x (1908). 

In his famous Romanes Lecture of -1893 and the Prolegomena he later attached 

to i 1;, Huxley summed up the findings of his generation and form.ed them into 

a metaphor which will occu:...-:- again in this study,. He begins ttEvolution and 

Ethics" with the acknowledgement that uthe state of the cosmos is the expression 

of t.~e transitory adjustment of contending forces; a scene of strife, in which 

all the combatants fall in turnt ,70 .. The problem is ttto discover the bearing 

of these facts on ethics; to find out whether there is, or is not, a sa.'1ction 

for morality in the ways of the cosmosll71. The metaphor Huxley provides 

for the apposition of man I s ethical impulses and his original savagery is 

of the walled garden. amid the jungle .. The barbaric force of the cosmic 

process is rife beyond the walls 'and opposes man' s attempts to set up order 

within them::: "it is oot only true that the cosmic energ;:I, working through man 

.. upon a portion of the plant world, opposes the salne energy as it works through 

the state of nature, but: a similar antagonism is everyrRhere ma:rd.t~e8t between 

+h ... ·f·· 1 d +h tu llf72 _"0. ar&l ~c~a an 'H.e na J 'ra~ ~ Mant whether he tends of 

at home or at the heart of darkness" must be constantly on guard against the 

71 .. 
72 .. 

Evolution a~d Etric5 1893-1943 (includes eS3ays by Julian HtlXley), (London: 
The Pilot Press, 1941), p.62. 

Evolution and Rtbic~ 1893-1943, p.64. 
Evolution and Ethics 1893-1943, p . .40. 
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encroachment of the barbaric cosmic will within himself and :from over the 

walls. And there is a. :further problem: 

The garden was apt to turn into a hothouse. '£he stimulation 
of' the sensesjt the pampering o:f the emotior.s, endlessly 
multiplies the sources of pleasure ••• ~lt the very sharpening 
of the sense and that subtle refinement of emotion, which 
brought such a wealth of pleasures, were fatally attended by 
a proportional enlargement of the capacity for suffering .... 
Finally, the inevitable penalty of over-stimulation, exhaust
ion, opened the gates of civilization to its great enemy~ 
ennui; the stale and flat weariness when man delights not ~ •• 
an~ li73 seems not worth living except to escape the bore of 
dYJ.ng. 

This is exactly the image Carter found in the French Decadence, and describes 

the dangers attending over-successful conduct of civili.zation, the decay into 

weakness which admits chaotic and barbaric outer forces. Such a picture -

whose pessimism extends :further than I have space to describe - is merely 

an adjustment of the carefully-spli t picture Spencer put fo:rward: of the 

ordered, tlequilibrious" social core surrounded by the waste land. 

n. G. Wells directly inherited Huxley's views, and his novel, 'The Time . 

Machine (1895) "provides the most famous II terary description 01' the entropic 

extinction of the world,. just as The Island of Dr Moreau (1896) popularized 

the image of "Darwinian man". 74 But it is Tono-Bungay, which Gillian Beer 

calls· the "romance of commerden75" which most successfUlly compresses social 

diagnosis and the scientific metaphors of the sort the nineteenth centur;y 

pessimist was given to. Wells had thought of calling it Waste; the ini-tial 

letters of the title reveal what he had in mind. It is a romantic lament 

ror the wa.sta~J of' all that ~'ffi8 good in English society, a situation brought 

about by the growth to rower of the commercial bourgeoisie and symbolized by 

the eponymous cure-all, the "slightly injurloua rubbishtl76 on which Edward 

73. Evolution and Ethic~ 1893-1943, pagel'] 65-6. 
74. For an examination of' the links between Huxley and Wells see l.fark Hillegas,. 

"Cosmc Pessimism in H. G. Wells IS Scientific Romances",. Papers of' the 
N;ichigan Academy of' Science, Arts, and Letters XLVI 196L, pages 655-63 .. 

75. Romance, (London: Methuen, 1970), Critical Idiom Series, ad. J. J~~p, p .. 75. 
76 .. ':l:0no-Bungay (London:Co1lins,. 1953)1' p .. 1:;6 .. 
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Pondere'J'O t S commercial empire is built. His nephew George is a scientific 

optimist,. who:"_experiments with balloons in the vague hope of' sa~1ing society,. 

but since he tends to f'all out of his dirigibles and into love wi tIt the worth-

less" aristocratic Beatrice Normandy, he reaches a point of futility which sees 

himt a good Victorian son, setting out for the heart of' darkness. 

l-iordet Island, his threateningly-named goal, seems f'rom the saf'ety of l!:ngland 

to o:ffer a sourCe of regeneration: it consists almost entirely of IIquap", 

a substance Edward Ponderevo wishes to use commercially in light bUlbs. 

:.But t1quap" is a word which .connotes weste, and when George and his crew reach 

1'1ordet Island they realize that tlthere is something - .... cancerous - .... 

about the ~ihole of quap, something that creeps and lives as a disease lives by 

destroying; an elemental stirring a.""ld disarrangement, incalculably maleficent 

and stranget.TI• The men :mf'fer from what we would call radiation sickness, 

their hands becoming unheala.b~"sorejo and George in desperation descends to 

the barbarity of murder. On" the way back to England, their boat sinks after 

the quap eats right through its hull, and George later finds himself t'lhaunted 

by a grotesque fancy o,f the ultimate eating away and dry-rotting and dispersal 

of all our worldW78• 

For all its significance for the times in which it was Written, Tone-

century Europe. As such, it is anything but a reassuring view, and tends 

further ~n define the age's self-image, which becomes not simply a garden of 

order threaten~d by weeds wi thin and "Irines wi. thout, but a crumbling society 

in a waste land79• 

h.Existentialism: the Philosonhy of Decada."'lce. 

In The JOY!'ll Wisdom (1882)" Friedrich Nietzsche presented his famous 

17" 'Pono-B'unga;£, p.294. 
78. Tono-Bungay" p.294 .. 
79. For a lOOl"e general 8lll"V'ey of the li terar,y scene in England at this timet 

see Fral'Uc Kermode, "The English Novel, Circa 1907n , in TI'1entieth Century 
Li terature in Retrospect, ed. R. A. Brower (Cambridge, Mas".:- Ha.ryard Uni vars
ity Pre8~, 1971), pages 45-64. 
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parable of the death of God: a mad.'nan with a lantern searches in broad 

daylight for God and silences his jeering onlookers by crying, 

-'Where has God gone? .... I shall tell you. We have killed 
him - you and I.. We are all his murderers ••• ;.ifu!;her are we 
moving now? A'vay from all suns? Are we not perpetually 
fallin~ ••• sBo we not feel the breath of empty space1 ••• 
God is dead. 

It 13 not clear whether Nietzsche thought God had been killed by the arrow 

of scientific discovery or through being neglected by a materialistic age~; 

bu.t he devoted his life to the setting out of a philosophy appropriate to 

the century in which, ;As William Barrett has said, Protestant man made his 

encounter with the void
82

• He depicted a world in which man suddenly nnda 

himself alone and ffitrrounded by a universe no longer explicable by the 

guidance of an authoritative divine presenge .. It is this"collapsing" 

of'the world "out there" upon the individual which is the most distinctive 

feature of the new ontology and, as Norberta Bobbio exp1ain~, it is from 

this point that we may apply the t.erm '"existential n to any world pi.ctu:re 

thus conceived, for "existentialism is the belated product t the posthumoul'J 

fruit, of decadentism in the sphere of reflex thought~~. 

Remarkably few studies of' existentialism aeknowledge its provenance in 

socia-scientific decadentism, but it is a relationship that becomes quite 

explici tin Bobbio's treatment.. Existentialism, he declares. 

counters hope with despair, the attainment of man's goal 
with final disaster. continuity of being with a rupture 
between being and existence, the coherence of rational 
thought with the inconclusiveness and impreeisen ees of 
a state ol~ mindjt the ur .... 'Jpeakable joy anniueed by t.':1.e 
contemplation o~ being with the anguish aroused by the 
contemplation Gf nothingness - in short" faith in the 

00. '!he Joyful Wisdom. {London:: Foulis .1910 J.. 2nd.. edn .. ,. trans... 'l'homas Gommon,0 
pages 1({{-8" 

81. For a helpf'ul survey of' the more general aspects of' this topic .. see Pau1 
A .. Carter, "Scienee and the Death of' God",. The American Scholar, Vol 42, 
(Summer 1973) 3, pages 406-21. 

82. ~rrational Man, (London: Heinemann, 1961), p.25. 
83. The Phi1oaophy of Deeadentism: A SPldy in Existentialism (Oxford: Basil Black

well, 1948), translated by David MooreJ p.5. 
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creative spirit of' man, which is characteristic of 
ideahsm and pasi ti vi am,. wi. til lack of fai th and the 
will to des~ction~ as they stand revealed in 
decadentism.. 

1 do not intend to examine in this section all of eriatentialism,. but 

I wish to discuss something of the ontology of cLecadence. Since the novelists 

to be seen in study all create world-pictures which respond to an era 

of socia-scientific decadence,. it is :reasonable to assume that the world-

picb.xres or the philosophers of decadence will illustrate thOBe of the 

wri tars of :fiction .. This illumination will. priloarily be of structure7 but 

in addition we will see the ve~ concerns of existentialism occurring repeatedly 

as subject-matter. Existentia.1i.sm, then" growing from the same barren ground 

as the fiction studied here, wilL be aeen as a parallel development,. but never 

as the focus of this study .. 

The decadentist p1'lJ.losopher of the nineteenth century inherited a world 

picture which his predecessors had divided into two-: from Descartes on, there 

he.d always been the "irmertt , felt world and the "outer", intellectualized 

,85 rea.J.m • Both Kant and .Sc~penhauel" had responded to the grcndng pessimism 

of their times by attacking the dominance o~ the ~ priori world86,. but. it 

was only when the depredations of socio-scientlhfic decadence in the nineteenth 

century made it possible to think of the i<10rld as Godless that the winne-rn 

and "outer" realms could be thought of as one .. The Absolute banished~ the 

world can no longer be thought of as "out theren : instead,. it is chaotic and 

often absurd as it e..--owds in upon the newer to remind b.im of the vacui ty of 

a life without an informing purpose" of the meaninglessness of the sheerly 

84. rrhe Pr,ilooophy of Decadentism, p. 5. 
85. See Irrational Man, pagel'! 180-1. 

Kant in his Firat Critique on Reason (1790),. Schopenhauer in The World as 
,"Till and Idea Cr818); see Frederick Copplestone, "Life'l"! A Dream", Chapter 
Three~ Arthur Schopenhauer: Philosopher of Pessimism (Heythrop College,1946); 
and Jerome Shaffer, "Existence, Predication, and the Ontological }\rgulnent",. 
The Firgt CrItique: Reflections on Kant' 5 Cri ti us of Pure Reason, ed .. T .. 
PeneUlU1ll and J. r'1aclnto~h (California: llad.s\Qorth, 1969 ,. pages 123-42. 



pbysical i'lhen it is thru.st before the observer, and of the presence of the 

void that is beyond. the physical. T'ne decadent feels himself both a part 

of this "self-world"m>A alienated from it; and it is scarcely neace-seary to 

recall that such a res~onse to life is r~t the property of ~~e existentialist 

pr.d.losopher al,?,ne J for we have already seen i.t in Decadent and Romantic poetry .. 

The existentialist philosopher, however, is disting-J.ished by his attempts 

to achieve some kind of meaningful relationship w'it.'1 theabsurd<cosmo,a .. 

~e:he IllOst coherent and. speeific of' these attempts at reconciliation is in 

sPren K:ierkegaard's Either/Or (1843), a paradigmatic early work which he 

elaborated in later works. Although it is difficult to find the words 

"existentialism" or even "decadence" in his wrl ting, and although he is pri-

manly a Christian writer,. he is acclaimed a3 one of the fathers of' mode:rn 

existentialism because of the distinctive nature of his personal angtlish 

and the clarity with which he sets out his predicament. The :first part 

of Either/Or presents the documents of a young man known only as tlA",. who 

is in a state of rather romantic anguish; it sets out: the steps by which 

the "aesthetic" stage of development is achieved, a state which involves 

simply the process of becoming conscious of the ttself-in-the-worldn • 

"My view of life:is utterly meaningless· A gloomily an.'"lo-unces early on87: 

"Lire has become a bitter drink: to melt (p.20). Such alienated self-

consciousness is reac.hedby .t:r..ree stages, which IG.erkegaard illustrates 

by reference to three of Mozart.' s operas. The first is represented by the 

The sensual awa.'l(ens, not yet to movement, but to a hushed 
tranquillity; not to joy and gladness, but to a deep melancholy. 
Desire is not yet awake,. it is only a gloomy foreboding. In 
desire is alw-ays present the object of desire, which rises up 

87 .. Ei thar/Or: A :fragment ot"' life" (London: Oxf'ord University Press, 1946), 
translated by D. F. Swenson and L. M. SWenson~ p.19. FUrther references 
will be ci ted in the text. 
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and mani.:fests itself in a bewildered twilight. This 
ccnditicn p~Jgr8~9es for the sensual~ as clouds and mists 
dissipate~ and reflection on these matters draws nea-~r. 
Desire possesses wha~ Will become its object. bllt possesses 
it wi thout having desired it, and so does not possess it. 
This is the painful. but also in its sW'eetness, the delight
ful and fascinating contradiction whlch in its sadness a..'ld 
melancholy~ resounds throughout this stage. (p.61) 

This state is similar to that of the dreaming infant. The second step-:: 

on the path to the fl.e$pa:br!i£i.'tU11 ael£-consciouaness is symbolized by 

Papageno in The l.fagic Flute. Here" the self becomes more fully aware than 

before of the world "out there~, which occasionally penetrates to it: 

Desire is directed to~d the object, it is also moved 
within i tsel:f, the heart beats soundlessly and joyously, 
the objects swiftly vanish and reappear; but still before 
every disappearance is a present enjoyment, a moment of 
contac·r;, short but Bweet ..... only momentarily- is a deeper 
desire suspected, but this suspicion is forgotten ..... it 
discovers.. (1' .. 65) 

As soon as the self begins in this way to b:reak out of the dream of self, it 

becomes filled with dread or Jl!'lfrnt, which comes from awareness of the void 

beyond the self, as Kierkegaard later ;;e::tated in The Concel)t of Dread (I844): 

In this state there is peace and restll' but at the same time 
there is something else, which not dissension and strifep 

for there is nothing to strive wi t.h.. Vhat is it then? 
Nothing. But what effect does it have? It feeds £4"'"ead. 
This is the §§ep secret of innocence, that at the same time 
it is dread. . 

To bec.ome self-conscious, then, is to become :filled with dread and ~: in 

Kierke~~·s view man falls from innocence into consciousness, a consciousness 

of the dreadful void that surrounds him. The third stage of this process is 

sYIllbolized by MG'za.rt's Don Juan who, sa.,vs turns ar,.rd.Y from the 

empty >iOrld and seeks escape by burying himself without thought (a...'1d therefore 

without full consciousness) in carnality. Mozart's :musical version of the 

arch-seducer is the most appropriate symbol of this phenomenon because uDan 

88. Princeton: Princeton University Pre53, 1946. Translated by W. Lowrie; 
pages 37-8. 



Jual1 is the absolutely musical id.ea" (p,,82) and "as soon as he acquires speech 

everything is altered tt (p.86), for- he then becomes a reflective animal. 

r'lozart t s musical Don tlseduceswi th the demoniac power of" sensuali tyl1 (p.82), 

and, 8.S wi t.11 the amnesiac" every encounter is fresh aYld new .. 

But the lucky Don Juan is an ideal figure , .. hose aestheticism nei tt"1er HArt nor 

Kierk:egaard can emulate .. Unable t~ bury themselves in the carp~l world 

thoroughly enough to escape angst, they intensify it with their futile struggles .. 

Their attempted aestheticism produces despair, which Kierkegaard describes 

in The Sickness Unto Death (1849): 

The torment of despair is precisely this, not to be able 
to die ••• It is in this last sense that despair is the 
sickness unto death, this agonizing contradiction, this 
sickness in the self, everlastingly to die, and yet nor· 
to die ••• This is the hot encitement, or the cold fire 
in despair, "the gnawing canker whose movement is constag~ly 
inward, deeper and deeper in impotent self-consumption. 

The unreflective Don .Juan is always in a fulfilled present in which he is 

unaware of the passage of time; nA ~, fallen short of him, is aware of' t...lJe 

passage of "time and thus is prey to boredom as well despair. In Either/Or 

Kierkegaard sets out !!The Rotation Method.\t of defeating boredom, which of 

course fails because :i. t invol.ves more rather than less thought. 'Phe retrea·t; 

into the self outlined in ltThe Diary of the Seducer" (the last section of 

Part One) fs also a failure, because it leads to irony .. Part Two of Either/Or, 

setting out the ~ethicallt and "religious" phases which lie beyond the 

aesthetiC, gives quite unconvincing outlines of a bourgeois way of life 

which Kierkeganrd himself later rejected; and his world-piclitire remains 

dominated by the aesthetic mode and the image of man desperately alienated, 

caught up in. a chaotic and manifestly empty world of absurdity .. 

But Kierkegaardian man can find himself confronted with evidence of intrusion 

into this self-world. which has hitherto seemed so claustrophobic and impenetrable. 

89. tr'ne Sickness Unto Death (New York: Anchor Books,1954l" translated by W. 
Low.rie,. pages 150-1. 
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When he does realize that the world contains objects apart from himself 

(even another part of his body) he is deeply shocked. for he bas been 8iur'e t.r,.at 

the world ltont theren is all his. The metaphor which Kierkegaard uaea here 

comes from Def'oe: the apparition of' the Other in theself-ii'Drld is like the 

apparition of Man Friday upon Crnsoels isla~d. It is mentioned in Repetition 

(1843). whose central figure has achieved unwonted aesthetic release by watching 

a brilliant comedia.'1 from a box at a theatre; he is fused with the events on 

the stage, bis conscious mind lost. when "in the desert which I beheld about 

me I discovered a figure which gladdened me more than the sight of: Friday 

gladdened the heart of' Robinson. In a box directly opposite me was a young 

. 1'ft90 
gl.r • It is not her beauty which fascinates him, but her capacity to 

exist autonomously in his self-worl.d. Later in the volume, a young man has 

a similar experience when caught in a thunderstorm; he too expe-riences terror 

at this in'L."I"'Usion into the self-world. 

Kierkegaard I S world o:f the anguished consciousness and the alarming intrusions 

of the Other is compatible with the philosophy of Nietzsche. In T.¢light of 

the Gods (1888}, Nietzsche describes a Six-fold path through which philosophers 

have moved toward the abolition of the world "out there~. The first stage 

contains the platoniC notion of a ntrue~ world immediately attainable by the 

pious; the second sees the withdrawal of this world because of the degeneration 

of piety; in the third it becomes an abstract world, and ineffable in the 

fourth stage; in the fifth (because of the ""death of God") obsolete; and in 

the sixth, or I'Nietzschean~ stage we acknowledge that the '-'i·orld of appearances~ 

being the only one avaiiable to our senses, is the only world, the self-world 

90a 
vre each possess. The parable of the death of God in The .Joyful Wisdom is 

followed by Nietzsche's explanation of the "collapsett o-f the objective world 

90. R;;meti tion in A Kie:rlcegmml AntholoBl: (London: Oxford University Press J' 1947) , 
ed. R. Bret~ll, p.147. 

90a .. Vol. XVI, The Complete Worka of Friedrich Nietzsche, ed. O. LeV;{ (London: 
Foulis, 1915), tran3. Anthony Lltdovic; pages 24-5~ 
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upon the self: 

Consciousness ot· ap,Rearance: ••• I have discovered f'or myself 
that the old h'tL"I!M and animal world, indeed the entire prehistory 
and past of all sentient being, works on, loves on, hates on, thi~~s 
on in me - I have suddenly woken in midst of this dream but only 
to the consciousness that I am dreaming and that I ~ to go on 
dreaming in order not to be destroyed: as the sleepwalker has to 
go on dreaming in order not to :fall. What is "appearance~ to me 
now! Certainly not the opposite of some kind of being - what can 
I possibly say about being of any kind that is not a predicate 
of its own appea.:Jr'a.Ilce! Cert...ainly not a dead mask placed over 
an unknown "xll

, which could, if one wishedi' be removed! Appear
ance is for me the active and Ii nng itself, which goes so far 
in its self-mockery as to allow me to feel that there is nothing 
here but appearanc91and will-o'-the-wisp and a flickering dance 
of the spirits ••• 

In Twiligl}t of the Gods he states that "being is an empty fiction ••• 'lhe 

tapparent' world is the only world: the 'real world' has only been deceitf'ull:[ 

~ ..... ~92. When a community of men assembles, their respective views,. 

Nietzsche states, overlap to form community values and areas for error and 

debate; but the communal heritage of these values in turn SCUlpt each man's 

way of looking at his self-world93• Like Kierkegaard, Nietzsche concedes 

that beyond the subjective view of;;the world there may be concealed a horrifying 

reali ty (like Kierkegaard· s Other manifest in the thunderstorm); this "may 

be true although it were harmful and dangerous in the highest degree; indeed, 

the basic consU tution of existence might be such that one would be destroyed 

by a complete knowledge of it~94. This feeling that beyond our frail sub-

jecti va knowledge of the world is a possibly malevolent reality will haunt 

the genre of decadent fiction. 

world-picture" almost completely stripped of any ~ priori impulse except 

the individual ones, iiltensifies Kierkegaard· s and also exceeds it, for Nietzsche 

advocates two positive concepts which are far more interesting than Kie:rlcegaard's 

91. The Joyful Wisdom~ p.88. 
92. p .. 18 .. 
93.. :pages 26-49. 
94. ~eyond Good and Evil (New York: Random House, 1966), trans .. W. Kauffmann, 

p.49. 
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rather forlorn attempts at legislation. These concepts are the "will-to-powern 

and the <>tlbermensch" or superman, both of which illustrate something O!~ the 

decadent mind a~d make their way into the fiction of decadence. 

Sometr..i.ng of the emotional appeal that the idea of the ttwill-to-power" 

had for Nietzsche can be sensed in a letter he wrote to a friend when a young 

man, in which he describes one of his solitary walks in the countryside, 

the interruption of: a violent thunderstorm (Kienegaard t s comes to mind) II and 

his finding shelter in a hut where a man wae slaughtering t'WO animals. In 

an actual event very similar to some of his later parables, the rolling thunder, 

lightning flashes, stabbing of the knife and gouts of blood all united in his 

mind, it seems, in an epiphany of "pure will, without the troubles of the 

intellect. How strong! How happy!t!95 Tr~e barbaric, instinctive will is 

all that is left to a world that has been stripped of abstract meaning, and as 

such is very familiar to us, if' in a somewhat more moderate form, from the 

writings ~lready seen in this section. This will-to-power generates all 

morali ty, which can have no other source; and the conversion of' the will-to-

power into other fonns is an aspect of the civilizing process. In Human, All 

Too Human (1878), NietzBche analysed the psychology of morality to prove that 

all motivation, good or evil, stems from the ,.ull, and elsewhere claimed that 

all civilized motives - love, altruism, asceticism, the desire for justice and 

Uberty, and so on - resulted from a determined shaping of' this single impulse96• 

Two points naturally follow: first, a society which ceases to overcome the 

blind will :fa~.18 all too easily away from the Civilizing proces15 and reveals its 

barbaric nature, a point which ha~ resounded throughout a.ll the nine"teenth 

centu~J ~~ting we have seen in this section; secondly~ the process of transcend-

ing the will requires a superhuma~ effort, and superhuman efforts require 

95. Letter to Carl von Ger$dorff', 7 April 1866, Selected IJetters of Friedrich 
Nietzsche!> ed. and traml, Christopher tI'..iddleton (Chica.go: Uni versi ty of 
Cp~cago Press, 1969), p.12. 

96. Vol. I, The Complete Works of Friedrich :Nietz~che, ed. O. 18'7 (L-ondon: 
Foulis, 1909), trans .. Anthony Ludovic; pages 53-HO ... 
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supermen to practise them: 

I teach you 1;he supennan. 11an is s_ething that should be 
overcome. What have you done to overcome him? All 
crea.tures hi theno haye crea.ted something beyond themselves: 
and do you want to be the ebb of this and return 
to 'C.'1e al'timals rather th~overcome man? ...... the superman is 
the meaning of the earth .. 

In the same volulna in which he preached the doctrine of the tlbennensch, Nietzsche 

also set out his idea of the "eternal recurrence"" a non-climactic view of 

history which can be seen as a part of the anti-Prog:ressi vist climate of his 

time: in it, he suggests that if history is not moving towards the establisbment 

of the master-race, each ciililization can nevertheless produce its own superman .. 

He, according to N:ietzsche, will legislate new and permanent values for mankind 

and maintain man's separation from his animal origins; his apotheosis is 

achieved by such a gigantic tug on his own bootstraps that he is no longer 

hUllla...'1, but a full replacement for the Creator Nietzsche's age appeared. to have 

sent away. 

5. In Surnmar.v. 

By- the closing years of the nineteenth eentury~ the sensitive reader of 

contemporary fiction who was also ramiliar with the popular scientific 

journals and philos~phical debate of his time could piece together a comprehen-

sive. if not always fully coherent, picture of a universe which man could 

well despair at seeing. This new worldI' often called by its inhabitants the 

Upost-Darwinian",. was one in which the role of the Creator had been so constantly 

thrust back in time by scientific discovery that to many it seemed that no 

possible tasks r<..-'fllained :for Him to have performed; in which the positivism 

of discoveries in science seemed incarnated in the materialism of Europe's 

bourgeois SOCiety; in wh..ich the ethics of Progress and Improvement toward 

fut-ure millennia had long been weakened by the evolutionists· picture of the 

91 .. Thue Spake Zarathuatra, Vol. II, T'ns Complete Works of Friedrich Nietzsche, 
ed. O. Levy (London: Foulis, 1909),. trans .. Anthony Ludovic; p.6 .. 



meaningless progression of generations and by the physicists' terminat.ion 

of the life-prospects of the universe i~gelf. Huxley could shoil ·the pre-

cariousness of civilization before the barbaric cosmic will; Spencer~s 

revisions could show the collapse of the old optimism before inescapable 

forces of decay; Nietzsche could display what appeared to be a glad acceptance 

of the death of God; Nordan could be seen berating Ellrope for its degeneracy. 

Su!ch a reader could turn to Tenny-sonts later poetry and find in "Locksley 

Hall Sixty Years After" (1886), for example, a thoroughgoing pessimism which 

was the culmination, not the reverse, of a trend begun at the time of Arthur 

Hallam's death in 1833. liThe TwO' Voices" (1842), ;'In Memoriam" (1850)" 

"l.!faud" (18551 and others all express this personal grief and nihilism in a 

cosmic terminology and imagery which derives,. as Rappen argues, :rrom Tennyson's 

knowledge of scientific development98• The second Locksley Hall poem aununa.tizes 

this proces:!l; 

Half" the marvels of my morning, triumphs over time and space, 
Staled by frequence" shrunk. by us~ into a commonest commonplace! 

(lines 75/6). 

Evolution - seen as a synOnjlm :for Progress, revealingly enough - fal.ters and is 

pulled down:: 

Evolution e~rer climbing after Borne ideal good,. 
And Reversion ever dragging Evolution in the mud_ 

(line:;, 1.99/200). 

This "Reversion ll is not a personal force but a. general .. social decadence, it 

seems .. Arnold, too, in his famous "Dover Beach" and also in "Empedocles on 

EtnaHy. i'ac·gd trie problem of the recession of faith,. while at other times he 

appeared to think of' thd ideal state as unattainably in the future,. not in 

the past: !lThat promised land it will not be ours to enter, and we shall die 

in the wildernesslt99 .. 

98# R':rppen diSCUf'lSeS fully Tennyson t s knowledge of some nineteenth century 
scientific developments and its effect on his poetry in Evolution and Poetic 
Bel~f,. pages 66-111 .. 

99. "T'ns 'F'unction of Cri ti ci SIll at the Present Time", Essays in Cri ticisl"1 (London: 
l'fucMillan & Co., 11388), p.4L 
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As we have seen in this introductory 8ecti.on~ !tfin de siecleu gloom set 

in long before the end of the c.entury, and even by 1870,. when scientific 

discovery could be said to have begr&n reinforcing men's misgivings about 

English SOCiety, a solid body of pessimistic literature had been established» 

The literature of the remaining years of the century seems merely to confirm 

and elaborate this trend:: Swinbu:rne~s and Meredithls lusty paganism, or 

Thomson's City o£ Drea.dful Nieht (re7Q),. or Hardy- s .Jude t."le Obs<.!tlre·{1894h 

are all a part of the phenomenon which included the English Decadent poets 

and the "f'in du gl~be" pmcti nonere we have already seen .. 

In this,;chapter I have attempted more than to narrate some at: the changes 

which occurred to nineteenth century reants picture of himself in the societ,y 

of his times and in the world, however. I have tried to focus on some of 

the images wi th which he furnished his picture,. as well as some of the more 

common attitudes he stru.ck when contemplating it .. What r have tried to 

underline is how lIlUch the various metaphors employed have in common. From 

history came the popular image of the barbarian horde bearing down upon the 

crumbling walls of civilization; the social anthropologist recorded an image 

of man standing on a thin e:rust under which bubbled volcanic lava, ever-ready 

to eru.pt .. Yeats,. and later Melchiori, preferred the image of the wri tar 

whose skill alone preserves his balance on the tig:htrope above the void. 

Carter refers to the hot-house image of Decadentism, the artificial growths 

in their unnatural and stifling climate wi thin. and the coarse jungle in 

the intf:Jmperate climate wi thont .. huxley preferred the of the garden 

of civilization, its order frantically tended while its walls become draped 

wi. th the vines of the surrounding jungle .. Darwin seemed to offer a picture 

of a savage and ungodly man whose civilized ways were merely extensions of' 

his ancestors' struggle for survival. Spencer, and He~J Adams after him, 

popularized the concep't: of the ordered core around::maR losing its order '1;0 
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the burgeoning waste land which surrounds him .. The Decadents and Parnassians 

offered the artistry ofAxel*s ca~tle against the siege of everyday life. 

And, at the more personal level, Kierkegaard depicts man as a Robinson Crusoe 

\ 
disturbed to find an Other in the world of while Nietasche sees him 

as surrounded by a IlIl.l.l ti tude of surfaces iihich might conceal a des·tr1lcti ve 

reality .. 

These images of a decadent universe,. all b'aspeaking the preca.ri.ouaness 

of man l s lot and the dominance of the chaotic and the barbaric, can be fused 

into a single metaphor. This composite picture of the decadent world will 

show the decadent figure alienated from his environment,. which to him is 

bewilderingly superficial and empty. Whether he uses the metaphor of the 

hot-house" the walled garden,. the walled city or the castle of civilization,. 

he conceives of himself as being shut off from the savage world which neverthe-

less, to his dismay" is constantly revealing itself to him as a horrif;y"ing 

and L"lhuman order of reality visible through shattered pane or over decaying 

wall, in the vine and the sa.vage who advance over the paving stones of 

his civilization. And constantly, he sees in himself signs that. he truly 

belongs beyond the pale, in the realm of the savage and the chaotic, and that 

his civilization is at an end. 

Order and the decay of order are at the heart of this metaphor, and we 

have seen that the notion of entropy, with its connotations of w<lste and the 

waste land, is central to this. Quiescent in literature for eighty years, 

6""'''''''''~'''' will l,eeome PJl active metaphor in COlltemporary fl-11lerican fiction, where 

it will become a synonym for general decadence. Also, by means of a scientific 

sleight-of-hand, it will :ela.Qorate the notion of linguistic decadence which 

had its philosophic origin in the Tractatus Logico-Philoeopbicus (1922} of 

Ludwig Wittgenstein, a work whose basic assumptions, as we will see, belong 

properly to the late nineteenth century .. Also a part of this periodlO and 
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a part of composite metaphor of decadence which I have set out above, 

is the collapse of the classical physic."; of Kelvin and his colleagues and the 

birth in 1900 of quantu.."!l physics; later in tr..is study, we will be able to 

place this development in the context of the decadentist world-picture. 

'rna literature to which we now tum will employ various parts of this 

decadentist metaphor" for~ as will be seen, the writers to be examined exhibit 

not only a conviction of' some sort that they belong to a decadantsociety but 

an awareness that they are writing wi thin a literary ge!'l.re .. In the next 

section" 'We tum to the first major wri tel" of' this genre, and find in Joseph 

Conrad. a writer who" at the dawn of the twentieth century, makes an archet'tJPal 

expression of decadentism in fiction. 



SECTION TWO: CONRAD.A1ID '.l'H& DlSCADE'NTIST NOVEr.. .. 
.. 

1. Heart of Darkness (1901). 

2 .. Lord Jim {1990l. 



If evidence were needed of the extent to which the idea of decadence had 

become current at the da.wn of the twentieth centlU"tJ,. the letters of Joseph 

Conrad to his friend, the socialist and parliamentarian, R. B. CU!lninghame 

Graham, written between 1897 and 1905, would provide it .. Bis naturally 

gloomy pessimsm was nourished. by a fair nnderstanding of what the philo:-

sophers and scientists were sayingaoout his planet and his age" and this 

distinctive nihilism, expressed with the language and images of the Englisb 

Decadence, informs his earliest novels .. It is dit'ficult not to turn up some 

of his blacker remarks when :reading his letters; for example, in August of 

1f397 he wri testo Gra.ha.m" rtoften I fancy myself clinging stupidly to a 

derelict planet abandoned by its precious crew. "four voice .... seems to 

come through the clean emptiness 01' spacettl.. When he is not resembling 

Hardy or Flaubert, he can indicate a knowledge of what Kelvin and his 

1. Joseph Conra,Ps Letters 'to Gunmngha.tne Graham,. ed .. C. T. Watts (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press~ 1969}, p.46 
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fellow-physicists had anP~unced to ~he world: 

Not..rung can touch man but the curse of decay - t.1!e eternal 
decree that will extinguish "the sun, the stars one by one, 
and in another instant shall S1)Jrea.d a frozen darkness over .1 "--1' 2 '" wH:~ WU<.J e um verse .. ., .. 

The mysteries of a universe made of ct...--ups of fire and clods 
of mud do not concern us in the least. The fate of a humanity 
condemned ultimately to perish :t'rom cold is not worth troubling 
about.. If you take it to heart it becomes an unendurable 
tragedy.. If' you believe in improvement you must weep, for 
the atta~ned perfection must end in cold, darkness, and 
silence • 

••• there is nothing more, do you understand, Absolutely 
nothing, oh foolish man: Nothing. A. moment, a blink of 
the eye and there is nothing more - but a gob of mud, of 
cold mud, of dead mud flying through black space, turning 
around an extinguished. sun2t Nothing. No'~thought, no 
sound,. no SOUL.. Nothing. 

His view of the origin of "the universe is strictly deterministic: like Nietzsche, 

he thinks of it as firmly materialistic and phenomenal; 

There is - let us say - a machine. It evolves itself" 
(1 am severely scientific) out of a chaos of scraps of 
iron a.'ld behold! - it knits.. I am horrified at the 
horrible work and stand appalled. I feel it ought to 
embroider - but it goes on kni tUng. You come and say: 
tltr..is is all right; it I s only a question of the right 
kind of oil. Let u..~ use this - for instance - celestial 
oil and the machine shall embroider a most beautiful 
design in purple and gold." "NiH it'? Alas no. You 
cannot by any special lubrication make embroidery with 
a knitting machine. And the most wi thering thought is 
that the thing has made itself without thought, without 
conscienceII' wi thout foresight, without eyes, without 
heart •• v you canlt even smash it ••• it is what it is 
- and it is indestructible! 

. It knits us' ~n and i,t knits us. out.. It. has kn5 tted 
time, sp!\ce, p&n, death ll corruptl.onll despal.r ..... 

2. 14 Dee. 1891, Joseph Conrad to Cunni.n.g!'¥;I.me Graham;), p.53. 
3. 14 Jan. 1898, JoseIih Conrad to Cunning.qame Grahat!:t:_~ p .. 65. 
4. 15 J'lme 1898, Joseph Conrad to Cunninghame Graham,;. p .. 89. (n ..... i1 ne reste 

rien" entendez vous·? Absolument rien, oh homme de foi! Rien. Un moment, un 
clin diceil at il ne reste tien - gulune goutte de boue, de bolle froide, 
de boue marte lancee dans l'espace noir, tournoyant au~our dtun soleil 
~teint. Rien .. Ni pansea, ni son, ni arne .. Rien. n) Translation mine. 

5. 20 Dec .. 1891~ Joseph Conrad. to Cunningba!e Grahamit pages 56-7. 



A doomed world~ a me&~ngle3s universe, a humanit.y endl~ssly multiplying 

itself; in this conwxt, rum himself is "less than a shadow, more insignificant 
/ 

than a drop of water in the:ocea..'1, more fleeting than the illusion of a dreamn6,. 

and r..is Inorali ty- the morality Huxley believed civilized man must struggie to 

preserve for himself - becomes irrelevan't when placed against the neutrality 

of the void; .. the ardoUl" for re:form, impoovement for virtue, for knowledge, 

and even for beauty is only a vain sticking up for appearanceg.as though (me" 

were a.."l.Xioos about the cut 0:( one t 8 clothesfid.n a community of blind men"'; faith 

"'is a mytb a1!ld beliefs smft like mists on the shore; thoughts vanish; words, 

d di
' ,.7 

once pronounce,. e... 0 Elsewhere, he states that ~Egoism is good, and 

altnrlsm is good, and fidelity to nature would be best of all, and systems 

eQuId be built, and rules could be made ...... our refuge is in stupidi ty, in 

drunkenness of all kinds, in lies, in beiiefs, in murder, thieving~ reforming 

.... 'fllere is no morality, no knowledge and no hope ...... 8. 

If marsli ty is without basis and meaning in an inhuman universe - which was 

the Nietzschean view - then the words which convey morality are equally invalid .. 

Co~.d constantly points to the gap which opens between objects and the words 

and values which m<:ill gives to them: tlHalf the words we use have no meaning 

whatever &~d of the other hal! each man understands each word after the fashion 

and folly 01: rns own conceit .. 9 • F.i va years later he tells Gra..~ that roan's 

best thoughts are "'unutterable - not because of their pro fundi. ty but because 

there is a devil that tangles the tongue or hangs to the penholder making its 

use odious and the sound of words 1'ooli8n like the banging of tin can:3~lO .. 

'.fila idea that language has decayed as a means of coping wi. th a confusing world 

will be developed both by Wittgenstein a~d the later American novelists. 

6 .. 14 Dec. 1897, Joseph Conrad to Cunninghame Graham",;, p.54. 
7. 14 Jan. 1898~ .. Toseph Conrad to Ctmningha:me Graham, p.65. 
8 .. 31 Jan .. 1898, Joseph Conrad to Cunninghame Graha,:n, pages 70-1. 
9. 14 Ja.."1. 1898" Jose~h Conrad to Cun,u~ Gra.bam, p .. 65. 
U) .. 19 r4'arch 1903, Joseph Conrad to Cunninghame Graham, p.14L. 



!Moot can a man be if deprived of full consciousness, values!> an,i morality, 

of language that "truly communicates, of a meaningful world to h va in? In 

Conrad's vision" man is dehumanized a."'d ina..'1imate. :)'peaking of human actors 

in a play, he claims to prefer marionettes, "especially those of the old kind 

wi. th wires, thick as my little finger, coming out of the 'top of the head. 

fl'heir impassibility ••• is heroic, superhuman ••• I love the marionettes that 

are without life, that come so near to being immortal! ,.11 For roarJdnd seen 

in this way, a dull future waits - the so-called .lhea:t-deathlt is not quite 

imminent - in the newcenturj: 

The stodgy sun of the future .... lingers on 'the horizon. 
but all the SaJD& it will rise - it will indeed - to throw 
its sanitary light upon a dull world of pef~ected municipal
ities and WCls sans peuret sans reproche .. 

In its barrenness, this is full confirmation of tnetendencies in nineteenth 

century thought toward the erosion of faith and the recession of meaning i'rom 

the world. The earth is envisaged as merely existing in the universe" contain-

ing no inherent or abstract meaning or spiritual life; there is no fulfilment 

but mere progression; man is insensi ti ve, half-conscious, inanimate and isolated, 

}1.is morality and religion devoid of an objective anchor and therefore buf:feted 

by those who do not recognize them. 

The question must be asked a-t; 'this point whether such a bleak vision of 

human existence is capable of any expression whatever in fictional form: it 

is a brief, or at l.east a simple, novel which will tell us that li:fe is 

meaningless" and this P&-adOx presenr;s itself repeatedly to the reader in this 

genre. How does one employ the traditional romance :form - that is,. the 

coherent. plotted and progressive fiction - to say that life is empty'? 

Co!L.---ad.l's answer is ::t:."evealed parabolically in ano"ther of his letters to 

11 .. 6 Dec .. l.897" Joseph Conrad to CU"''lni~e Graha.'ll, p .. 5f). 
12. 16 Fah. 1905,. Joseph Conrad to Cmming!tame GI"ahame. pages 161-2. 
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Ah! The lone tree on the horizon and then bear a little -
(a -"-•. :;;y 1::' ttl.:.) to the ll.'i.gb.t.. Haven· t we all ridden with 
such directions to find no house but. many curs barking at our 
heels. Gantt miss it? '\'f.llll perhap.-'3 IN'e can't. And we don't 
ride with a stouter heart for that. Indeed. my friend there is 
a joy in being lost, but a sorrow in being wear;/' .... riele on to 
the tree and then to the right - :for verily there is a denl 
at the end of every road. . Let us pray to the potbellied,~ds 
••• to guard us from the mischance of arriving somelihere.-

'funy Tanner comments on this passage il'1 a way which. sees it as the key to 

Conrad's artistic vision:. for Tanner. 

Conrad reached that last stage of nihilism which very few other 
wri ters - Melville is one - have.. experienced. The stage at which 

. the greatest fear is not that· the meaning of life might be evil 
but that there might be absolutely no meaning at all to be found. 
It is easy to state it thus glibly: but to have that conviction 
gnawing at you for the better part of a lifetime must be a rare 
and unenviable experience. Which is perhaps why Conrad' s letters 
are among the most anguished: any VIti ter hasl!e£t us. Such a man 
may well pray for the grace of non-arri. val. 

The world Conrad sees,. in other woros, exists and things happen in it, but it 

P.AS no meaning; and if it ever appears to reverbercl.te with hidden meaning or 

shimmer with the promise o~ fulfilment, such meaning a'1a fulfiL'l1ent are 
:'.' 

meretricious illusions. Conrad sees the world as wholly materialisticp and 

man as applying mit. his evaluations and descriptions, which remain to a certain 

extent relative and arb:i trary • As E. M. Forster has remarked o:f Conrad, tfthe 

s.ecret ca~o:f ms genius contains a vapour rather than a jewel,J5; and at the 

core of Conrad's art is his acknowledgement of the u~timate hollowness of life. 

Thus p as Tan:D.er says, there is implici tin that nihilistic letter a literature 

of: evasion, an acknowledgement that were he to u.'3e the methods of the traditional 

novel,. and ps.r-..:icularly of the romance, he would bring his fiction to·'£ace a~.,,;.;. . 

fea~zrele8s void. .But a grail quest wi. thout a grail seems unthinkable to 

Conrad - later writers will not turn from the p:l7Clspect - and the only solution 

possible to this dilemma is to deflect the narrative line of his fiction 

13.. 26 Aug.. !B98. Joseph Conrad to Cur.ni~e Graham~ p .. lOl .. 
14. "Butterflies and Beetles - ·Conrad'g,Two ~':ruths", L,ard .Jim, ed. Thomas C ... Moser, 

(NewYork~'W. W. ':Norton & Co., 1968), p .. 458. This article originally appea."""ed 
in the Chi5!ago Review XVI (Winter-Spring 1963) page~ 123-40

0 

15 .. "Joseph Conrad: A Note", Abinger Harvest (London: Edward Arnold & Co., 1948), 
p.135o 



awa"!t'" from the hollowness that is always threatening tn be revealed.. Thus 

artist aims his narrative tOlfards lone tree on the horizon" and then 

bearg Ua little .... to the right". If there is indeed a devil at t.J.:l.e end of 

every road (not a devil which spea.~s of evil but one which betokens the even 

horror of the void), the writer will do all in ~~s power to chart a 

meandel.·il1g course towards it. FUndamental to Conrad's art, then t is this 

understanding o:f the darkness at the heart of life, and fu.."tdamental· to' his 

~chnique is . the art: of avoiding a direct confrontation with this darkness .. 

The realization that his art strongly needed such lmY's of" evasion in order 

to remain an art seems to have come during the creation of Heart of Darkness, 

Marlow's story 01: his Congu t.rip; in which he completes the traditional romantic 

quest f"or understanding or salvation by arriving at the. hollow core itself .. 

Bnt although the novella is Conrad's first fictional acknowledgement or the 

heart of darkness, it is the climax of a series of fictions wh:i:ch express a 

strong conviction in the decadence of lire. This series begins with limayer' 8 

Folq (1895) and continues with An Outcast of the Islands (1896) and The NigRer 

of the Narcissus (1898}; in all of thel'!e,. Conrad can be seen as a fin de siecle 

navelis~ whose artisti~ afrectations of despair ~enervationare steadily 

replaced by a more truly 1:el t nihilism .. The Decadent content of" these early 

novels he.s been explored by" Frede-xick ~ Karl, who emphasizes the h:e.avy-' 

~"enamellingJt this influence gave to the writer-s ear'ly prose stylef>;;the trappings 

of Decadent poet."7 are visible in A.lma.;rer's Folly, where the primeval nature 

of the jungle is mnstantly ment.ioned. in the text,. ~vhe:re storms return in their 

indifferent i'tL""'Y, and tile moon casts its deceptive ret'lections on the sea .. 

Orten in this novel, these elements occur all at once, almost as a set piece, 

a phenomenon which Karl attributes to the influence of Conrad's favourite poet,. 

16. "Joseph Conrad: A .:!:..:!:.;~~~~~ Uovelist - A Study in Style and Nethod", 
Li terary Revie,., II, , pages 565-6. 
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11 Arthur Symons .. This in:t1.tIenc~ seems presen'G in An Outcast of the Islands, 

too, which adds to Conra.d f s p:rope:rties a primi. ti va nati va seductrix called 

!fasa" and both of these novels are dominated by symbols of the impotence of 

civilization when it is pitted against the relentless and inhuman forces of 

primitive nat.ure; Almayer's new but ruined house and t.lJ.e erosion of civilized 

values in each of the main characters of the second no-vel are examples of this .. 

"-
T'a8 Nigger of the Narcissus . is ,a curlous mixture of spare, direct descriptions 

of vigorous physical action .. :a.nd language which becomes cloying and unconvincing 

because, like the language of Decadent poetry,. it is self-conscious and 

unrelated to what it purports to deSCribe .. 

"As representative works of the late nineteenth century"" Karl remarks of 

these novels, they show "only a moderate movement toward a new style in the 

novel,. preliminary steps as yet unsure of direction,,18. But by 1899-1900 

Conrad~s literary development. was becoming surer, partly because his fiction 

wa..~ moving toward the safer ground of directly autobiographical experience .. 

Heart of Darkness was written at what was" for him, breakneck speed: it was 

started and finished during the first five weeks of 1899 while he wrestled 

wi th the beginning of Lord. Jim, a book lihich at the time promised to be of 

nov.ella length as well. " The coincidental composi tion of these two works 

is important, for it suggests that the semi-autobiographical and artistic 

problems involved in the conception of the longer work were vicariously 

sol ved in the more strongly autobiographical shorter one. The expan3ion of 

this point ruay be made now, with the further aim of understanding these two 

novels as ficti.ons of decadence. 

I. Heart of Darkness (1901). 

Heart of Darkness, for all its intrinsic complexities of narrative technique, 

17.. uJoseph Conrad: A ·fin de si~cle Novelist",' n 5"-8 ~. o. 
18. "Joseph Conrad: A fin de siecle Novelist"7 p.575. 
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employs a fairly simple linear form which we will see again in =;;;;.;;:;...;::...;;;=_ This 

is ~.arlow' s tale of his youth:ful journey up the Congo in a battered steamboat 

to fetoh an ivory trader called Kurtz, and is told to a group aboard a boat 

anchored in the Thames at. dusk. The setting is significant, for, as Marlow 

says, "this also has been one"of the dark: places of the earthll19: he goes on 

to evoke the pagan past of Brl tain during the Roman in"l8sion and occupation 

in a way which not only underlines the savage origins of contemporary Brl tain 

but also draT,fS parallels between the doomed Romans on the Thames and the later 

British explorers on the Congo. The Europe that Marlow describes hiJl'l3!&lf'.ilganng 

as a young man is exhausted and baring,a tlwhi ted sepulchre" (p. 55}, and his 

trip into Africa is seen as a chance for adventure and rejuvenation. The 

journey is a literal one of many hundreds of miles as well a.o; a symbolic one 

into the subeonscious and a metaphoric one from civilized exterior to primi ti ve 

interior. A fragile civilization deriving from Europe is threatened through-

out Heart of Darkness by the brooding presence. of the savage and the barbaric, 

as is conveyed in Conradt s image of the French warship off the African coast, 

blindly "firing into a continent'" (p .. 62). Before-reaching the mouth cf the 

Congo, Marlow's steamer stitches its way down the continental sea-coast, 

dropping off civilizationls soldiers and clerks into ~set'tlements some centuries 

old, and still no bigger than pin;:;;'heads on the untouched expanse of. their 

background"· on ~the edge of a colossal jungle:,. so dark green as to be almost 

black" (p .. 60 ). ~atching the coast as it slips by the ship is like thinking 

about an enigma~, pmrlow states before he arrives at the mouth of the Congo (p~60 ). 

Once- there. he sails +J'r.irty miles up the river and finds that the further 

he proceeds into ~~e continent, the more fragile is civilizationls hold. At 

the ivory trading station which is his immediate goal, he f'inds that a Swede 

has hanged .b.imself cut of sheer desperati~n; he is pa~8ed by a mute chain gang 

19 .. Heart of' Darl<:ness in Youth~ a Narrative and Two Other stories (London: J. M. 
Dent &. Sons Ltd., 1923)" pages 45-162~ p.48. Subsequent references in text. 



of natives; others loll under a tree, where they ~ dying of the diseases 

the white man has brought. Here, where European and native meet together, 

t.he civ-ilized and the primitive affect each other equally: roeta'phorically~ 

the:ce is no difference between the two, as I have suggested in my introductory 

section_ Civilization's strongest representative is the man who ha~ i'iorked 

hardest to keep himself in order: the chief accountant, in his nhigh starched 

collar, WID te cuffs, ••• light alpaca jacket,. snowy trom~ers, ••• clean neck ...... 

tie, and varnished boots" (p.67), haa placed against the ravages of the 

prim ti ve the limited but clear meaning of r..is ledgere .. Marlow, set the 

task of repairing the damaged steam-boat, similarly turns to the task in hand 

in order to avoid thinking of the barbarity around him: ~~at I really wanted 

was rivets, by heaven!~· he cries at one point: '"Rivets. To get on with the 

job - to stop the hole ••• " (p,,83}20. The manager of the station, an uneasy 

figure, has sum Ved, but not through rigidity: he is strangely impervious to 

disease .. ttMen who come out here should have no entrails·l ,. he atates {p.74}, 

and Marlow speculates that there might be "nothing within him" (p .. 74).. It 

is he who tells Marlow about Kurtz, an ivory trader whose great abilities 

exceed even those of the apple-pie chief accountant, but who has fallen ill 

at his station :farur:" the Congo. 

Marlow's journey up the Congo to :fetch the sick Kurtz back to oi vi1i:zation 

. is a masterpiece of illusions, and "like travelling back to 'the earliest 

beginnings of the WOrld, when vegetation rioted on the earth and the big trees 

':iere kinga" (pages 92-3},. Aboard the old steam-boat (i ts~lf a symbol of the 

Victorian idea af Pl"Og.t-ess,. being battered and corroded :in an inhospitable 

environment) the Europeans can see nothing on the banks, but are certain that 

they are being watched. They hear distant drum-beats and wa!'-cries continuously, 

and a shot-gun blast into a bush on the bank hi tsseveral natives concealed 

20. The chief accountant, like Marlow, betrays here a typically Victorian belief 
in the need to work: in order to keep anti-ProgreMive forees at bay .. 
See tlT"ne Li ring Present" in The Triumph of Time, pages 116-136. 
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there .. A fog descends, magnifying 8..'1d distot-ting sounds but concealing all 

else, a.s if the very heart of' darkness were already reached; and the boat i t3e11' 

runs aground on a sandbank that lies a few inches below the surface of an 

appa.rently-i~'1ocuoUS stream. The journey is recorded as a serie~ of images 

which imply that beyond the mlperficial a hidden and destructive reality 

exists, with the further implication that the end of the journey will reveal 

this reality. 

Marlow and':hi.:S:" colleagues reach their co~d$~ to find that his decay 

is more than sireply physical. Kurtz has "gone native" long bef&re, and is 

now revered as a god by the natives: he has indulged in what !.rarlow, in a 

moment of civilized understatement, has called ~nspeakable rites~ (p.lIS) and 

~inconceivable ceremo~~es" (p.llS). Between Marlow and Kurt2 there is at this 

point an enormous gulf of understanding, w},\.ich leaves Kurtz looking merely 

devilish. T'ne most eloquent example of this gap occurs when:',EJ:i'lI'loW' ~reacues'· 

Kurtz from the natives: Kurtz i8 lying sick near a fire wID.en is surrounded "by 

th~ fiendish figures of nati ve15, and Marloy cuts off his retreat with all the 

glee of a uboyish game"" (p.142); Kurtz faces in toward the fire and its native 

figures while Marlow stands with his back towards it, looking out. The 

trivial Marlow is obviously too "civilized lt to lmde:rstand Kurtz at this stage, 

and only begins to 81 ter his opinion during the journey back down the Congo. 

w'hen they have left this garish and heathen spot,. Kurtz dies aboard the steamer, 

the enigmatic words, "The horror! The horror!" upon his lips (p.149). 9Ur 

interpretation of what Conrad meanl'J in H.art of Darkneee turns upon the different 

ways in whieh lie interjJret this ambiguous utte::rance, with its "strange a'ld 

terri.ble m,",seage of ambivalence toward the life of civ.ilization··yc as Lionel 

Trilling calls it
21 

.. Does Kurtz' 8 death-cry refer to the un3peakable bestial-

ities 0f' his native experience,. or tot..'1e barbarity of the decadent "civilizationft 

2l. liOn the lJIodern 'Element in MOdern Literature ll
, Partisan Revhn",. XXVIII (1961), 

p.25. 
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to which he ia being returned, or simply to' an apprehension of the primitive 

power revealed to l'>..im in the heart of the Af'rica.n darkne3i'!,. the utter mea."ling-

leaanese of the insCrt:ltable univer3e which ia incarnated. in the malevolent 

countryside? Does he, 13.8 Nietzsche thought it possible to do, sense the 

essential horror of existence? 

Conrad doe~ not single out any interpretation as authoritat:Lve, and preserves 

this balance by juxtaposing two equal but opposi.te views o:fKurlz. Earlier 

in the JOO"".1ella, Kurtz's character tended to be revealed to us in glimp~es,. 

t..~e chief accountant and others giving their judgements of him; hare, the 

ClL'Y'iOUS harlequin-figure of" the young :Ru8eian, who unreservedly idolizes KurtZ
22 

, 

is bala.'1ced by Marloif' and his steady disapproval. But before Kurtz di.eSt and 

as the steamer chugs slowly down the Congo,. Narlow steadily begins to altar 

his opinion of Kurtz, tor Conrad mtl8t use him in order to stress the point that 

Kurtz's horror reflects a true view of the nature of civiliz1!d life in a 

malevolent universe. "Anything approaching the change that came over his 

features I have never seen before. and hope never to see again ••• It was as 

though a veil bad been rent .. I saw on that ivory face the expression of sombre 

prideS' of ruthless power~ of craven terror - of an intem~e and hopeless despai.~ 

(p.149). The rent veil is the tissue of civilization - t'I All Europe contributed 

to the ma."dng of Kurtz" {p.1l7} - the expres!3ions revealed all those of;-:the 

ivory-craving barbarity that is at the heart or civilization .. Then Marlow 

himself falls ill" and come:"! closer still to Kurtz" who seems noW' ~a man who 

is lying at the bottom of' a precipice where the mm never shines" (p,,149):: the 

death which Karlow IDal!ages to fight off has an uimpalpable greyness u too (p.I50),. 

and when he has reeovered he is able to "affirm that Kurtz was a remarkable man 

• .,. since I peeped ovex:"the edge myself, I understand bettlt!r the meaning of his 

stare (that] was wide enough to embrace the whole universe, piercing enough 

22 .. Hario Dt Avanzo discusses the significance of the Russian in "Conran's Motley 
as ~ Organizing r'ietaphor", College Language Association Journal IX (1'1arch t 

1966), p~~~ 289-91. 
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to penetrate all the hearts that beat in the darkness" (p.l5I.) .. 

now 6ee3, haa always seen things clearly and whole; haa sensed th" emptiness 

()f;'etistence and t.'le inhumanit:r of: mants natural barbarity, something suggested 

earlier when Kurtz scralo1ls ItExterminate all the brutes" over his "improving~ 

treatise on rJ!)w to civili:re the native (p .. ll8) .. 

Mr:l!'lowt S search in Heart. of Darkness, then, becomes a search not for a man 

but for a meaninglt and in tum an understanding that there, is no meaning tabe 

found in the world.. Kurtz is, appropriately" not a full or developed character 

at all but a '"hollow sham" (p .. l47) and a "Shadow" (p.143): he is a figure gutted 

of meaning and. swallowed by the dark void which he has found in prim tive Africa. 

T'ne manager of the ivory trading station was correct in suggesting that only 

a man without entrails could survive at the heart of darkness; and it is from 

this sort of hollownesl'J that Conrad,. working througb Narlow, must attempt to 

deflect the reader. Like its title, the novel as a whole becomes incapable 

of 8..,;plication because of the success of this technique of deCOying the reader 

from directly confronting ito! holiow core; instead,. there is presented. a seties 

of balanced judgement:'5, an array of perspectives of the single subject .. 

ConstantlYf to use Conradts own terminology, we are steered for the lone tree 

of understanding - the understanding of our awful meaninglessness and barbarity 

- and then deflected a Ii ttle to the right. 

2. Lord Jim (1900). 

In the full-length novel~ llegtm-' as~.'lie dashed off the novella, Conrad developed 

more fUlly these processes of procrastination and avoidance. 'Ibe pair of 

judgements balanced about Kurtz grows in the novel to a fUll series of perspect-

ivee of Jim:. What Conrad is doing here effectively corresponds to any artistic 

prescriptions Nietzsche might have made,. and both Heart of Darkness and Lord .Jim 

use techniques which strongly reinforce the world-view of the decadentist 

philosopher. For Nietzsche, as we have seen~ the world, being thoroughly 
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materialistic, was devoid of a spiritual dimension: and we have seen Conrad's 

conviction OI the truth of: su.ch a view in his letters .. For Nietzsche~ there 

can be no core of meaning to be found by the quester; Conrad, too, shares such 

For Nietz.."3che, there are only perspectives, visions of S"..lperficies, 

i>lhich, varying :from vie1ier to viewer, both contradict and con:firm one another 

in varying parts; and Lord Jim, as we are about to see, employs exactly this 

tecr..nique of viewing its central figure. Like nietzsche, Conrad knew the 

folly of looking for meanings and explanations in a neutral universe, and at 

this point we can see that the genesis of r>!arlow as Col'lrad's 8UrTOgate-narrator 

at this period of r.:.is artistic development is inevitable: Conrad needed oomeone 

to go on his fool t s errands fbI" him. 

"lhen. quite late in Lord .Jim, lfurlow finds that he is not bringing back 

answers about the signi:ficance of Jim but conflicting views of his man instead, 

he gives up his quest .. This is then conferred upon an anonymous "privileged 

reader~, who views the actions o:f the last th±Td of the novel. Marlow's last 

vie',", of Jimp after his visit to Patusall" presents him as disappearing into a 

void: 

He was white from head to foot, and remained persistently visible 
wi th the stronghold of the night at his back ••• For me~ that 
white figure in the stillness of coast and sea seemed to stand at 
the heart of a vast enigma.::'!;.. The twilight was ebbing :fast from 
the sky above his head" the strip of sand had sunk already under 
his feet, he himself appeared no bigger than a child - then only 
a speck,. that seemed to catch all the li~~ left in a darkened 
world ••• And then, suddenly~ I lost him. 

This enigmatic and ultimately inaccee!ible figure is Marlow's and Conrad I s. fo~l 

point, to be se-....n darkly th..."'Ough many glasses. The reader must peer at .Jim 

firstly through the eyes of Conrad, then through Ma:rlow's~ then through those 

of the "pri vileged reader~ as he wri tee to I'If.arlow at the very point ,-,hen Jim 

8eeRk~t at last, to become a little more acces~ible to the-reader. l..nd all the 

time, there are the seven or eight evaluations of Jim that are given by the 

23. Lord Jim, (London: J. M. Dent &: Sons Ltd.,. 1926)" p .. 336. 
references will be made in the text. 

Subsequent page 
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various character3 Nar10w meets .. Reading Lord Jim is like living i tsalf, for 

the process of judgement and evaluation is confeF'I"ed upon the reader; and an 

ironic hint at the difficulty of objective vision in this novel is given early 

vThen Marlow 1Jii3its the alcoholic engineer of the itpatna'· in hospital .. 

you ,'there are no such eyes as mine this side of the Persian qulf\'t the delirious 

engineer tells Marlar.., (p.52)" underlining; the visual and hence perspectival 

nature of the novel; and he points for proof to the millions of pink: toads that 

he sees gathered under bis bed. .. Marlow" not a delirious alcohol~c~ cannot see 

them; but for 1;hechief engineer they are definitely there .. Wi th such a warning 

from Conrad before us, wee can now turn to examine each of the differing perspect-

ives of Jim which are given in the novel" in the order in which they occur. 

An· ea.rlyview; of Jim is provided. by the deserters of the apparently-

stricken" pilg:tim-Iaden "Patna\'tl' which haa str>l:ck an unidentified, ha.lf'-submerged 

object in the Indian Ocean at night. Jim en~~ up literally in the same boat 

as the deserters, having almost involunta:r:ily abandoned his romantic conceptions 

of heroism when confronted by the reality of disaster .. His leap from the 

"Patnao. is ~into an everlasting deep holell(p.lll}, which evokes the void into 

which Kurtz was pitched by his African expeti.:encesj for" like Kurtz .. Jim finda 

himself surrounded by confusion and turmoil24• The qUfJstion implied by his 

association with the pig-like German captain of the vessel and the other repul-

sive deserters is whether he is o.ne of them, whether he is fully and satisfyingly 

explained as another of the ttdirty OWls" (p.123) in the boat. Clearly, 

a1 though this judgement holds a grain of truth~ it ,,fill not stand alone as the 

final comment on Jim, a fact Jim himself signals to the reader by scrupu.lously 

sitting at the other end of the boat from his companions. 

This ttpatna tl episode is broken by another - a facet of Conradts complex 

24. The idea that both Kurtz and Jim have ufallen" is attracti va to the li terary 
psychoanalyst; ror various discussions of this aspect in both novels see 
David Ketterer,ttOBeyond the threshold'in Conrad's Heart of Darknesstt , Texas 
Studies in La...YJ.gua~ and Literature XI, 2, li3tullmer 1959), p.1013; Allan M. 
HolHngs1'lort.l:t,. IlliTeud, Conrad" and the JiUture of an Illusion", Liter.~ture 
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narrati va sequence - w'hicb invol vea the steamer captain, Brierly, whom Jim 

nnda judging him at the court of inquiry into the ~+Patna1! desertion. Jimts 

youthful idealism seems to be fulfilled in the im tial appearance of the older 

man: Brierly is blu.:ff and strong, with a heroic reputation and the early 

command of a large ship .. nThe sting o'f lit"s could do no more to his complacent 

soul than the scratch of a pin to the smooth face of a rock". Marlow comments, 

adding that "his self-satisf'action presented to me and to ·the world a surface as 

hard as granite. He committed suicide very soon after' (p.58). Implicit 

in this episode is Brierly' B gaining of an 1mbearable self-knowledge while 

presiding over the autopsy of Jim's cowardice .. Again, there is a parallel 

wi tb Jim,. a partial identification of two characters; but Brierly's pa.<:lt 

remains a secret" and this perspecti va of Jim is finally unrewarding .. 

And little further ground is gained in the third perspective of Jim" given 

by the French lieutenant whom Marlow meets in by-dney. Devoid of Jim's 

romantic imagination, the lieutenant has cooJ1;tr performed the acts of practical 

heroism which escaped Jim in the same situation. HE't reveals to Jfarlow that 

it was he who boarded the detserled and listing t\'f'atna ll and "stayed on that ship 

thirty hours" (p.l40) while his mm craft towed it to safety. He is motivated 

not by Jim·s woolly romanticism but by-a more pragmatic code of honour. For 

him, the act uwas judged proper" {p .. 14l}, for man his bom a coward ...... It is 

a difficulty - parbleu! It would be too easy otherwise. But habit - habit -

necessi ty - do you see? the eye of others - voila.. Om~ puts up with it.. And 

then the eXaLlple of others who are no better than yourself, and yet :make- good 

countenance ••• .. (p.::'47) .. fur the lieutenant" honour alone is real, and 

he cannot judge Jim's case, for honour has vanished from it. Once more, a 

fleeting parallel has been formed between Jim and a character who has a certain 

and Psychology;; V. (1955), pages 78-83; Gustav Marf, The Polish Hart tage of Joseph 
Conrad, (New York; Haskell House, 1965), pages 149-66; Douglas Hewitt, Conrad: 
A Reassessment (Cambridge: Bowes & Bowes, 1952). 
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perspective of him; but we find oursel vas being cL."""awn away from Jim by the 

resemblances, instead of towards him. 

A fburth such oblique encounter occurs when YlBrlow meets the Australian, 

Chester, and his associate, Robinson. These two are the novells extreme 

materialists, focussing their avarice upon a guano island (like Wells' £3 "Mordet 
\ 

Island") which is in the Indian Ocean and which they intend to exploit .. Their 

assessment of Jim is a suitably practical one: needing a white man to control 

black labourere upon their desolate island, Chester asks Marlow to offer the 

job to Jim, who in their opinion is ttoo gnodlt (p.166), and therefore sui table 

for such a lowly task. Narlow rejects the offer on behalf of Jim, confirming 

that Jim is not kindred to the like8 of Chester and Robinson; and once more 

we find that a perspacti va of Jim has drawn as far away t"rom him as it has 

led towards him (especially when the value of their 'judgement is shadowed by 

their death at sea on the way to the island). A further disparaging perspect-

iva of Jim is given at Pa.tusan by the scurrilous and beetle-like CorneliUS,. 

who w'ishes to exterminate Jim .. His view is minor and extreme~ but long before 

we have reached Patuean and Gorneliue we have been presented with a perspective 

of Jim that is much more substantial and convinCing; one which is difficult 

to brush aside and which has been embraced fully!, in fact!, by al; least one 

noted cri'tie .. 

This perspeetiYe is given by the expatriateGennan entomologist, Stein, 

who gives Jim his chance to make gnod in Patusan .. Marlow recounts Stein's 

YO'_lthful eXpt~riences in the Celebes and implies a parallel 'trith .Tim'iS later 

experiences in Patus'3Jl; but the lil'.ks between Stein and Jim seem to be('.ome 

even stronger. }lor, after hearing .Marlow' s account of'Jim, Stein begins a 

long and convincing commentary on the novel t s central figure .. One of his 

explanations is that Jim is a romantic, a fact we could hardly dispute; he 

identifies Jim'sproblem as "How to be+! when man "is born .... into a cL.--eam 

like a man who falls into the sea~·!, and, trying to climb out, drowns (pages 213 
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-4) .. All his explanations seem to be surrounded by convincing penumbrae: 

"The way is to the destructive element submit yoursel:t', and with the exertions 

of your hands and feet in the water make the deep, deep sea keep you up!! (p .. 214) .. 

Recalling his ca.pture of a. magnificent butterfly from a ttheap of dirln {p .. 21Oj 

he makes his d:insion of' man ~d th the metaphors of the beetle on the dungheap 

and the butterfly in flight. 

Stein is a truly seductive figure, a glib explainer who occurs at a point 

in Lord Jim when the reader may well feel the need :f~ some convincing 

explanations. He is equipped with an impressively symbolic occupation and 

locus, &~d an appropriately broken accent. nstein habitually talks in 

a11i pse3 and paradoxes" t Tony Tanner has said, nand his speech is full of 

cryptic lacunaen25
j but it would be a mistake, I think, to assume that these 

la.cunae stand for meaningful silencellJ, or to take Stein generally as offertitg:c" 

very much more than does any other perepecti val viewer of Jim .. Vivid and 

compelling though he is, he is yet another decoy for the reader; and he appears 

to have taken in Tony Tanner, who predicates his entire interpretation of Jim 

on Stein~s division ot man into butterfly and beetle. Conrad has made it 

clear from the mouth of Stein himself that in the tldestructi ve element,. of 

the barbaric realm man :mrvi ves only by stoically keeping him3elf afloat, and 

any explanation in a 1vorld ackoo'~'ledged to be devoid of meaning must necessarily 

be irrelevant. As I shall suggest below, Stein's imagery is a means to the 

understanding of the novel; but it will never lead us to the "meaning" of 

Jim. 'rhe Stein epi30de is yet another perspective of' Jim and is no more 

intrinsically valid t!1an any other; it 11':1 another siding and not the end of the 

line. His serried rows of encaeedbutterfliS3 above drawers of beetles are 

all too good to be true, and it is worth noting both tl1..at the explaining Stein 

25. "Butterfliee and Beetles", p.456. 
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ia made to prowl about the half-lit or darkened reaches of the room as he 

talks, moving away from the single pool of illumination in the room, B...'1d that 

after Jim ' s tragic death he is a shrunken fig'.lre, his confidence shattered. 

Gentleman Brolffl remains as the last viewer and judge of Jim, in his 

disastrous invasion of Patusan. 
\ 

Alone of all Lord Jim's many perspectivists 

- except perhaps stein - Brown has a symbolic tas.~ to perform, ~md his 

encoUJ."1ter with Jim is the conjunction of the two realms suggested by Stein IS 

metaphors of butterfly and beetle .. Ttle metaphors ordain the structure of 

Lord Jim, for they reflect and augment its division into the mundane ftreal II 

world and the escapist world of Patusan. Something of the nature of both 

worlds must be understood before Brown' e role is analysed. 

The "mundane" world of Lord Jim comes to us via a consistent excremental 

imagery which represents the hard, material world of the realist. The gross, 

porcine captain of the ''Patna" sweats waste from his body; Chester and Robinson 

are obsessed with their island of excrement~ and the materialism which draws 

them to their death:!!; Cornelius is scuttling a:nd beetle-like" and Stein has 

assured us that the beetle is bound to its pile of dung; finally, the impli-

cations of Brown I s name will escape no-one .. The beetle clinging to its heap 

of dust or dung is a fine symbol for bourgeois man bound to a time-ridden, 

decadent existence: the insect is "hollow" in its hide of thick" impenetrable 

armour, and the dung-heap is both literally and figuratively waste. This 

is the world in which Jim cannot survive, and it is populated by beetles who 

do survi va it, charactSr3 whose hollo1mess is signalled by the imag~l"Y of 

surfacel'l .. We witl I''3call the suggestion of the trading station manager in 

E~..cg:t of Darlmess that ~you need to have no entrails to survive tl the barbarity 

of Africa. The same imagery of surfaces occurs with the deSCription of Brierly, 

all ltsurface as hard as grw.i te", on which threats are like "the scratch of 

a pin to the smooth face of' a rock" (p.58). For Chester~ honour is a tissue, 
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a "piece of ass's skin" (p.179) .. The experiences of the French lieutenant 

cannot reach his inscrutable p impregnable interior, but leave their embroidery 

in scars on his skin (p.I40). And Brownp seeing himself reflected in Jim, 

calls him a "hollow sham" (p.344) .. Decadent man, as we have seen, is hollow 

in the metaphoric sense because possessing a completely empty lif"e, and in the 

perspectival sense because possessing no value beyond what is superficially 

visible in him. 

At this point it ought to be recalled that Marlow himself left the "whited 

sepulchre" of Decadent Europe to travel to the heart of barbarism, where he 

learned of the bleak void in men's hearts: and it is fair to say that this 

pattern is repeated in Lord Jim, whose tortuous working-Slut, too complex to 

26 
record here , reflects Conrad's growing - if subconscious - realization that 

both novel and novella dealt with the same pattern of experience. Neither 

Jim's idyll in Patusan nor Brown I s destruction of it had been planned by early 

1900, when twenty chapters of the book had already appeared in BlackrAood' s 

!linburgh Magazine21
p yet both are obviously critical to the book. Together 

they vary the theme of the journey from decadent civilization to heart of 

jungle darkness (Patusan, like the Congo trading post,. is thirty miles up a 

river)" in that the Patusan idyll depicts a world of fragile meanings whose 

brittleness at the arrival of Brown and l'...is degenerate crew shows the illusory 

nature of meaning before the meaningless destructiveness of the world. 

The name, ''Patusa.''l", is obviously meant to echo the name of the mundane 

nPatna" in the chaotic world with which Jim could not cope; and the reversal 

of the final syllables of each word suggests some sort of reversal of the 

worlds they denote. Patusan seems, in fact, to have been conceived as a 

mirror of the mundane world,. and the tragedy of Lord Jim is that Jim cannot 

26. A clear, brief' account of this process is given in "Editor's Note on the 
the Composition of Lord Jim" in Lord Jim (New York: W. Norton &: Co~ Inc., 
1968) (norton.Critical Editions), ed. Thoma.'3 C. l'Ioser, pages 275-6. 

27. "Editor's l'ote on the Composition of Lord Jiron, p.275. 
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see :its treacherous sup erfi ciali ty - which even Marlow remarks on - and thin..~s 

himself safe in the world of the imagination .. fur Patusan is just such a 

country of the mind as those I discussed in the poetry of the Decadents: the 

escape-world of art which the decadent seeks for its tempor~-y meanings and 

its security from temporal decay. Conrad seems to urge such l:L"l interpretation 

upon us with the recurring image of· the split hill from ~vhich }larlow watches 

the moon rise over Patusan ... The cleft hill is the traditional symbol for 

• Parnassus - a nam.e which res~mbles "Patm:!an" - the traditional mountain of the 

muses; a realm presided over by the mount of Parnassus is surely a world of 

the imagination. Wnen .F:rf>..nc.'1 Decadent poets chose the name, "Parnassian", 

for their school of poetry, they obviously had in mind the divisive connotations 

of the myth: one of the peaks of Parnas5Us is traditionally Apollo's and is 

associated with reason and civilization; the other is traditionally Dionysus's 

and is associated with orgy~ carnality, and disorder
28

• Jim' is, obviously 

enough, mApollo·nian chooser of order, and Patusan is his ordered world of 

the imagination, a work of art. 29 

r-larlmv, once he has left Patusan after his visit to Jim, is sometimes unsure 

whether he imagined his exp,erience there or not: nIn the darkened moonlight the 

interlaced blossoms took on shapes foreign to onels memory and colours indefinable 

to the eye~ he remarks while in Patusan (p.322), and later he recalls the place 

as a tissue of appearances, all colour and design, and "like a picture created 

by fancy on a canvas" (p. 330) • If the time-ridden world from which Patusa.'1 

is an. escape is dominated by the of the dru""1g-beetle, Patusafl is dominated 

in its turn by the image o,f the butterfly, not simply because Conrad would 

obviously have known of the Decadents' fondness for butterfly imagery but because 

the butterfly is an apt emblem for the galldy, patterned surfaces of the country 

28. These attributes are described under the respective entries in the Oxford 
Classical Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press) .. 

29 .. A similar figure i~ Axel Heyet in Victory (1915); see Sam Bluefarb's discussi011 
of Heyst's retreat in "Samburan:Conrad's Mirror Image of Edenll" Conradi ana Il' 
iii, (Slli~mer 1969), pages 89-94~ 
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of the mind. The difference betl¥'een this interpretation of the butterfly 

metaphor~ which sees it as a pa2~ of a structural device, a~d Tanner's 

interpretation of it, which sees it as a clue to Jim's "meaning", must be 

noted. For Tanner, nthe whole inquiry of the book is directed at ascertain-

ing whether there is contained wi thin the perishable' gorgeous markings I of 

Jim something, some quality, some essence, which will defy destruction, some .. 
t splendour' which will remain 'unmarred by death'U, and when he examines Jim 

he asks us to bear in mind "the possible metaphor of the butterfly7,30. But, 

as we have seen from his letters, Conrad based his art on a knowledge that 

no such essence can exist, and its task is to evade such knowledge. Jim is 

a decadent who becomes a Decadent by creating an escapist world of the imagin-

ation, and Lprd Jim is a pessimistic novel because it states the impossibility 

of the survival of such worlds. 

Conrad communicates this by ensuring that Patusan is an a:1lbi valent world, 

one which seems colourful and brilliant while at the same time deceptively 

superficial in a way which mirrors the hollowness of the savage, everyday world: 

it carries the seeds of its own destruction wi thin itself, like any Decadent 

fruit. Patusan is dominated by the moon, a source of temporary illumination 

against the black void of night, and a traditional symbol for inversion. A 

knowledge of nineteenth century physics would scarcely have been necessary to 

remind Conrad that the moon itself is a giant mirror, reversing the everyday 

("mundanen ) light of the sun and providing a ready-made symbol for the annunci-

atian of a mirror-world. Harlow notes that the moon is nUke the ghost of 

d.ead stt."1light tI (p.246), and that 'l1It is to our sunshine ••• what the echo is 

Elsewhere~ the moon is associated with the curious 

cleft hill, rising from between its twin peaks before watching Marlow one 

evening: "For a moment it looked as though the smoot.'l disc ••• had rolled to 

30. "Butterflies and Beetle:'J", p.448. 
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the bottom or that precipice ••• the bare, contorted limb of some tree, 

growing on the slope, made a black crack right across its face" (p .. 322). 

This forbidding proleptic view of the moon combines the two worlds of the 

novel, implying the ultimately sad fate of Jim's escape-world; <,uld the 

parallelism of the two is made clear ~dth the apposition of the twin peaks, 

one of which is "real" (topped by the fortress of the shabby warlord who 

captured Jim on his arrival in the area) and the other of which (the Apollo-

nian, up which Jim and the Patusanians lug an old cannon) is ideal. 

the fortress is demolished by a broadside, JiIll'S devotion to the mirror-world 

is complete. 

Other images than the moon imply reflection in the Patusan section of Lord 

Jim, of which the river and the sea dominate. Jim's departure from Marlow to 

begin his new life in Patusan has a hint almost of magic translation from one 

realm to another: "My eyes were too dazzled by the glitter of the sea below 

his feet to see him clearlytl, Marlow' reports, adding what the reader knows by 

now, that he is "fated never to see him clearly" (p.24l). The houses of the 

Patusan settlement are referred to by their reflections in the river" which 

itself is described as a ~rror frequently enough, as when Marlow watches~vO 

distant canoeists who seem !lto slide painfully- on the surface of a mirror" 

(p.332). At times, Conrad seems willing to suggest that something close to 

a hemetic seal exists between the eve!"'lJday world and the l'lorld of the mind. 

Leaving Patusan B..."ld ,Jim for the last time, l'iarlow reachee the open sea where 

"suddenly a bend it was as if a ha.'1d far a';lay had lifted a heav ... .r 

curtain, had flung open an~. immense portal" (p. 331). This hinted sealing--off 

is present in Jim's entry to Patusan and in his "exit" from it, which corresponds 

to Gentleman Brovmt s intrusion upon Patusan. Soon after hi s erri val thirty 

miles up-river, Jim is captu.red by one of the petty princes who terrorize and 

plunder the area, and is confined in a stockade. His escape from this shabby 
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reali ty resembles his leap from the t'Patna ll
: he b01L1'1ds over the atecl.<tade wall 

and passes through a creek from whose sticky bed of mud he struggles to free 

himself before reaching the safety of Patusan, which lies just on the other .. 
side (p.251)" It is probably not insignificant that, just before qpi tting 

the time-ridden and decadent : e'Teryday world Jim has refused to mend the 

prince's clock (p.252): time is somet~ing he wants to destroy, rather than 

assist. While Jim is safe in Patusan, he is surrounded by rivers noted fa:f' 

their fullness, as if they have risen to seal Jim into his deceptive mirro~ 

world; but when Brown and his boat-load of brigands - for all the world like 

the scruffy deserters of the Itpatnall come to ha1mt him again - make their 

ominous appearance, the subsiding river reveals again its bed of excremental 

mud. (p. 360) t after obligingly remaining full long,:i:"'.!lough to enable them to get 

ashore (p.359). And Brown meets Jim "not very far from the place~ perhaps on 

the very spot, where Jim took the second desperate leap of his life - the leap 

that landed him in Patusan" (pages 379-80). 

There ca."1 be no mistaking the part such a mirror-world plays in Lord Jim, 

nor the deliberation with which Conrad sets up Jim's Parnassian refuge. Its 

frailty reveals Conrad's certainty that the world will betray the ideal, the 

ci.nlized, and the romantic; that Dionysus will overcome Apollo. The attract-

i va gaudiness of Patusa."1 hoodwinks Jim, who sees it as the incarnation of his 

artistic imagination; and Marlow, with his over-civilized limitations, ca~ot 

analyse his half-formed insights into the superficiality of the place. But 

Conrad suppUes the reader iii th a symbol of the t:r'Uth of Patusan: this is the 

silver ring which Stein gave Jim as a certificate to present to Doramin, the 

native leader, and which rolls back to the feet of the dead Jim after the 

retributive killing which ends the book. Like the moon, it is a silver circle, 

but quite hollow inside; and as a corrective metaphor for the world of Patu~an 

it reveals its true emptiness and superficiality, those qualities which have 
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deceived fu,d betrayed Jim. 

In such a hollow world, Jim's quest for hope a."1d <"",au ... u .... is as pointless 

as ;''iarlow's quest for the significance of Jim. The of Brmffl fu"1d his 

gang is the inevitable arrival of the everyday, material world; and his confront

ation with Jim ~s the confrontation of mirror-twins who stand rtat the opposite 

poles of that conception which include~ all mankind'" (p .. 381)" It is a moma"1t 

whose symbolic significance res01mds not simply throughout the book t but through 

the late nineteenth century as well, with its cern tude that man was both 

civilized p.nd savage, a brutal materialist and an idealistic romantic. This 

is not the "secret" of .Tim: after all, it is a statement requiring the confront

ation of two characters, .Tim and Brown; but it is the burden of the novel. 

Jim' s inability to cope with the savage threat posed by-Brown comes from his 

realization that he is Brown' s t.win; and., 'sensing this in his tumJO Brmm probel'! 

mercilessly at Jim's weak spots. "There are my men in the same boat - and by 

God, I am not the sort to jump out of' trouble and leave them in the d-d lurch", 

he says to Jim; "L~was afraid once in my life" (pRgeS 382-3). Jim's irresolute 

handling of Brown leaves the savages of civilization free to return to the 

ri ver-mouth, where they slaughter the unsuspecting band of young Patusanian 

warriors camped there. Ii is all act quite devoid of logical motivation, a 

baring of the brute forces in decadent man: for Brown i8JO as Marlow understands, 

"a blind accomplice of the Dark Powers" (p .. 354), &'1. agent of the savage cosmic 

will. 

~l Summart;. 

'iri ting at the daiC. of the new century, Conrad took the variously-expressed 

magi vings of the old and gave them new fictional forms which, as this study 

will suggest, were to become archetypes for later Writers who shared his belief 

that the age was in decay. The most important of these i.s"what_migilt be te:rmed 
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tIle 'lJIeRT't of Darkness archetypeu , which is so central to the novels discussed 

in this section. In this, the adventurer leaves }:lis decadent horne to seek 

regeneration beyond ~le pales of civilization but finds there only confirmation 

that his ho~is mea.1'1ingless and barbarou.'3, and a sense of the awful power 

that stems from the void behind life. Time and again, as we shall see, 

novelists who followed Conrad find themselves depicting the same division 

between savage and civilized, and bringing their adven~urers back as empty

handed as Marlow. 

His second contribution to the structure of decadentist fiction of the 

twentieth century is perfected in Lord Jim after beginning its evolution in 

Heart of Darkness: this is the "perspectival novel" .. In a parallel response 

to Nietzsche t s, Conrad knew that "at the center of existence there was only 

a vapour, and not the much desid.erated jewel",. as Tony Tanner renders Forstert s 

remark31; and he formed a technique for expressing a view of the world remark-

ably similal.' to the one posi ted by Nietz.'3chean ontology .. In this technique, 

no single view or judgement of life is made, but the artist offers instead 

multiple and often partly-conflicting perspectives of p~s fictional world. 

The notion that a decadent worlel may be seen only as superficial becomes, 

with later novelists, a reversible motif, and the world depicted as superficial 

is implicitly decadent. 

finally, and as a logical outcome of these developments, Conrad began the 

process by which is undermined the roman'tic quest of the tradi tianal Ii terary 

form. He w1.'ote his novels knowing that there was no meaning to be f01L.'1d in 

life, but in order to dramatize this he needed Marlow to make quests for 

meaning w11ich would fail. In both no~ls,. l-tarlow, in every way the morally 

upright and limited Englishman of the nineteenth century, grapples with under

standings that are beyond him, battles bravely toward his goal only to find 

himself deflected time and again toward spurious explanations and half-meanings, 

31."Butterfiies and Beetles", p .. 458. 
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finding at Sisyphean moments that 
~ 

man recedes into the void as rapidly 

as he himself approaches him. By this development l>1arlow as we shall 

see, the first of l'ilF'.ny bafflecl questers in twentieth century Ii terature .. 



SEC"f[ON THREE: IJTHE NOVELS OF T. S. ELIOT". 

1. Aldous Huxley's Brave New World (1932). 

2. Evelyn Waugtts Black l-1ischief (~932) and A Handful of Dust (1934). 

3. Anthony Powell t s Venusberg (1932). 



In 1921. T. S. Eliot, convalescing from a breakdo~71 caused by a preoccupation 

Hi. th "the ruin of postwar Europe" and na hardly exorable apprehension that two 

thousand years of EUropean continm. ty had for the first time :run d.ry"nl, produced 

a ganglion of poetic fragments which he and Ezra Pound then r~rked into 

"The Waste Land" (1922) and ItThe Hollow Men" (1925) .. The epigraph which Eliot 

chose for the whole original unit - and which is now placed before the second 

poem - came from Conrad·s Heart of' Darkness (ttjUstah Kurtz - he dead~) 9 and 

reassuringly- continues the expression of decadence in a generic way_ Fort 

like Conrad.. and despite the cremation of decadent Europe which had occurred 

in the Great War, Eliot believed himself to be surrounded by decadence, a 

point he makes clear in a later essay: 

We can assert with some confidence that our own period is one 
of decline; that the standards of culture are lower than they 
were fifty years age; and that the evidences of t~s decline 
are visible in every department of human activity. 

1. Hugh Ken.'1.er, The Invisible Poetr (London: W. H. Allen, 1960), p.125. 
2. No tea Toward the Def'im tion of' Culture, cited, by Malchion in Th~ Tightroue 

~'ialkers, p.2" 
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Putting aside the fact that such a statement betray~ more abou.t the spea1{er 

than it doea about his milieu (8 1()('!6 of objectivi ty which will inten1:lify 813 

the genre grows), lie can see that Eliot's certainty that the proceg~es of 

socio-cultural decadence could actl1ally have ~rvived the apocalyptic moment, 

leaving a Ii'rlvilization gutted of its purpose and a culture 5hattered into 

fragment~,. has proven refllarkably attractive to his contemporaries a"ld. survi vaT 

During the period 1917-1927, he published a series of poems which appeared 

to encapsulate the ethos of this exhau~ted civilization, and subsequent writer 

both in England and in A."llerica, have turned to theBe - under "their own 

illusion of being disillusioned", as Eliot once pu.t i t 3 - as if seekLT:Ig valid-

ationof the fictions which they produced. 

"'The Wal'lte Land" probably :rrurpas8ea all other poems of this period as a 

repre5entative of its times and in evoking Conradfs earlier expression of the 

decadence of Ellrope in Heart of Darkne8~. Leonard Ungerp Sydney Krause, 

Everett Gillis, ?..nd Daniel McConnell have all discussed Eliott s fairly obvio1:1~ 

use of Conradt snovella in liThe Waste Land" and tl'J'he Hollow Nen ll
'\ Unger, for 

example, mentions Ellotte use of 

T'ne barges drift 
Wi th the turning tide 
Red sails \ 
vlide 
To leawardS 

which is borrowed :f,"rom Conrad l 3 opening description of the crepu5cular Thames 

Krause, Gillis, and_ McConnell make the fairly obvious point that Eliot·s inte: 

in Conrad was more than merely rhetorical: it was certainly a sympathy with 

the nihilism that Conrad barely keeps at bay.that encouraged Eliot to import 

80 much of it into the poetry he was writing in the latter part of 1921. 

3. "Thoughte After Lambeth", Selected ESl'!ays (London: Faber & Faber,1958) ,p.3 
4. Leonard Unger, HLaForgue, Conrad, and T. S. Eliot", The Man in the Name 

(Hinl1eapolis: The Uni versi ty of J:f.d.nneapolis PreM, 1956)" pages 190-242; 
SlJdney J. Krau:=.!e p "Hollow Men and False Horses",. Tf}XaS Studies in Lane;uag 
and Literatu.re II (Auturrh'1 1960) .. pages 368-77; Ev·erett Gillis, '''Phe Spiri 
ual Status of T. S. Eliotts Hollo ... r Hen", TSLL II (,Winter 1961), pages 464 
Daniel McConnell, !lIThe Heart o,f Darkness' in T. S. Eliot's The Hollow r1e 
Tsr.T. IV (Summer 1962),. page3 141-53 .. 

5. "LaFargue, Conrad, ann {r~ s. Eliot", p.195. 
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Conrad's the~es of sterility &~d ey~austion, horror and torpor, hollowness 

and 3uperficiality,<even his sense of cosmic dissipation, r~ve all been 

integrated into these t".fO major poems, as their original epigraph would 

suggest. 

Generally, Eliot's poetry of the I twenties (including the two of 

tlS,feeney Agonistes ll
) provided a literary hero for the age, together with an 

environment and a mea.l'lS of describing him .. The point about Eliot's "hero", 

whether we call him Prufrock, Sweeney~ or a Hollow r~, is that he scarcely 

exists, so dominated is he by the bewildering demands of contemporary life. 

The undistinguished and unheroic Prufrock is a lthollow manti because eviscerated 

of mo:r:al will and consequently locked wi thin a cycle of meaningless events 

which recur because of his tendency to talk rather than act. The later 

"Hollow Men" are really only metaphors for Prufrock: scarecrows or guys, their 

middles, if not. t.:ruly hollow, straw-filled; caught in "death's dream kingdmn", 

the "dead land" or "cactus landl1 , individuality effaced in the mass, speech 

neutralized by chorus or incantation. The extension of the Guy Fawkes meta-

phor of "'!'he Hollow l<1enlt provides a view of their moral:i. ty: for between Jthe 

idealized motive and its execution falls the shadow of moral flabbiness, the 

failure of the will, the weakness which sees the world end - on sound thermo-

dynamic principles- nNot with a bang but a whimpern. Sweeney, dumped amid 

the uninspiring Dusty, Doris, Wauchope, and others, can see like Kurtz the 

incommunicable horror of their life, a cycle of ltBirth, and copulation, and 

death". "Gerantion" (from the 1920 'lolu;'Ile
6

) can be seen as refe:::-ring to the 

post-war world with i +'s "decaying house" of Europe, a meaningless hulk surround-

ed by Qissipating actions, unmotivated incidents, and a deterministic world 

pursuing its own ends while "Haka~wa:u,. "Madame de Tornquist'" ~ and "Fraulein 

von Ku1p~ make arcane plots and seek invisible meanings. Beyond this lies 

6. This '-ras Are VO'e3 Pree (London: The Ovid PrMs, 1920): 
"Gerontion" was the tw'enty-fourth, and only new, poem in the collection. 
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always the void which Sweeney senses (nDe Bailhache, Fresca, :Nrs Cammel, whirled! 

Beyond the ci.rcui t of the shuddering bear/ In fractured atomslf). 

liThe Waste Land tt gives not a symbolic version of this world but a broken 

series of images of its specific details. Perhaps the dominant initial 

impression is of sterility: 

April. is the cruellest mon'tb, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 
Memory and desire, stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain • 

•.........•...•.•.•. 
~t are the roots that clutch, what branches grow 
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man" 
You cannot say,. or guess,. for you know only 
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats, 
And the dead tree gi.ves no shelter,. the cricket no relief, 
And the dry stone .l19 sound of water .. 

(Part I; "Burial of the Daadn .) 

Sterili tygives way to images of regeneration: 

While I was fishing in the dull canal 
On a winter evening round behind the gashouse 
l.fusing upon the king my brotherts wreck 
And on the king my father's death bef'ore him". 

(Part In; tiThe Fire Sermon".) 

A current under sea 
Picked his bones in whispers. As he rose and fell 
He passed the atages of his age and youth 
Entering the whirlpool. 

'Then a damp gust 
Bringing min 

(Part IV; nDeath by Water".) 

.................... 
I sat upon the shore 

Fishing. with the arid plain behind me 
Shall I at least set my l&'1.ds in order? 

(Part V; "\'I'hat the Thunder Said".) 

There are also images of' an idealized past which is very different from the 

decadent present; in the bar--room scene at the end of "A Game- of Chesst!, in 

the seduction of the typist in "The fire Sermontl~ and particularly later in 

the same part where the Conradian views of the contemporartJ Thames are juxta-
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posed with the idealized image of Elizabeth and Leicester on the same river: 

The ri ver sweats 
Oil and tar 
The barges drift 
With the turning tide 
Red sails 
Wide 
To leeward 

...... ~ .•.••.•...... 
Elizabeth and Leicester 
Beating oars 
The stern was formed 
A gilded shell 
Red and gold ••• 

The shabby reality of contemporary London can often gi va way to images of 

nightmare unreality (London is an ''unreal city"; a corpse blooms; there are 

sewer-like urban scenes) which are intensifications of the neurotic strain 

depicted at the beginning of ttA Game of Chess" .. 

This poetry is as much manner as matterp and one of Eliot's greatest 

achievements in it is the devising of a form suited to recording the discrete 

and fragmented post-war world. A poem like tlGerontion" is not, despite its 

final line, "about" a single person or sensibility: it is a group of images 

which rebound from the objects surrounding an almost token focal figure. 

"The Vaste Land" is even l~ss focussed, its turmoil of flying images emanating 

from no single point; not even the elastic mind of a Tiresias. It is possible 

to argue, as John Goodman has, that these poems, and particularly "The Waste 

Land", are influenced by Cubist theories of composition which in turn correspond 

to Nietzscheru~ontological theory about perspective7• Nietzsche's moral.and 

phenomenal relativism works ~ the Cubists, in this view, to allow Eliot to 

explore facets of a situation in a suspension of' time, evoking nothing that can 

be paraphrased; this technique produces a circular effect b~ tindennining;"the 

inherent consecutiveness of language,. frustrating the reader's usual expectation 

7. "Cubism and T. S. Eli oJ;: An J<Jxamination in the Light of Perspective TheoI""J", 
unpublished M. A. thesis, University of Canterbury, 1971; Chapter Five, pages 
151-202; Chapter Six, pages 203-225. 

THl:Ilillo~Y 
~~x(Qf~~_ 
~n~~U~f N.Io 
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of a sequence and :forcing h.im to percei va the elements of the poem juxtaposed 

in space rather than unrolling in time" ~ as Joseph Franks has aaid
8 

.. 

In all these ways Bliot, consciously or not, presented his contemporaries 

wi th models of their age and provided them .Ii th a comprehensive set of methods 

of approaching it;. In the curious way that symbolic works often have, "The 

Waste Land" and Eliot's other poems of the 'twenties helped create their era 

as much as capture it,and indelibly altered'the"'collectiYe'literary sensibility 

of the time. Amongst novelists, for example, Aldous Huxley is often acknowledged 

to have best expressed the futility of the I twenties and 'thirties; but a glance 

at his letters around this time will convince even the casual reader that his 

fictional despair is indeed fictiona19• The Great Ti/ar, in which he did not 

participate, is safely distant from him: and when he later defends his novel, 

Antic Hay, in 1923, he strikes an attitude: 

I will GrJ.y point out that it is a book written by a member 
of what I mayca.ll the war-generation for others of his kind; 
and that it is intended to reflect - fantastically, of course, 
but none the less faithfully - the life a.'td opinions of an age 
wh.i.ch has seen the violent disruptton of almost all the stmd
ards, conventions and. values current in the previous epoch; 

It is a view unsupported by his other letters, which tend to show smugness and 

complacency. The real source of!.the fashionable despair of Antic Hay is "The 

Waste LpJld", which was published a little earlier, allowing enough ttme for 

Huxley to absorb its influence and for this influence to surface, in small 

parts, in the novel. Perhaps the most revealing indication of the gap between 

Eliot's feeling and Huxley's is the fact that the novel is comic where the poetry 

is not. 

Gumbril, the ~lhero" of' Antic Hay, is an ineffectual, Prufrockian figure, 

whose lack of determination extinguishes his plans for economic success; like 

8. "Spatial Form in :f.fodern Li terature l' , Sel-ranee Review LIlI (Spring, 1945), p.227. 
9. The LetterB of Aldous Huxley, ed .. Grover Smith (London: Ghatta &: Windul'l, 1969); 

see for example letters on pages 62, 67, 720 
10. T'ae Letters of Aldous HuxleI, p.224 .. Huxley is writing to his father, Leonard 

Huxley, here, on 26 November 1923. 
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Prufrock, who senses a future time "To prepare a face to meet the faces that 

you meet", Gumbril needs a false beard and heavy overcoat to conceal his 

ineffectual self; the commercial invention he plans to market is a pneumatic 

trouser seat which cURhions the self from the outer world and is suitable 

apparel for a hollow man. Disguised, he begins to seduce the wife of a 

colleague and soon tells her, "Tiresias, you may remember, was granted the 

privilege of living both as a man and a woman"ll. Gumbril has obviously 

been reading Part III of "The Waste Land", with its parenthetical comment, 

And I Tiresias have foresuffered all 
Enacted on this same divan or bed ••• 

and Huxley is clearly inviting us to bear in mind the seduction of the typist 

by the ItYOlmg man carbuncular<ft. Gumbril evokes the tone of Eliot later when 

recalling the seduction: "And you lie tranquilly on your bed, thinking of what 

you'd do if you had ten thousand pounds, and of all the fornications you'll 

never commi tit (p.147). Huxley borrows from Eliot not to add content so much 

as to reinforce the tone of the passages in which he places the borrowings; 

by assuming that his reader knows as much of Eliot's poetry as he himself does 

he assumes that the reader will also use the same "scenery", the same mental 

images, for both poetry and fiction. 

Like other novels written between the wars in England, Antic Hay can be seen 

as almost a direct product of Eliot. When Huxley gives Gumbril this passage 

to express the meaninglessnes8 and horror of life, he is merely being more 

explicit than Eliot would have been, one feels: 

All the legless soldiers grinding barrel-organs, all the 
hawkers of toys stamping their leaky boots in the gutters 
of the Strand ••• the old woman with matches, forever hold
ing to her left eye a handkerchief as yellow and dirty as 
the winter fog ••• arid then there were the murderers hanged 
at eight o'clock ••• the phthiSical charwoman who used to 
work at his father's house, until she got too weak and died. 

11. Antic Hay (London: Ghatto & Windus, 1949), p.102. FUrther page references 
are cited in the text. 
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Thp.r~ w~~p +he lovers who turned on the gas and the ruined 
shopkeepers jumping in front of trains. Had one a right 
to be contented and well-fed, has one a right to knowledge 
and conversation and the leisurely complexities of love? 

(pages 68-9). 

Such worried questioning is Eliot's, surely, as much as Huxley's. Again, 

there is a similarity between the Elizabethan Golden Age evoked by Eliot in 

liThe Waste Land" and the more recent Golden Age referred to by Huxley: Gumbril's 

father has a large model of the London Wren unsuccessfully proposed to build 

after the Great fire (including, no do~bt, the Church of Magnus I-tartyr "thich 

mak.es its way into Part III of "The Waste Land1't). 

Furthermore, Antic Hay shares the alinear form of Eliot's poetry, although 

where the fifth section of '!.The Waste Land" seems to offer some promise of 

regeneration the novel circumvents this by becoming circular in movement. 

The most obvious source of literary regeneration is love of some sort, earthly 

or divineibut Gumbril's seduction is shabby, his moral inertia kills his 

only chance for true love, and he is left with Myra Vi veash, the rather worn 

princesse lointaine of the novel
12, who is all too easily attained. ~ne 

,:r~rm of the novel is entropic, for all Gumbril is early vigour has dissipated 

at its end; Myra Viveash's life has, as her name would suggest, turned to ashes; 

and the pair end the novel circling1ondon together in a taxi, Myra's last 

warde sounding nexpiringly from her death-bed within" (p.254). At the same 

time, the biologist, Shearwater, frantically pedals his wheel-less bicycle 

during a lahor"cltory experiment. 

Althongh Point Counter Point (1928) develops more of Huxley's own themes 

and often shows him writing about sterility and futility single-handed, he calls 

on Eliot for aid when the fascist politician, Webley, is murdered near the end 

of the novel. Tnus, as the assassins wait for nightfall beside the hardening 

body, we are told that "the prickly pear has had time to invade only another 

12.. The term, "princesse lointaine", is discussed by .Tohn Fowles in The Aristos 
(B.ostomLittle,Brown; 1964), pages 245-6:: it is derived from Alain-Fournier's 
Le Grand Heaulnes, whose hero's tragedy was that he ",on his princesse. 
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hundred acres of Australian terri tory!llr~d Huxley goes on later to make explicit 

what Eliot implies: 

At the core of the fruit from the tree of the knowledge 
of good and evil he had found, not fire &~d poison, but 
only a brown disgusting putrefaction and a few small 
maggots •.. (p. 559). 

Nietzsche, one feels, would have approved. Before co~~tting suicide, 

Sp andreI 1 , a nihilist who is one of Webley's assassins, recalls mturi.c "like 

water in a parched land" (p. 593), a phrase which evokes Part VLof liThe Waste 

Land"; but the water 'Iihich he actually sees is in a. garbage-filled gutter 

reminiscent of the lines :from Part III of nThe Waste Land"': itA rat crept 

softly through the vegetationl Dragging its slimy belly on the bank". But 

in this novel" Huxley seems to exceed Eliot by far in t..'1e expression of despair 

and the depiction of decadence. For Huxley, it seems that man is an animal 

who has deluded himself into thinking that he has a soul: many of the 

characters in Point Counter Point have animal attributes and a party ia des-

cribed as a jungle (p .. 69), while the cyn±cal Illidge points out that in order 

to be aerodynamically stable an angel would require a breastbone protruding 

five fee'c (p.393) .. The world of this novel is not quite Godless, but instead 

of Eliot's modestly-offered hope Huxley depicts a God. who is in hiding" a 

prankster who is ~only a dust-binI! (p.589). The 'World is caught in a chilly 

universe capable of penni tting the cruelly arbi trar.r death of Philip QUarles's 

young son; to these things one can only respond with the arbitrariness of 

Spandrell. a':1 outsider who has seen nThe essential horror" which is like 

"casting garbage" (p. 593), and who after commi tting ~allow8 himself to 

be killed while an endlessly rotating gramophone disc is scratched by its 

needle (p.599). 

Evelyn Waugh, too, in the early novels which he wrote in the I twenties 

and f thirties ,owed a debt to the poetry of Eliot, and like Huxley (whose novel" 

12a. Point Counter Point (London: Chatta &: Windus, 1954), p.536. Further page 
references are made within the text. 
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Brave New lforld, will be studied below) moved on to write a novel about 

decadence in the Conradian form. Before we turn to A Ha.."1dful of Dust (1934), 

we can see how his earlier novels share Eliot's view of contemporary decadence 

and many o:f his literary methods .. Tae title of Decline and Pall (1928) 

scarcely needs commenti' its hero is a Prufrockian '!shadow that has fli tted 

about this narrative under the name of Paul Pennyfeatherl! and the book "is 

really an account of the mysterious disappearance of Paul Pennyfeather, so 

that readers must not complain if the shadow which took his name does not amply 

fill the important part of hero for which he was originally castll13. As 

A. E. Dyson has remarked. of this character, "An education conducted along 

impeccably Arnoldian lines has turned him into a waste-land character, 

without convictions, without insight into evil, without any felt or under

stood Values1l1\ a judgement which could be :fairly extended to Adam Fenwick-

Symes, "hero" of Vile Bodies (1930}. Both characters f3:hare a world which 

.James Carens correctly describes as "valueless and incoherent" and in which 

"no order or purpose is even discemi ble,,15 • Paul is sent down from Oxford 

for indecency a:fter a group of d..rimken students remove his trousers following 

some idealistic, innocuous meeting he has attended; he is pitched into a teach-

ing position for which he is quite un sui ted, drifts towards an absurd marriage 

vii th the aristocratic Margot Beste-Chetwynde, is imprisoned for her white slave 

trading act! vi ties, finds that his public schooling suits him to prison life, 

is smuggled. out by friends and "dies" during an operation, completing the 

circular mo"~eru.ent of the nO'Tel by returrri.ng to his old life at Oxford. as his 

own cousin. .lust as he pursues the worthless princesse lointaine o:f this 

novel, Adam Fenwick-Symes pursues a similar figure in Vile Bodies: in fact, the 

13. Decline and Fall~ (London: Chapman and a~llt 1928, 1949), p.I)8. FUrther page 
reference~ ocm~r w~thin the text. 

14. "Evelyn Waugh and the Mysteriously Disappea...-l'ing Hero", Critical Qt!arterly II t 
p:;13. 

150 The Ss.tiric Art of Evelyn Waugh, (Seattle: University ot' Seattle Press, 1966) ,. 
p.13 .. 
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entire novel describes Adam's vain attempts to finance a marriage to this 

trivial girl,. Nina Blount. The manuscript of his promising novel is taken 

by customs men, he t~en loses two thousand pm:mds to an evanescent }4ajoT .. is 

given a cheque in compensation by tiina's father only to find it signed "Charlie 

Chaplin", loses Nina to a rival whoI1l she marries on the spur of the moment!> 

and ends the novel engaged in an apocalyptic world war
16

• 

Where Huxley's early satires show a strong awareness of the w'eak: hold order 

has in ~~e world they show, Waugh's early novels give way to chaos. That this 

is deliberate is suggested by the constant reappearances in Vile Bodies Off 

Father Rothschild S. J., the priest whose baggage is full of false beards and 

al ternati va idenn ties: as Neil Isaacs suggests, Father Rothschild parodie3 

Thackeray's Father Holt S. J. in HenEY: Esmondl.7Cas well as Chestertonts Father 

Brown" it would seem}; but the important point about him is not~ as Isaacs 

suggests,. that he is never wrong, but that what he is always right about never 

matters. T'nac"l{eray' s priestly sleuth, like Chesterton '8, wal:V3.:'l'mll~ and 

assemble!" of meaning; but in Waugh's chaotic cosmos a Jewish,: Jesuit is doomed 

not to make sense but to be swallowed. up. Another literary suggestion of 

absurdity comes with the location of Paul's school. at Llanabba in Wales, the 
, 

country in which Lewis CarmI 1 wrote Alice in Wonderland. If we think of 

Paul as having gone through a mirror, like Alice in Throutlh the Looking-Glass, 

a verbal inversion would land him in "A Banal" world at Llanabba, far different 

from the haven provided at Oxford; and certail1~y the school - and the whole 

wo:dd of th~; second novel - is in...ltabi ted by appropriately absurrl characters. 

There is "Captain 1I G::imes, the war amputee who confides that he lost his limb 

during a drunken encounter with a: tram, and who constantly disappears and 

reappears throughout the book; like him, the headmaster, Dr Fagan, and the 

16. Charles Link explores the links between the characters of: Vile Bodies and 
Waugh's contemporary generation in "Evelyn Waugh, Vile Bo>dies, a"ld the 
Y01:mger Generation", South Atlantic Quarterly 66, pages 440-8. 

17. "Evelyn Waugh's Restoration Jesui t'll' Satire Newsletter II (Spring,1965) ~ 
pages 91-4. 
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butler, Philbrick~ are all things to all men, capable of doffing and donning 

convincing but inexplicable new identities at will; there is also the parson, 

Prendergast, who "couldn't understand God had made the world at al1 ft (P.41 )" 

and is later decapitated by a lunatic prisoner. In Vile Bodies, such extremely 

absurd characters crowd the pages: the evangelistic lesbian, ttrs Melrose Ape, 

wi th her troupe of pretty ~ vapid "Aoghls"; Father Rothscr..ild; Walter Outrage, 

a Prime Ninister who is too busy dreaming. of oriental seduction to know 

whether or not he is still in office; the Honourable Agnes Runci.ble and the 

homosexual Miles J.1alpractice; the f'renzied Colonel Blount" and so on. 

Like Huxley, Waugh depicts the decline of England between the wars in 

terms of' a circular, unprogressive metaphor: the circling taxi at the end of 

Antic Hay corresponds to the circling progress of Paul PerJlyfeather's career 

in Decline and Fall" while the turning record at the end of Point Counter Point 

is similar to the car race in Vile Bodies with its attendant metaphor, in 

Waugh's first novel, of:;the revolving f'loor which flings of'f all those who 

cannot reach the still point of this turning world (p.23I). In view of' 

Waugh's energetic extension of' the ideas of decadence and social entropy we 

:find in Eliot y it is revealing to see that in his next two novels, Black 

Mischief (1932) and A Handful of j)lst, he uses the archetypal form of ==-.;;:_ 

of' Darkness, as we will see later in this section. 

The third novelist of this period to be influenced by Eliot is Waugh's 

friend" Anthony Powell, whose early satirical novels, Afternoon Men (1931) • 

..:..:::;;=== (1932), and From A View to a Death (1933) continue in a blander 

f'ashion to dramatize tile basic ideas that few significant things happen in t.~e 

human community, that degeneration is perpetual, that people are empty and love 

is unattainable, and that man is incapable of dignity. .Jocelyn Brooke has call-

. 18 
ad the first novel "a prose version of t Sweeney Agonistes I It , and we only 

18. npoi~ell '8 'l'lorld tl 
f Time and Tide 41, lTo .. 27 (2 July 1960), p.764. 
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need glance at Eliott s "'vauchope" in that poem and Powell' B use of a character 

called "Wauchoptl in Afternoon r~en to feel that there is a connection between 

the two. Tne mysterious lIPereira" of the poem becomes "Undershaft n in the 

novel, another figure whose acti.ons dominate the presented characters but who 

is never seen .. "The American gentleraen here on business t
' that 'i'lauchope 

introduces to the poem are compressed in identity if' not in bulk and become 

the voluminous Mr Scheigan (Eliot's arellKrumpackerlY and :ttKUpstein"), an. 

~erican businessman who is being fleeced by an unprincipled girl called 

Harriet Twining~ The tone of the whole novel is epitomized by Sweeney's 

That's all the facts when you come to brass tacks: 
Birth, and copulation, and death ••• 

with the important difference that in Powell's world, no character experiences 

quite the despair which grips Sweeney. Nonetheless, it is evident that Eliot's 

poetry of the period has informed Powell's creative sensibility as fully as it 

informed Huxley's and Waughi.s. 

There is, consequently, much similarity amongst the fictional worlds of' the 

three writers. Atwater, tlhero" of Afternoon Men, is the son of a chicken 

farmer and is g nonentity of the stunted stature of Pennyfeather, Fenwick-Symes, 

and Gumbril: his job in a ~seum involves preventing the public from seizing a 

display of suggestive primitive figures. Lushington in Venusbe~g is a minor 

correspondent for a minor newspaper, with a liking for drink and unattainable 

women, while Zouch, the "hero" of From . .A View to a Death, is a cheap and shadowy 

figure who incorrectly thinks himself a Nietzschean superman. SUrrounding these 

empty central figures is a galaxy of shabby and empty people common in type to 

all the novels, and epitomized perhaps by Raymond Pringle in the first, whose 

appearance is generally agreed to be immeasurabJyr improved when he wears a 

false nose at a party. And their enjoyment of experience is probably epi tom-

ized by Atwater when he bites an apple to find that it tastes of ~absolutely 
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19 nothing ••• like eating material in the abstract" .. :rha prickly pear is 

only another bite away~ 

Like Huxley and Waugh~ although in a more bland w'ay, Powell presents a 

version of the Heart of Darkness archetype to express his conviction that his 

times are in decay, and this novel, Venusberg, will be examined later in this 

section with the more Conradian works of Huxley and 'vaugh. But it is still 

instructive to glance here at Afternoon lJIen,andFrom A View to a Daath.;tp see 

how they reflect and add to the ethos of the waste land. Afternoon Men moves 

from one such waste land (the London of the tthirties) to another (a desolate~ 

prim tive beach cottage) in an inconclusive way suggested in the section 

headings of the novel, "Perihelionu and "Palindrome" .. Pringle has rented the 

cottage in order that he might refresh his life and particularly his painting 

there in the' company of a group of his friends whom he has inn ted to-.apend 

a weekend with him; the company looks like something Nordau might have described 

in Degeneration, and only Harriet ~Rining - yet another of those all-too-

accessible princesses lointaines who infect this genre - achieves any physical 

beauty. 'l'he desultory weekend is distinguished by the sudden engagement of 

Harriet to the repulsive Pringle, an unexpected betrothal which ends when 

Harriet absentmindedly seduces another painter, Barlow, as well as Atwater. 

Pringle, his grail revealed as a cup which has passed from hand to hand, swims 

out to sea. in order to drown himself, leaving a suicide note on a pile of cold 

meat that has been prepared for lunch. He returns, however, dressed in the 

clothing of a fisherman,. having changed his mind at nea e.JJ,d been rescued by 

a fi shing crew. Prir.gle is obviously meant to evoke the myth of the fisher 

King, but any regenerative implications of the episode are parodied by the 

subsequent scene, in which the company haggle over a sui table reward for the 

man who saved Pringle's life: a sum of fifteen shillings is finally paid,. in 

Powellts world a handsome valuation. 

19. Afternoon Men (London: Heinemann, 1960), p~142. ~~rther page reference~ will 
be made in the text. 
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From A View to a Death portrays an even wider group of human degenerates, 

suggesting that the "family" of' Bngl&'1.d decays the indi vidu.al family level. 

"The Orphans", for example, are a group of brothers who have grown into middle 

age in their rural envirollment bereft of parents and sustained by the proceeds 

ofr;their public organ-grinding. Physical maturity has not been attended by 

a desire to find superior employment, and these retardates are a recurrent 

image of degeneracy in the novel. The 'Passenger family is beginning to 

break up, too: Mr Passenger speaks of a curse of decay upon their family and 

Mrs Passenger feels cut orf from her daughters. ~.ary has become a romantic 

dreamer; Betty, the older, has a repulsive chilcl by a broken marriage to a 

pederastic Italian duke. When Zouch enters Passenger Court, he feels as if 

20 he Were goiniJ into "a mausoleum" • Even more decadent than the P&qsengers, 

however, is the neighbouring Fosdick family, whose head,. Major Fosdick,. is 

a richly comic indigenous version of the neuropathological dandy of the French 

Decadence, tlnot merely a comic figure but a sign of the malaise of his class"", 

B . h 'd21 as ergonZl. as Sal. • Major l!"bsdick's. greatest private pleasure is to dress 

in a sequined gown and picture hat when alone, and one of the most comic 

passages in any of Powell I s writing occurs when the r,1ajor is confronted by 

1'11' Passenger thus attired: both men converse lengthily without managing to 

mention the aberration. Major Fosdick is derlIDged, and when he is finally 

conveyed raving to a coastal asylum he leaves his sons ~~ monuments to phYSical 

degeneration: Jasper has a receding chin and enormous, bat-like ears; while of 

Torquil, Powell notes, ~Senile decay seemed al~eady to have laid its hand on 

him while he was still in the grip of arrested development. Prematurely young, 

second childhood had come to him at a. time when his contemporaries had hardly 

finished with their adolescenceU (p.37). Another neighbour, Mrs Brandon, 

20. !rom A View To A Death (London: Heinemann, 1960), p.171. Further referen8e8 
occur within the text. 

21. ed. Ian Scott-Kilvert (London: Longmans,1971), p.9. 
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lies moribund throughout the novel on a sofa as her servant prattles to her; 

the maid is an unobservant woman who does nnot notice that her mistress [isJ 

dead" (p .. 209). 

Powell seems to have in mind in this novel a satirical portrayal of Nietzsche r!:: 

community of ordinary mortals in the decadent world; these characters are very 

ordinary indeed. It is not su.rprising that, the Nietzschean superman is given 

the chance to transcend this environment. Both Nr Passenger and Zouohthink 

of themselves as supermen,. but nei ther is particularly eff::icient. "Hardly 

any'thing in his career had turned out as he intended", it is observed of 

Passenger (p .. 26):.his trip to the Boer War ends in measles. his edition of 

a poet's works fails because riddled with errors, and his attempted farming 

collapses as his crops become destroyed year after year by obscure germs. 

Passenger is in fact a parodic tlbermensch, just as Pringle was a parodic 

Fisher King, and Zouch in his turn proves to be no better. Intending to 

rise in the world by marrying Passenger's daughter he falls instead from his 

horse and is killed in a ludicrous manner, a victim,. like the stricken sons 

of Point Counter Point and A Handful of Dust, of the indifferent cosmic will. 22 

The ability of Powell, Huxley, and Waugh to portray decadence as both very 

grim and very comic marks them off fmm the al1.guish which is evident in Eliotls 

poetry of the 'twen ti.es. The poet~J is in fact a touchstone for them, and, 

in a generic sense, a means of transferring classically decadent themes from 

Conrad into their own fiction. The fictional expression of decadence, as 1 

have tried to suggest above~ has an indigenous quality by the time these three 

novelists have shaped it; but perhaps the most important influence Eliot gave 

was to remind them of the provenance of fictional decadence in Co~~ad's writing, 

Thus, as I have indicated, each wri ter has felt constrainedd to emplpy the 

Heart of Darkness archetype at least once in his fiction of this period, and I 
• 

22. In view of the consistency with which Powell uses decadentvmaterial: in these 
novels, it is surprising to see John Russell f s argument that they are about 
power alone, an interpretation which seems tangential to the presented 
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turn now to individual examinations of these classical fictional statements 

of the process of decline. 

1. Huxleyt s Brave New "TorId (1932). 

Huxley' 8 dystopia marks an in-turning in the genre which will be long-lasting\> 

an orientation toward literary as well as socia-cultural satire wh"ch can be 

wi tnessed in the ironic: :reversal of the classical pattern in which jaded 

explorer quits decadent civilization for the barbaric jungle: in Brave New: m:>xld" 

the savage reachs the heart of decadent civilization to be broken by what he 

finds there .. 

The novel concentrates upon the futu.re-in-the-present, a tendency probably 

prompted by a visit to California in 1926 when (like Thomas pynchon in later 

years) he was disturbed by living proof that the fu.ture will not wrk23. As 

Rudolph SchIllerl notes,. 

Brave New World is doubly satiric. On t..~e one hand, it 
satirizes world of 1932, or rather the world of the decade 
just completed.: the mindless and synthetic emotions of the 
movies and popular music~ the compulsive pursuit of' pleasure, 
or of what passed for it, the wlgarity ranging from bathroom
fixtures to religious cults .... On the other hand, Brave New 
World t s f'antasnc historiographY,satiriz.es the lim! ted visions 
of' possible futu,res e~4ertained by serious thinkers such as 
Huxley's grandfather. 

This satire often becomes fused. The substitution of HOUr Ford" (who at times 

of stress becomes "OUr Freudn ) for "Our Lordn is both metaphOrically and 

satirically appropriate; characters' names commemorate some of the informing 

impulses of modern SOCiety ("Bernard Mar.x:", 'lLenina Crowne", "Helmholtz Watson", 

nBeni to Hoo7er", &"'ld so on). Other parts of the novel allegorize aspects of 

substa.''1ce of the fiction.. See "Quintet From. the '30·8: Anthony Powell", 
Kenyon geview x:t:.VII, pages 698-726. 

23. This is discussed by Peter Firchow,. IlThe Satire of Huxley' 8 Brave New ~.(orld"" 
Modern Fiction Studies 12 (1966), pages 454-5,. and "The American Dream", 
Aldous Huxley: Satirist and Novelist (Minneapolis:: TIni versi ty of Minnesota 
Press, 1912J, pages 118-37. . 

24.. liThe T"I"IO mture "Torlds of Aldous Huxleyu, Publica tiOD of the Mod·ern Languags::, 
AssoCia.tion LXXVII~ p .. 331.. For a discussion of Huxley's relation to 
late nineteenth century pessimism" especially that of Da.rr..nn and Spencer, 
see Harley C. Webster. "Facing Futility n, Sewanee Review XLII, p.195. 
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contemporary civilization alone: the process of IlBoka.'1ovskization" breeds 

identical humans for a rigid hierarchy of five classes which range from an 

eli te of "Alphas" to a proletariat of "Epsilons", and each class, having been 

bred with a brain-capacity commensurate to its social eA~ectations, is trained 

stringently to accept and enjoy its role. Fp~lies have been abolished, 

promiscui ty is inculcated by "erotic playtt in childhood, boredom is countered 

by licentious hedonism, depression is ended by t..'1e drug soma, physiological 

cravings are quelled by substitute pregnancies and passion surrogates', experience 

is replaced by tactile cinema called "feelies", and religious desires are sap-

ped by a safe, mindless ritual of group singing. ~fustapha Mond, one of the 

Controllers, describes the "brave new world": 

Uow - such is progress - the old men work, the old men copulate, 
the old men have no time, no leisure from pleasure, not a moment 
to sit down and think - or if by some unlucky chance some crevice 
should yawn in the solid substance of their distractions, there 
is always soma" delicious soma, half a gramme for a half-holiday, 
a gramme for a week-end, ti'ro grammes :for a trip to the gorgeous 
East, three for a dark eterni ty on the moon ••• 25, . 

Such descriptions inti te the reader both to condemn the decadence of such a 

world and to concede- its proximity to his own. Huxleyt s England was just as 

rigidly hierarchized p if less formally, from a privileged aristocracy to a'1 

underpri vileged proletariat; each class learned to accept its lot; J.!arx r..imself 

knew that religion was the opiate of the masses; a'1d drink does the work of 

The satire sharpens when the "Delta Hirror" is Plentioned Cp.55 }; the 

"§eelies" correspond to the cinema.; the ""Bureaux of Propaganda" and the "College 

of motional Engineering" (pages 54-5 ) are merely collecti va metaphors I~or 

processes already in existence in Huxley's world. And like Huxley· s England, 

the "brave new v[orld" can mismanage things: it has no answer to earthquakes and 

the population explosion, and its sterilized women tend to grow beards they 

do not want. 

The "brave ne,f world" bears many re~emblances to brave older worlds, too. 

25 .. Brave Ne .... , W'orld (IJondon: Chat to &Windus, 1967), p.47.. }further page reference~ 
will occur in the text~ 
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Sealed in thpi T' hnt-house, Huxley's decadents of the future are like something 

from a novel of the nineteenth cen~ury Decadence. Huysman's A RebouTS sets 

out to do much the Sal1l8 as does Brave New World: it seeks to correct by 

satiric means the tendencies it sees in contemporary society by extending 

them to excess; Huxley in effect depicts a whole civilization of Des E.(meintes~ 

sealed off in an artificial envil~Th~ent where they may safely go against the 

grain~ This society has its outcasts, too, and the implication that the 

alienation of Bernard ~~x and Helmholtz Natson stems from faul~ decanting 

during their foetal development evokes the neuropathological school of French 

iiecadentism. 

The discontent of }!urx and Watson with the mindless, lascivious vapidity of 

their decadent society is the mainspring of the novel, for it yd!:Hds the 

generic desire to break: out of their numbness and experience" reality for the 

first time. "I want to know what passion is," Bernard states at one point: 

"1 want to feel something strongly" (p. 77). And Helmholtz Watson has similar 

cravings: 

I feel I could do something much more important.. Yes, and 
more intense, more violent. But what? What is there more 
important to say? And how can one be violent about the sort 
of things one's expe6ted to wri te about? .... Can you say some
thing about nothing'? That's what it finally boils down to. 

(p.58) • 

At another point, Bernard hovers in romantic contemplation of the stormy English 

~nannel during a helicopter trip, while beside him Lenina Crowne - the epitome 

f El ' tt " ti hl' ,,26 hri k . t ~ th " hi ..... o 10·, s )neuma c J.ss - - s. ru s ::tn.error Irom e :rus ng emp ,.lness 

of the night" (p .. 74) ~ Like any nineteenth century explorer jaded by his 

Civilization, Bernard sets out with I.enina to inspect a native tribe; but the 

irony is that since few uncharted areas remain in the world, they holiday at 

&'1 India'1 reservation where savage and civilized meet fairly amicably: most 

of the decadentist fiction which uses the Heart of Darkness arche~JPe will, like 

26. "Grishkin" is the na"lJe of the pneumatic young lady in Eliot's 'ltWbispers of 
Im.:noriali ty", P-:ra Vos Frec. 
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ConradI' depict this halfway state where, as in the i vary trading station up 

the Congo, civilized and saV:3.ge meet. and merge .. And the more obvious irony is 

that here, the generic progression to the heart of darkness which follows 

actually re~trns the protagonis~~ to decadent civilization. 

Flying to the Indian reservation in new Mexico. t.he travellers make a clear 

transition from ~ne order of reality to another: 

Ten minutes later, they were crossing-the frontier that separated 
Civilization from savagery. Uphill anfu'dmm, across deserts of 
salt or sand, through forests, into the violet depths of canyons, 
over crag and peak and table-topped mesa, the fence marched on and 
on, irresistibly the straigtlt line, the geometrical symbol of 
triumphant human purpose.. And at i t.s foot, here and there,. a 
mosaic of white bones, a still unrotted carcase dark on the tawny 
ground ma:rlcoo the plaee where deer or steer, puma or porcupine 
or coy.ote, or the greedy turkey buzzards drawn down by the whiff 
of carrion and fulminated as though by poetic justice, had come 
too close to the destroying wires. (p .. 86). 

~ne electrified boundacr-f of civilization~ a pile of electrocuted animals at its 

foot, perfectly sjmbolizes the inimicali ty of the ubrave nelo1 '!>lorld tt .:.:I:;d the 

natural. T-ne reservation itself, too~ is far from palatable to the etiolated 

couple,. its raw reality of "blank impending rock-facet! and forbidden customs 

of marriage, mot.lterhood, and family overwhelming Lenina in particular (p.88) .. 

Native man is undeodorized; a primitive drumbeat gives a rhy;thm like a "myster-

ious heart" (p .. 88); two half-naked men approach, festooned wi th live snakes; 

and the pueblo itself is fly-ridden and rubbish-strewn .. There, Lenina makes 

her first contact with savage, unmediated reaH ty: 

An almost naked Indian was very slow-}y climbing down the ladder 
from the first-floor terrace or a neighbouring house - rung 
after I~~g, with the tremulous caution of extreme old age. His 
face was profoundly wrinkled and black, like a mask of obsidian. 
The toothless mouth had fallen in. At the corners of the lips 
and each side of the chin a few long bristles gleamed almost 
whi te against the dark skin. The long unbraided hair hung down 
in grey wisps round his face. His body was bent and emaciated 
to the bone, almost fleshless. Very slowly he came d01ID, 
pausing at each rung before he ventured another step. (p.90). 

In Leninals world, as in the world of the French or English Decadence, cosmetic 
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artifice prevents physical decay from revealing and death is concealed 

behind slogans and morphia. Further horrors await Lenina: young women breast-

feeding their babies ("She had never seen anything so indecent in all her 

life"; p .. 93); dead animals in th~ >'3~~t3, a goitred old ;ioman (reminiscent 

of Eliott s old women in the vacant lot in the ITPrellldes tl ) 1vho is the first 

diseased human Lenina has ever seen; and a terrifying primi tive ceremony 

involving flagellation and more live snakes~ 

At this point they meet the Savage. His origins are worth noting! he is 

the product of an lluncivilized" union be'Plleen the Director of the IIbrave new 

world" and a young woman he left behind jn the savage reservation years before 

to have the child. Linda, the woman, is now a shocking example of the decay 

of artifice: 

••• two of the front teeth were missing. And the colour of 
the ones that remained ..... It was w-orse than the old man .. 
So fat. And all the lines in her face, the flabbiness, the 
wrin.'l<les.. And the :'lagging cheeks~ with those purplish 
blotches.. And the red veins on her nose, the blo~d..qhot 
eyes. A..'1d that neck - that neck; and the bla.'1ket she wore 
OlTer her head - ragged and filthy.. And under the brown sack
shaped Uh'1ic those enormous breasts, the bulge of the stomach, 
ths'.i>.ips.. (p .. 97) .. 

Linda has become. a drink-sodden whore, unfit for either civilized or savage 

domain; her son, John the Savage~ also an outcast and :raised on the plays of 

Shakespe8.J":'e long banned from the IIbrave new worldll , becomes a. symbol of the 

savage-in-the-civili.zed (a theme we will see John Barth using in the next 

section) .. 1ii th his mother, he is taken back to the dark heart of civilization. 

1ne point of' Brays Hew 1-lorld. is that the percei ves the hollow horror 

of civilization when ~ctually within civilization.. ~mrx and Watson are both 

exposed as amateur rebels by the severity of the Savaget s rev"ulsion: he is 

seen as the genuinely romantic explorer in the jungle of civilization, whose 

horrors must be purged from him: 

"Did you eat something that didn't agree with you?" asked 
Bernard. 
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~ne Savage nodded. "I ate ci vilization. ~. 

"It pGisoned me; I was defiled. And thenr n he added 
in a lower tone, "I ate WJ own wickedness. It 

"Yes, but what exactly. H? I mean, just now you 
were ••• ~ 

"Now I am purified," said the Savage.. "I drank some 
mustard and warm water." (p .. 19S) .. 

Desperate to preserve his own individuality in this waste 1&"'1d of human 

mediocri ty and multiplied identity, the Savage retreats to an abandoned 

lighthouse to confront reality directly. Just before this retreat, he has 

told the Controller, II .... I don't want comfort p 

poetry, I want real danger, I want freedom, I want goodness. I want sin" 

(p.191). This, replies the Controller, amounts to a claim to the right to 

be unhappy: 

Not to mention the right to grow old and ugly and impotent; 
the right to have syphilis and cancer; the right to have too 
li ttle to eat; . the right to be lousy; the right to live in 
constant apprehension of what may happen tomorrow; the right 
to catch typhoid; the right tp be tortured by unspeakable 
pains of every kind. (p .. 1.97) '" 

The Savage's desire for all these is a rejection of decadence and a claiming 

of unmediated experience, a yearning to live outside the hothouse or civilization 

or, better, to smash its panes of obscuring glass. But this desire marks 

him out as an alien in the "brave new worldll
: newspaper reporlers and camera-

men arri va to· record his flagellation for a moronic public, and crowds of 

sight-seers arrive to stare at him. As Huxley showed in his earlier novels. 

there is no cha"1ce of regeneration in the waste land of decadence, and meaning 

cannot be found in this land or hollm-r men. Brave Naif Wmold, like i 1:5 predecess-

ors, comes to a thwarted, circling conClusion27: the Savage is found hanged. 

27. 

Slowly,. very slowly, like two unhurried compass needles, 
the feet turned towards the rig,.'lt; north, north-east, east, 
south-east, south,. south-south-west; then paused, and, after 

" For a discussion of Huxley's pessimism as a reporter of the 'vaste Land", 
see A. E. Dyson, "Aldous Huxley and the Tr..ro"Nothingsll, Critical Quarter~ 
III, pages 293-309 .. 
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a few seconds, turned as unhurriedly back towards the left. 
South-south-west, south, south-eastl' east (p .. 213) .. 

By consta."ltly enforcing such conclusions as these~ Huxley mimes a pessimism 

more consistent if not greater than Conrad's or Eliot's: the gloom resides in 

the borrowed forms and themes" in the assumed tradition of the equilibrious 

conclusion. Wi th Waugh IS rendition of Conrad IS decadentism,. we i.f.ill see a 

more comet and more authentic, pessimism. 

2. ''laugh' 5 Black Hischfef (1932) and AJRandJ..-"ul of Dust (1934). 

Alvin Kernan has drawn attention to the passage in ifaugh's Helena (1950) in 

which Constantiua showa Helena the Roman wall which separates Gaul from Germany; 

COl)..stantiU8 calls it 

a single great girdle round t..'1e civilized world; inside, 
peace, decency, the law, the al ta1:'s of "the ~ds,. industry" 
the arts., order; outside, wild beasts and savages, forest 
11.'1[1 swamp, bloody rmmbo-jumbo, men like wolr-packs, and along 
the w"all the armed might. of the Empire, sleepless, h~gding the 
line. Doean I tit make you see what The City means? 

"'rhis speech", says Kernan, "renders in geograpl1.ical terns a master. image of 

life which underlies most of l'laugh' s novels. In his hwrd-headed, classic~l 

vimV' of life t.'1e powers which threaten civilization are ineradiba.ble, and the 

opposing forces are distinctly separated, barbarism and chaos on the outside,. 

ci viIi zati on and order on the inside, with the ceaselessly manned wall in 

beti'1een. But in the postwar England of the '20' s and '30 I s, the basic scene 

of Waugh I s first four satiric novels .O'" the walls have already been broached 

and the jungle powers are at work wi thin The Ci tyn29 • 

"tie have alr;eady seen enollg..'"I of t4"augh l is first two novels to l.mderstand that 

the polarity Kernan macerns is strongly present in them .. In Black Mischief, 

he is dra1m to depict. the open barbarity of -the jungle-clad island of Azania, 

28. Helena (London: Chapman & Hall, 1950), p.47. --29B liThe ~{all and the Jungle: the Early Novels of Evelyn l!laughtllP Yale Review 
53~ p.199. Waug,.'1ts refutation of Gibbon is discugsed more fully in 
Nicholas Joost, "Waugh's Helena. Ch. VPt" )S:g?licator IX, p .. 43. 
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iihich he locates ofT the coast of Africa .. At the other pole is a~ exhausted 

England ver'J carefully depicted by Waugh, who makes the points that too much 

of the country' 8 power is held by governing elites, tha:t. democracy is a facade, 

not a reality, and that the whole of England' 8 ruling class is diseased a"1d 

degenerate. These criticisms are focussed in a scene after a party which has 

been given by the mother of' Basil Seal, destined to be the novePs alienated 

adventurer" Basil has rejected all chances of taking a,. place in the rotting 

framework of his country's government and has turned his back on all its values. 

Lady Seal anm an ancient friend of the f&"D.ily, Sir Joseph Mannering, indulga 

in a long and entirely irrelevant conversation in wnich they plot a new life 

for Basil, envisaging his selection of an appropriate girl, marriage, attBin-

ment of a law degree, and so on. At the end of the conversation, tiThe old 

boy bounced back in his taxi-cab to St J&"Ues's and Lady Seal slowly ascended 

the stairs to her room; both WanD. at heart a.'ld aglm., from their fire-lit, 

nursery game of 'let's pretend'fl 30. The point about their retardation is 

made as Waugh depicts the old lady being prepared for bed and fed warm milk by 

her nurse as if she were a child. Shortly afterward, Basil steals her jewel-

le:r"".f to finance his trip to Azania. 

Basil Seal represents a set of values and a fluid morality with which the 

decayed aristocrats are unequipped to deal. His arn val at Azania places him 

in the classical area for the meeting of civilized and savage: the island 

kingdolll has a melioristic young monarch, Seth, who is attempting to "civilize" 

l".is backwa.:::-d l.p..nd~ and the novel records the long process in which civilized 

and savage merge or overlap. Something of the incongruity of this process is 

conveyed in Seth r s proclamation of accession: !tWe, Set.~, Emperor of Azania, 

C'nief of the Chiefs of ~J<:ayu, Lord of Wanda and Tyrant of the Seas, Bachelor 

of the Arts of Oxford University •• 0 II (p.ll). The point, as the proclamation 

30. Black}lischief (London: Chapman 8; Hall, 1962), p.86. Further referent}e:! are 
made within the text. 
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implies, is that any attempt to convert a savage land to the values of a 

ci'rllization so exhausted that it verges on the barbaric itself is doomed~ 

The island kingdom is at war when the novel begins, a symbolic battle between 

the forces of Seth's primitive pretender-father and those of Seth's own 

progressive loyalists. The town of Matodi is threatened with a rebel invasion 

in the opening pages of the chapter, and the thin veil of civilization is ren'l; 

immediately. lYlurdered corpses litter the street as citizens struggle to 

survive the coming holocaust, a."1d although the distant battle in the jungle is 

won by the loyalists, the struggle for survival continues throughout the 

remainder of the novel. 

ization are pulled down. 

Constantly, Seth's wrong-headed attempts at modern-

The plight of Progress on the island of Azania evokes Conrad t s earlier 

remark that "If you believe in improvement, you must weep", with the important 

di:fference that Waugh 'Ilould advocate laughter instead of tears. Against the 

strength of the prim ti va are pitted the most laughably derelict aspects of 

civilization, each debased by local custom. General Coimolly, the whi te 

mercenary who leads Seth IS arur:;,. returns wi th his troops :trom victory in the 

bat,tle of Ukaka. to be asked by his monarch whether the newly-introduced tank 

was instrumental in the glorious success. "The whole thing was :rad hot after 

five miles,." Connolly tells him: !'ire used it as a punishment celr' (p.45). 

Seth later equips Connollyts a:rmy with bootsl' which the soldiers stew and eat. 

The General's rew'ard for victory is to. be createdDu.lce of Ukaka (he joins a 

wide range of Aza."lian savages ~.;ho possess such ti tles1, a.'1d he immediately 

thinks of the pleastlle it .... Till bring the new Duchess of U'kp..ka:. "Black Bitch 

will be pleased. as Punch about it" (p .. 47). 

Waugh is qui t.e explicit about the impulse that is symbolized in these 

intended i:m:proyements. Seth sees himself as a single-ha'·lded apostl.e of' 

Ll1tpl'OVement for Aza.'lia,. the incarnation of Progress, and he tells Connolly, 
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~'re ax0 :'X(lgi.€3a and the New Age. Nothing can stand in our 
Hay.. .Ron' t you see? The world is already ours; it is our 
'Horld no'!:.,,, because we are the E'.resent.. Seyid and his ramshackle 
band of brigands were the Past. DaL'k barbarism .. ".. We are Light 
and Speed and Streng"'...hy and Ste&"l1, Youth, Today and Torao-rrow .. 

(p.A:5) 

Seth is essentially a muddled thirJ(er, as the passage above betrays, and when 

he announces his need of !fa ma.71 of culture, a modern man .... a representative 

of Progress and the Neiv Age" (p .. ID5), it: is inevitable that he s}1.ould choose 

~~il Seal for the job. Bet~"'een them, Basil ami Seth malee Improvement a 

disaster: a campaign to establish contraception succeeds only because the 

recommended device is thought by the natives to aid virility; the inaugural 

I'pa.geant of contraceptionn is broken up by gunfire; a museum of Azanian history 

accumulates junk:; Seth I s plans to build a new capital end with the violent 

destruction of the one he already has, and so on ... At times the hopelessness 

or the marriage between civilized and savage condenses into a single,. vivid,. 

and intensely ironic image: of the coronation of the aged Achon,. a pretender, 

in which the massive imperial crown snaps his ancient neck; of' Basil's realization 

that he has just consumed his girlfriend at a tribal feast after having f'ondly told 

k~r'f tll'd like to eat you" (p.183);: and. of the t.rain, agent of Itprogress" 

and "Steel and. Steam I' , wh:ich baulks at Setht s royal progress by steaming away 

and leaving him stranded in his carriage .. 

These supposedly civilizing forees are shown to be a part of a decadence 

which corrodes all it touches. European civilization on Azania is a satiric-

ima.f,'e of ~"fre one Basil left behind in England .. Life at the British 

consulate on Azania quir:.tessentially opposes all that ise'ff?te and exhausted 

in the old world and all that is barbaric in th~ new. The British envoy~ 

Sir Sampson Courtenay, mistakenly reputed to be ~ C'Il1l1lillg diplomat,. sPJ~nd.s 

absent-minded hours in the bath dallying wi th rubber toys; his wife labours 

all day in the hot Ai'rican sun to establish a formal garden, calling to the 

readerts mind '1' .. B~ Huxleyfs metaphor; their daughter,. Prudence, is writing a 
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philosophical work entitled The Panorama of Life, when not flirting .. 'i th an 

under-secretary; the rest of the staff toil relentlessly at bridge,. croquet,. 

and clock golf .. The French Legation exhausts its feeble energies in the 

interpretation of Sir Sampson's fumblings as mandarin ploys in a complex 

diplomatic plot which involves the wife of t..'lJ.eir own ambassador (an identifi-

cation of political plotting with general decadence which we will see again 

throughout the novels of Thomas Pynchon)" Tne other representatives of" 

Europe's superior standards are Dame Mildred Porch and her companion, Misa Tinp 

agents for an anti-vi v.isectionist leagtle, who pa...'3B starving children to feed 

dogs .. 

The collapse of civilization beneath the force of the rebels! revived 

barbarism - which sees the Ill1.lrder of Seth and the rout of his supporters -

established Waugh's pessimism firmly in this novel, sho~dng the gtlttering 

flame of civilization utterly extinguished by the forces of darkness in man. 

As the Europeans on the island. gather at the British Legation to await an 

airlift: to safety, they form a !~amiliar image of decadent civilization at bay 

before the barbaric jungle; Seal escapes by disgtlising hi."11self as a native, 

a disguise which, at the symbolic level, is really a revelation of his true 

nature" 'rhe conclusion of the novel ought not to be seen as optLrnistic: 

the reformed Azania,. "mandated by the League of r,Tations as a joint protectorateil 

(p.235) is clean, peaceful, and hygienic, soundin economy and crowded with 

new buildings, as if Seth's desired reforms were posthumously achieved... But 

in the last p"'.g'dS of Black I.fischief" a falJri.liar ml'ltaphor appears: a gramophone 

which endlessly plays 0ne of the more inane ditties from a Gilbert and Sulliv&~ 

operetta .. 

Waugh wrote Black Mischief after travelling in Africa31,. the implication being 

that its resemblance to the Conradi an archetype may not be deliberate or 

31. David Lodge discusses Waughts travels and their relation to Black }fuschiaf in 
Evel;m '''.§,URn (New York: Columbia Uni versi ty Press, 1971), p~ge8 22-4. 
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thoroughgoing. But the novelli];.a.rlcs a :stage on the path to A Handful 

of Dust, which certainly turns back with consciousness to Conrad I s novella. 

(rhe result is a work acclaimed by 1T.an.~Ke:rmode, for example, as "'one of the 

most distinguished novels of the century,,32,. the parable of the English romantic-

decadent whose quest for meaning in life condemns him to a life of everlasting 

meaningl eSSDess • 

.Again, this novel tllkes the collapse of family life as a symptom of a 

larger decadence: the marriage of Tony Last and his wife, Brenda, is broken 

by the destructive :force of her degenerate f'riends and his refusal to adapt 

his iI'..heri ted Gothic sham, Hetton Abbey, to modern life. Their disharmony 

leaves Brenda open to approac..lJ.es made by the Beavers, mother and son, an 

undistinguished, grasping pair who are the advance guard of the forces into 

whose hands the declining England will finally fall. Krs Beaver runs a chic 

fashion and home decorating business in the style of the Otto Silenusof 

Waugh's first novel, who ravaged the old King's Thursday and built a chrome 

monster in its place. Her builders carve venerable eighteenth century London 

homes into flats, decorating them with chromium-plated. walls and fur floors .. 

John Beavert her son, does notJ'!ing at all:> except vainly awaiting election to 

fashionable clubs and filling last-minute vacancies at luncheon parties. 

He is Prufroclc; and for this silly, shallow' figure Brenda Last gives up home. 

and family. She is installed in one of I-Irs Beaver's fashionable L~ndoJl nats,. 

where she mixes with the riff-raff of a decaying and degenerate society, 

including a bogus Arab princess and a.'l avia'~rix called i'!rs Ha.ttery.33 

Brenda t S selfish dereliction leaves her son unprotected from a stroke of 

the cosmic will that seals her hu."3ban(P s eventual fate .. By allowing her son, 

John Andrew, to remain unsupervised she lets him fall into the company of a 

32. "i'fr lfaugh! 8 Cities", puzzlel'3 and EpiphaTl..ies (London: Routledge & Kagan Paul; 
1962), p.17!. 

33. Bergonzi discusses the thinness of ifaugh's characterization in ItEvelyn Waugh's 
Gentlemen", Critical qtrarterlx V'll pages 23-36, without relating them to the 
hOllow man of decadence;. .Ja'1les :fi'. Carens diS~Jsses Waugh's characters as 
decadents in relation to the influence of Ronald Firbank; see The Satiric A..."'t 
of maIm Waugh, pages 5--10. 
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groom who encourages the boy to ride in a fo:;c-hunt; the'child is thrown and 

killed l;Then another horse kicks him on the head .. This unpleasant death is 

not an ex.ample of authorial nastiness: Joh..'1 Andrew is sacrificed by 1Naugh to 

show the pro xi mi ty of the barbaric will of the lUll verse to the d.ecaying 

si tuation;. we have already seen both Huxley and Powell sho,ring the same thing in 

the same way. The element of chance is emphasized in the comments ''';augh 

distrlbuteato the observers of the accident: IIRtleryone agreed ;f;;hat it was 

nobody's faultt! he himself remarks'\,and the family doctor says,. 'ltNo 

one to blame though" (p .. 121); the groom thinks "It wasn't the ki dIs faul til, 

and others repeat, "It wasn't anyone's fault" (pp122); the other rider is also 

exonerated, and Tony Last agrees that the accident njust happened" (1'.123). 

To the point of being laborious, Waugh is stripping the incident of human 

motivation in an effort to depict it as the first asault of the barbaric on 

the decadent. 

Like Marlow, Tony makes his voyage to the heart of darkness, where he expects 

to be regenerated at the seat of the very force which has struck his son down. 

The journey, like Jim's in Lord Jim~ is a romantic quest: with a mysterious 

Dr Messinger, he travels up the Amazon to find a lost City of goldw This city, 

according to Messinger, nlies between the head waters of theCouran~JUe and the 

Talrutu't (p.183), and like the core of meaning which J·!ar1ow sought wi thin .Jim it 

has to be represented indirectly, by means of perspectival glimpses. "Every 

tribe has a different word for it", says Messinger, 1tThe Pie-lilIes call it 

T Shining' or t Gli ttering', the .Arekuna the 'I'1an-llatered', the Patamonas the 

I Brig.l1t Feathered', the ~.varau, oddly enough, use the same word for it that 

they use for a kind of aromatic jam they make" (pp183). Typically, the jungle 

is anything but the kind of Wordsw'orthian landscape the roaming romantic 

34~ It Handful of Dust (London: Chapman &. IIaU, 1964), p.121. Farther page reference 
are.:ci ted Ivi thin the text .. 
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expects: in fact, like any true heart of darkness, it is utterly inhuman and 

uncivilized" To such an environment .. civilized clothing offers no barrier: 

Every exposed part of his skin was bitten by cabouri fly .. 
'They had fOlmd a ''lay into the buttonholes of his shirt and 
the laces of his breeches; mosquitoes had got him at the ankles 
when he changed into slacks for the evening. He had picked up 
betes rouges in the bush and they were crawling and burrowing 
under his skin; the bitter oil which Dr Messinger had given 
him as protection, had set up a rash of its own wherever he 
had applied it. Every evening after washing he had burned 
off a few ticks with a cigarette end but they had left 
irritable little scars behind them; so had the djiggas which 
one of the black boys had dug out from under his toenails 
and the horny skin on his heels and the balls of his feet. 
A marabunta had left a painful swelling on his left hand .. 

(1'.195) .. 

So much for the Romantics' view of beneficent nature: this is the arena of 

T. H. Huxley's "cosmic: will", the harsh determination of nature which over-

comse attempts at mere human control. This last point is driven home very 

explicitly when Waugh depicts a deserted farmhouse which the explorers find 

on the way through the Amazon basin: as Huxley suggested, its garden of 

"civilized" cereal a,'ld fruit crops has reverted to primitive types of growth 

when abandoned. A t night, Tony and Dr Messinger sense the frailty of their 

fire light and lantern as the vast darkness looms above them, and the picture 

is reminiscent of Conrad IS diar-,f pass~ written in 1890 when he first arri yed 

at the heart of the Congo~ 

Soon,. it becomes clear that Tony and Dr Messinger have left behind all 

aspects of civilization~ They are confounded to find parallel streams flowing 

in opposite directions; trained by the science he has learned within civilization,. 

Messinger scrupulously keeps a chart of their explorations, but man's tiny 

rational and measuring capacities have long been exceeded, and liThe chart 

began to haT'e a mythical appearance" (1'.207). They are now in a country of 

the mind,. as Tony fluctuates in and out of hallucinatory fever; the native 

guides flee, crazed at the thought of a mysterious enemy and the sight of the 
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clockwork mice Hessinger has tried to use as barter, ~~d the ~NO Europeans 

~-e left alone in the dark. Tony's fever worsens, and Hessinger paddles off 

for help down the river in a frail cenoe. But the puny forces of science 

succumb at last to the forcei'J of nature and the jungle as Mest'linger is swept 

over a waterfall to his death. Now the raving Tony is left alone. 

At this point, he has his imaginative reward, the vision 'of the Eldorado 

he has been seekin~ 

Tony saw beyond the trees the ra~arts and battlements of the 
Ci ty; it was quite near him. From the turret of the gatehouse 
a heraldic banner floated in the tropic breeze .••• the sound of 
music rose from the glittering walls; some procession or pageant 
was passing along them ••• 

The gates were before him and trumpets were sounding along 
the walls, saluting his arrival; from bastion to bastion the 
m.essage ran to the ~our points of the compass; petals of almond 
and apple blossom were in the air; they carpeted the way, as, 
after. a summer storm, they lay in the orchards at Hetton.. Gild-
ed cupolas a~d spires of alabaster shone in the sunlight. 

(pages 233-4). 

This vision of Hetton as a sort of Camelot is revealing, for it suggests that 

his ea1:'lier attachment was a delusion. Exposed to reality, Tony now' becomes 

the captive of lI-lT Todd, the illiterate half-caste who has spent his life 

among the Amazon Indians. In a celebrated conclusion~ Todd cures Tony but 

then keeps him captive for the rest of his life reading aloud the works of 

Dickens .. And back in England, Brenda loses Beaver j~t as she lost Tony, 

a'ld marries the ha..."ldsome but empty soldier-politician .. .Jock: lilenzies-Grant. 

Tony is presumed dead, and Hetton Abbey goes to his poor middle-class relatives~ 

who seal all burt a living quarters and breed silver foxes oommercially in the 

staQlea. In the jungle~ Tony's romantic quest has found the decadence of 

death-in-life, as the name, "Todd", would imply .. 

The novel would be a slighter thing if we did not see that it incorporates 

a large amount of Tennyson1s tiThe Holy Grail II (1869) from The Id;y:lls of the 

In this poem, Tennyson expressed a glum view of his society and its 
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misplaced values: the knights of the Table Round fall short of their king's 

ideals of spiri tuali ty and self-sacrifice, a..'1d become materialistic, with 

Qu.een Guinevere and Sir Lp.neelot, in particalar, yielding adulterously to 

the 'fheir qaest for the Holy Grail is wrong!1eaded because supernatural 

in direction; and it is inevi.table that when return they should find 

Camelot in ruins. 

As a sombre warning to r.t;'annyson'sfellow-Vicl;orians, "The Holy Grail" 

maintains i t8 serious tone throughout. But, as Richard i'lasson points out, 

Waugh IS attitude to the poem is complex and his tone paxodic35• Betton 

Abbey, for exainple,. is obviously set forth as a ludicrous mistake, whereas 

Tennyson has no derision for i t8 rather Pre-Rapbaeli te counterpart, the 

court of King Arthur; the adultery of Brenda Last with Beaver is shabby, which 

can hardly be said of the adultery of Guinevere and Lancelot; Tonyt s quest 

occurs after his Camelot collapses~ not before, making him appear foolish 

where Percivale appeared nobly misguided; Galahad, Percivale's guide, disappears, 

whereas Tonyt s Messinger drowns after an undignified ducking" Nevertheless, 

much remains unchanged from the V!i:.ctorian poem: Tony's vision of Hetton in 

the Brazilian jungle reads like a prose version of Percivale's vision of the 

Grail-ci ty36 'I and they reach it through the same terri tOX'lJ, one in poetry and 

the other in prose .. Of particular',;i.nterest is Perci vale's recurrent experience 

in which he grasps at a sumptuous romantic image only to find himself clutching 

a handful of dust: a thirst-slaking stream. in a pastoral vision vanishes as 

he drir'.:..ics H.37; a fa.ir woman in a :f'air house (to be transfo:rrned into Brenda in 

Hetton) crwnbles to a "1roken shed,/ And in it a dead babe~38; and a glorious 

krdg,.'1t crumbles to leave him Ilwearying in a land of sand and thorns It 39 • As 

35.. ttA Handful of Dust: Critique of Victorianism", r'!odern Fiction Studie!! VII 
(1961), p.334. 

36" Hfr'.ae Holy Gra:i.l", lines 228-31 and 421-26. 
37. tliI'he Holy Grail", lines 379-90. 
38. Iftl'he Holy Grail", lines 391-400. 
39 .. nTl19 Holy Grail", lines 401-20. 
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vlasson say-st Ten.'1yson liked the dust image 40 t and it seems that Eliot saw that 

for Tennyson the image symbolized the resH ty of a valueless life. The 

"fear in a handful of dust" which appears in Part I of ttThe Waste Landt!' is 

a conflation of images from both Tennyson and Conrad; and Waugh appears ,to > 

have reached the Arthurian cycle by moving backward, as it were, through 

ltThe ivaste Land". 

The fact that Waugh's use of received material in p~s fiction aids a 

specifically Catholic criticism of his society is relatively unimportant, I 

thin.t::, compared with the importance of the form this criticism ta.1(ea. This 

tendency to parody literature becomes a central part of' the genre, and provides 

the dominant th~meof my next section; it confirms the tendency I noted in my 

discussion of Brave New iI/arId towards satire and parody and away f'rom the 

heart-felt peSSimism of Conrad and his contemporaries. Increasingly, decadent-

ism becomes, if not an attitude to be struck, certainly a far more complex 

phenomenon than a simple denunciation of socia-cultural decadence; the way 

begins to clear towards sophistications of certain aspects of the genre and 

variations of its tone. We may end this section by examining one such subtle 

variation. 

:!o Powell's Venus berg (1~32). 

The conflict between the delusions of romanticism and the harsh reality 

of experience, so central to the novel of decadence, occurs again in Venusberg. 

Here, as with the other novels we have studied, the central figure is shadowy~ 

passbre, and Prufrockian, another hopeless lover of' a princesse lointaine 

briefly held and long lost. Lushington is a minor journalist for an inferior 

newspaper who is sent as foreign correspondent to an unnamed Baltic state 

which has :recently won its independence from Russia, and where he hopes to 

find. solace and S'tr~ with which to face his romantic lossp It is immediate-

ly obvious that this use of' the Heart or Darlmess archetype dii'f'el"S greatly 

from. Huxley's or Waugh IS", Lusr..ingtont s assignment to nYermsbergll is the 

40 .. "A Ha."ldt'ul of J).lst: Critique of Victorianism'" t p.333. 
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quest of the romantic decadent for primitive renewal; but it is typicat of 

Powell's artistic rest.raint and sUb'tlety that the .Ba.l tic state is no Congo 

settlement but insteaa a merely old-fashioned country still threatened by 

the barba..."":ic Russip.ll state and making a poor job of aping more "civilizMH 

CQUIltrie8 .. The polarity that is il1lJ!lied in this novel is bet',oTeen the 

exhausted Western Europe and the barbaric Russia, the Baltic "Venusberg" 

providing the g,-eneric meeting-point of the two influences. "Venusberg" is 

a version of Azania or Patusan, bot..l-t an arena for struggle and a country 

of the mi.lld, but i.n a minor key .. 

The city Luahington finally reaches after a sea-voyage contains many 

images of the brittle hold of the civilized over the primitive .. It is split 

almost sllrrealistically into old and new halves:: the apartment building in 

which lives the ailing Count Scberbatcheff is new but only half'-completed,. 

its unfinished wing crumbling into decay; hotel-lifts work well enough but 

oblige their occupants to leap suiCidally to each floor; an impoverished 

militar.y proce~sion resembles something from Azaniaj a beautiful palace is 

occupied by lunatics;; a dismembered statue lies with its face in the snow 

which makes the whole place seem so unreal to Lushington; and.there iaa 

laundry 1ifhich speCiali.zea in returning clothing in shrecm. 

cons.tantly being drawn backward. by its Om! primitivenes3. 

tlVenus'berg" is 

As a Patueanian theatre of the imagination, a '·country of' the mind", this 

place constantly displays its own air c·t unreality. When Lushington t s boat 

docks the:r.:'e. he is reminded of a bizarre moment when holidayL"'lg in England: 

funnels and masts had suddenly loomed above trees in a meadow, indicating 

the presance of boata which seemed unbelievably land-locked. The odd split 

in t1Venusberg lt
, between the modern buildings of the ~ow Town If and the medieval 

buildings of the t'1Ugh Town" ~ makes the whole place seem more unreal than 

this; and Lushington thinks that when the winter's snow comes" 
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this unreality would be absolute, although as a 6~t-piece 
ilia scene 1IDula remain unstylized. Because the tL."'1Xeali ty 
was something in i teelf.. Not the product of historical 
association nor even the superimposed up-to-dateness. It 
was related perceptibly to the foreground of sea.41 

As a.'y Decadent or Romantic poet would know" the sea is nature unchd.lized. 

and its closeness to "Venusbergtl places that town on the battlefront" as it 

were. Powell ts first novel had the crepuscular setting of good decadentist 

fiction; but Venusber~ is a winter novel set amongst the snows of the heart 

of whi teness. Passing a headland fort as he leaves the place near the end 

of the novel, Lushington thinks of it as 'ltthe last outpost of' the unreal 

ci t;y andf' prodigally dramatic, a soldier was standing on one of the bastions 

of the central tower ••• a gargoyle against the snowy castellations and pale 

stars"; he concludes that this is "the final and rather masterly shot of the 

reel" (p .. 181). Back in London, he is to describe ItVemmberg" as ~1ef3s real" 

tha.l'l even P.is earlier experience of the funnels appearing in the f'ield (p.191). 

Like Tony Matt's quest to the jungle, and like Jim's kingdom in bord Jim, the 

whole episode of Lushington's experience in "Venusberg" seems to be deliberately 

portrayed as unreal and imagina:r;r. But Lushington, unlike those earlier 

fictional questers, is aware that he is in a "place that had been left without 

meaningtt (p.lll). Wnen two of his vacuous associates,. the American, Cortneyll' 

and a local army officer named Waldemar assert that the Baltic town is crammed. 

with interesting history, ~ter,. and""'romancell " the sick: Russian count,. 

Scherbatcheff,. supplies a corrective view of' its inhabi ta""l.ts. Its women, he 

says, . are "no more than illusions that the ca."IH~ra t..:'1rows on the shaking screen'" 

and the poo:pl.e there like the creatures of Scandinavian myth, 

••• creatures who: present to the eye the appearance of' flesh 
and blood and beaut"'.f. And yetI' going behind them, they are 
discovered to be flat. They have no substance. 'fueyare 
like pictures that are hung on an easel that have no t:bick-
ness. (p.127). 

41. (London: Heinemann, 1962), p.41. FUrther page referenceR will be 
cited within the text. 
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LusrJ.ngton wins a woman in "Vennsberg" who is rather like ana of these mY;~!rlcal 

being-a: Ortrud Mavrin is the young wife of" an ancient academic, and she bears 

a remarkable resemblance to the girl LusIt.ington has lost a?ld left behind .. 

Like many of t.~e )2rincesses lointaines in the d.8cadentist genre, Ort.rud is 

readily available, and their affair, which is constantly interrupted by 

ridiculous intruders" becomes a parody of a romantic love" 

Yet, for all its burlesque qualities, this relationship 15 the focal point 

of Venusberg, for it demonstrates yet again the deflation of romantic delusion 

in an environment which at first seems hospitable to romance. Ortrud and her 

English counterpart, Lucy, are both attractive but superficial; and it :is the 

la tter quali t:7 which suffui!e8 the love each gives to Lushington. In order to 

emphasize the point that love will be barren if conducted in the waste land 

- whether the waste of England or of its metapr..or, "Venusberg lt 
- Powell cuts 

short Lushington f s affair with Orlrl1d by means of' another blow from the 

inscrutable cosmos like those which unseated Zouch and killed young Quarles 

and Last. Lushingtont s rll.val, na Costa, takes Ortrud home from a ball in a 

carriage when assassin."3 open fire at the nearby chief of" police; Da Costa and 

Ortrud are killed immediately~ Not surprisingly~ the murderers are revealed 

as agents of barbarous Russia; and the whole. incident, Lushington realizes, 

has been quite devoid of purpose, completely arbitrary: 

Here then was that rather astonishing mystery about which so 
much had been said that, when the f'act itself was there" no 
further comment was possible. For the moment no neaI'-at-hand 
formula seemed at all adequate. This was something '.fell
defined and at the 3aJ:ne time not easy to believe in. It 
seemed absurd, overdone. Lacking in proportion, like other 
people's love affairs. Rere were all L~e signs of a loss of 
control. A breakdown of the central machinery. The sort of 
thing no-one could be expected to be on the look-out :for .. 

(p.171). 

Kllted and underplayed, this is nevertheles..'3 the novel's equivalent of the 

generic insight at the heart of' darkness: just as Kurtz's cry announces a 
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possible glimpse of h,orror amidst the collapse of control~ this passage 

acknowledges the triumph of the ba~baric will over m~~fs rational abilities~ 

and concedes that meaning and order are frail things in the waste land. 

Lushington returns to London and to Lucy, knowing that either attempting to 

win her or deliberately avoiding her are equally poirLtles8 actions: nothing 

possesses meaning. 

The inglorious crew Powell gath(O!1l':I about Lushington in Venusberg is worth 

briefly noting, so typical are they of these waste land novels. As Sanford 

Radner remarks, the novel emphasizes tithe decadent nnbili ty rather than middle 

class intellectuals,,42: BaroneSS Pnckler is a fortune-teller Whose predictions 

are always wrong; the dying Russian,. Scherbatcheff, takes Lushington home 

to his half-derelict apartment building and displays a tiny flat crammed with 

relatives, all leading their quite pointless lives together in an intense image 

of meaninglessness; Da Costa, for all the distinctions o:f'ms family back-

gr01L.'1dl> is emotionally hollow, unable to give love; Cortney is garrulous in 

a way which reveals the emptiness of his words; and there is the repulsive but 

comical figure of Pope, Da Costats valet who has been "loa..l1ed" to Lush..ington 

for his Baltic stay. Pope is Eliot's "eternal footman", condescending and 

ana..."n!lesiac, possessing an inexhaustible supply of self-congratulator'J anecdotes. 

Appropriately, Cortney inherits his services near the end of the novel, and 

their torrent of chatter becomes less and less meaningful, increasingly a 

betrayal of their emptiness. 

Bttt the most typical and illuminating character in Venusberg is tl;.e bogus 

Russian count, Bobel, 3. traveller in cosmetics who belongs to the genre's 

tradition of Captain Grimes, Father Rothschild, and Gumbril. Evasi'Te when 

questioned about r..is origins, forever with women of doubtful virtue to whom 

he attributes grandiose noble connections, constantly and inexplicably appearing 

in illlexpected places, Bobel is yet another in a lengthening queue of hollo1-! 

42. "'Powell t s Early Novels: A Study in Point of View", Renascence XVI, 
p.196. 
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men who have f'orged their own values in the empty world. By proximi ty, he is 

associated 1-lith the barbarism of' the murder of Da Costa and Ortrud: he is found 

at the scene with a pistol in his hand, but is released when the weapon is 

revealed to be the hollo'll man's gun, a cardboard cutout. Doubt remains about 

his involvement in this affair. as about any other aspect of him: he may be a 

fatuous imposter, or he may be a Russian agent engaged in revenge after the 

revolution; but in this shifting waste there is simply no way of' fixing values. 

Lushington, sea-sick on t...~e return journey to England, listens to Bobel make 

the novel's only fully explicit reference to the void: 

In Russia we have an expression - ni tchevo.. It is di ffi cuI t 
to rendsr into another language.. It is in reality untranslateable. 
It means nothing or, more freely" ~ ~ II matter? .... 1 think 
this is a moment when such a philosophy of life might be of value 
to you. Say to yourself - ni tchevo. (p " 186) • 

r1i th varying degrees of in tensi ty, wi th differing kinds of commi tmen t, the 

wri tars 1-le have seen in this section have been saying ni tchevo all the time. 

I have tried to illustrate a number of things in this section: initially, 

that even if Eliot and Conrad I'rere different kinds of people" and however reliably 

we may believe in their soci?logical judgements, they choee to wri te about 

decadence in the 80l1::ial, cultural, and individual sphere in ver"-J much the same 

~anner and terms. T'.ne important point for this study is that Eliot's borrowings 

"from Conrad form the basis for a distinctive genre; and I have tried to show that, 

in their turnt 1fuxley, Waugh, and Powell borrowed details f'rom Eliot for their 

early nO~le13 a.'1d tried to maintain in them something of the evanescent spirit of 

exhaustion and pessimis:n caught in liThe 'taste Land~, ~The Hollow Men", a.71d the 

other poetry of the period .. Just as I'Jl.iot and Conrad are similar only in this 

respect, the novelists themBelves do not slavishly follow the poet: we have seen 

strong similarities amongst the satirical works above which derive from the 

wri tera' knowledge of ~ne'oootherts work, ~rather than f'rom identical responses 
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made to one group of poems .. For Rll..,'tley, lvaugh,and Powell,. the poetry of 

EUint is a springboard into the business of writing novels; and subsequently 

they swam in different directions, Huxley in the direction of pp~losophy a..'1d 

the philosophic novel, Waugh towards his Catholic novels, and Powell, after a 

decade of silence, in his ~ fleuve, 'f}'ne tl[usi c of Time .. If this tendency 

smacks of an insincere practice of decadentist fiction, it might be recalled 

that Eliot himself found Christianity in 1928 and that the older Conrad was, 

on the surface at any rate,. much less pessimistic than the Conrad of 1900. 

'We will find as we move ahead now that one of thf! most distinctive 

attributes of the novels studied in this :!Jection is their display of tenden-

cles which we often associate wi. th the contemporary American novel alone. It 

is fair to ascribe to the metamorphic figure a traditional part in American 

fi ction, with origins in 1>1el ville and Whi tmanj but Waugh t s Captain Grimes and 

Powell t S Count Bobel are concel ved, as tayaterious" metamorphic figures, . 

too. The questiion I am trying to pose here is whether our view of American 

fiction is enriched if it acknowledges a provenance in the fiction of decadence. 

Wi thout plaCing Waugh or Huxley behind Ellison's Invisible lifan or Selby's 

Last Exit to BrooklY!h I am suggesting that certain concerns in certain 

contemporary American' fictions are identical to those which so far have been 

discussed in a purely European or English context. One way, for example, 

of understanding the metamorphic narrator of Whitman I s "Song of l·iyselfll is 

to examine Aldous Huxley's essay on the fluctuating nature of experience and 

the arb! trarinesa of the' values huma71 beings place on it 43. Again, Eliot's 

abili ty to devour lin€3 of Conrad's prose and digest them into ltThe Waste Landw 

- as well as the novelists' abiE ties to consume Eliot's work - will be 

compounded as a tendency in the novels of the next section. Waugh's use of 

the poetry of Tennyson in A HandDll of ThL~t is similar to Saul Bellow's use 

of received written sources in Henderson the Rain Kinp" as we are to see; and 

43. "Beliefs", Collected Es~a;ys (London: Chatto & Windus, 1960), pages 361-TI. 
(This was originally published in Ends Md 1·ieans,.1937 .) .. 
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.fohn Barth's The Sot-Weed Factor uses other people's docU.lllents in this parodic 

way, too. All these vITiters share the aim of commenting upon the value of 

the material ~.,hich they borrow. 

All this is to argue in support of a generic link which moves from 

Conrad through Eliot to 'tl"le novelists of this section, in one case, and to the 

novelists of the next section in the other case. The strongest evidence I 

could adduce for placing Huxley t Waugh t and Pow'ell in this genre was to 

examine some of their novels and identify in them their need to use again the 

classical archetype of the decadent experience in fiction which Conrad created 

in ~eart of Darkness. This evidence will be seen again, amongst the wri ters 

of contemporary American fiction studied in the next section. Here, however, 

a subtle change inevitably occurs: the contemporary Americ~~ decadentist 

writer is aware of the traditional relationship between the exhausted Old World 

of EUrope and the ambivalent promise of the New World; but he also knows well 

the origins of the New World as a colony of Europe, and sees that the Europeans 

who first explored the eastern rivers of the new continent were mirror-twins 

of those who, across the Atlantic, moved up the western rivers of Africa to 

confront the heart of darkness. For contemporary American writers, America 

is the new' home of the old decay. 



DECLINE AND FALL IN AMERICA. 

1.. Joseph Heller' s Catch-22 (1961). 

2 .. Saul Bellow's Henderson the Rain King (1959). 

3. John Barth's The Sot-Weed Factor (1960). 

4. Walker Percy's Love in the Ruins (1973). 



The mighty pageants of Spengler and Toynbee do not bolster 
our confidence; a barrage of anti-utopias - Wells's, Huxley's, 
Orwell's - blots the horizon. The story is nearly always the 
same: spirit is exhausted, civilization is over-extended, the 
indi vidual must move on surfaces or be crushed inward.. Hist
ory, we learn from Spengler's Decline of the West, is the 
relative process of human societies, evolving from Culture to 
Civilization, from a dream-heavy awakening of the soul, 
through a great moment of creative and ripening consciousness, 
to cosmopolitan, practical, and irreligious decadence. Imper
ialism and UIbanizationon a giant scale are the precursors of 
dissolution, . 

This is Ihab Hassan, writing in one of the more perceptive critical works 

of the contemporary period and revealing a range of awarene58 which, as we 

ought toexp'3ct by now, is wider than the J\..merican experience alone and reaches 

back into European history .. This is the distinctive feature of much of 

American literature and en ticism in this century: that there is such small 

reluctance to place America amidst those processes of decay which have trapped 

So many civilizatione in history .. Hassan t s points are twofold: first, that 

twentieth century man is constantly reminded of his imminent demise; and second, 

l~ Radical InJ10Cence: Studies in the Contemporary American Novel (Princeton:Prince
ton Uni versi ty Press,. ~961) J pages 11-12. 
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that the American writer and critic feels himself a part of a European tradition 

of decline a.'1d fall .. These are both implicit in the remarks I quoted at the 

very begin,'ling of thiB study, in which Roth,.}lailer, Friedrnan and many others 

&bserved with bewilderment so ma.:.'1.Y social phenomena which we found we could 

relate to the very t:l:'t..ings l-Iordau attacked; and the importance of tP..is attitude 

amongst recent writers will be discussed soon. 

IrJ. tially, however, one might be forgiven £01" feeling a little surprise at 

the cr:Ltics l desire to yoke America together with an exhausted EUrope; for, a.''! 

suited the land of the fresh start and the new hope, Americans from the begin-

ning have expected an optimistic literature of their writers. Much of American 

f'iction seems to express a belief in the value of the fndi vidual and the 

communi ty' s progress: there is no doubt in the Leat::.'lerstocking novels of James 

Fenimore Cooper, for example, that individual courage and resourcefuL"1ess will 

have their way. And yet a closer examination of the American li terary tradition 

reveals more, both of a corrosive nihilism and a sustained ambiguity. 14elville's 

Ahab is a quester, but a tormented one whose ambi non finally sees him drowned 

in the very ocea."l which - by the lights of traditional romance - should be the 

source· of his redemption. It is hard to evaluate the white whale at all 

, 
(whereas the grail of the romance 1.s accepted wi thaut valuation): what can be 

made of the immense blankneas of its exposed s1.de? Melville's Billy Budd 

:. reminds us of the heroes of more optimistic media, yet he end.~ the novella ~ 

dangling from the . yard-arm of the ship in a darkness which becomes apocalyptic-

• • rm ... f" d 'f 2 lsrn 1n Tile (Jon J. ence "',an .. lTith a little less intensity tha."l Hawthorne 

shows a gloomy picture of America's origins when he depicts the narrow-minded 

and destructive Puritanism of The Scarlet Letter (1850) or The House of the 

Seven Gables (1851) .. Not very far behind the puckishness of Clemens's 1'2.!!L 

SawY!':1: (1876) and Huckleberry finn (1885) 1.8 a deep and thoroughgoing dread3: 

2. Lmris's d:iscussion of this novel occurs in Trials of the Word., pages 209-10. 
3 .. A good discussion of the general sort of nihili&'n I haye in mind here is in 

Van Wyck Brooks, The Ordeal of !4'ark Tl"ain (London:HeinePlann,1922),pages 1-25. 
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in Injun Joe'iS vile, candle-Ii t face against the black void of the catacombs t 

a~d in the apparitions of Huck's terrifying father. Moving a little closer 

to the twentieth century, we can see in Stephen Crp .. Tle's The Red Badr,e of' Courage 

(1894) a classical example of the 8."llbiguous jostling-together of material 

VI"hich is in a hl1m8..YJ.istic and optimistic_mode with a manner "rhich undoes all 

prorrd.se. Crane's Henry Fleming conquers cowardice and becomes a man, but 

the sun which triumphantly greets his new status at t.1:le end of the book has 

been the bloody sun of paganism thro ughout, and Cra.'le was surely aware that 

in his times manhood was not necessarily a very impressive thing to bestow on 

anyone: Darwinism, after all, made a strong impact in America, too .. 

Frank Norris was another who remained unsure about optimistic progressivism, 

and particularly about that aspect of the so-called "American Dream" which, in 

Greeley's phrasing, ascribed to westward movement inevitable personal success. 

Et,en mor.e than in nineteenth century England, the railway symbolized the march 

of civilized Progress in America, "breaking inll the wilderness and branding it 

wi th the iron of the track. Norris's The Octopus (1901) depicts the railway 

as a corrupt and degenerate force, a bearer of e viI from an Eastern seaboard 

unhealthily close to the diseases of a degenerate Europe. In McTeague (1899), 

Norris places this corruption at a personal level but with strong symbolism,. 

ending wi th his famouB scene in the desert, where the ":two doomed men are stranded 

"by their dead, gold-encaged bird. From this point~ generally speaking, the 

fiction of Ameri can nihilism Beems to gain a social weighting, and what had in 

iiIel .... lille and 'tivain a cosmic tinge becomes in their succe:'!,':lors a fe~ling that it 

is specifically man's cahaviour in society which causes pessimism amongst his 

fellows. The advent of the Great War, and America's rather relu:r:tant involve-

ment in it, symbolizes the end of idealism and an enforced confrontation with 

socio-cultural realities which all too often had the appearance of socio-~~l~lral 

decline. Rere, the waste land. of the expatriate American, Eliot, becomes a 
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fairly perma"lent part of American fiction. 

It seems that Eliot' s"waste laild"p:oetrJ was as impoy'-"ant to J\l'1lerican 

l~tersof the 'twenties and 'thirties as it was to the English4 • Writers 

who depict their society as a waste usually think of it as caught in the 

processes of socia-cultural decadence, as we have seen. Scott ~1tzgerald, for 

one, presented in The Great Gatsby (1926) references to a racist work which had 

seen the American Negro as a classical symbol of the decline of the nation5; 

according to R. W. Stallman, fitzgerald· s ideas were influenced by Spengler' 8 

6 
Deel ina of the West, and Tom Buchanan' 8 remarks are often those of a Republican 

Nero. The novel presents two complementary images: of the "fresh green breast" 

of the New World7 , its human equivalent ruptured and torn in the car accident; 

and of the valley of ashes beside which so much of the action takes place. 

As well as being Fitzgerald's most socially-oriented novel, The Great Gatsby 

is his most pessimistic, for his two main images imply the death of optimism 

and thepe:rmanen~e of the waste. Ernest Hemingway was capable of an even· 

greater pessimism: in A Farewell to Arms (1929), Catherine Barkley is a 

succulently-available princes !':Ie lointaine who is torn from Frederic Henry by 

malevolent if self-effacing forces; the pattern of The Sun Also Rises (1926) 

is of the castrated Fisher King who finds no redemption, only (as in the English 

novels of the period) a circular taxi journey; and there is the famous invocation 

to Nothing which occurs in "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place", in Winner Ta.lee Nothing 

Some lived in it and never fel tit but he knew it all was nada 
y pues nada y :nada y puee nada. Our nada who art in nadaJO nada 
be thy name thy ~dngdom. nada thy will be nada in nad..1. as it is in 
nada. Give us this nada our daily nada and nada us our nada as 
we nada our nadas and nada us not into nada bu.:t delii1!!r us f'rom 

4. Fred(ir:lck J. Hoffman discusses the relationship of "The 1vaste Land" and the cli-
.. mate of America t.he 'twentiel'l in "Science and the 'precious object' ", The 
. Twenties~ (New York:The Free Press, 1949) ,pages 275-343. 

5. See LeW':!.s A. Turlish,. liThe R:i:8ing Tide of Color: a Note on the Historicism of 
The Great Gatsb;:z:", American Literature XLIII" (November ~971), pages 442-4 .. 
The writer of the work Fitzgerald referred to was Theodore Lothrop Stoddart. 

6. tlGatsby and the Hole in Time",. Hodern Fiction Studies I (November 1955), pages 
2-16. 

7. J'he Great Gatsby. (Penguin Books,. 1966), p.18T. 
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nada; pues nag.a~ 
is wi tr", t~i.b-~ .. 

Hail nothing full of nothing, nothing 

This sort of wri. t..i..ng is, possibly, less am:']Jrising to us aftert..1}e nihilism 

we saw in the English novels we have studied so far,. if only because we may 

feel that the: despair of';the writer may not be wholehearted after all. But 

however valid its expression, the American novel has a bedrock of pessimism, 

as the social novels of the 'thirties will show. Dos Passos's U. S. A •• (1938)p 

Farrell's Studs LoniW! trilogy; (+933)" or Steinbeck's The Grapes of ifrath (1939) 

all show a strong social awareness and a belief that cer+~n aspects of the 

decadent process were at work in American society. A novel like Nathanael 

''lest' a A Cool !>'f:i.llion (1934) is an inevitable and significant product of the 

impingement of reatiJ;y upon the romance form, a"1d the genre which results is 

known as the romance-parody. . West' a novella, a reversal of the optimistic 

myth of Horatio,',Alger, sees }lis youthful hero crushed and dismembered by 

reality, while James Purdy's Malcolm (19~O), a more recent example of the 

parody of roml¥lce, presents exactly the same thing in a more symbolic and 

less surrealistic way_ Vladimir Nabokoyf;s LoU ta (1958) is further evidence 

of: the disillusionment of the romantic quester; and later wi thin this s'ec"tioll: 

we will see parodic elements wi thin the longer romance forms employed by Bellow, 

9 Barth, and Perr:r:J. 

There are a number of points,:.wi tP..in this compressed view of the American 

fiction of decline which simply cannot be examined because of lack of space; 

but there are -;1'10 peculiarly American aspects of decadentism which must be 

commented on .. First, while the "hollow man!! of decadence lives on, the 

contemporary A..'Jlerican writer is much more concerned about the value of his 

central character, the man who knows his times are decadent and his fellow-man a 

bourgeois. Alienation, of the value-seeking hero from the clutte~ el!f1Jtiness of 

his world, is as central to this fiction as it 1-TaS to the nineteenth centuI"lJ 

8. T"neShort Stories of' Ernest Heming1>lay (~Iew York:Charles Scribner's Sons,1955)p383. 

9. A usef"ul and brief introduction to the American version of the romance-parody 
can be found in Constance Deniston, ~·The .American Romance-Parody:A Study of 

~~~) s ~~~:~~" a:;~ H~~l~r~ s J;atch-22'1l, EbpQtia Sta tea Research Studies l4~ ii 
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decadentist philosopher. Secondly t and qui te distinctively, a peculiarly 

linguistic element enters the American fiction of decay, e~d le~~@lage itself 

becomes a central part of the subject-matter of fiction. 

Robert Penn Warren IS All The King's iijen (1944), with its theme of BUrvi val 

~ 

in the jungle of politics, makes a good illustration of the first point, in 

that it does not accept that Jack Burden, its central figure, has a necessar,y 

place in his world. Jack's most typical state of existence is tlTh.e Big Sleep~'t 

a sort of suspended animation in which he remains uninvolved in time-ridden 

life. Life-in-time is impelled by the animal drive of "The Great TidtCh": 

Thxrden's idealism, or Willie Stark's, brings about their downfall because 

idealism is a rigid, romantic value , .. ib.ich cannot be maintained in the jUIlgle 

of politics. The novel concludes with Burden's tentative acceptance of a 

new identi ty after he has found the true identity of" his own father; but there 

is no assurance that his . entry to the world will be at all successful. 

Halph Ellison's Invisible Man (1952) revolves about the same themes of 

identi ty and alienation in a similar, though more severe and symbolic, way_ 

The na~eless Negro who narrates the story begins life enclosed in the self 

given him by his white Southern masters; the novel records his gradual 

, 
emancipation from this identity until, during the apocalyptic outburst of a 

Harlem riot, he vanishes underground completely stripped of all identity after 

acknowledging the multiplicity of experience symbolized by the multiplying 

figure of Rinehart. There, the narrator wrl tea his retrospective story, 

convinced his e:x:istence only because illuminated by thOU3?21ds of light 

bulbs. 

Given the spontaneous appearance in America~ fiction of such themes~ with 

the typically surrealistic and barbaric Scenes which occur in each, it is not 

surprising that contemporary writers should accept the influence of Continental 

existentialist fiction. Austere and concerned with the philosophic, Meursault 

of Ca~sl L'Etra~ger (1942) and Roquentin of Sartre's La Nattsee (1938) appear 
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to have impressed some American writers of the t and I fifties as 

expressing Much of their own feeling of dislocation from an lL~predictable 

and violent world. For Saul Bellow, the North Africa:troute was obviously 

the 'my into fiction, and his first two novels, 

Victim (1947)v rely on Camus. J~ke most fictional alienation in America, 

these novels are slightly more concerned ld th the ontological aspects of alien...; 

ation than are their Continental counterparts" which emphasize the disgusted 

repulsion of man adr:Lft in a sea. of things. Joseph, in the first novel, 

has lived in Chicago for years when he finds himself called up for militaTlJ 

serviceo Because of an administrative breakdown he must wait seven months 

after ending his civilian job and before entering the army,. during which time 

he"'uangles·t in a limbo devoid of the flimsy assurances of occupation and 

ci tizelLCJhip .. He is stripped" in fact, of his identity, and in his new freedom 

must face the fact that for all his "humani ty'l1 and "personali ty" he is essent-

ially meaningless when considered as an individual .. In the Sartrean sense, 

he has chosen an identi ty and then had it removed; and the novel ends wi th his 

happy anticipation of the approaching restrictions and regimentation of a~J 

life. The Victim represents a similar situation more symbolically, in the 

relationship between the victimized Jew, Leventhal, and his supposed oppressor, 

Allbee • Leventhal is enclosed by his ownidenti ty, and sees the world as if 

. through a tunnel; Allbee, as his name suggests, represents the fullness, chaos, 

randomness, and temporal decadence of the world. Initially, the novel shares 

!Jeventhal' s vie~f of t:hings; but gradually the reader begins to 3M that s 

apparent persecution of him may result from Leventhal's own defensiveness, and 

that Allbee too is a victim .. At the end of the novel, Leventp~l has learned 

that the self is much less definite and coherent than he had imagined &t to 'be. 

John Barth's novels are even more self-consciollsly imitative of existential 

fiction, for all his deni~ls of this
lO

• Todd Andrews, narrator of Floating 

IO.John Enck, "Interview i'lith ,John Barth", Wisconsin Stud-ies in Contemporary Litera
ture VI (:t964} ,p.12. See also John Lehan, "Existentialism in Recent Arneri
pan liction:>the Demonic Quest", Texas Sbdies in rJanguage p.nd Literature I 
l..B!llmner 1959) pages 181-202. Lehan mentions Sartrelts claim that the fiction of 
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Q]era (1955), is as physically clubbed as the repulsive tree-roots Roquentin 

sees in La nausee, and suffers ff'Om an existential heart-disease which may 

terminate his life at any point, making him in an almost ironic way a living 

symbol of the Decadents' death-in-life. flJldrews spends the book pondering 

the problem of evaluation in a relativistic universe, and the gratuitous act 

by which he intends finally to &~nounce his freedom from the short-term values 

of the bourgeoisie involves blowing up a riverboat which is full of local 

citizens who are watching a bizarre, surrealistic concert. But his fuller 

understanding is that his decision to commit murder or not is irrelevant; no 

act, even the free act, has any significance; and thus he escapes the fate of 

Meursaul t, whi~h ,he so closely imitates. Jacob Horner, narrator of 

¥ne End of the Road (1955), is the hollowest of hollow men, a sufferer from 

cosmopsis, in which "one is frozen like the bullfrog when the hlmter's light 

11 strikes him full in the eyes II • A Negro doctor of mysterious origins 

treats him and sends him into the world again to teach - significantly, as 

we will see very soon - prescriptive grammar, in order that he may hold fast 

to at least one value-system in such an overwhelming world. At a local 

teachers' college he becomes involved with Joe Morgan, a cheerful pragmatist 
\ 

who is aware of the void but believes in the efficacy of short-term enterprises 

such as the Boy Scout movement. Horner seduces Joe's wife, Rennie, after 

- showing her how Joe behaves when he thinks the others have left him on his own: 

he grimaces before a mirror, marches about in his scgutmaster's uniform, and 

masturbates ,,.,hile vigorously picking his nose. Rennie becomes pregnant, ana. 

dies dl'ring a botched abortion operation performed by the Negro doctor. Horner, 

aware n01.of of the ease with which human relationships may be changed or broken, 

returns permanently to the doctor's sanitorium. 

Walker Percy's The MOviegoer (1960) introduces to American fiction a slightly 

Hemingway and oos Pa.~sos influenced him in the writing of his fiction, 1.;hich 
in tUl'n influenced later American wri ters. 

II. .. The End of the Road (New York:: Doubleday,195B,.1961), p.69. 
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different alienated figure. Binx Bolling, the narrator, is as intelligent 

8...fJ.d self-aware as his creator, and is therefore highly articulate about the 

nature of alienation. Percy has discussed tpis in an early article on the 

subject, called "'The .Man in the Train1l12, in which he imagines two very 

different train-travellers, surrounded by material luxuT'"j' and sealed from 

the reality through which they pass. One is the classically bourgeois 

figure, who will "feel himself' quite at home, seeing the passing scene as a 

sedes of meaningful projects full of signs which he read3 without difficulty", 

while the other is the tradi tiona! alien, who "is in pure anxiety; he is 

horrified at his surroundings - he might as well be passiJag through a lunar 

landscape and the signs he sees are absurd or at least ambiguous,,13. The 

world of Percy's fiction is divided in this radical but familiar way: between 

a materialistic but empty bourgeois society and the alien who can see the horror 

of the emptiness wr...ich lies in the sheer clutter of material life, the dishonesty 

wi th which the bourgeois .forms and holds his values. ~nuSf says Percy, we 

find the bourgeois "say, in the Park Forest development near Chicago, who 

has a good sexual relation .... who feels secure, who is socially adjusted 

These people are desperately alienated from themselves. They are in fact 

without selves. They experience themselves in things, as commodities, or as 

!-\.._ _14 
nO· .. ,a1ng" .. 

Binx Bolling is conceived as tla!!!.§!'! who finds himself in a world, a very 

concrete place and time. Such a man might be represented as coming 1Q~~~~ 

in somewhat the sa.'lle ;sense as Robinson Crusoe C&l1e to r.timself on his island 

after ~is shipwreck, with the same wonder a~d curiosity~15. The 

here, we will recall, is Kierkegaard's, whose influence on Percy's thought will 

12. ltThe ?1an on the Train:'lbree Existential r~odes", Partisan Revi ew XXIII (Fall 
1956), pages 478-94. 

13. "The Man on the Train tI, P age~ 478-9 .. 
14. liThe Coming Cril'!is in Psychi9-try'" AJ!~l-:tca XCVI (1957) I' p.392 .. 
15. !!From Facts to' Fiction", WMhingi;on Po~t Book Week (December 25,. 1966) t p_ 
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be seen later in this section; but Binx's task here is more directly influenced 

by Carow,' L' Etranger, as Lewis Lawson has noted
16

• In the sT,rift rush of time 

Binx is surrounded by pleasa."'1t hollow people from whom he must differentiate 

himself meaningfully, which he seeks to do by two means. The first is what 

he calls the "vertical It search, which involves analysis and prescription, and 

which he rejects for reasons we may discuea a little later; the second is the 

"horizontal'" search, which involves a personal, subjective, non-rational 

approach to life. The best of his lIhorizontal tI methods is"movie-going", 

which often involves his cousin, Kate Cutrer, who, like Binx, Buffers from 

Kierkegaardian angst but, unlike him. is generally conceded to be neurotic. 

Moviegoing does something to arrest the terrifying rush of time and to 

replace the gods lost to a degenerate age. Seeing William Holden walking 

in the streets of Gentilly, his home town,' Binx is astounded by his "peculiar 

reaU t y n
17

1' a quality which translates all film stars to the statuf3 of liber-

menschen. The te:ms: Percy uses to describe the effects of movie-going all 

come from Kierkegaard. A ltrepeti tion It is "the re.-enactment of past experience 

toward the end of isolating the time segment which ha...~ lapsed in order that it, 

the lapsed time, can be savored of i tsalf and without the usual adulteration of 

events" (pO' 80 )fBin this ~6e, Bim: is viewing ItThe Oxbow Incidentlt in the 

s&~e theatre seat from which he viewed it in 1941, and afterwards has the 

nostalgic experience o:f smelling privet and crushed camphor berries just as he 

did before .. ttthe experiencing of the new beyond. the expect-

ation of experiencing the new l ,19: this occurs when he watches a :film inwhic-h 

16. '~'1alker Percy's Indirect Communications",. .Texaa Studies in Language and 
Li terature II,. p.881 •. 

17. The l'lovie,'SQer (London: Eyre 8/; Spotti3woode,. 1963),. p .. 7 .. ]further re:ferences are 
cited. in the text. 

18. We will recall that "repetition" come!!! from Kierkegaard·s Repetition. 
19 .. Pagel44. "Rotation" come1';l from liThe Rotation Method"" Either/Or. 
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the stars themselves watch a film .. "Certification" (a term which appears to 

have no parallel in Kierkegaard) involves seeing a film set in onets own 

neighbourhood, which is thus elevated from its "everydayness l1 • But these 

methods are not cures,. and the novel ends in a manner reminiscent of 'Ila.rrents 

All The King's l+1en, with Binx.' s sudden marriage to Kate and the faint hope that 

they will be able to li va with integri ty20 • 

Percy'S second novel, The Last Gentleman (1966), presents an even more 

seriously dislocated figure, Will Barrett, and a more richly symbolical. land-

scape which will develop into the fully symbolic locus or Love in the Ruins 

(1913), which will be discussed later in this section .. Will Barrett suffers 

from recurrent and intensifying bouts of amnesia,. like Kierkegaard's Don Juan; 

gi ven the task of roaming the South in a C¥'avan as the paid companion to the 

d..ving son of a rich family, he constantly finds himself waking as if newly 

born, amidst the segregationist riots of the ~ly 'sixties .. The rela.tionship 

of such a predicament to the ideas of nineteenth century decadentism can 

readily be seen; for 'Will,. deprived of past and futur~, has only consciousness 

of a present self fully contained in the little caravan in which he roams 

the countryside, constantly perceiving in his timeless awareness an inexplicable 

series of barbaric acts involving Negroes and bourgeois whites. 

The burden of The L~st Gentleman is carried by the doomed boy's older brother, 

a dissolute doctor called Satter Vaught, whose deliberate drunkenness and acts 

of flamboyant· fornication have led to his expulsion from hLq profession. 

Su.tter is the mouthpiece for many Percy's theories about the ills of mode:~ 

Arnerie'l, which develop into Percy's theories of linguistic alienation.. A 

discussion of' Sutter's il:leas is appropriate heret for it will give insights 

into the nature of both "existential n and linguistic alienation as they apply 

to the novels remaining for discussion in this section. 

Percy, like many of his fellow-writers, has never doubted that contemporary 

20. For a discu('J~.lion of the problem~ confronting the writer who, like Percy, wants 
to' end his novel positively without being positive about itjt see Jerome ThaIs,. 
"Alienation on the A'1lerican Plan", Forum 6"iii,. pages 36-40 .. 
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America is in a state of declin~. "It is more or less generally recognized", 

he states, Ilthat despite 1L>'lprecedented cultural and material adva..'1tages, the 

li vee of a great many people in America and the West ••• have sunk to unprecedent-

21. . 
ed depths of paltriness and banality" ~ and 'iIe ought to "consider the possihili ty 

that the dislocation of (ourl timeeis related to (an) incapacity to attach 

significance to the sacramental and historical-incarnation nature of Christian-

't ,,22 
~ Y ,. Sut.ter Vaught specifies this view: he believes that the laymanhl 

reading of scientific theorizing hEk~ made him view the world as transcendent 

or "spiritual I. instead of concrete or actual, a tendency traditional Christian-

i ty reinforces. T'ne sexual instinct, which is natural p..nd tlrea1", becomes 

covert because its physicali"t;<.J is at odds wi. th "spin tual- interpretations of 

huroani ty lO In a degenerate society sexuality becomes lewdness, either as 

l'Jly fornicaUon or as m.i1scendental "romantic" love, and 'Sutter is led· 

to describe ''IT. S. cul turet! a..<J 

the st:ra'1gest in history, a society of decent generous 
sex-ridden men and women who leave each other to their 
lusts,. the men off to the city and their conventions" 
abandoning theirw"ivesto the"suburbs,w~ch are the 
very home and'.,ha.bf.tation of lewd dream!'!. 

And he describes "Main Street, U-.. S. A .. ": 

amillion;...dollar segreg'atedchurch· on one oorner~ a· drug
store wi.th dirty magazines on the other,· a lewd movie on 
the third, and on the fourth a B-girl bar with condom 
dispensera in the gents' room. Delay-your-climax cream. 

(p .. 280) .. 

Sutter claims to be lithe only sincere American" (p.280) because he is frankly 

and publicly sexual, a habit which accounts for his expulsion from 'society, 

Westt1rn ma.'rl has caught Mmself in the "tram:lCendent trap", and the world is 

"doomed to the tram~cendence of abstraction" from which "the delectation of 

immanence, the beauty and exaltation of lewd love'" offers n the only reentry 

21 .. "The Culture Criticsl~, Commonweal LXX (.rune 5, 1959) p.249. 
22. "The Culture Critics", p.250. 
23. The Last Gentleman (New' York:Fa.rrar,Strau3~ & Giroux, 1966)" p.271. Later 

references are cited in the text. 
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into the world which remains to USt! (p.340) .. 

Percy obviously haa Kierkegaardts Don Juan in mind here, too, for Sutter is 

the epitome of the alien who seeks to imbed himself in the flesh in order to 

avoid the disorientation of abstraction. The doctrine of fornication which 

Sutter preaches has in fact linguistic and not sexual aignifica.."lces, for the 

culpri ts he blames are "scientistsU
, the maker~ of the "pseudo-science articles 

in the Reader's Digestlt , as Su.t.ter describes them (p.271), and all those 

social scientists who seek to analyse, prescribe,and order life. As Percy 

pointed out in an earlier article, liThe Message 'in the Bottlel~~ there are more 

relevant things for modern man. Here he suppa see that a castaway has been 

washed ashore upon a very highly developed island from whose shore he later 

begins to pick up bottles containing messages from overseas. The castaway 

finds that he can divide these into "island news" (about matters which pertain 

to his own well-being) and t'knowledge'" (which results from tla very special kind 

of human activity ••• l'ihich the castaway ••• attributes alike to scientists, 

scholars, poet~, and philosopherslt24). "Island news" alone has relevance to 

the castaway's predicament, "knowledge" being unimportant because so distinctly 

unrelated to the immediate problems of survival. In II CuI ture:TheAntinomy 

of the Scientific Methodlt
" he develops this argument .. There is, he says, 

~'a remarkable difference between the sort of reality the sc.ientific method is 

and the sort of reality it understands its data to be1l25 , a..'1d he attempts to 

investigate "the state of affairs which comes about when the scientific meth)d 

:i.e applied to this very activity of ·\'Thich it is itself a mode: the asaertoT""J 

26 
phenomena of cuI tll.re lt 

". The re3111 t is "an antinomy" because cuI ture "is not 

a catalogue of artifacts or responses to an en~ronment but is rather the 

ensemble of all the modes of assarto~J activity. CuI tura has been defined as 

all human inheritance, material as well as spiritual. As such it would include 

24.. "The l<Iessage in the Bottle", Thought. XXXIV (Fall 1959),. p .. 408. 
25 .. "Culture: The Antinomy of the Scientific Method'·, New Scholasticism xx,'ITI 

(October 1958), p.444. 
26. HCul tura: The Antinomy of the Scientific Method lt

, p.444. 
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hoes, baskets, manuscripts, and monuments,. as well as the living languagell21 .. 

The mistake which the scientist makes, according to Percy and Sutter Yaught~ 

is to raise manuscripts, documents" al'ld the living language above the world-

of-things by virtue of their apparent capacity to explain the world-of-things 

in their systems of ordered, consecutive words. Percy has discussed this 

problem at great length and with considerable complexity28; his conclusion 

in paraphrase is that when a sign or symbol distinctly relates to an object 

or a meaning, alienation does not occur; but when language begins to abstract 

and generalize, to move away from the concrete, to prescribe and order, it 

becomes increasingly severed from reali~ and more likely to alienate contemp-

orary man. 

Percy·s novels abound in pleasant but empty bourgeois figures who mistakenly 

believe in the efficacy of the scientific method. The scene in The Movi egoer 

in which Binx travels in a train next to a monolithically empty middle class 

P~ericanbusinessman is a dramatization of his Partisan Review article: the 

obviously-successful fellow possesses a sort of bulky vacuity which is evident 

when he uses pocket-scissors to clip neatly from his paper an article on "the 

convergence of the physical sciences and the social SCiences", a phrase which 

seems to Binx to "hOWl through the Ponchitoula Swamp, the very sound and soul 

of despairl1 (p.19l). His frien~q, the Loyells t have re-examined their values 

and found them "pretty darn enduringt'; they share the ,'-'same life-goal", "To 

make a contribution, however small, and leave the world just a little bit 

better offlt (polOl), a hollow statement which makes Bin."lC '..;ant to breal;;: wimt a1'J if 

in sympathy .. His landlady" r-irs Schexnaydre '; (l1sh'eD~s nadir",· according to 

Brainard Cheney29j loves the Reader's Dige~t and hates Negroes. His aunt, 

an intelligent but misguided humanist, lectures him frui tleasly on the attain-

ment of abstract goals.' He watches an itinerant doctor-author and his mfe 

27. "Culture: The Antinomy of the Scientific Method", p .. 45L. 
28.. See for example "riaming and Beinglt. Personalist XLI (Spring 1960), pages 

148-57; ''Metaphor as lUstake", Sewanee Review' LXl!'I (1958), pages 79-99; 
tlSymbol as Hermeneutic in Existentialism"" Philosonhy and Phenomenological 
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publicizing their book, Technique in }1arriagf:1' another pseudo-scientific work 

of &'1alysis and prescription, and imagines them "at their researche8, as solemn 

as a pair of brontosaunlses, their heavy old freckled limbs twined about each 

other" (p.190) .. In The Last Gentleman, Percy satirizes 1"ill Barrett's sessions 

with a psychiatrist30; the dying boy reads the euphemistic mysticism of Kahlil 

Gibran; his sister of:fers him the unthinking spiri tuali ty of Roman Catholicism. 

The linguistic element of alienation in contemporary ftJrrerican fiction is 

a sophistication of what I have called tlexistential tl alisnation, and in the 

subsections which :follow I will show how deeply imbedded the verbal element i3 

in the alienation of three decadentist fictions. It is vi tal to understand 

that linguistic alienation, the diminution of the stature of the wrl tten word, 

is a decadentist phenomenon; and this point will become much clearer if we 

refer to a work which has beentadopte~lby many contemporary American writers. 

This is the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus of Ludwig I'li ttgenstein, the Viennese 

philosopher's early work·, which was first published in English in 1922.. The 

Tractatus sets out, a scrupulously-evolved set of aphorimns which explain how 

language is linked to objects and states just hmv far we may stray from the 

world-of-things when we speak. Wi ttgenstein ",i.llingly concedes the existence 

of a world which is full of objects to which we ascribe names (Percyt s "'symbols" 

and. ~'signs'"); at this strongly literal level, ~ve name groups of closely-linked 

objects which fonn natomic facts,,31 (tlchairlt, for example, names an atomic fact 

consisting of lesser objects which it is not always useful to name). When 

we talk about atomic facts we use "elementary propositions I! (Tractatus, 4.21)~ 

which, says Wi ttgenstein, are "pictures" of atornic facts, in the sense that a 

true elementB-~ proposition correctly represents the st~~cnlre of the atomic 

facts. "An elementary proposition consists of names. It is a nexus, a 

Research XVI (1956), page!"622-3O; and "Symbol as 1<Teed", ThOu.ght XXIX (1954) ~ 
pages 381-90. 

29 .. lITo Restore a Fragmented Imagelt, Sewanee Review LXIX 4 (Oct.-Dec!.1961) p.693 .. 
30 .. liThe Coming Crisis in Psychiatry", America XCVI (1957), pages 391-3 and 415-8 

sets out the theory behind tr~s sort of attack. 
31. Il'ractatus Loglco-Philosophicus,,'\Intr. Bertrand Ru33ell (London: Routledge Be 

Kagan Paul? 1981 .. ):.''trane;u oy". D. F. Pears & B. F. l.fcGuiness" who on pa~ 
59. render vii ttgehsie,int~. Tisachverha1 tett as "state of affairs"; I p!'efer i;he 

abC've "atomic fact" \4 .. 2) .. 
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concatenation"of names tl (4.22h and the names strictly correspond to objects. 

This is the most important point so far: that at a relatively simple level,. 

congruity is imagined between thing and name, object and la.'1guage; and that 

language mirrors the world .. ~~t" Wittgenstein points out, this fidelity to 

fact does not always exist in language, and our statements tend to become more 

complex instead of remaining simple. Language,'forms elementary propositions 

into groups, and from these makes lltruth-functions'· (5) which become increasingly 

separate from things-in-the-world. Any linguistic statem~nt is true which is 

verifiable by comparison with the world-o:f-things about which it makes its 

statement (that is, :if it is an accurate Upicturelt of it), but tilt is impossible 

to tell :from the picture alone whether it is true or false" (2.224). This is 

what is wrong wi th the statements of logic or philosophy~ or o:f Percy's 

"scientists", :for they claim to be true in themselves a..,d of themselves without 

empirical basis; so lithe propositions of logic say nothing" (6.11) and do not 

make any useful sense (4.461), and "Most of the propositions and questions to 

be found in philosophical woms are no t false but nonsensical [and] arise :from 

our :failure to understand the logic of language" (4.003). These disciplines 

claim to discuss the meaning of the world and of the things which happen in the 

world. but, says Wi ttgenstein,. ItThe sense o:f the world must lie outside the 

world. In the world everything is as 'it is, and everything happens as it does 

happen: it ne value exiatl5 tt (6 .. 41),. which means that tiThe solution of the 

riddle of life in space and time liee outside space and time. (It is certainly 

~ot the solution of any problems of natural science that is required) n (6.4312). 

Thus, lI'\1lhat we Gannot speak about we must ,consign to silence"' E71 .. 

The Tractatus,then, sets out the lim tations of language when con:fronted with 

the ineffable, and appears to condemn the very analytical activity of which it 

is apart itself. Wittgensteinwas aware of the possibility of apparent 

contradiction, and portrayed the Tractatus as a dispensable means to the end 
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of greater understanding: 

My propositions serve as elucidations in the following 
way: anyone who understands me eventually recogni zes them 
as nonsensical, when he has used them - as steps - to climb 
up beyond them.. (He must, so to speak, throw.away the ladder 
after he has climbed up it.) 

He ~lst transcend these propositions, and then he will see 
the world B-Y'ight. (6 .. 54) • 

'!'he curious decima~ system he employs, in which the first six of his seven 

aphorisms are supported by numbered explanations of a scrupulously expository 

nature, is a concession to the need. to avoid metaphysical speCUlation in a 

work which condemns metaphysical speculation. The importa..Ylce of ithis 

technique will.be discussed in my final section, in the context of Thomas 

Pynchon I S use of the Tractatus .. 

The retrospective adoption of Wittgenstein as a ki-~d of posthumous father-

figure for contemporary .Ainei;ican fiction can be better understood if we realize 

how well his theory of language fits the classical decadent construct which I 

tried to establish in Section One of this study. There~ we saw numerous 

metaphors in which the decadent deliberately sealed himself off from reality, 

from the chaos "over the wall", and attempted with flagging will to maintain 

his garden of civilization. Implicit in the Tractatus is the feeling that the 

wri ter - whether or philosophy, literature, or "sciencetl 
- is a sort of verbal 

gardener too, who creates word-worlds of order which are at odds wit~ the 

d1sorder of things in the real world: the fUrther he strays from the atomic 

fact, from the mirro.I'\-nexus between language a..'1.d objects~ the more order 

wil~ his theories have, but the less relation to the world of things. An 

interesting validation ~of this view is given by Irving r1assey, who ju:rtaposes . 

the two connotations of' the "uncreating word" Pope mentions in tlT.b,9 Dunciad 1132 .. 

"In Popels poem", Massey states, "the 'uncreating word t is the word that undoes 

creation; .it is the word that rolls the film of experience back off the reel 

32. ffue Un creating Word (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1970), p~87 .. 
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of time ,,32 • But the phras~ can also mean "the word th~t does not createu33; 

p..nd Massey argues that since the Romantic period and because of Homanticism 

our la'lguage has gradually become impoverished because of the 1ddening gulf 

between word and object. The picture he paints is of a long period of 

ling.listic decadence, although he does not use that term specifically; whose 

culm.i..nation, significantly enough, is in Camus' L'Etranger, A..'3 well as the 

French school of Structuralism and the an ti-Structurali:::.m of I>li chel 'Foucaul J4 .. 
Of particular interest to this study is. Roussel t s Impressions d I Afrique 

"-
(1963), to whic~ Massey refers: 

The most intriguing of these new authors who first encountered 
on their path the new language, in which words have officially 
declared their freedom from user and. pllrpo-se alike ...... was 
Raymond. Roussel. Roussel's si tuatiol'S are totally arbitrary, 
but instead of filling them in with a neutral, co10rless 
substance appropriate to their emptiness of meaning" he 
chQo~es3~o work them out in the most exotic medium he can 
pronde .. 

Roussel's choice of location for such a novel is psychologically revealing, an 

admission that language in such a predicament propedybelongs to the heart 

of' darkness. It is exactly this link, between language which is decaying as 

a means of comrrnmication and the settings and trappings of the tradi tional 

novel of' decadence, for wP~cp I will argue in the remainder of this section. 

Frequently, we will see in the state of siege and the heart of the jungle the book,. 

document and map pitting their frail order against the chao3 of barbarism .. , 

Perhaps it is a little easier to see now what has made the Tractatus such 

an inviting w6:rk for the cont\~mpora..-y. American writer. The decline of lingpistic 

communication has yielded the Structuralists and the .contemporary Ameri.can 

novel alike; but a theorist like Foucault is far. too ttdifficul ttt to encourage 

intellec~Aal copUlation between the two movements. Because he is absolutely 

33 .. The Uncreating Word.. p.88.· 
34 .. An excellent illumination of Foucault·s thought is achieved in Hayden V. 

White, "Foucault Decoded: Notes from Undergroundtl
,.. History and Tbeoq XII,. 

1 (1m), pagee 23-54 .. 
35. The U'ncreating 1ford, p .. 91.-
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determined to be understood, Wittgenstein is immediately accessible to the 

iaiter seeking formalization of the mood of decadentist fiction. 'Fne romance-

parody, for example, relying on the belief that regenerative Grails ?..re not 

available in the decadent universe, states, as does Wittgenstein, that the 

questing knight is too poor a fellow to reach his l-leaning. It is this idea of 

the falling-short of language before the ineffable that is most attractive to 

the writers we are soon to ex,"llnine, and leads~ -to their conclusion that language 

and the documents which bear it are open to parody because of their weakness. 

The comments of I1ailer, Roth, Fried."Ilan, and the others with whom I opened 

this study reflect exactly this point of' view .. Constantly, they proclaimed 

the incapacity of art to do justice to the inventiveness and chaos of life, 

and saw that a new and satirical attitude toward literature lay ahead of them. 

The clearest articulation of this attitude is given in John Barth·s art:i:cl;~, 

"The Li teratllre of Exhaustiontt, a phrase which.,means "the used-upness of certain 

3'''-
forms or exhaustion of certain possibilities" 0, as he puts it .. 

Suppose you're a writer by vocation - a "print;...:.oriented. basta.."I""d", 
as the McLuhanites call us - and you feel, for example, that the 
novel, if not. narrative literature generally, if not the printed 
"Torld altogether, has by this hour of the world just about shot 
its bolt, as Leslie Fiedler and others maintain,,, ... If you happen 
to be VladiIrir Nabokov you might address that felt ultimacy by 
writing Pale Fire: a fine novel by a learned pedant, in the form 
of a learned commentary on a poem invented for the purpose. If 
you were BoTgesc you might wri t.e Labyrinths: fictions by a learned 
librarian i.Yl the form of footnotes, as he describes them, t;) 

imaginary or hypothetical books. And I'll add, since Ibelie'Te 
that Borges' idea is rather more interesting, that if you were 
the author of this, paper, you'd have written somet.}:!..ing like The 
Sot-Weed Factor or Giles GoRt-Bo;Z: novels which imitate the f01j1 
of the Novel, by an auth.or who imitates the role of an Author. -

There is an ironic stance here38 
I' 'an attitude i-rhich places the fomal and trad-

i tional aspects of the novel deeply 11W± thirt each con temporary fiction,. a technique 

-, 

36. liThe Literature of Exhaustionll, 'l'he Atlantic Month1y,(Angust 1967), 
p.29. -

37~ liThe Literature of-Exhallt'Jtion", pages 32-3. 
38. White mentions Vico's tropical divisio,ns in The New Science, paragraphs 400-10 

and 443-6; he stateI'.! that irony is the trope of decadenct'l', an interesting 
acknowled~ent that the ironist's dislocation of language and meaning proper
ly belong to the decadent mode. 
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which Tony TruL'ler calls "fra."llingll39:. Increasingly from this point in the 

decadentist genre, we will see the writer regard the fiction as object, both 

the fiction which he is writing and the received litera~~re whose parodied, 

corpses 1i tter the path to the heart of darkness. As a writer himself, he 

will become increasingly willing to give up the task. of ordering his fiction 

and capitulate to the chaos that inheres in life; although, as Barth points 

out above, the Fl.edlerian doctrine of "genrecide" has led not to the dea"ch of 

the novel but to nQW fields of self-imitation and,. beyond this, to great 

riches of chaos and ambiguitY~ And constantly, in proof of the writer's 

belief that he is dealing with a decadent phenomenon, this new ~pic which is 

also a new method will be couched. in an Old World mode, with the metaphors 

and images of traditional decadence, and in varying forms of the Heart of 

Darkness archetype. Some of these points will become clearer in the next 

pages, as we turn to specific novels of this kind. 

1. .Joseph Heller's Catch-22 (1961) .. 

Although critics have given much attention to Heller's first novel, they 

have preferred to discuss it as a traditional novel which protests against 

war instea(l of as a thoroughly decadentist fiction which sees war as the 

apocalyptic end-point of the decadent process4~. The novel is set on an 

American airbase upon the }ledi terranean island of Pi ana sa during the Second 

~iorld War, a classical image of the state of siege, conducted this .time at the 

seat of the second great ~~ropean conflagration. B-llt what distinguish the 

novel are the linguistic traps which hold the novel's central figure, Yossarian, 

, . 

an American airman, and his comrades. Yossarian is an alienated figure 

because caught in a system which no longer has any meaning: he cannot communicat~ 

1'lith the world because language has come adrift from it. Catch-22 is a self-

39. 

40 .. 

4L 

Ci ty of 1{ords, p.93. Here Tanner is discussing the novels of James Purdy, 
another figure who could be discussed as a decadentist were it not for 
exigencies of space. His novel, The nephew (London: Secker &: Warburg,1961) 
is worth consulting in relation to this study. 

Se~.ror e-xample 1lThe End,of the Novel "v" .~~~ing ror the End: h'" _ . e~ . c 
Li terarySCene from Ir~nn.ng:my to EaluWI 'on on: onat an ape,,1965· ,pagel'f ] 
8.. . 

'The traditional internretati.ons ru.e well exemplified in Eric Solomon .. "From 
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sustaining and self-explaining word-world pitted against its own characters .. 

The eponymous "Catch-22" is the most distinctive of all these verbal traps,. 

a SisyPhean rule wr~ch epitomizes the attempts officialdom makes to control 

and regiment human behaviour by linguistic means. Yossarian will not die if 

he completes the number of bombing missions which will gain him home leave; 

but the rule of "Catch-22", as operated by Colonel Cathcar:t.~ constantly increases 

the reqUired number of missions just beyond the number which Yossarian completes. 

The only escape from this predicament. is to feign insanity: but "Catch-22" 

blocks this path, too, for to declare oneself insane involve3 an act of self-

scrutiny which betray3 a very sane regard for one's own safety. 

Many of the statements in Catch-22 have no literal pos~ibility at all, in 

fact. One of the of£icers, Colonel Cargill, is mttstanding because he is 

mediocre; Milo Ninderbinder; the squadron's Mess Officer, recovers a stolen 

blanket "in return for none of the pi tted da tea he had borrowed from 

Yossarian!l42; one of Yossarian's lovers is an atheist who claims, lithe God I 

don I t believe in is a good God, a just God, a merciful God. He's not the mean 

and stupid God you make Him out to beTt (p. ~79). Colonel Cathcart is "handsome 

and unattractive" (P.185); Milo exports some of his black market goods to 

c01mtries whose names rhyme with the names of the product. His explanation 

of how he makes a profi t by selling eggs at less than the purchase price. is 

a virtuoso perlormance in keeping la'"Jguage clear of reality: 

"But I make a profit of three and a quarter cents an egg 
by selling them for four and a quarter- cents an egg to the 
people in 118.1 ta I buy th~m from for seven cents an egg. Of' 
course, 1. don t t make the profit. The syndicate makes the 
profi t.. And everybody has a share. 1I 

Yossarian felt he was beginning to understand. "And the 
people you sell the eggs to at four a~d a quarter cents apiece 
malee a profit of two and three quarter cents apiece when they 
sell them back to you at seven cents apiece. Is that right? 
Why ;.don I t you sell the egg directly to you and eliminate the 
people you buy them from?" 

"Because 11m the people I buy them from, t! 111.10 explained. 

Christ in Flanders to Catch-22: an Approach to War Fiction", Texas Studies 
in 18..tl.guage and 1i terature II, pages 851-66; .rohn Wain, "k·New Novel About 
Old TroubleslltCritical Quarterly V, pages 168-73; Sanford Pinsker, HHellerls 
Catch-22: T'ne P:votest of'a Puer Eternis", Cri tigue VII, ii, pages 150-62. 

42. Catch-22 (London:: Jonathan CaPet' 1962) t p.59 .. Further page reference~ will 
be cited in the text .. 
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ttl make a profit of three and a quarter centl'! apiece r>Jhen I 
sell them to me and a profit of two and three quarter cent3 
apiece when I buy them back from me. ~~atIB a total profit 
of six cents an egg. I lose only t'tiO cents an egg when I
sell them to the mess halls at five cents apiece, and that'~ 
how I can make a profit buying eggs for seven cents apiece 
and selling them for Ii va cents apiecetl

• (pagel':! 226-7)" 

The of this way of arguing is equalled only by the eggs Milo is 

talking about.. In such a verbally-dominated world as this, the role of 

communications. is central. The entire Alllerican fo~s in the Mediterranean 

are run by ex-PFC Wintergreen, the mail clerk at Twenty-Seventh Air Force Read-

quarters .. His prinCiples of colllI!l'lllli.cation are soundly anti-decadent: he 

rejects the "too proli...1t1t statements of General Peckem in favour of the less 

entropic (because less dif'fuse and abstr;.u!.!t) utterances) of General Dreedle (p .. 26) .. 

But on a later occasion he refuses to allow the transfer of the entropically-and 

Yosearian and'h:ie comrades also tamper with verbal communication. While 

malingering in the hospi tal, he censors the outgoing letters of the airmen on 

the base, making sure that he rend~r3 them as thoroughly Uncommunicative 8l'!1 

possible .. As arbitrary as Wintergreen, he strikes out adjectives, articles, 

and later everything but conjunctions; then he signs letters with the chaplain t s 

na."Je, or as ''Washington Irving" or "Irving ''lashington''. Also in the haspi tal t 

significantly enough, is a colonel from Communications who is dying from a 

mY,'3teriou3 diSea31!'i which cail.::l'res him to cough up "glutinous me815ages the 

interior'! (p.14). 

Those who cannot use words find themselves used by them. The Squadron 

Medical Officer, Doc Daneeka, is placed in a similar predic?Jnent to that of 

Mudd, a."l airma."'l who new on a mission before actually signing onto the airba!!!e 

a"'ld, being killed, was never acknowledged to have existed, despite the presence 

of his belongings in Yossarian's tent .. Doc Daneeka avoids making r..i.s requisite 

flights each week by matdng an entry in the' log book instead of 'the plane. 
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When McWatt crashes his aircraft Daneeka is considered dead because officially 

narned amongst those aboard, even though he stands obviously alive amongst 

the airmen watching McWatt's 'plane fly into a hillside. 

ostracized because officially no longer in existence. 

After this, he is 

Clevinger is another lmfi tted for SUrvival, because of his belief that "lords 

denote fixed and meaningful values. He believes in liberalism, art, the 

American way of life - all very diffuse valu.es - an:l in the abili ty of America's 

war leaders. He is quite unable to understand the primitive, terrified 

supersti tion of his fellow-airmen before the dalmting mission over Bologna. 

Applying cold logic to their actions, he accuses them of ··confusing cause and 

effect" (P.llS), but is lost.without trace shortly afterward when he flies into 

a cloud from lihich he does not emerge. His death is de:::;cribed as "the basic 

flaw in his philosophy" (P.I03), a reminder that philosophy is not meaningful 

amidst the barbarity of war. The linguistic alienation of the pathetic Major 

Major Major Major is even more significant, however. His malevolent father ha~ 

christened him in this way, and he finds himself immediately elevated to the 

rank of Major upon entering the Air Force. Deprived of distinctive personality 

under the burden of his name, he is further hampered by his resemblance to 

Henry Fonda: many of his men believe him to be the actor, thus robbing him 

ftlrther of identity. He takes the only refuge remaining to him, locking himself 

in his office and allowing intrul5"ioDe only when not in the room. 

His experience showR how identity shifts in a verbally-dominated world. 

In the haspi tal, Yosl"larian takes the place at one stage of a young ItaUan

American airman who has died, in order that the youth's relatives, who have 

~rrived too late to visit their actual son, may have someone to farewell. 

the name at the foot of the bed is their son's, the Italian-American family 

Since 

accept Yossarian in that role. Later, Yo ssari an , s friend, Dunbar, "ber:omes" 

another Italian-American airman simply by getting into the bed which bears the 
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name card of "A. Fortiori "; not until he gets into his Q\<1Jl bed does he "become" 

Dunbar again (P.286). On the same principle, Yossarian "becomes" Warrant 

Officer Homer Lumley, inheriting from the former ovmer of that name Ita father 

in the state legislature and a sister who's engaged to a champion skier", as 

well as a high temperature and a feeling of nausea (p.286): 

It il'J not only Yossarian Md t4ajor Major Major Major who find that their 

identity can shift about: any named object can do the same thing. In the 

hospital, a warrant officer who has contracted malaria after fornicating in 

the open wonriers, "'Who can explain malaria as a consequence of fornication?" 

(P.169) Yossarian recalla an incident in which he contracts a venereal 

disease from a girl when he had originally set out to buy a bar of candy; there 

is general agreement that the disease really belo.:1gs to the warrMt officer. 

Another officer, who has inherited three hundred thOtlsanri dollar5, feels that 

it must belong to someone more worthy of it: Dtmbar concludes that the amount 

must belong to his own thrifty and industrious father, but arids, "He's dead now, 

so you might as well keep it" (p.169). The same unstable relationship between 

word and world can explain the rumouring into existence of an apocalyptic new 

weapon being used by the Germans, the "Lepage glue gunll (p.l38), which glues 

flights of 'planes together in mid-air; it has been invented by the imagination 

of Yossarian, but gains the sta~ls of fact through being constantly mentioned. 

Similarly, Yossarian effects the cap~lre of the German-held Bologna by surrep-

titiously shifting the Allies' front line northward on the squadron map. 

Lin~ristic decay operates most sweepingly on Pianosa alone; the novel's 

scenes set in Rome are devoted to a more literal exposure of the decay of Europe 

by means of a long and unpleasant series of descriptions. rI'he historical 

perspective of this part of the novel is suggested in the comments of an ancient 

Italian whom one of the younger airmen meets in Rome: 

Rome was destroyed, Greece was destroyed, Persia was destroyed, 
Spain was destroyed. All great countries are destroyed. Why 
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not yours? How much longer do you really think your own 
cOlmtry will last? Forever? Keep in mind that the earth 
itself is destined to be destroyed by the sun in twenty-
five million years or so. (p.238). 

The historical apocalypticism of this passage is illustrated when Yossarian 

wanders at night through the chaos of war-torn Rome, in which local inhabitants 

and occupying forces seem equally barbaric and utterly doomed: 

Nothing warped seemed bizarre any more in his strange, 
distorted surroundings. The tops of the sheer buildings 
slanted in weird, surrealistic perspActive, and the street 
seemed til ted. He raised the collar of his warm woolen' 
coat and hugged it around him. The night was raw. A 
boy in a thin shirt and thin tattered trousers walked out 
of the darkness on bare feet. '['he boy had black hair 
and needed a haircut and shoes and socks. His sickly 
face was pale and sad. His feet made grisly, soft, 
sucking sounds in the rain puddles on the wet pavement as 
he pa3sed, and Yossarian was moved by such intense pity 
for his poverty that he wanted to smash his pale, sad, 
sickly face with his fist and knock him' out of existence 
because he brought to mind all the pale, sad, sickly 
children in Italy that same night who needed haircuts 
and needed shoes and socks. He made Yossarian think 
of cripples and of cold and hungry men and women, and of 
all the dumb, passive; devout mothers with catatonic eye~ 
nursing infants outdoors that same night With chilled 
animal udders bared insensibly to the same raw rain. 
Cows. Almost on cue, a nursing mother padded past holding 
an infant in black rage, and Yossarian wanted to smash her 
too, because she reminded him of the barefoot bpy in the 
thin shirt and thin, tatter.ed trousers and of all the 
8hi verine, stuperied misery in a world that never yet had 
provided enough heat and food and justice for all but an· 
ingenious and unscrupulous handful. What a lousy earth! 

(pages 402-3). 

There are several more pages of Yossarian IS niehtTflare tour of the dark side Qf 

a European civilization in ruins, and his reactions are much the same in each 

case. A young allied soldi:er having epileptic convulsions is arrested by 

mili tary police in a jeep (p. 403); a small gToup of drunken soldiers are attempt-

ing to rape a drunken woman against the Corinthian columns of a large public 

building (p.404); a crowd apathetically watches a man beating a dog, while 

another around the next corner watches a man beating a small boy (p.405); in 

a surrealistic moment, Yossarianfinds himself treading iris way through a sea 

of broken teeth and congealing blood, to find a crying soldier waiting for 
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an ambulance and, a little further on, a bookish civilian being bundled into a 

police waeon as he utters the ambiguous cry, "Police: Help! Police! tI (P.406). 

Yossarian comes to the conclu!5ion that "Mobs with clubs were in control every-

When he reaches the billet at which he is staying, he finds one 

of the more moronic of his comrades has raped and murdered the maid, whose shattered 

body lies out in the street; a police van arrives, and Yossarian is arrested for 

being in Rome ~~thout a leave pass. 

The reaffirmation of belief in the verbal sign and symbol, the importance of 

rules enforced through language, is appropriate to such a decadent situation; 

mlt attention ought to be drawn to three occasions when language falls back in 

Catch-22, when the word fails in a way that implies the existence beyond it of a 

reali ty that cannot be measured or communicated. The first occasion involves 

the soldier in white, a mummified figure who is completely invisible and inaudible 

- anonymous, in fact - in a cocoon of bandages; he appears in a hospital bed to 

upset Yos~arian's falsely-won respites from the violence outside. From hi s groin 

rises a zinc pipe, and his waste fluids drip through a tube into a jar on the floor 

which is regularly interchanged wi th 1,~ th one which feeds a vein in his elbow. 

"All they ever really saw of the soldier in whi te was a frayed black hole over his 

month" (P.lO). Whenever they malinger in h08pi tal, the airmen find that the soldier 

in white appears in their ward; near the end of the novel, hie appearance causes a 

stampede after one of the airmen, peering into the "lightless, unstirring void of 

the soldier in white':s mouth" announces that there is nothing within (p.358). The 

sold.ier in white is a mordant variation on the unknown eoldier wilo has found it 

sweet and fitting to die for his country: he is the hollow man at war. 

The second apparition of a symbol for the immeasurable occurs while the pilots 

ann nurses are swimming and ffillllling themselves at the beach near the airfield. 

McWatt's 'plane, flying over a swimming-raft upon which the young Kid Sampson is 

standing, dips too low and ~lts him in half, leaving the barely-joined legs 
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teetering on the raft's edge. Confronted by this bloody evidence of their 

own mortality, the bather~ surge back up the beach in a screaming, ~luggi~h 

stl11llpede, each returning alone in the following days to "peek through the 

bushes like a pervert 'at the moldering stumps" (p.339). His remains are never 

removed, for "everyone made believe that Kid Sampson's legs were not there" 

Heller's bizarre way of executing Kid Sampson is a revealing one, 

fop the barely-joined legs severed from his tnlnk form a symbolic Pi-sign, 

evoking the.irnmeasurable factor of geometry. Seen in this way, the remains 

of Kid Sampson are like the soldier in l-lhi te: both are human yet horribly 

inhuman; images of man's inability to conceive of the nature of the world in 

which he finds himself; of the collapse of the descriptive in the face of 

the barbaric reality.wh~ch it conceals. 

The third of these revelations of the darkness at the heart of man has 

occurred by the beginning of the narrative, and its recurrence in Yossarian's 

memo~ persuades him to save himself before he too is killed. '['his involves 

the young gunner, Snowden, who has been wounded in Yo s sari an 's 'plane and 

requires first aid which Yossarian proceeds to give. Having bandaged the 

YOllth's leg, Yossarian becomes aware that there is a greater wound, and when 

he unzips the other's flak suit, he finds that he ha~ been disBmbowelled: 

Yossarian ripped open the snaps of Snowden's flak suit and heard 
himself scream wildly as Snowden's insides slithered down to the 
floor in a soggy pile and just kept dripping out. A chunk of flak 
more than three inches big had shot into his other side just under
neath the arm and blasted all the way through, dra~~ng whole mottled 
quarts of Snowden along with it through the giffantic hole in his 
ribs it made as it blasted out. (p.429). 

This insight is a literal one, a revelation of man's meaningless interior, 

the secret of man's mortality conveyed in Snowden's tumblinff guts. Both 

the soldier in white and the trunkless legs of Kid Sampson are images which 

revive Yossarian's memories of Snowden, and it is not surprising that he flies 

from them. "Here was God's plenty, all right, n he realizes as he broods over 

Snowden's corpse, and he realizes that 
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It was easy to read the message in hiA entrails. Man was matter, 
that was Snowden's secret. Drop him out a window and he'll fall. 
Set fire to him and he'll burn. Bury him and he'll rot, like 
other kinds of garbage. The spirit gone, roan is garbage. That 
was Snowdenfs secret. Ripeness vas all. (p.430). 

This knowledge, of man's frailty and limitations in a savage world, is implicit 

too in the soldier in white and Kid Sampson: the heart of darkness is both 

wi thin and without man. 

Heller's use in Catch-22 of a situation which is alienating both in the 

decadent-exi5tential sense and in the linguistic sense iR typical of the novels 

which follow. Less awareness is sho~ in this novel of the limiting nature of 

"Ii terary" language, for Heller focusl'3es int'Stead upon the way in which the every-

day misuses of language intensify a decadent situation .. 3an Solomon has atteropted 

to indicate the presence of some kind of formal literary parody in an article 

which describeR two formal time-schemes for the novel, one for Yossarian and one 

for Jllilo Minderbinder 43; according to Solomon, Heller places events in Yo Rsarian ' s 

chronoloF,ical past ' .... hich relate to Milo and then occur in Yosl'larian' s future, 

making the novel itself wholly incapable of literal performance, a word-world 

consistent only with itself, ~evered from reality and, in the sense which Wittgen-

stein uses, lingnistically decadent. Unfortunately, this exciting interpretation 

is withered in the cold blast of Doug Gaukroger ,~ corrective view, which exposes 

Solomon's misreadings and Heller'~ ftlndamentally straightforward and possible 

44 chJ:'Onology • But there remain!'5 in Catch-22 nonethele8R a pervasive conscious-

ness of the ultimate dispa:ri ty between word and world, of the truth that, although 

language can mirror the ch::l.ol'3 and ::l.bsurdi ty of the decadent si tuationup to a 

certain point, it must in the end give in, leaving symbols of the immeasurable 

as tombstones of the language of realistic deSCription. As Gaukroger has said, 

Heller contortR the nov!'!l' s time-scheme in order "to confuse the reader's sense 

of order and to upset his basic assumptions"; he continues: tilt is only 

43. liThe Structure of .Toseph Heller'!,; Catch-22", 9 ii, pages l1-6-57. 
44. "Time Strncture in Catch-22ft, Cri tigue 12 ii, pages 70-85. 
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fitting that a novel which deals with an apparently abffilrd and confu~ed world 

should be wri tten in an apparently absurd and confused style tt45 • Or to 

sophisticate his remark: it is only fitting that a novel which is about a 

decadent situation should be written according to the rules of linguistic 

decay. 

2. Saul Bellow's Henderson the Rain King (1959). 

In his fifth novel, Bellow brings together Conrad's archetypal decadent 

quest with the contemporary theme of linguistic decay in a manner which strongly 

associates literature with socio-cultural decay. His alienated decadent is 

Eugene Henderson, a massive and ridiculous figure who is unlike the confident 

Marlow and the anguished Kurtz. Henderson is fully aware that something is 

wrong both in his society and wi thin him:'3elf, and his behaviour early in the 

novel is a perfect example of the contemporary American hero who is attempting 

to form a meaningful relationship with his world, a problem which his 

European antecedents never recognized. There are tonal problems, too, which 

Conrad would never have provided: the reader who likes his problems served in 

a profound manner will find it difficult to accept the clumsy, angst-ridden 

Henderson, clad in soiled jockey shorts and plagued by his haemorrhoids as he 

s~unble8 through the wastes of Africa. 46 Bellow's use of Heart of Darkness is 

partly parodiC, since all didactic literature is suspect because theoretical 

by definition; and ~s a result the conclusion of the novel is particularly 

ambiguous. As we ~re to see, Henderson's journey is af'J much a trip through 

Ii terature - and hence "decadenttt because at a remove from actual experience -

as it is a literal trip; and, like Catch-22, Henderson the Rain King becomes 

cut off, to a certain extent, from reality. 

Henderson's physical bulk symbolizes the extremity of his plight. Obsessed 

by his advancing ~ge and intimations of his o~n mortality (which he confronts 

45. "Time Structure in Catch-22", p.85. 
46. For a general discussion of Bellow's use of the anti-hero, see David Galloway, 

"'fhe Absurd Man aR Picaro: The Novels of SR.ul Bellow", 'rexas Studies in 
Language and Li terature,VI (Sumlller1964), pages 226-54. 
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wi th horror early in the book when he eenses the "cosmic coldness" of an 

octopus in an aquarium4'l), he is pursued by a nameless drive for inner I'latis-

faction of some sort: a voice in his ear plagues him with the cry, "I want, 

I want, I want!" (p.24). He has inherited weal th"'from a stock that hal'S been 

daraned and derided for more than a hundred years" (p.86), and thuB has the 

leisure to experiment with ways of finding contentment. He attempts to 

communicate with his dead father by learning to play the old man's violin 

- an ironical obsession, in view of his own poverty as a parent - and he makes 

the Grand Tour of the Continent seeking spiritual sati3faction in the soaring 

cathedrals there. As Jeff Campbell has pointed out, Bellow loads the early 

part of the novel with a series of parodies of literary attitudes, and 

Henderson il!! in fact making a Grand Tour of twentieth century literature when 

he travels o vers eaf3 • His tour of the cathedrals echoes Henry Adams's quest 

for the Virgin symbol in The Education of Henry Adams, but Henderson is "unable 

to respond to the images of medieval unity presented by the cathedrals, and 

the Virgin of Chartres offers no fixed point of reference by wnich he may chart 

an explanation of histOry,,49. Henderson's premonition of death when he confronts 

the octopus in the tc>..nk resembles the opening of Dreiser's The J<:inancier (1912), 

Campbell suggests
50

, ~~ich also suggests the barbaric will of the cosmos; 

and a reference to Steinbeck's Sea of Cortez (1941) may also be intended. 

Henderson's description of his family's background carries Faulknerian overtones, 

while his frenzy of work on his family estate is reminiscent of Hemingway (whose 

3ymbolic "Wound" is diminished here, Campbell argues, to the "tmth:fu1 tt blow 

Henderson suffers while chopping wood51)~ Camns i La Peste is evoked in a 

passage in which Henderson sorts through the Sargasso Sea of junk his houes-

keeper has collected, while his affinity with pigs, according to Campbell, is a 

parodic inversion of the central mdaphor of Golding's Lord of the Flies (1954).52 

47. Henderson the Rain King (New York: Viking Press, 1959) , p.19 • Further page 
references will be cited in the text. 

48. "Henderson's Intiroationsof ImmortaU ty: Henderson the Rain King", §tudiE;.s in 
the Novel I (Fall 1969), p. 323. 

49. "Henderson's Intimations of Immortality", p.324. 
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While Henderson's anguish has a life of its own, the early part of HenderFlon 

the Rain King strongly suggests that one of his burdens is the half-digested 

didacticism of Western culture. Handel's and Wordsworth's strains bubble 

forth unsolicited into his mind, and the novel proceeds against an increasing 

tide of philosophies and prescriptions which Henderson must transcend. The 

passage referred to above, in which he finds the TIlbbish his housekeeper has 

accumulated, fuses a symbol of the actual fate which awai ts him in America with 

a reference to its literary counterpart in French existential fiction. The 

housekeeper has dropped dead during one of HenderFlon's violent arguments with 

his wife, and when he goes to her cottage he finds it crammed with rubbish: 

In the cottage I had to climb from room to room over the boxes 
and baby buggies and crates she had collected. The buggies 
went back to the last cenulry, so that mine might have been there 
too, for she got her rubbish allover the countryside. Bottles, 
lamps, old butter dishes, and chandeliers were on the floor, shop
ping bags filled with string and rags, and pronged openers that 
the dairies used to give away to lift the to}:S from milk bottles; 
and bushel baskets full of buttons and china door knobs. And on 
the walls, calendars and pennants and ancient photographs. 

(p.40). 

vfuile this obviously symbolizes extreme social entropy, it also stands for 

the cultural waste which envelops Henderson .. He understands this in his 

usual hysterical manner: 

Oh shame, oh shame! Oh, crying shame! How can we? Why do we allow 
ourselves? wbat are we doing? The last little room of dirt is wait
ing. Without windows. So for God's sake make a move, Henderson, put 
forth effort. You, too, will die of this pestilence. Death will 
annihilate you and nothing will remain, and there will be nothing 
left but junk. (p.40). 

The journey which he decides now to take is both the classical quest for 

refreshing and reviving meaning at the heart of darkness and a trip which 

will purge from him the disease of social and cultural decadence. 

The Africa of Henderson the Rain King is, therefore, not primarily a 

realistic country; and Bellow expends little effort to make it, for example, 

50. "Henderson's Intimations of Immortali ty", p.325. 
S1. "Henderson's Intimations of Immortality", p.326. 
52. "Henderson's Intimations of Immortali ty", p. 327. 
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like the tangled, ~~ld, and convincingly preconceptual landscape of Conrad's 

Heart of Darkness. His primary purpose is to establish Henderson's Africa 

as a Itcountry of the mind", more like Fa tusan than the Congo Basin: an 

imaginary retreat in which fragile meanings can be found and sustained, 

another prose parallel to the Decadent's wi thdrawal into art. This is implied 

repeatedly. Henderson is favourably impressed by the colour~~lness of Africa 

{P.43) and a little later by the gaudiness of the Arnewi village (P.5l) and 

i tR peculiar light (pageSlOl-2); this colour-consciousness is linked to a 

sense of fragility ""'hen he feels that he is "lying on the skin o,f a drum" 

beneath which is nothing (P.46). Later in the novel, Henderson thinks that 

"the world is a mind" and that "travel is mental travel", that in Itthe nou

menal department" we "create and create and create" (p.167), and that "maybe 

every {§ly has his own Africa" (P.275). From the air this mind-country is 

impressive: it looks like "the ancient bed of mankind" (p.42) in 1IThich he is 

entering "the past - the real past ••• the prehurnan past" (p.46). The 

"territory has never been well mapped" (P.46), and in it he feels that he has 

gone "clean out of the world" both chronologically (p.5:5) and geographically 

This sense of archaeological regression that occurs within a mind-

country implies a healthy regression from the over-conscious civilized state 

of mind to the innocent self ( a movement which occurs in Conrad's novella. 

almost equally explicitly). Henderson acknowledges tha.t he is like a child 

and that children do not fear the world "the way a roan feaTS" (p. 84): h.is 

response to his new environment is, he already believes, to be approp:r'iately 

spontaneous. 

In fact, he will find that true spontaneity occurs only after a prolonged 

process of the removal from his mind of its literary connections. Bellow's 

Africa is a fictional tour de force, built out of the scraps and shards of 

historical study and painstaking analysis of the continent made since the white 

man first appeared there. rrhis original creation becol'1es a "metaphY8ical 
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Africa", as Eusebio Rodrigues has said, because it so strongly evokes the 

histo~ of man's abstractions about the place53• Some details come from 

Bellow's own anthropological studies: the Arnewi's cattle veneration, for 

example, relies on a study made by his own instructor, as well as John Roscoe's 

article on the Bahima tribe54• Added details, generally minor, come from 

twentieth century sources: Tor Istram's The King of Ganda (1944) and Roscoe's 

The Banyankole (1923) and The Soul of Central Africa (1922)55. But a rather 

la:r:-ger source is historical, including Sir Richa:r:-d Burton's A J.!ission to Gelele 

King of Dahomey (1864) and F. ~. Forbes's Dahomey and the Dahomans (1851). 

Anthropology broadens the civilized man's understanding of the world, 

and the anthropolo~cal content of this novel will show him the primitive in 

the civilized. Just as Marlow passed through .. a transitional state at ·the 

ivory trading station on thd Congo, in which civilized and savage were 

destructi vely interfused, Henderson passes through a ha1f-way-house between 

decadent America and the barbaric Wariri village which is his goal. This is 

the Arnewi village, at which the patterns of the primitive begin to reflect 

upon the civilization he has left behind him. The Arnewi are a gentle tribe, 

doomed and fatalistic, whose rigid cow-veneration is leading to the collap5e 

of their society, just as the sacred cows of Henderson's cOlmtry are no long'3r 

a sure means to 8urvi val. The provenance of this section of the novel iR 

Rpecifically in twentieth century writing, coming from :f.1elville Herskovitz's 

article and Roscoe's books56: when Henderson is wooed by the vast Princess 

Mtalba and wrestles with Prince Itelo, he is repeating acts which have already 

existed in the literature of anthropology for some years. 

There is a significant difference in the provenance of Bellow's descriptions 

of the Wariri village, Henderson's goal and locus of much of the novel. He 

53. tlBellow's Africa ll
, American Literature XLIII (I\!ay 1971) 2, P.242. 

54. IIBellow's Africa", p.244. 
55. liBel low' s Africa", p.244 .. 
56. "Bellow's Africa", p.243. 
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uses here the nineteenth century writings of Burton And Forbes, Victorian 

explorers who were drawn to Dahomey with the fascinated horror I have already 

" diagnosed as a syndrome of the fin de sieele. Dahomey was "an African state 

notorious in the nineteenth century for two things", Rodrigues states; it 

"had an anny of Amazons and its people practised some barbarous rites known as 

the 'Dahomey customs,,,57. Where Henderson's visit to the Arnewi evokes 

twentieth century anthropology, his Wariri trip recalls the original Victorian 

quests to the heart of darkness. His approach to the village is forbidding: 

the terrain is rough, threatening tribesmen line the way, and he and his guide 

are obliged to spend their first night in the company of a corpse (p. 13,v. 

The following day, Henderson is appalled to see inverted corpses dangling 

from the distant gallows (see page 41 above), and begins to understand how 

deeply barbaric the Wariri really are. "What was one corpse to them?" he 

asks himself: ~They appeared to deal in them wholesale'! (p.149). Later, when 

he has become their Rain-King, he takes part in a skull-infested ceremony 

(p.198), and King Dahfu is also closely associated 'Io.ri th skulls. Small wonder 

that Henderson's guide, Romi1 ayu, refers to the vlariri as "chillen dahkness" 

(P.ll5). Burton's A Mission to Gelele King of Dahomey provides many details 

of the savagery of Bellow's Wariri: Gelele's palace, like Dahfu's,is "thatched" 

with skulls58, and he describes a cruelly-gagged prisoner awaiting trial who 

appears in Bellow's novel (p. 242). Burton and Forbes are combined to provide 

the details of Dahfu' s person and court (Forbes depicted King Gezo and Burton 

his son)59. 

Henderson's quest, then, as well as moving into a pre-civilized past and an 

innocent state of the mind, takes him backward through the Ii terature of the 

continent from the civilized to the decadent, from the twentieth century analyst 

57. "Bellow's Africa If, p.246. 
58. ItBellow's Africa", pages 245-6. 
59. "Bellow's Africa", p~ges 247-50. 
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to the nineteenth century explorer. For the reader who is aware of them, 

the literary sources do much to reinforce the intensity of Bellow's descriptions; 

but it is also vital to see that their didacticism, their theoretical nature, 

makes them another superficial thing which Henderson must put behind him as 

he makes his quest. The travellers on the steamboat up the Congo in Heart 

of Darkness were surrounded by eniB'Illatic surfaces and deceptionl'l; Bellow's 

traveller is surrounded by superficial, received dogma which are rejected by 

him when he makes his final understanding. But before we see what is involved 

at this point of the novel, and more particularly how the novel brings about 

the rejection of the written word, some na.rrative details of Henderson's quest 

need to be sketched. 

As a questing knight, Henderson is constantly parodied. Driven by his 

enigmatic inner voice to Itburst the spirit' R Rleeptt with the truth which 

"comes in blows" (p.67), he arrives at the Wariri village eager to do good. 

As he later tells King Dahfu, he wants to attain an authentic level of exist-

ence: 

some people found satisfaction in being (Walt Whi tman: "Enough 
merely to be! Enough to breathe! Joy! Joy! All over joy! I') • 
Being. Others were taken up with becoming. Being people have 
all the breaks. Becoming people are very lullucky, always in a 
tizzy. The Becoming people are always having to make explanations 
0r offer justifications to the Being people ••• Now Willatale, 
the queen of the Arnewi, and principal woman of Bittahness, was a 
Be-er if there ever was one. And at pre~ent King Dahfu. And if I 
had really been capable of the alert consciousness which it re
quired I would have confessed that Becoming was beginning to come 
out of my ears. Enough! Enough! Time to have Become. Time to Be! 
Burst the spirit's sleep. Wake up, America! 

(p.l60). 

Henderson sees himself as a "Becomer" who has "just got to stop Becoming" (p.191) 

because he has no "wish to live by any law of decay" (p.l90); it is obvious 

enough that when he calls on America to wake up, he thinks of it as asleep in 

decay. 

The Arnewi venture in which he hopes to find Being is a true romance-parody, 
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relying upon the myth of the Fisher-King and numerous Biblical echoes. The 

village water-tank, which sustains the venerated cows before it Bustains the 

villagers, has been infested with a plague of frogs. Unwilling to remove them 

from the tank, the Amewi are also unwilling to see their beloved· cows die of 

thiret; the wh@l('\ incident is interpreted as a fateful prophe~ of their own 

doom. HenderMn, whose bulk impresses the literal-minded Amawi, completes 

the early stages of his knightly quest with great success: he defeats Prince 

Itelo in a mandatory wrestling contest, and attracts the love of the bulbous 

Princess Mtalba. An interview with Queen Willatale goes even IDQ:te'81:1CCeSS

fully: she is the first ef two figures in Henderson the Rain King who recall 

Stein, the convincing explainer of J~ord Jim; and in her Henderson is sure that 

he can make out unspe1led meanings. As an lIexpl ainer", she has been well 

equipped by her creator: she has the inner eye of wisdom (P.72) and "a certain 

power - unmistakeab1e! - which emanated from the woman's middle" (P.74) which 

makes Henderson feel that "she might open her hand and show me the thing, the 

Murce, the germ- the cipher. 'rne mystery, you know. II (p. 79). The distinct 

~tinwardnessll of Willatale's enigmatic life-force iI'S scarcely reassuring in a 

genre which has often sho~ cores of meaning to be vacant. Yet there is no 

doubt in Henderson I s mind about her vi tali ty and promise, or about the value 

of her "Bi ttah-ness ll • "A Bittah was a person of real substance. You COUldn't 

be any higher or better. A Bi ttah was not only a woman but a man at the same 

timan (P.75). She identifies Henderson's problem as a desire to live, 

"Grun-tu-molani" (P.85) J a proper.ty she possesses in full and which he senses 

must "burst the spiri t t s (p.n) .. 

Knowing thiS, he turns immediately to test the power of his "Grun-tu-molani ", 

to break the sleep of "Becoming" by setting out to rid the water-tank of its 

frogs, an act whose symbolic reference needs scarcely to be stated. Infused 

by his optimistic power, Henderson is reassured by the intensifying of his 

vision and the epiphanous quaE ty of the morning light, "like the fringe of 
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the Nirvana!' (P.I02), and sets out with a home-made bomb and confidence of 

succes~. But he fRiIs, as all parodic knightR must: the blast stun~ the frogs 

but also demolishes the tank, and he is banished in shame from the parched 

Amewi village. 

Is Willatale a sham, or is Henderson a fool? The question is not resolved 

but is posed again in Henderson's next adventure, the central episode of the 

novel, which occurs in the Wariri village. As I have suggested, the literary 

evocations here reinforce the fact that he has reached the heart of darkness 

in his Con1'adian search for the "mystery". But,again, it is a bookish place 

that he finds, with the landscape owing much to Forbes and Burton, as I have 

pointed out. The Grail Myth is evoked again, too, and once more Henderson 

appears to plod the path of success. At a rain-making ceremony, he manages 

to lift the massive idol before the assembled tribe (P.192), after which his 

earlier glow of "Grun-tu-molani tt return:"! and he feels that at last he has 

reached his "real depth" (P.193). There is irony in this remark, for moments 

later he reaches new depths of savagery when he realizes that by lifting Muromah 

he has become one of the tribe, their new Rain King. Amazons strip him of his 

soiled undershorts (themselves a wry image of his civilization) and he is 

confirmed in a skull-spangled ceremony whose conclusion is the assembling above 

of suitably tTaleozoic" clouds which drop rain (P.199). Implied throughout 

- wi th a suitably parodiC tone - are the tlunspeakable rites" Kurtz is said to 

have performed; and, like Kurtz, Henderson has BUnk toward the depths of barbar

iBm in which he will find his new knowledge. 

A walking image of his own decadence-in-civili7,ation, the white Rain King 

begins his re1.ationship wi th King Dahfu, the second figure in the novel who 

evokes Stein. Dahfu is even more impressive than Willatale: like her he has 

"almost an extra shadow" that is similar to her inward life-force, and a property 

of "all people who have a I'5trong gift of life" (p. 209), an "intense gift of 

beinglt (p. 224). Dahftl is a "Be-ert!, and possesses a leonine quality which 
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Henderson will recognize as being only just metaphoric: for the King keeps 

a lioness called Atti in the basement of the Royal Palace, as a symbol of the 

authentic life and hence a useful audio-visual aid in his lessons on how to Be. 

'rhe problem was first raised by stein in Lord Jim, and Dahfu is just as confident 

about hi8 lion as Stein was about his butterflies and beetles. "Atti is all 

lion", he says, recalling Sutter Vaught's desire for the immanent rather than 

the abstract: "Does not take issue with the inherent. Is one hundred per cent 

wi thin the given" (p. 263) • 

First she is lmavoidable. Test it, and you will find she is 
unavoidable. And this is what you need, as you are an avoider. 
Oh, you have accomplished momentous avoidances. But she will 
change that. She will make consciousness to shine. She will 
burnish you. She will force the present moment on you. Second, 
lions are experiencers. But not in haste. They experience with 
deliberate luxury. The poet says, "The tiger5 of wrath are wiser 
than the horses of instruction~~ Let us embrace lions also in 
the same view. Moreover, observe Atti. Contemplate her. How does 
she stride, how does she saunter, how does she lie or gaze or 
rest or breathe? 

(p. 260). 

Dahfu, it seems, will instruct Henderson how to Be, chiefly by teaching him 

to imitate the lion, to lose his fear of its absolute physicality and thuB burst 

the spiritts sleep and 5ate his demanding inner voice. Henderson thinks of 

this as an lll'ge toward reality (p. 318), but it is more accurately seen as an 

urge away from the abstract and theoretical. 

Invol ving such an urge, Dahfu' s philosophy makes the last half of Henderson 

the Rain King as,. ambiguous as the Arnewi episode. Just as the Biblical 

allusion fell short there, the references to the predicament of Daniel 

(which even the obtuse Henderson can see, on page 229) and to Blake' s ~ 

peem here make us suspect Dahfu a little. For he is a polemicist preaching 

the shortcomings of polemicism, a phenomenon with which we are becoming familiar 

by now. He is an embodiment of Reichian therapy, for example, which sees all 

civilized ills as psychosomatic and hence curable through alteration of physic-

a1 behaviour; hi~ ~laxy of contented wive3 suggests he is Reich's "genital man", 
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and he forces the terrified Henderson to crawl on all fours behind the lion, 

in order to convert him to Reichianiem60• Dahfu, Henderson realizes, has 

"some kind ofa conviction about the connection between insides and outsides, 

especially as applied to human beings II , B.l'3tatement which has a familiarly 

hollow ring to it (p.236). Wha t i IS more damning, is Dahfu f s thrusting 0 f loade 

of obscure scientific books upon Henderson which are supposed to enlighten 

but which in fact only confuse him (p. 246). And, like Stein, Dahfu is an 

amazingly glib talker. He is impressive in hislon~ discourses, but is 

disturbingly unspecific (see pages 213-4. for example), and at one point he 

appears to parody Steinfs advice to Marlow when he tells Henderson, "So, a 

fellow throws himself in the sea of blows saying he do not believe it is infini te" 

(p.214) • 

We soon realize that Dehfu is not a "Be-er" at all but a "Becomer": he has 

conquered Atti and gained power to fuel his wives, but he will be confirmed as 

King and "complete Becoming" (p.210) only when he has fulfilled the ri tual of 

capturing an enormous male lion which the Wariri believe incarnates the spirit 

of his dead father. For Henderson, Dahfu is not a goal but a means to a goal: 

he is the embodiment of all those theories, abstractions, speculations, and 

dogmaswith which man attempts to answer the question of how to exist rulthentic-

ally. Poised with Henderson in a tree above the enormous lion he hunts, the 

normally-nimble DehfU slips and falls to his death (p.31l), his theories dying 

with him and his Reichianism symbolically discredited when the lion emasculates 

him. His demise is the demise of all that has been bookish in this book: it 

is the failure of the anthropological and historical documents with which 

Henderson the Rain King i~ built, and of the scientific journals with which he 

plied Henderson, and of the theorizing of Stein and his generic descendants, 

and of the etiolated abstractions upon which Henderson's own civilization is 

buH t. It is a fate of which Walker Percy would surely approve. 

60. A brief outline of Reichian therapy and its impact upon Bellow's writing is 
given in John J • Grayton, SaUl Bellow: In Defense of Man (Bloomington:Indiana 
University Press, 1968), pages 132-3. 
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In~tead of the validation of Dahfu's doomed cerebral cargo, there OC~lre 

the epiphany of the truth which Henderson has been seeking 80 long. He has 

progressed, at the symbolic level, from the sophisticated outer mind toward 

the primitive and innocent self, as he assures us early in the book; and as 

he looks down at the huge tfuger its roar seems to strike him at the back of 

the head (p. ~1), with a truthful blow aimed appropriately at the primi ti ve 

lower brain: 

Then, at the very doors of consciousness, there was a snarl and I 
looked down from this straw perch - I was on my knees ~ into the 
big, angry, hair-framed face of the lion. It was all wrinkled, 
contracted; within those wrinkles was the darkness of murder. The 
lips were drawn away from ~he @tmS; and the breath of the animal 
Came over me, hot as oblivion, raw as blood ••• the thought added 
itself that this was all mankind needed, to be conditioned into 
the image of a ferocious animal like the one below. I then tried 
to tell myself because of the clearness of those enraged eyes that 
only visions ever got to be so hyper-actual. But it was no vision. 
The snarling of this animal was indeed the voice of death. And I 
thought how I had boasted to my dear Lily how I loved reali ty. "I 
love it more than you do," I had said. But oh, unreality! Unreal
i ty~unreali ty! That had been my !'Scheme for a troubled but eternal 
life. But now I was blasted away from this practice by the throat 
of the lion. (page/5306-7 ). 

Tnlth, reality, darkness, oblivion, death, barbarism: of these is Henderson's 

impeccably decadentist vision made. It is experienced, and not preached; which 

brings the novel to the curious but unavoidable position of appearing to devalue 

itself, rather as Wittgenstein sensed the Tractatus tended to invalidate itself. 

Dahfu becomes yet another generic theori7.er swallowed whole by reality, and 

Henderson the Rain King is deliberately left as a rudderless work of art when 

Dahfu is gone. 

It is not difficult to see this last development as the logical end-point 

of,what has happened in the novel. If the real na~!re of Henderson's quest 

has been the transcending of the prescriptive word which conceals reality, 

the horrific blast from the lion's throat nullifies the ordering principle 

which, as I have tried to suggest in the introduction to this section, makes 
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the written word decadent because it places it at odds with the chaos of 

reality. From this point in the novel till its end, Henderson the Rain Kinp; 

consists of un-ordered experience, since artistic shaping has been extinguished 

as a valid force in it. Thus, it becomes impossible to assess Henderson as the 

novel runs down: as he himself reaHzes, "there is nothing that ever runs 

unroingled" (p.339). He :is sure, however, that Itthe sleep is burst" and that 

he has come to himself (p.32S), a fact symbolized, apparently, in the small 

lion cub which he takes with him back to America for its II Grun-tu-mol ani 'I 

(p.329), even though the experience of the novel has cast doubt upon the value 

of this property_ The novel ends in ambiguity, with a familiarly circular 

image occurring once again in the genre: at fifty-five, Henderson determines 

to embark upon a new career in medicine61; he befriends a Persian orphan on 

the 'plane home and, while it refuels in Newfoundland, he gallops about this 

heart of whi teness with child and cub tucked under his alms. Bellow 8crupuloU5-

ly refuses to @4ide the reader's responses, and the novel ceases but does not 

62 end • 

3. John Barth's The Sot-Weed Factor (l960). 

Barth's third novel brings together two important aspects of the genre 

studied so far. Firstly, it is the logical development of his attitude to 

the limitations of Ii terature which he expressed in "The Literature of Exhaust-

ion": like many of his contemporaries, Barth is constantly parodic in this 

novel, and like Bellow and Pynchon in particular, he reduces the status of 

received literary documents by basing his narrative upon historical examples of 

it, and by making specific documents, and not life itself, the focus of his 

fiction. Second, and just ae Bellow a~sociated Heart of Darkness with con temp-

orary themes of socia-cultural decay, Barth has perceived the symbolic importance 

61. 'mis idea of a new beginning being conceived at the end of a novel is a 
typical minor aspect of the genre; another example, although not from within 
the strictly decadentist tradition,occurs at the end of Philip Roth's novel, 
Portnpy's Complaint (1971), whose last word is "begin". 

62. Bellow's ambiguity here also stems from a desire to be independent of mind
less waste land traditions in which the apocalypse is ~~ inevitable as it is 
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of the relationship of Old World to new: that the early seventeenth century 

explorers of primitive America were no different in kind from the nineteenth 

cenulry explorers who bore their corrupt and diseased civilization into 

primitive Africa. Thus The Sot;.:.. Weed Factor manages both to sketch a decadent 

ancestry for contemporary America and to imply that this decadence is related to 

the inadequate, obscuring tendencies of its cuI rural language. 

Since it is the more obvious element, the novel's concern with social decay 

may be discussed first. We have already witnessed Bellow's reliance upon the 

three-stage construction of Heart of Darl-cness when he makes the Arnewi village 

a union of ci vili zed and savage; Barth too di videe The Sot-'''eed Factor in this 

way_ Set in the last decade of the seventeenth century, it moves between a 

scurrilousl~ decadent and politically seething England via the frontier to'fm

ships of r.laryland (where political intrigue and social decay are also intense) 

to a barbaric third point, a marshland called BLOdsworth Island on which 

dissident Negroes and Indians have gathered to make an apocalyptic threat to 

the shabby Europeans of' Maryland. But Barth's parodic attitude, as we should 

expect, precludes simple generic rehearsal; and while the novel certainly sets 

out the progress of the romantic-decadent to the revelation which occurs at 

the heart of the dark North American continent, the story of Ebenezer Cooke 

is buried in an avalanche of' literary parody. Hyman ha3 detected parodies 

of Rabelais, Don ~lixote, Robinson Crusoe, Moll Flanders, Joseph Andrews, 

Tristram Shandy, and Farmy HiU63; ~1iller sees i t8 mock-epic form as reflecting 

the Odyssey as well as numerous minor epi cs 64 ; Earl Rovi t has drawn similar 

1 . 65 conc U810ns • none of these, however, See!!l the integration of Barth's 

relentless pursuit of parody and pastiche with the form of Heart of Darkness. 

insincerely presented. See Saul Bellow, "The 'l'hinking Han IS I-lasteland" 1 

Saturday Review 48 (April 3 1965) 20, p.20. 
63. Stanley Edgar Hyman, liThe American Adam", The New Leader, 47 (2 March 1964),20-1. 
64. Russell H.Miller, "The Sot;..Weed Factor: A Contemporary Mock-Epic ll

, Critique 
VIII, 2, p.go. 

65. liThe Novel as Parody: John Barth", Critique VI, 2, p. 
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We saw Bellow's Henderson enduring a similar journey whol'Se climax was the 

banishing of literary references and a direct confrontation with the savage 

will. But we have also been able to place Barth entirely on the side of 

parody because of his doubt that fiction can successflllly cope with life, 

and we shoUld expect his use of Heart of Darkness to involve a deliberate, parodic 

emphasie on the literary at the expense of' the portrayal of life. This is in 

fact what does happen in The Sot-Weed Factor, to the extent that the generic 

moment of dark insight - preserved in Henderson the Rain King, we will recall -

is replaced by a search for two documents which dilute the impact of the insight 

by placing it at a remove from experience. As Bellow used Burton, Barth 

uses the "General Historie" of the historical Captain John Smith (1580-1631), 

which records his expedition up the Chesapeake in 1607-8; but Barth undermines 

his received literature by the intensity of his parody. He turne the "General 

Historie" into the "Secret Historie", and adds to ita fictional historical 

figure, Sir Henry Burlingame, and a fictional historical document, the "Privie 

.Tournall" • The pun in the title of the latter is intended, for Barth t S re-

wri tten account of European man I s first journeys into the new dark continent 

are as scatalogical as Smith's account was steadfastly romantic. 66 

These parodic documents dominate The Sot-Weed Factor in a way that the 

Ii terature imbedded in Bellow's Arnewi and Wariri villages does not, for Barth 

has them split up, concealed, and made the focus of the novel's quest. rgdden 

after their completion in 1608, the two journals are rediscovered eighty years 

later and their blank reverse sides used as a record of the corrupt proceedings 

of the Maryland Assembly of 1691, and particularly of the activities of the 

mysterious and dangerous plotter, John Coode, who divides the journals and 

conceals them in and around the state of Maryland. They become in this way 

a rather tortuously-achieved comp01md symbol: a record, on one side, of European 

66. For an outline of the historical material Barth has used in this novel, and 
an inkling of the lengths to l",hioh he has gone to find it, see Alan Hodder, 
"What Marvellous Plot was Afoot? History in The Sot-Weed Factor" ,American 
Quarterly .20, pages 596-604. 
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man's dark behaviour amongst the savages, and on the other a record of the 

corrupt and decadent state he has later set up in the New World. The novel's 

two cent~l figures, Ebenezer Cooke and his tutor, Henry Burlingame, eeek the 

journals throughout Maryland in order to find evidence to put down Coode; but 

as they piece together the various parts of the documents they also find proof 

of Burlingame's savage ancestry and of the darkness of the land they are in, 

by the simple expedient of turning the pages over. There is no epiphany of 

understanding in The Sot-Weed Factor like Henderson's confrontation with the 

roaring lion, but instead a long paper-chase, a quest for the symbols and meta-

phors which are at a remove from life. 

Something of the contents of these two conco~ted doclunents must be known 

before fuller comments can be made • A part of Sir Henry Burlingame' a "Privie 

.Tournall ll is found first, and when reunited with i tssevered half later in the 

novel it forms a scatalogical version - or perversion - of the historical 

meeting between Captain John Smith and the tribe of the Indian maiden, Poca-

hontas. In a passage that is reminLscent of Marlow's trip up the Congo, 

Smith's boat is grounded in shallows and attacked by natives. Like Kurtz, 

Barth's Smith indulges in rites which, if not unspeakable (they are fully des-

cribed) are a sure index to the decadence and depravity of the civilization 

which he represents. Barth makes a travesty of Smith's account of his meeting 

wi th Pocahontas: the exploration of the continent, in the invented ,journals, 

becomes an exploration of the incontinent, with Barth relying heavily on a 

technique which turns Srri. th' s romantic exploi ts into obscene yarns, "not so 

wondrous heroic after a11,,67. Burlingame's journal depicts Smith as taking 

part in the traditional sexual contest wi th the daughter of the king, a cor-

ruption of the Fisher King myth which sees the insatiabili ty of the princesse 

humiliating her father's courtiers until her relief at the hands of a visiting 

etranger. Captain Smith's successful but gross penetration of Pocahontas 

67. The Sot-''ieed Factor (New York: Doubleday & Co., 1960, 1967), p.148. Ji\lrther 
page references are made within the text. 
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is a travesty of the journey to the interior, achieved in public and by means 

of a secret aphrodisiac made of an eggplant recipe from darkest Africa (p.737). 

On all occasion8, Smith is portrayed as the bringer of a diseased civilization 

to the savage world, always reliably worse than are his primitive captors. 

Both Pocahontas and her father, Powhatan (whom Barth appears, incidentally, to 

have modelled on the same account by Burton which gave birth to Dahfu ; see 

page 151), are fascinated by the obscene post-cards and gadgets which come from 

the heart of darkest atrope, and are particularly taken with Smith's compass, 

whose needle directs as its obscenely-engraved rim distracts. 

ItSalvages are a degenerate race", Sir Henry Burline;ame primly observes in 

the "Privie Journall" (p.149) as he scrupulously records the ttdepravitie" of 

Smith which makes that whi te man an equal of the natives. Smi th t s own "Secret 

Historie ll continues the record, but e;enerously includes Burlingame in the 

degenerate antics it deRcribes. Amongst the Accomack tribe, Sir Henry attempts 

to arouse the frigid ~~fe of yet another humiliated native king, but is turned 

away; the depraved, interior-seeking Smith is more ffUccessflll as he executes 

upon her "that sinne, for wch the Lord rayn I d fire upon the Cities of the 

Playne ••• " (p.259). Having affirmed yet again the degeneracy of the European 

explorer, Smith proceeds to describe a waste land fit for Auch an encounter 

with civilized man's alter ~. The coast which looms next before the explorers 

is "foul and stinking by reason of the stagnant waters therein tl , and Smith 

concludes that it "is forsooth no countrie, for any save the Salvage 

(p.368). Later in the novel, another piece of the journal provides this 

description: 

It dooth in sooth transcend the power of my pen, or of my fancie, 
to relate the aspect of this place, so forsaken & desolate & ill
appearing wi thaI; a sink-hole it is, all marshie and gone to 
swamp. Water standeth hereabouts in lakes and pooles, forsooth 
there is more water than drie land, but most of the grownd is a 
mixture of the twain, for that the tide doth rise and fall, 
covering and discovering grand flatts of mud thereby, and Isles 

It 
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bearing naught but greene reedes and pine-scrub ••• All 
thereto, the entire country is flatt, and most below the 
level of the sea, so that the eye doth see this dreary 
land-scape endlesslie on every hand ••• it is forsooth 
Earths uglie fundament, a place not fit for any English
man, and I here venture, no matter how that the countrie 
near to hand, sllch as our own Virginia, doth prosper in 
yeers to come, yet will no Herson but a Salvage ever in
habi t this place through W

C we march' d except he be a 
bloudie fool, or other manner of ass. 

(page~ 556-7). 

There is much irony here, for this barren waste will be known as Bloodsworth 

Island to Ebenezer Cooke and his tutor in ninety years' time: the document gives 

ita symbolic status, a pedigree, in preparation for its later function as a 

meeting-ground of the Indians and Negroes who will threaten the whlltes of 

Maryland. One such symbolic aspect involves waste, and we see Smith's crew, 

afflicted with dysentery, befouling the Bay of Chesapeake, which "was of greate 

size, and cd acoommodate them better than our barge" (p.370). In this state 

Smith's men are helpless to resist an attack by the local "Salvages", and when 

he names the nearby straits "Limbo" (although he thinks "Purgatorio" more apt), 

Smith adds oblivion to the area's symbolic barbarity and waste. 

Remaining for the "Secret Histone" of SIDi th is the task of linking whi te 

man and savage Indian in a symbolic way that will be seen in the present time 

of the novel's actions. It is here that Smith uses Sir Henry ~lrlingame as 

his target, and he spends much time describing the Falstaffian knight's credent-

ials for depravity. The strongest parallelism between black and white occurs 

during another gargantuan competition, this time when Sir Henry acts as champion 

for a candidate for the vacant kingship of the tribe which has captured them, . 

called the Ahatchwhoops because of their renowned affliction of tlfoule aire, 

that riseth on a man's stomacke, after he hath eate a surfitt of food" (p.557). 

The contest involves the consumption of a banquet, and Sir Henry sits opposite 

his rival, a flfatt Salvage" called Attonce, as if facing a mirror which shows 

him the metaphoric truth about himself. All the novel's themes of hollowness, 
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barbarity, and European decadence come to a climax as white man and savage 

match each other in gluttony, conmmUng identical dishes at the ~ame time 

(p.562). In the end, the victory goes to the "civilized" contestant, a 

heart-attack felling Attonce after only twenty-six courses: the dead savage 

equats opposite his live and equ.ally gross counterpart, the noble Sir Henry 

Burlingame, for whom no fitter home than BloodsvlOrth Island or the Limbo 

Strai ts could be found. 

A.·~ the new ruler of the Ahatchwhoops, Sir Henry Burlingame is rather like 

Henderson the Rain King; but ~~ere Henderson flees, he stays and fathers in 

his symbolic savagery a progeny whose mingled blood incarnates the savage-in-the-

civilized and the civilized-in-the-savage. His three grandsons are involved 

with Ebenezer Cooke and his friends in the present time of the novel, and their 

experiences there, each described at great length, attest to the inferiority 

of "civilization" in Maryland. Ebenezer Cooke learns of the late "Charley" 

Matassin's story - Sir Henry's first, and darkest-skinned, grandson - from the 

half-breed's fomer lover, Mary tJlungummory, the "travelling whore of DorRet". 

Sent by his father, Chicamec, as ambassador to another chief, r-ratassin has been 

carried in a squall into a white settlement where he finds Mary ~rungummory, 

rapes her, and is sufficiently impressed by her skill to become her lover. 

Later, he also becomes the lover of her sister, Kate, who has married an elderly 

and wealthy Dutch settler called Wilhelm Tick. The Tick episode, which shows 

a European family blindly destroying itself in its greed to inherit its patri-

arch's property, makes the white man stupid but the Indian cunningly intelli-

gent. Caught ~nwi ttingly in Charley's plot, 'rick's Bans kill their father 

and then one another, with Kate herself murdering the last son and being mlrdered 

by Charley himself. But the jealous Mary f>iungummory betrays her Indian and he 

is hanged, passing into memory as a mysterious and titanic fi~lre in whom Ebenezer 

68 senses his own tutor's lust for the world and its occupants • 

68. Barth's treatment of the Indian character in this novel is discussed by Brian 
Dippie in lltHis Vif5age Wild, His Form Exotick': Indian '('heme::; and Cultural 
Guilt in John Barth's fPhe Sot-Weed Factor", American Quarterly 21,pageR 113-21 
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The story of Charley Matassin shows the Indian to be actually more admirable 

for his civilized qualities than the white man, who i5 a degenerate tick 

motivated only by greed. Charley's brother, the lighter-skinned Cohunkowprets, 

is involved in a fable about the nobleness of the noble savage, and so goes 

one better than his ol~er. brother. Also washed by chance into a white settle-

ment in Maryland, he staggers into an inn where he acquires both a pejorative 

nickname, "Billy Rumbly", and a liking for rum. Seeing that he is attracted 

to a young woman who is staying at the inn, the whites there persuade him to 

rape her by insisting that this is a part of civilized courting procedures: 

although she shoots him, the young lady finds his savage vigour attractive. 

When they begin to live together as man and wife, their essential ways become 

manifest ander each other's infillences: she becomes savage and he acquires the 

polished manners of a civilized being. ~ the time Ebenezer arrives and 

recognizes her as Anna Cooke, his o~~ beloved t~~n, her outward and visible 

degeneration is a sign of the inner and invisible degeneration that has taken 

place in him. The naive Ebenezer makes a moving speech extolling the virtues 

of civilization: he pleads "the case of humankind, of civilization versus the 

Abyss of Salvagery. Only think, sir: what you've acquired in less than a fort

night wanted two thousand years and more a-building; 'tis a most sweet liquor, 

is't not'?" (p.662). But Cohunkowprets is insufficiently civilized to connive 

at the destrllction of his own people, as the Matyland whites ~~8h him to, and 

overnight he changes back into an Indian, even his skin seeming "magically to 

have darkened" (p.664). Anna, for her part, lightens her skin by the less 

enigmatic expedient of washing it, and is civilized once more. 

The copper-skinned MatasRin and the bronzed Cohunkowprets have a brother 

who is lily whi te, long lost because ejected as an infant by the Ahatchwhoops, 

who detested his resemblance to the hated white man. This third grandson of 

the decadent Sir Henry ~lrlingame and his native ~~fe is, inevitably, Henry 
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Burlingame III, tutor to Ebenezer and Anna, who at the beginning of the novel 

has known no more of his origins than that he has been found, a Moses-like 

infant cast adrift in a canoe in the Chesapeake, his name tattooed on his 

chest, and that after being brought up by an old sea-captain and his wife he 

began his quest for his father. It is primarily through Burlingame that the 

metaphors of barbarism, waste, and emptiness are transferred from the scattered 

journals of 1607-8 to the present-time activities of the novel, in the 1690t s. 

In unravelling the "journalls tl of Captain Smith and Sir Henry Burlingame, 

we have clarified much of this extraordinarily complex and witty novel. The 

critic's temptation is to plunge ahead with the task of unravelling more, and 

certainly there is all of Ebenezer's and Burlingamets relationship to be 

accounted for; but I think it is right to pause here and consider once more 

the process Barth has obliged us to take in order to understand The Sot-Weed 

Factor. While it is obviously a consciously-wrought version of the Heart of 

Darkness archetype, the novel equally obviously demands a disproportionately 

large amount of analysis in order :for that archetype to become apparent and for 

its significance to be meaningful. Are the generic attributes of Burlingame, 

for example, enriched by the fact that we have to read so much of his lineage 

from an achronologically-presented book-within-a-book? Is Bloodsworth Island 

better fitted as the home of dark insights after we have worked out the symbolic 

significance of events which have occurred there ninety years before? Is the 

barbarity of the white Marylander shown any more strongly after the stories 

involving Sir Henry Thlrlingame'a three coloured grandsons? All these questions, 

I think, together with other similar qtleries that might also be made, can fairly 

be answered in the negative without crippling the hook, so obviously do they 

accord with Barth's parodic attitude. Reality is at odds with art, in his 

view; the artist cannot compete with the sheer inventiveness of the world 

(which is why The Sot-Weed Factor degenerates so frequently into lists of things). 

The only true artistry, he implies in "The Literature of ExhauFition", accentuates 
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the differences: and so a simple narrative becomes a complex businees of yarns 

from the past, picaresque adventures, snatches of written documents, elephantine 

coincidencee, incredible character-changes, and dangling suspensions of dis-

belief, while vital generic attributes become ridiculous because burdened with 

I'lymbols. It is not only Conrad's novella which is beine parodied here, but 

the whole procees of litera~lre, from Smith's Jacobean languaee and the historical 

Ebenezer Cooke's poem, liThe Sot-Weed Factor,,69a
to the tortuously opaque language 

and conventions of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen~lry novel. Both novels 

dealt with in the earlier part of this section had a similar atti~lde to language, 

but where Heller and Bellow allow the word-veil to part or collapse in order to 

admi t the archetypal vision of reali ty, Barth's scrupulous belief in the 

limi tations of Ii tera~lre ,has precluded him from doing this at all. Kurtz's 

original glimpse of "The horror" becomes dissipated in The Sot-Weed Facto!r to 

a tedious scramble for documents which reduce that vision to literary symbols, 

to life placed at a remove. 

Bearing all this in mind, we may now ~rn finally to the events I'let in the 

novel's present time. As a c01mterpoint to the density of the parodied 

journals, Ebenezer'e classically romantic-decadent quest to the New World is 

muted and underplayed, culminating in the almost laconic insight which OCCUrR 

on Bloodsworth Island, that well-documented and certified heart of darkness. 

Ebenezer begins his three-stage journey in England, where he is presented as 

a romantic daydreamer, "dizzy with the beauty of the possible" (p.ll) and quite 

unfi t,_ to recognize everydayreali ty. Practical needs overwhelm him (he is sent 

down from universi ty) and send him into that state of paralysis, coslTlopsis, from 

which Jacob Horner ~ffered69. Sent to administer his father's estate in Mary-

land, Ebenezer wins the laureateship of the colony from Lord Baltimore, its 

former admini"trator, even though Baltimore no longer poesesses the power to 

690 For a discussion of Barth's similarl ty to Sartre in his ideas of "hollowness" 
ann identi ty see Jean Kennard, IIJohn Barth: Imitations of Imi tations", Mosaic 
3, iL p.123. 

69a. See Philip E. Diser .. "The Historical Ebenezer Cooke", Cri tique X, iii (1968), 
pagee 48-59 0 
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di~trlbute mlch post!!!. Then, confronted by the worldly but attractive proeti-

tute, Joan Toa~t, he so idealizes her that ehe become!!! the muse for hie proposed 

encomium to Maryland, the Marylandiad. 

as a mark of hie pure idealism. 

He resolves to preserve his virginity 

The question of Ebenezer'e virginity is significant beyond the customary 

equation of sexual and worldly innocence. As we will recall from Percy's 

treatment of sexuality, an idealistic attitude toward thie essentially physical 

activity makes it a transcendent thing when it is not spiritual but immanent. 

Ebenezer's prolonged refusal to indulge in sex, despite the frequent opportuni

ties which come to, him, can be interpreted as a refusal to "enter", literally, 

a physical world incarnated in Joan Toast; his final union with her, when she 

has been diseased and aged by worldly experience, is an acknowledgement not only 

of her real state but also of the state of the world; an acknowledgement 

accompanied by the abandonment of The Marylandiad for a more disillusioned work, 

"The sot-Weed Factor". This last, because it does not attempt to falsify 

reality, is the least "decadent" work, linguistically speaking, in Barth's 

novel. 

His earlier innocence is at odds with the generic images and metaphors of 

reality which confront him when he is washed ashore in the New World, and the 

reader recognizes tilem if Ebenezer does not. He finds a tied and beaten Negro 

on the beach, a moment reminiscent of Kierkegaard's Crusoe metaphor for the 

apparition of the Other in the world of self. This Negro is an image of 

barbarity, too; and moments later he realizes that he is in terra incognita 

(p. 2TI), where words and titles have no meaning (p.27)). 'The first man he 

meets in the New \'iorld announces that they are in "shi tten Maryland" (p.293), 

and the cumulative effect of these images is to suggest that Ebenezer has 

fmmd the home of the barbaric, the waste, and the void. Similar imagery 

distinguishes his tutor, Henry Burlingame: we have already seen that his origins 
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are as barbaric as the Negro's; he is thought, because of his enigmatic origins, 

to be ~ nihilo (p.13l); and though not specifically associated with waste 

imagery, he is certainly as protean, and therefore as devoid of order, as any-

thing in the New World. Burlingame is, in fact, an entrepreneur for experience, 

a reality tutor who is reality; and the more Ebenezer discovers about him, 

the more he discovers about the world. Burlingame's long homilies have a 

distinctly twentieth century ring to them 70, and are aimed at undermining 

Ebenezer's idealism by underlining the frailty of identity in the vault of 

experience. Late in 'Phe Sot-Weed Factor, for example, Ebenezer peers through 

the window of Malden, his Maryland estate, and sees Burlingame impersonating 

him; robbed of himself, he understands for an instant the emptiness within him-

self. After listening at another point to Burlingame's homily on the need 

for desperate self-assertion (p.345), Ebenezer/has the sensation of "falling" 

upward into the endless void of space,(p.346). 

What, finally, of Ebenezer's insight at the heart of darkness, that vital 

part of the genre? He reaches this after a long declension of minor incidents 

. similar in tone and nature to those which bring about the disillusionment of 

Bellow's Henderson. Having set out by boat to sail across the bay to Malden, 

his goal, he and his companions are blown off course and through those very 

Limbo straits which, as they now know, were named by Captain Smith ninety 

years before their time. 'rhey are capblred by Negroes and Indians on Bloods-

worth Island but are saved from exe~ltion by the production of the last docu-

ment they have Rought for !'lO long, and 80 the prolonged and rather laborious 

fi tting-together of the jigsaw puzzle which has replaced the epiphanous vision 

of Kurtz is over. Burlingame is revealed as one of the tribe, and a quick 

moment of intellection - far removed from apprehension - reveals that the world 

for which he stands is barbaric too. 

70. Beverley Gross has made the same point in a useful discussion of the relation
ship of Barth's novels to the literary material within them and to life. 
See '''fue Anti-Novels of John Barth", Chicago Review, 20 iii, p.l03. 
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A novel like The Sot-Weed Factor reveals the limitations of over~strict 

adherence to the view that all literature is linguistically decadent. In itself, 

theatti tude is harmless, if the holder of it is willing to turn to other forms 

of art. But Barth's use of a decadent form and decadent themes in order to 

convey to the reader the decadence of the verbal medium itself becomes otiose, 

leading inevitably to the.:1nvolutions of his next novel, Giles Goatboy (1966)71. 

Al though a logical development of this part of the decadentist genre, The Sot-

Weed Factor stands at the end of a path that will not be travelled again in 

this study. We turn now to Walker Percy' strom novel and find ourselves on 

familiar ground once more, confronted by a classical image of decadence, 

offered by a writer who does not suspect the medium which he uses. 

4. Walker Percy's Love in the Ruins (1971). 

It is curious - and a relief, as I have suggested above - that a wri ter who 

has diagnosed the phenomenon of lin~listic alienation so accurately should treat 

it polemically, in The Last Gentleman, instead of dramatically or formally. 

The advantage for the reader lies in Percy's steady evocation of an older, 

Gibbonian picture of the decline and fall of modern America. In the final 

section of this sutdy, we will see the linguistic and social forms of decadence 

merge in the novels of Thomas pynchon; meanwhile, Percy's novel is a useful 

reminder of the older forms of socia-scientific decay in fiction. 

The America about which Percy writes is the America we saw described with 

such bewilderment in the opening pages of this Rtudy. The small IJouisiana 

townshi p in whi ch it is set is less regionally represen ta ti ve than the Southern 

towns of the earlier novels: it is an American Every town that exhibits traits 

that can be found anywhere. Its theatre, for example, advertizes "HOMO HIJINKS 

ZANY LAFF RIOT", referring to a film in which there occurs "an act of fellatio 

71. Giles Goat-Boy is·;the work of a Parnas3ian, completely severed from reality 
and far too complex to treat here; for an excellent discussion of its 
inventive and fable-like qualities, see Robert Scholes, >'Fabulation and Epic 
Vision", The Fabulators (Ne'!.l York: Oxford University Press, 1967), pages 135-
173. 
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performed by two skydivers in a free fall in 3-D Ektachrome on a two-hundred-

72 foot screen" • A vast golf course, carpeted with plastic grass, is the scene 

of a Bible convention celebrating "Jesus. Chril'3t,th~ Greatest Pro of Them All It (p.83). 

The town contains too an institute for sexual research, in which martyrs to 

science voluntarily copulate for white-coated technicians who stand on the 

far side of one-way mirrors. Like Roth, Mailer, Friedman and the rest, Percy 

sees such things as signs of a general decadence which, in this futuristic 

novel, has torn America in two. 'Phe states are no longer united: some in the 

North have formed alliances with Scandinavian countries, while others in the 

South have formed diplomatic relations with Rhodesia. The Republican Party 

has become the extreme right-wing "Knothead Party"; the Democrats for their 

part have moved just as far to the left; the businessman and the Klansman have 

pitted themselves against the Negro and the student outcast; the conservatism 

of the South is at loggerheads ~~th the liberalism of the North. In Ecuador, 

a long, expensive war in which America has supported the s®uthern half of the 

country against the invading north has drained the United States of its vi tal-

ity. Within the country, the Roman Catholic Church of America has shattered 

into three parts: 

(1) the American Catholic Church whose new Rome is Cicero, Illinois; 
(2) the Dutch schismatics who believe in relevance not God; 
(3) the Roman Catholic remnant, a tiny scattered flock with no place 
to go. 

The American Catholic Church, which emphasizes property rights and 
the integrity of the neighbourhoods, retained the Latin mass and plays 
'rhe star-Spangled Banner at the-elevation. 

The Dutch schismatics in this area comprise several priests and 
nuns who left Rome to get married ••• Now several ••• are importun
ing the Thltch cardinal to allow them to remarry. 

The Roman Catholics hereabout are scattered and demoralized ••• 
(p.6). 

The central fig~re of Love in the Ruins (like his predecessors, a degenerate 

descendant of noble ancestor!'!, in this case of his namesake, Thomas More) returns 

72. Love in the Rllins (New York: Farrar, strause & Giroux, 1971), p,,37 .. FUrther 
references are cited within the text. 
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to the basic metaphor of The Last Gentleman as he surveys America: things 

have fallen apart and the centre cannot hold: 

Even now, late as it is, nobody can really believe that it 
didn't work at all. 'rhe U. S. A. didn't work! Is it even possible 
that from the beginning it never did work? That the thing always 
had a flaw in it, a place where it would shear? ••• was it the 
nigger business from the beginning'? What a bad joke: God saying, 
here it il'3, the new Eden, and it is yours because you are the 
apple of my eye; because you the lor{lly Westerners, the fierce 
Caucasian-Gentile-Visigothe, believed in me ••• so I gave it all 
to you ••• even gave you the new world that I blessed for you. 
And all you had to do was pass one little test, which was surely 
child' B play for you because you had already passed the big one. 
One 1i ttle test: here t s a helpless man in Africa, all you have to 
do 18 not violate him. That's all. 

One Ii ttle test: you flunk! 
(pages 56-7). 

This reads as if i twere a synopsis of numerous views we have seen of American 

socio-cultural decaq,ence. Percy's obvious desire to make the Negro a part of 

his polemiC betrays his symbolic, literary approach to the theme. Just as 

America has been cut in two, Americans have been cut in two; the cynical, 

alcoholic doctor makes this explicit in the manner of the Sutter Vaught whom 

he closely resembles. The world, says More, is 

broken, sundered, busted do~n the middle, self ripped from 
self and man pasted back together as a mythical monster, half 
angel, half beast, but no man. Even now I can diagnose and one 
day cure: cure the new pla~le, the Modern Black Death, the current 
hermaphroditism of the spirit, namely: More's syndrome, or: chronic 
angelism-bestialism that rives soul from body and sets it orbiting 
the great world as the spirit of abstraction whence it takes the 
form of beasts, swans, and bulls, werewolves, bloodsuckers, ~1r 

Hyde~, or just poor lonesome ghost locked in its own machinery. 
(pages 382-3). 

Here, ~ore ie showing classically decadentist views, for he sees in man the 

effete abstracting principle which moves him away from reality and, at the same 

time, the uncontrolled animal tendency of the bea5t. He tapho ri cally, Percy's 

American is at one and the same time an etiolated white and a savage, carnal 

black; a polarized view which informs the whole novel. It is probably ~~se, 

therefore, to see the Negro of Love in the Ruins as primarily a symbolic and 

not Ii tera! fi~lre, a point to which I will return !'it the end of this sub-sect-
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ion. 

This symbolic view of the relationship between black man and white is a 

part of Percy's substantial use of the classical image3 of decay popularized 

by Gibbon. Like Bryusov and his fellow-poets early in the century, Percy 

turns specifically and consciously to archetypes which - slightly transformed -

will illustrate the decadence which he sees. Thl1s the Louisiana township in 

which the novel is set is surrounded by a marshy waste; the walls of civilization 

become a protective wall buH t about the weal thy suburbs of the town; the 

invading barbarians are the Negroe3 and l"1hi te cultists who live in the marshes, 

together with Bantus who have been especially imported from Africa to aid 

revolution and symbolism alike. The hot-house of civilization continues by 

means of a slightly different metaphor, the glassed-in patios of the wealthy 

suburban bungalows; the paving of thosebuil t too close to the surrounding 

marsh cracks, and creeps with vines which reach out from T. H. Huxley's Homanes 

lecture; a deserted Howard Johnson motel decays near the wasted marshes, the 

brackish green water of its swimming pool filled with snake3 and water-turtles. 

These are all images of a contemporary America which has drifted away from 

a life of integrity and towards artifice, abstraction, and sterility, causing 

a polarization which leaves the individual spreadeagled and crippled. 

Trapped in 1964, Sutter Vaught had no chance to treat the alienation which 

he so fully diagnosed. But the vaguely futuristic Love in the Ruins allows 

Thomas More to devise an artificial means of curing the alienation of his 

fellow-man. His original insight toward this occurs when a Heavy Sodium pile 

used in cancer research blows up in New Orleans, killing a pair of physicists 

and sending up a surprisingly li terary symbol in a "curious yellow lens-shaped 

cloud" (p.2S). He connects this incident with lillusual developments which 

follow: in the nearby psychiatric h0spi tal in which he works, "Some of the 

patients got better and some of the psychiatrists got worse" (p.26), the insane 

become sane and the extroverted become introverts. After twenty years spent 
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pondering this curious connection, More realizes that a reaction has occurred 

between the Heavy SOdilun of the pile and the Heavy Chlo~de of the salt domes 

which lie beneath Southern Louisiana.. Realizing that Heavy Sodium stimulates 

Brodmann Area 32, the abstractive area of the brain (p.27), and that Heavy 

Chloride stimulates the thalamus, seat of bestialism, he sees that the psycho

logical imbalances of the hospital inmates and residents have been completely 

inverted during the reaction which the fatal explosion brought about. 

As the heavily symbolic setting of l.ove in the Ruins would suggest, Percy 

is working mythically here, and does not mean that his narrative should be 

taken completely literally. The lens-shaped yellow cloud emitted by the 

Heavy Sodium pile is an outward sign of its tendency to reverse psyches as a 

lens will invert the poles of any object seen through it; and there is a mordant 

irony when Heavy Sodium produces angelism instead of a cancer cure. But more 

important than this is the location of much of Percy's decadent South, already 

raised toward mythical status in the first two novels, upon a bed of radioactive 

chloride salt. It is as if Wells's Tono-Bungay had been set on Mordet Island, 

or Lord Jim on Chester's pile of sea-bound ~lano, with the scientific meaning 

of waste reinforcing the metaphor of social decay. The Louisiana township 

of this novel is both Ii terally and symbolically decadent and potentially aI'oca~ 

lyptic, its barbaric marshy wastes teeming with black activists and Bantu 

tribesmen, and positioned above a ';barbaric" chemical, Sodium Chloride. This 

chemical is capable of reacting with More'8 entirely mythical invention, the 

"ontological lapsometer", a reaction which would result in another lens-shaped 

cloud. The cnunbling, doomed civilization of Love in the loons is thus assured 

of either a traditionally barbaric apocalypse, with Bantu and Negro scrambling 

over its walls, or a nuclear apocalypse appropriate to the second half of the 

twentieth century. 

"More's Qualitative Quantitative Ontological I.apsometer" (p.30) is a human-
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istic device given the highly credible trappings of' contemporary SCience, and 

is of' the same order as Wells's time machine or invisible man, a scantily

sketched gadget which belongR to romance-fiction and not science-fiction. 

The lapsometer is "a gadget without wires that will measure the electrical 

activity of the separate centers of the brain", of' which More askl"J, "given such 

a machine, given such readings, could the readings then be correlated with the 

manifold woes of the Western world, its terrors and ragel"J and murderous impulses? 

And if so, could the latter be treated by treating the fonne!'?" (pages 28-9). 

As its name 3UggeStS. the lapsometer is potentially capable of restoring man 

f'rom his lapsed or inauthentic condition to an authentic one; it diagnose3 by 

means of recording and comparing the electrical impulsel"J of various parts of 

the brain; it later heals through its capacity to bombard the respective brain 

areas wi th compensating doses of sodium or chloride ion!!! (pages 210-11). 

In his desire to put such a machine to work, Thomas More shares much of the 

motivation of other central figures in this genre. All, however modestly, 

have been seekers of meaning and order, desiring to interpret the signi5 they 

see about them in a way that will give them a message of human significance, 

however unsure they might be when they begin their quest what the nature of 

their sought meaning is. Seeing the traditional poles of savage and over-

civilized within society, More seeks to balance them by reconciling them, and 

thus seeks to create order once more out of the inCipient chaos that exists at 

the beginning of the novel. As he sees it, the lapsometer is a means of making 

hollow men wholeaga.in~ lithe first caliper of the soul and the first hope of 

bridging the dread chasm that has rent the soul of Western man ever since the 

famous philosopher Descartes ripped body loose from mind" (p.191). 

The lapsometer f~ils, however. Used in specific and limited situations it 

functions e.ffecti vely. But in a stunning public debate held at the local 

hospital, dozens of lapsometers are handed about and used indiscriminately, 

with remarkable results. Severely "intellectual" doctors leer latSci viously 
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at nurses and the women students; fonner1y inhibited couples begin to copulate 

with abandon beneath the seats of the lecture-theatre; a Negro doctor normally 

. noted for his restraint assaults a white doctor who has condescended to him 

for years; the world-famous, highly-regarded director of the hospital reveals 

an unsuspected fondness for boyish young men (pages 228-42). This is chaos. 

a chaos which could have been avoided had the 1apsometers been used with care 

and discrimination. The miRtake More makes is to hand the patent for his 

lapsometer over to a government agent who intends to use them as a means of 

accentuating the polarized nature of contemporary American society, provoking 

peaceful demonstrators to riot in order that the forces of allthority might 

be given a pretext for striking back and crushing them. More's foolishness 

brings about the barbaric apocalypse he has tried to forestall: hordes of 

Bantu guerrillas invade the outskirts of the town while the middle-class whi tea 

retreat behind the fortified walls of their suburbs. 

Thomas 110re remains in the no-man I s-land between swamp and civilization, 

for, like Sutter Vaught and the archetypal Kllrtz~ he is aware of the emptiness 

essential to both. As a doctor, he treats the ills which civilization induces 

as well as those contracted in the marshland by the people who have left civili-

zation behind. His outings into the marshes are a variation in minor key 

of the heart of darkness quest, given a further symbolic tinge by the danger 

that his pocket lapsometer might react wi th the Sodium. Chloride of the marshes. 

His attempts to bring black and white together, both in the sense of reconciling 

savage and civilized. and in the sense of balancing these a.:r'Aas of the individual 

mind, are useless, however; as are all ordering attempts in this genre. By 

handing the lapsometer over to either of the two opposed forces in society, 

More has thrown away his mythical shaping device; and the chaotic scenes in 

which lapsometers are used en ~ are dramatizatio~~ of the entropic process 

at work. Inevitably, the lapsometers bring about another apocalyptic blast 

like the one which occurred at New Orleans twenty years before. '!'he explosion, 
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with its lens-shaped cloud, is relatively lmimportant in itself, for the event 

is primarily a Ii terary one which reinforces the power and significance of the 

barbaric invasion of the walled suburb which begins at the same· time. Percy 

presents a ludicrous image of decadence a8 the explosion is about to occur, 

with players in a golf tournament wandering amongst smoking yellow craters 

which they mistake for bunkers, and slowly succumbing to the Heavy Chloride 

and Heavy Sodium being produced in the steadily-intensifying reaction (pages 

353-73) .. After the explosion, and in obedience to the symbolic lens-shaped 

cloud the explosion emits, black and white are reversed; the swamp-land Negroes 

belong to the walled suburbs and the middle class, while the white man is cast 

into the impoverished ghettoes .. 

It seems inappropriate to see Percy's conclusion to this novel as simply 

satirical, a suggestion that the Negro will become a bourgeois figure i£ given 

the opportuni ty. As I have tried to make clear, this final inversion con-

summates his view of the symbolic relation of black man and white, bestialism 

and angelism. It is more appropriate to recall the static, entropic conclusions 

to so many of the novels studied above, and to see the inexhaustible interchange

abili~ of black for white, savage-civilized for civilized-savage here as yet 

another loss of order and the chance for meaning in t he genre. Discreetly 

used, the lapsometer could have created a new kind of man; but Love in the Ruins, 

like all decadentist novels, knows that order is toredoomed, that in the contemp

orary waste land the circling of the prickly pear follows the apocalyptic 

Whimper. 

5. In Summary. 

I have tried in this section to show how contemporary American fiction manifests 

two aspects of decadentism in particular: firstly, the way in which the human 

and romantic tragedy of alienation dominates the description and analysis of ' 

the processes of socio-cultural decay; and second, that to a large degree con

temporary man in America is alienated from his environment because the language 
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he uses to describe it is in verbal decay. 

A novel like Catch-22 Shows how the two themes fit together but also typifies 

the way in which the linguistic tends to dominate the human in American fiction. 

Yossarian's alienation is obviously a genuinely-felt thing, and clearly derives 

from his predicament in a highly decadent situation. But his final escape is 

reminiscent of the ending of Huckleberry Finn, a sign that the whole novel is an 

escape from Ii terature and the language of Ii terature. Yossarian and his 

comrades are caught in the semantic traps of a language system which, like 

anything decadent, has lost touch with reality; and although Catch-22 is an 

extreme example, this tendency continues throughout the genre, as I have tried 

to show. A more representative example was to be found, perhaps, in Henderson 

the Rain King, where written traditions and literary material subtly furnished 

the background for Henderson's romantic quest, but needed to be transcended 

by the undermining of Dahfu in order for the quest to come to a conclusion. 

Very obviously, too, The Sot-Weed Factor was about books and their inadequacies, 

and not about life. The linked quests of Ebenezer Cooke and HenTy Burlingame 

III, therefore, were doomed before they began, because aimed at the proof of 

ne~tive things. 

Barth's attitude to the exhaustibility of literature typified the way in 

which much of contemporary fiction resembles the Parnassianism of the Decadent 

poets. Just as the doctrine of ·'art for art's sake" forsook the confusions 

of the 9P2Yday world to find meaning in works of art, any aesthetic which 

affirms the gulf between life and fiction consigns its own fictions to the 

realm of game-playing and escapism. It also brings into the genre a new figure, 

a sophistication of the doomed seeker-of-meaning. This is the queste~as-artist, 

the fi~lre whose failure to find meaning is accompanied by the collapse of the 

fiction in which he liveB, an acknowledgement that the artist who writes about 

the decay of order and meaning in the world must mimic that decay in his own 

work. All the central figures of the writers exa'1lineri in this section develop 
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from the status of mere questersto the status of substitutes for their artietic 

creators. 

The tendencies and developments .and sophistications of the decadentist 

genre which I have attempted to trace in this section continue in the last 

section of this,study, which is devoted wholly to the novels of Thomas Pynchon. 

His terminal placement is inevitable, since his novels quite deliberately 

demand to be treated as the end-point of fictional decadentism; and I hope to 

show that his work presupposes the existence of a tradition such as that I 

have tried to delineate to this point. But more than this, and more excitingly, 

Pynchon's novels take the fiction of decay into a wholly new imaginative 

dimension. 



SECTION FIVE: THOMAS PYNCHON AND THJ1J SCIF.!NCE OF DECADE:NfI'ISM. 

1. V (1963). 

2. The Crying of Lot 49 (1967). 

3. Gravity's Rainbow (1973). 

4.. In Summary. 



More than any writer studied so £ar, Thomas Pynchon shows a consistent 

awareness of the contents and details o£ the novels of decadence, and an 

understanding of the social and historical implications of decadence, as well 

as a determination to outdo all former practitioners of decadentism in fiction. 

Thus, in his fiction, the tendencies of this twentieth century genre become 

stressed and underscored in full, and a study o£ his work will enable us to 

confirm the presence of many of the tendencies we appear to have detected so 

far. By providing us with three novelA in which this process may occur -

where Bellow or Barth have produced only one example w~thin the genre - pynchon 

merely widens the pos~ibilities of confirmation. 

Were his fiction noteworthy for this alone, it would still deserve its 

terminal position. But pynchon is also a writer who, like Percy, has been 

trained as a sci8ntist, and while his fiction sets out clearly some o£ the post

humanistic implications of decadence in contemporary America it can also express 

the old concerns, often with the greater clarity and richness af£orded by scient-
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ific metaphor. Thie /'Scientific influence causes the most important development 

his fiction offers the decadentist genre: in his novele the God whom nineteenth 

century science seemed to have banished is replaced by a new Absolute; but one 

essentially malevolent, a Manichaean influence rather than a beneficent one. 

Thus, as we will see in the remainder of this section, th~ decadentist novel 

retreats from the vacuum left by the removal of the divine. But we will also 

see how threatening Pynchon'g new ~bsolute is to man. 

This distinctive yoking of the liberal arts with contemporary science and 

technology began when Pynchon completed a courRe in aerodynamics engineering 

at Cornell University in the late 1950's. After a period in which he helped 

in the production of a scientific magazine for the Boeing Corporation fun Seattle, 

he served in the United States Navy (two experiences which were to provide materi-

a1 for his first novels), and later joined the writing class being run at Cornell 

by the distin@lished novelist, Vladimir Nabokovl • Thus, after long absorption 

of science and technology and exposure to current scientific developments, 

pynchon found himself a writer of fiction in his early 'twenties2• Certainly, 

he could have found few better men than Nabokov to euide him to the upper 

reaches of the decadentist genre: his Lolita (1958) is a classical ~~erican 

romance parody. Pale Fire (1962) makes a game of the apposition between the 

writer's word-world and the mlndane world in which the assassin, Gradu~, moves, 

gripped by his wayward bowels and connlsed by the city of Lex. It seems possible 

to conjecture that Nabokov was writing this novel at the same at which Pynchon 

was learning to write in his classes; it wQuld be impossible to denya.strong 

general influence by the older wri ter upon the younger. 

The strongly literary consciousness of pynchon's fiction is self-evident, 

and there is no need to discusss it separately from the analyses of each novel 

1. I have derived these facts from the mOBt explicit of the very few biographical 
entries on Pynchon that exist: see Contemnorarv Authors:the International 
Bio-Biblio . a hi.cal Guide to Current Authors and '!:'heir Work 'ea; Jarnel'l M. 
Ethridge Detroit: Gale Research, 1962), pages 352-3. 

2. Contemporary Authors,p.353. 
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which will follow. Thlt there is much about the ~cientific influence in hi~ 

novels which ought to be made clear before we reach them • His per~onal reticence 

.,.. he has never been interviewed ...,. makes the usual process of tracing :;;ources 

and influences a hypothetical one, and when I a~sume that he was aware of 

developments in the mainstream of science and technology, I am conjecturine-, 

of course. fut it seems valid - unavoidable, in fact - to do this when disCURs-

ing .the work of afonner student of physiCS and aeronautical engineerine- whORe 

subsequent job at the Boeing Corporation would have kept scientific developments 

continl1ally before him. The final test of my conjectures is, naulrally, their 

validity when applied to each of pynchon's novels. 

Pynchon's greatest innovation as a writer of the novel of decay i~, wi thout 

a doubt, his introduction of quantum physics to the genre. This rather breath-

taking claim means simply that he has perceived an analogy between the develop-

ment of physical research and the development of fictional decadence during the 

same period, and has enriched the latter through his understanding of the former. 

(It is impossible to discuss the question of any causative link which may appear 

to shimmer between scientific and litera~J decadence.) In the next few paees I 

will dismISS at a layman's level the connections Pynchon appears to have made, 

and his use of them in fiction. But some outline of the relevant aspects of 

quantum physics is needed first. 

QnantlUn phy~ics was born in 1900 with the publication of Theory of Heat 

Radiation, Max Planck's response to problems occurring in the classical approach 

to particle decay experiments (a form of scientific decadence which outmoded the 

kind I di sCU/'lsed early in this study). trbe classical nineteenth century 

formulae governine heat physics had been found by Planck and others to relate 

poorly to observed experiments. Planck therefore introduced a variable quantal 

factor to the standard formulae, to accolmt for the lirrd tations of human 

observation and measurement of particle decay.3 Closely related to this is 

3. I have based my discussion of quanulrn p~ysics principally on T ~ergstei~ 
Quanttlm Physics and Ordinary Language ~London: MacM1l1an, 1972), pae-8s 0-10. 
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Hei~enbergte Principle of Indeterminacy, which formalized the impos~ibility 

of ever conceiving perfectly and ab~olutely what is involved in particle 

decay experimentl'!: accuracy il'l not achievable by the infinite perfection of 

measuring devices, and il'l in fact lost by it. 

To acknowledge ffilch things il!! an ontologieal ae much as a scientific busine5B, 

and involves a realization that at a microscopic level the world of appearances 

ceases instead of becoming more distinct, yielding to baffling processes which 

far outstrip our abilities to measure • (In the same way, and at the same time, 

. Einstein's relativity theory drew similar conc1usion:'3 about the macroscopic 

domain5.) The classical version of the atom, as an object like Newton's apple 

or as a tiny solar syetem circled by visible electrons, became outmoded initially 

by the curious behaviour of the electron" which wal'S found to exchange orbits 

about nuclei without actually moving, and later (in Einstein' I'S and Bohr's 

hypothetical experiments of 1927) to change from a particle to a medilunless 

6 
wave when fired at an apertured screen • To dil'lCUS8 such things in such a 

manner is of course misleading, for the logic of language cannot cope with such 

post-conceptual phenomena; the arcane processes which OC~lr in the cloud-chamber 

of the physicist are meaningfllily @leSSeQ at only in relation to the mechanisms 

of the experimental situation, incluQing the eye of the beholder, with the result 

that the entire experi~ental siblation becomes ffilbjective. 

This brings us to Bohr's theory of complementarity. Knowing that the 

processes of particle Qecay are inconceivable, ann. knowable only through their 

impact upon the machine5 which record them and upon the sci entiat observing the 

machines, Bohr proposed groups of parallel or complementary experiments containing 

the same reaction bl1t each compensating for variations in the mechanism 

4. Quanbun PhYF3ics and Ordinary LangtV:lp,"e, pages 10-12. 
5. See "AI bert Einstein and Re1ati vi ty~, Backgrounds of American Li terarv Thought, 

00. R.Horton and H. Edwards (New Yorlc:Appleton Cenbu'Y Crofts, 1967), 2nd 
edn., pages 445-8. 

6. Quantum Physics and Ordinary Language, pages 12-18. 
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of experiments (an electron may be fired through a fixed screen in one 

experiment and through a vibrating screen in another, and so on). Each 

experiment is a "field"t involving the observer too; and the result~together 

fom a eingle composite result more accurate than any individual result. 7 

stripped of its forrnulaic proof and diluted by the language of the liberal 

arts, quantum physics can be basically understood as I have set it out.. I 

hope that some of its significance il3already evident in the context of this 

study. For example, Heisenberg's remark that complementarity "accords very 

neatly with the Cartesian dualism of matter and mind,,8could be restated to 

acknowledge its even neater accordance with late nineteenth existentialism. 

The death of the objective in Nietzsche, for example, is paralleled by the 

death of classical physics with i t8 rigid formulae and objective approach to 

the experimental si tuaHon; Nietzsche's establishment of a.subjecti ve self-

world like Kierkegaard's and filled wi th surfaces behind which lu:rk.~ an 

incalculable reality resembles the conflation of experimenter, experiment and 

reaction in quantum physics; the rrrultiple view of the world which in Nietzsche's 

pijilosophy yields the relative t~lths of society is an exact counterpart to 

complementarity. The transition of classical physics to quantum physics is 

a symptom of a general transition of conceptualizing processes from the obje~t-

iva to the subjective which seems a phenomenon peculiar to the late nineteenth 

century. As Bergstein remarks, "The complementarity of quantum physics displays 

the fUndamental interdependence of observation and description of natural 

phenomena ,,9 , a statement which needs expansion to include the observing and 

describing functions which inhere in fiction-writing. 

It ie m:r argument that Pynchon has seen these parallels and their significance, 

and that to him Conrad's two novels of 1900 are of equal importance with Planck's 

pl1blication of the same year. I have tried to suggest, in the section in 

7. Qganturn Physics and Ordinary Language, pages 19-26. 
8. Cited in Arthur Koestler, The Roots of Coincidence, (London: Hutchinson, 1972), 

p.55. 
9. Quantum Physics and Ordinary Language, p.4l. 
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which I examined Heart of Darkness and Lord Jim, that they be~peak a new 

sensibility and a rejection of such cla~sical literary conventions as plot 

consummation, character analysis, and belief in the presence of order and 

meaning in life. Fbr the reader of Lord Jim it is clear that nothing specific 

or positive is understood in the novel, that Marlow will never "know~ Jim; and 

for the reader of Heart of Darkness it is equally clear that Kurtz's world 

contains inchoate forces, possibly malevolent, which pass all understanding. 

Just as the physicist finds himself reaching into the unknowable beyond the 

visible, 80 Kurtz apprehends the ineffable; just as the physicist seeks through 

complementarity to diminish his uncertainty about particle decay, so Conrad 

presents us with his multiple perspectives of the evanescent figure of the 

Decadent Jim. In fact, throughout this genre, and partiCltlarly in its contemp-

orary American phase, there is this "quantal" approach to the recording of 

phenomena and this tendency toward what we might call literary complementarity. 

Two of Melville's works suggest that these approaches inhere in the American 

experience itself: his white whale is an aspect of reality which repels harp90n 

and cetologist alike and requires numerous perspectival views; while his apoca

lyptic confidence man, fo~ever altering his appearance, clearly baffles the eye 

of the observer as the protean proton and electron do in the physicists' cloud-

chamber. As Ellison's invisible man comes nearer to a naked confrontation 

with reality it is Rinehart he sees, not one but many different people all 

bAaring the same name; Barth' 5 Floating Opera, with its continuous stage show 

of absurd! ties and i.ts never-ending river-journey from port to port, stands 

wi thout Rubtlety for a reality experienced only as absurd because experienced 

only in segments. Bellow's Allbee heads a cast of shifting, ambiguous tutors 

of "all-being" in his novels (Einhorn, Tamkin, Dahfu, Willatale); the confusing 

word-world of Catch-22 marks its lacunae wi th symbols of the immeasurable and 

the ineffable; Barth's constantly-metarno~hosing Burlingame, vanishing into 

the savage marshes of reality from which he came, is the most celebrated of all 
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these fi@!res, less Heraclitean or Ovidean than merely quantal; John Gardner's 

"Sunlight Man", dangerously insane but also pathetically foolish, capable of 

vanishing and taking @illS and books as he goes, or of emi tUng offensive odours 

at will, is yet another in the genrelO.. Obviously, there are numerous analo

gies for pynchon to have seen within American fiction, as well as the tendency 

I have tried to indicate in spheres as disparate as linguistics and ontology, 

poetry and quantum physics, toward the decay of the objective and ordering 

principles. 

1., The Crying of Lot 42, and Gravi ty' s Rainbow will be seen in the remainder 

of this section to exploit this general analogy between the literary-geographical 

heart of darkness and that of particle physics. 1, for example, is a work 

-of Ii terary cqmplementari ty: the figure of V, constantly changing as she 

becomes less and less susceptible to the measuring abiH ties of this world, is 

examined in six different ttfields", by varying observers, in six different 

periods of history. The Crying of Lot 49 bases its construction upon Maxwell's 

Box and its heroine upon Maxwell's Sorting Demon: typical of late nineteenth 

century classical physics, James Clerk Maxwell's hypothetical engine failed to 

work,in a way that merely proved the need for a quantal approach, thus becoming 

retrospectively a symbol for the apposition of old and new ways. Gravity's 

Rainbow actually loses its central figure in a chaos of imminent apocalyptic 

collapse, and never retrieves. him, despite the important work that he has to do. 

There is an extension to this analogy between liter~J and quantal hearts of 

darkness which, thOl1gh indefinite and hence a little risky to discuss, bears 

on our further lmderstanding of Gran ty' s Rainbow. In all three novels, but 

particularly in the last, Pynchon implies the presence of a controlling force, 

an intelligent but ineffable Ahsolute • Thi~ too can be seen as a product of 

. a mind trained to quantum physics.· As Arthur Koestler has argued, the world 

of quantum physics is an abstract, non-physical world, and anyone delving into 

10. See John Gardner, The Sunlight Dialom1es (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1973). 



it soon loses any conception of being surrOlmded by solid, material things. 

ThuB Sir James Jeans remarks, lithe stream of knowledge is heading toward a 

non-mechanical reality, the universe begins to look "more like a great thought 

than a great machine"ll; and another physicist, Sir Arthur Eddington, adds, 

"the stuff of the world is mind_stuffn12• If we accept the quantum physiCist's 

view of the world, ve must take the next step and concede the possible existence 

of a Thinker, an ineffable source of a universal Meaning and Order which (as 

Wittgenstein saw) lies outside space and time and at which, therefore, we are 

constantly launching our frail verbal rafts. Koestler's The Roots of toincidence 

is one such verbal raft, which, like all works in this area,. is frail with 

speculation and hypothesis; but it does establish a link between the physicist 

and quantum physics and, on the other hand, the world of extra-sensory perception. 

This latter world is certainly present in Pynchonts third novel. 

As Koestler says, the physicist has seen that all things have be~Ul to tend 

towards unity: 

The nineteenth century was the age of the most spectacular syntheses 
in the history of thought. The science of electricity merged with 
that of magnetism. Then electro-magnetic radiations were discovered 
to account for light,. colour, radiant heat, Hertzian waves. Chemistry 
was swallowed up by atomic physics. The control of the body by nerves 
and glands was seen to rely on electro-chemical processes ••• ~heat", 
"light", "electric fire n , "mechan:tJ:::al motion", "magnetic flux", were 
recognized to be convI3tible into one another, and to be merely differ
ent forms of "energy". 

Al though this un! ty cannot be understood by our merely human minds, it leaves 

a pattern in everyday experience whi(lh is manifest both in the psychic experience 

of extra-sensory perception and in what has variously been called SeriaU ty 

and $ynchronicity14. .Tungt s theory of archetypes, postulating a common pre-

historic experience which we all share in memory, is one attempt to account 

for this; and he and the physicist, Wolfgang Pallli, attempted together to 

11. Cited in 'rhe Roots of Coincidence, p.58. 
12. Cited in The Roots of Coincidence, p.59. 
13. The Act of Creation (L6ndon, 1964), p.228; cited in The Roots of Coincidence, 

p.l09. 
14. See The Roots of CoinCidence, pages 82-104. 



construct an explanation for pre-cognition and inexplicable coincidence. 

The Viennese philosopher, Palll Kammerer, also attempted to understand inexplicable 

coincidences by a theory he called "SeriaIil':lm"; and a lesser-known attempt was 

made by J. W. Dunne in his numerous and rather idiosyncratic volumes on the 

b " t15 au Jec • (The best illustration of "seriaIism" comes from Jung, who was 

analysing a patient's dream of a scarab when a scarab beetle flew in his window.
16

) 

The intrinsic Merit of the5e highly respectable inquiries is less important 

than their relation to physics and the general Movement of thought induced by 

a study of quantum physics. That Pynchon, as a sUldent of physics, should 

have been unaware of them is Ilnthinkable, and is obviously denied by the emergence 

of these themes in his fiction.
17 

But the pertinent question to be raised here 

is how these interests affect the novel of decay. Generally, the generic 

di vision between precariously-ordered ci viIi 7.ation and the primi ti ve and chaotic 

is reinforced by the influence of quantum physics. The quester in Pynchon's 

novels will quest beyond the apparent world and will always be aware that the 

Meaning he thinks he finds in signs around him may in fact be a paranoic property 

of his own sUbconscioue mind. The world in which he begins his quest, laden 

with images of decay from the tradition of socio-literary decadence, contains 

in addition signs of decay familiar to the s~ldent of contemporary America and 

those signs in which a potential Meaning seems to be assembling itself. But, 

as earlier in the genre, nothing can be fully established, little can be relied 

on, and the nearer the quester gets to his grail the nlrther it moves from him. 

How, then, does pynchon make concrete this generic division in his fictional 

worlds? In yand Gravity'e Rainbow, classical archetypes of decadence-and-

barbarism are used; but in V and The Crying of Lot 49 in particular pynchon 

also employs very distinctively the mirror-metaphor which places the whited 

15. See for example An Experiment With 'I'ime (IJondon: Black, 1927), 
Universe (London: Faber & Faber, 1934), and Nothing Dies (London:Faber, 1946). 

16. Mentioned in '!he Roots of CoinCidence, p.93. 
17. Koestler points out that Helmut Schmidt, a distinguished parapsychologist, 

worked at the Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories •. One conclildes that 
the Boeing house organ would have reported the activities of the laborator
ies from time to time. See The Roots of Coincidence, p.43. 
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:sepulchre on "this" eide of the gla3s and the chaotic and barbaric realm in 

"that",reflected world. All three novels evoke Carroll's Alice, who has 

hovered about the more absurd pa~sages of thedecadentist novel for some time; 

pynchon's have the bizarre refinement in which the Alice-figure becomes a 

wanton young seduct~r-; once through the mirror. But this concrete use of 

the mirror metaphor (which we have already glimpsed in Conrad and Waugh) is 

scientific in origin, and not Ii terary, it seems: it is another continuation 

of the transformation of particle physics into art. 

In particle physiCS, qualities of equal but opposite charge and molecular 

structures of similar but reversed composition are described as being mirrored18• 

It is this kind of metaphor which appears to guide pynchon towards his use of 

the mirrored world; and this likelihood increases if we take into account the 

kind of development that was occurring in particle physics in the late 1950's. 

T.hi:s;-: widely discussed in scientific circles, involved the discovery of groups 

of particles whose charges were the reverse of those of the proton, the nffiltron, 

and the electron, the basic particles known for a quarter of a century. These 

new particles were named, with some inevitability, the anti-proton, the anti-

nffittron, and the positron; and their existence evoked an image of a mirrored 

world oppoBi te the actual world and composed o:f "anti-matter", whose chie:f 

property seemed to be its absolute i nimi cali ty to the everyday world. For 

a series of complex physical reasons, the world of matter and the hypothetical 

and reversed world o:f anti-matter would explode violently on contact. 

Such a conception of a pair o:f mirrored worlds so completely opposed is 

certainly at work in pynchon's :fiction. In y, the six ":fields" o:f history 

in which V appears involve the mirror-world in some way because it is to the 

mirror-world that V belongs; although the setting certainly finds itself geograph-

ically in the heart of darkness o:ften enough, the symbolic mirror-world is never 

entered. It is something that is always sensed as being present in the 

18. The explosive nature of the "anti-world", a~ ","ell its mirror-relationship 
wi th this one, are dis9us8ed by Iilartin Gardner in "Anti-Particles II, '!be 
Ambidextrous Universe \Pelican Books,1970), pages 209-222. 



decadent situation, as when one of the female characters visits a plastic 

Burgeon and finds herself in a waiting room full of degenerates. There is 

a huge mirror above the mantelpiece, which reverses the image of the clock 

which stands before it. The girl imagines a timeless realm beyond, the abode 

o~ those whose mutilation has rendered them inhuman: 

here were time and reverse-time, co-existing, cancelling one 
another exactly out. Were there many such reference points, 
scattered through the world, perhaps only at nodes like this 
room which housed a transient population of the imperfect, the 
dissatisfied; did real time plus virtual or mirror-time equal 
zero and thus serve some half-understood moral purpose? Or was 
it only the mirror-world that counted; only the promise of a 
kind that the inward bow of a nose-bridge or a promontory of 
extra cartilage at the chin meant a reversal of ill fortune 
such that the world of the altered would thenceforth run on 
mirror-time; work and love by mirror-light and be only, till 
death stopped the heart's ticking (metronome's music) quietly 
as light ceases to l~brate, an imp's dance under the century's 
own chandeliers ••• 

The reader of y remains just as unsure as the girl above about the nature of 

the mirror-world; not so Oedipa Maas, the heroine of The Crying of Lot 49, who 

is thrown directly into it. Having become executrix o~ the estate of her 

millionaire former lover, she drives to a SOuthern California motel to meet 

her co-executor, a handsome lawyer called Metzger. There, in a scene which 

we will see to be full of intricate metaphors of mirror-worlds and transitions, 

Oedipa symbolically passes into the mirror-realm where all experience is 

subjective and new understandings and insights seems to await her. In 

Gravity's Rainbow, mirror-images abound, and Slothrop, its questing figure, 

makes his t ran si tion into the dark realm of the novel at a mirror-bedecked 

casino; but this is a shattered novel, and the mirror-world is presented in 

shards, as we will see. 

But the physicists' apposition of mirrored worlds of matter and anti-matter 

goes beyond this. We have seen that the Kurtzian insight becomes, in Pynchon' 8 

19. V (London: Jonathan Cape, 1963), p.46. 
text. 

Subs~quent references occur in the 
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novele, more than a glimpse of chaos and barbari ty; it is a partial apprehension 

of a Meaning that cannot be fully grasped, and may not in fact be there at all. 

Why should Pynchon choose to locate this manifestation in the mirror-world? 

The generic tradition of placing the dark vision in the dark realm would be 

influential, of course; but Pynchon could also have been influenced by the 

widely-publicized parity experiments of 1956 and 1957, which are extensions 

of the particle reversals discussed above. Once more, the experiments are 

too complex to be fully outlined here, but their nature can be indicated. As 

we saw with the notion of the existence of anti-matter, physicists had for 

years conceived of a universe whose basic particles enjoyed reversible proper-

ties .. In a.crude analogy, to imagine a particle experiment mirror-reversed 

would not be to imagine it as radically different from its original fol'lJU the 

direction of particle rotation would be the same in relation to the emission 

of decaying electrons, and so on. In an even cruder analogy, to imagine one's 

own hand mirror-reversed does not involve imagining the relationship of thumb 

to fingers differently. But the experiments of 1956-7 assa'llted this notion 

of physical parity: an experiment on cooled nuclei of Cobalt-60 in a magnetic 

field proved that electron emission oC~lrred less frequently at the magnetically 

north end or pole of the rotating nucleus. In short, a natural physical 

reaction had been achieved which could not be imagined reversed20. Esoteric 

though this conclusion may seem, it is well to recall the tendency of the 

scientist to treat such findings at the level of their greatest significance • 

. The experiment was greeted as a majordiscove~ about the nature of the universe, 

and the consensus of scientific opinion was that an absolute had been found 

where none had existed before
21

• 

If we put together this confident acceptance of the shaped and ultimately 

20. Gardner discu8ses these experiments and their significance in "The Fall of 
Pari tytl, The Ambidextrous Universe, pages'223-37. 

21. The fall of parity is discussed in a symposium in the July, 1961 issue of 
~cientific knerican. 
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meaningful nature of the univeree with the long-standing literary assertion 

of its mordant opposition to the human we will begin to appreciate how Pynchonts 

distinctive vision might have been formed in an experience which moved from 

the scientific to the literar,r. His basic methods and concerns invi te his 

inclusion in this study, but his notion of the Manichaean nature of the new 

absolute, as well as of an anti-en tropic absolute in the first place, distinguish 

his contribution to the genre. To conceive of civilized man as being in 

constant struggle with the random forces of the universe is bleak enough, as is 

evident to anyone who has read this far in this study; but to envisage him as 

the victim of a malevolent force which he can apprehend but not fully under-

stand pushes the genre to a grim and final extreme. It is an image not of 

the barbarian peering over the crumbling walls of the decaying of vi lization, 

but of the whole world in decay, erupting into pockets of violence, and surround-

ed by the mysterious cosmic force which plots a mysterious end for it. 

begin now to examine this image of the world besieged. 

1. V (1961). 

We may 

Y is the stor,r of the quest for the Absolute of the pOf3t-Darwinian world: 

the questers are Sidrtey Stencil, born in 1859, and his son Herbert, who is the 

product of a union, it is hinted, between Sidney and the very woman they seek. 

She is V, a metamorphic and decreasingly human figure with whom is aS30ciated 

a meaning, a plot whi.ch dissolves as her pursuers reach out towards it; Herbert, 

towards the end of the novel, realizes that his quest has been for the world 

itself, an understanding which will come to later questers in Pynchon t a fiction. 

The annunciation of a presence beyond the humanly knowable in thif3 novel is 

made quite explicitly in the ninth chapter, "Mondaugen's story", possibly the 

most spectacular section of the work. In this chapter (which I will turn to 

again). a young German radio expert called Kurt Mondaugen is sent to the Kala

hari Desert in German South-West Africa in 1922 as one of a world-wide team 

recording a curious aeries of radio messages from the cosmos, in the hope of 
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finding a coherent pattern over a long period of time. As the chapter 

concludes, what appears to be a highly entropic communication is received: 

DlGEWOELDTIMS'rEALALENSWTASNDE.UR..FUALRLIKST; but this conglomeration proves to 

be highly ordered, for every third letter provides an anagram of the young 

radio operator's name, leaving the remaining letters to form the opening 

statement of Wittgenstein's Tractatus: "DIEWELTlSTALLESWASDERFALLIST" (p.279). 

This is the most blatant intrusion of the Tractatus into a contemporary 

American novel, implying the existence of an ordering intelligence "out there" 

and the limitations of the verbal and prescriptive as a means of understanding 

it. 

But the presence in !of this reference to Wittgenstein's Tractatus is much 

more significant than merely as a symbol. For the actual shape and form of 

the whole work corresponds to that of the Tractatus, a coincidence which helps 

explain many 0 f the aims of the novel. Wittgenstein's work, as we have seen, 

is not a d~CU1llentary exposition of its author'.8 philosophy, but consists of 

six propositional aphorisms each ffitpported, but not analysed or explained, 

by statements at mtbsidiary levels; the whole work is terminated by the brief 

aphorism, the seventh, which is unsupported. A brief quotation of the first 

aphorism (which Mondaugenreceives through the "sferics" from outer space) and 

its subsidiary statements, will illustrate ~ttgenstein's methods: 

1. The world is all that is the case. 
1.1 The world is the totality of 1~acts, not of things. 
1.11 The world is determined by the facts, and by their being 

all the facts. 
1.12 For the to tali ty of facts determines what is the case, and 

also whatever is not the case. 
1.13 The facts in logical space are the world. 
1. 2 'fue world divides into facts. 
1.21 Each item can be the c~~e or not the case while everything 

else remains the same. 

As I have said before, Wittgenstein cannot make an abstract analysis of the 

aphorisms he sets out, because the whole work is against the process of verbal 

22. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus,. p.3l. 
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abstraction, and relies on the decimal system at the left to ensure that the 

whole is purged of uninformative links. This linguistic positivism is oriented 

against linguistic decadence, as we know; and implies that the world we 

understand by means of verbal constnlc~is smaller than the world of things 

beyond, which we have no means of understanding at all, however frequently we 

are aware of its presence. 

Thus we throwaway Wittgenstein's ladder of words after making the six-fold 

climb to the seventh understanding, that there is a Presence beyond the world 

of things which is not capable of being fully understood. The Tractatus, as 

we have already begun to see, is another means of reinforcing the divided picture 

of the decadent world; understanding the work means apprehending the existence 

of the realm beyond the readily knGlwable. But 1 itself is, for both the reader 

and the searching Stencils, exactly the same sort of progression, consisting 

of six apparitions of V in a series of historical episodes and a final, seventh 

appearance in the mind of Herbert Stencil near the end of the novel. The 

understanding required by the reader of y, then, is that required of the reader 

of the Tractatus: that there exists beyond the knowable realm another which 

will not respond to the descriptions and evaluations of the first. 

The fact that direction towards Wittgensteints Tracta~lS in Chapter Nine 

comes from the unknowable cosmos itself is an ironic reminder of Pynchonts 

belief in an organizing Presence; and there is Ii ttle doubt that the Presence 

is disturbingly inhuman and malevolent, for pynchon eroploys the existential 

notion that the Other world consist6of objects totally separated from the human 

in his restricted realm, a vision which informs the whole of Gravi tyl s Hainbow. 

V, the quantal figure of her novel, begins'i t as a fully hUllIan girl called 

Victoria Wren, with father, sister, a Yorkshire horoe and a rather unnervingly 

strong will. But as she reappeare in various forms during the remaining 

historical episodes of the novel, she shows !tan obsession with bodily incorpor

ating little bits of inert matter" (p .. 488), a process of reicization 
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which culminates in the younger Stencil's vision of her final state: 

skin radi~t with the bloom of some new plastic; both eyee 
glass but now containing photoelectric cells, connected by 
sil ver electrodes to opti c nerves of p.1Xest copper wire and 
leading to a brain exquisitely wrought as a diode matrix 
could ever be. Solenoid relays would be her ganglia, eervo
actuators move her flawless nylon limbe, hydraulic fluid be 
sent by a platinum heart-pump through butyrate veins and 
arteries. Perhaps ••• even a complex system of pressure 
transducers located in a marvellous vagina of polyethylene; 
the variable ams of their Wheatstone bridges all leading to 
a single silver cable which fed pleasure-voltages direct to 
the correct register of the digital machine in her skull. 
And when she smiled or grinned in ecstacy there would gleam 
her crowning feature: Eigenvalue's precious dentures. 

(pages 411-12). 

This is V vanished completely beyond the visible, and therefore only imaginable. 

It is also the seventh apparition of V in 1.: that moment of understanding of 

the existence of the Other world beyond our understanding. 23 We can look at 

the stnlcture of V in two ways, then: it is a quantum search for a decadent 

figure who defies our merely IDlman abilities and recedes increasingly beyond 

the merely superficial world we understand; and at the same time, it is a 

toiling climb up the Wittgensteinian ladder of words to a rejection of the word 

and acceptance of insight. 

Kn6wing this, it is important also to realize that this understanding comes 

to Herbert Stencil in contemporary America (the novel's present time is 1955), 

and that the whole novel is weighted towards a depiction of contemporary 

America as the in-heritor of the historical decadence with: which V is associated 

as the novel progresses. pynchon goes to great lengths to show the present 

as a time of social and political decadence, selecting six periods of European 

history at which the decadent civili~ation eTIlpted into the barbaric, and a 

seventh which shows the t'New World lt to have exhausted all its creative energies. 

This theme is focussed in the entropic and pear-shaped fi@lre of Benny Profane, 

a schlemihl who is always at odds with the physical world24, a man exhausted of 

23. James Young has come close to perceiving the influence of Wi ttgenstein in 1., 
which I have not found discussed anywhere a.t all. Young uses the analogy of 
Elgarts "Enigma variations", in which the varied themes are sometimes said 
to evoke another, abetract theme which cannot be heard. Unfortunately, he 
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will and purpose who moves from job to job in New York and, when unemployed, 

is given to the highly equilibrious occupation of ~shuttlin~ in the subway 

train from_one side of New York to the other. At one point, the whole universe 

is depicted as if similarly engaged: "If you look from the side at a planet 

swinging around in its orbit, split the sun with a mirror and imagine a string, 

it all looks like a yo-yo" (p.35) .. But Benny is only one in a world of 

entropy: he i:'3 associated with a dozen other figures who make up the "WY::>le Sick 

Crew", a gang of sham artists and hangers-on who are "removed from reality, 

Romanticism in its furthest decadence, being only an exhausted impersonation of 

poverty, rebellion and artistic 'sault" (p.56) .. One of their number, Pig 

Bodine, is "a byword of decadence·' (p.2l8), and the whole group is later described 

in the rhetoric of the Decadents (p.296)25. Eigenvalue, the dentist, describes 

his times as "this Decadence" (p.297). 

In the contemporary America pynchon draws, Dudley Eigenvalue is one of two 

dominant and powerful figures. One index to the country's decadence is the 

gradual growth of the inanimate, not only in the histotical figure of V but 

in the glimpse of the hooded Pig Bodine, silently straddling his motorbike 

at night, the sight of Rachel Owlglass, Benny Profane's lover, washing her 

sportscar while crooning love-talk and erotically fondling its gear-lever, the 

appearance of the drowsy Fergus l'dxolydian, who is wired into his television 

set in order that it will turn on when he drifts off to sleep, and particularly 

in the scenes in which Benny talks to two plastic mannequins. These are SHROUD 

("synthetic human, radiation output determined") and SHOCK ("synthetic human 

object, casualty kinematics") (I¥.~t, which are ueed at a reBearch centre at 

which Benny briefly holds a night watchmants job. SHROUD very accurately 

associates inhumani ty with the decline into decay:: "Has it occurred to you 

does not pursue the analogy very fully, and certainly does not extend it 
to a discuesion of Wittgenstein'e Tractatus. See "The Enigma Variations 
of Thoma3 Pynchon~, Critique 10 i (1967), pages 69-77. 

24. Thettschlemihl" or "schlemiel II is the "poor unfortunate" of Yiddish story, 
the arch~type of the aati-hero of contemporary American fiction; see 
&Ith R. ili.se, '1'118 Schlemiel as Modern Hero (Chicago: 'Universi ty of Chicago 
Press, 1971). 
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there may be no more standards for crazy or sane, now that itts 8tarted?~ 

he asks, after mentioning concentration camps; and he adds, ~Me and SHOCK are 

what you· and everybody will be someday" (p.286), later assuring him of the 

emptiness within (p.369). R. W. B. Lewis hal!! suggested that the inhuman in 

Y is primarily satirical of man's tendency to let machines do his work26; but 

I think it can be seen as a manifestation of the inhuman horror of the Other 

world, constantly eroding humanity and aiding decadence. Eigenvalue's power 

comes from his symbolic task as dentist, operating at the point where the 

human being literally becomes inhuman (there may also be a pun intended on 

. "decadentist."). "The pulp it! soft and laced with little blood vessels and 

nerves", Pynchon remarks; "The enamel, mostly calcium, is inanimate." (p.153). 

The tooth, in short, is a metaphor for the state of siege, the human being in 

carious decay; Eigenvalue's intimacy with this process makes him the psycho-

analyst of decadentism, one consulted frequently by the q\lesting younger Stencil. 

Even more powerful is Schoenmaker, the Prospero of the modern world because 

of his ability as a plastic surgeon to change people's external appearances. 

Whether we use a Nietzschean or a quantal analogy, the world of y is a world 

of superficies, surfaces which are constantly questioned and probed for the 

meaning which lies beneath and which is of course beyond unnerstanding. As 

he replaces Es\:her Harvitz's large nose with a small one, he reveals the empti-

ness wi thin her (pages 106-8); when Stencil guesses that Schoel1Jllaker has 1'Ia 

vi. tal piece of the V-jigsaw" (p.55) he il'5 right: it is the decadentist's know-

ledge of the hollowness wi thin man. His environment is literally hollow, too, 

as Benny Profane proves in one of his many jobe, this time involving hunting 

albino alligators in the sewers of New York. After a craze for baby alligators 

in New York some years before, bored children flushed them away; once in the 

sewers, they become ~ymbols, in a sort of subterranean Congo of waste which has 

25. Tanner makes a useful general disc1U;:'3ion of entropy and the contemporary 
American wMtfl! land, including Adams's views, in City of Words. pages 141-52. 

26. "Days of Wrath and Laughter". Trials of the Word, p.231. 
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crept into the heart of decadent New York to stand .for that cf ty' 3 latent 

barbarism. Benny pursues the alligators for the promise of their phosphor-

escent trails, but thi3 glow never intensifies into meaning - as of course it 

never can - and he is reduced to slaughtering them as his companions do. 

V is rumoured to have been sighted in a sewer in Paris in 1914 - yet another 

of those apocalyptic moments in history with which she tends to be associated -

which brings us back to the point that the entire novel attempts to establish 

the symbolic properties of V in order to apply them to the present moment. If 

we arrange in chronological sequence the rather contorted time-scheme of the 

novel's six historical chapters, we will see that V.te appearances in each gain 

momentum through her increasing dehumanization. On each occasion she is more 

and more closely associated with the eruption of the barbaric in declining 

Ellrope, and wi th its hollowness and intrigue. Since her nature and function 

in the novel are clearer at this point, and the significance of the Stencils' 

search for her is apparent, we might turn now to an examination of the six 

historical sections of the novel in order to see both the contribution they make 

to Herbert Stencil's final insight and their part in the fiction of decadence. 

'Phe first of these moments in which V is associated with the decline of 

Europe occurs in Chapter Three, openly stated to have been imagined by Herbert 

Stencil. Based on pynchon I s short story, "Under the Rose,,27, it is set in 

Egypt in 1898 at the time of the Fashoda incident, in which the Bri Ush under 

Kitchener and the French 11nder Marchand met in a conflict of colonial interests 

near Fashoda in the heart of the jungle,where lithe law of. the wild beast" is 

said to prevail (p.63). Although the place seethes with intrigue, Pynchon 

concentrates upon a sub-plot in which a British spy called Porpentine is murdered 

by another, called Bongo-Shaftsbury. Immediately, some of the details will 

be familiar: the date, for example, and the setting of the incident near the 

Nile, another riverway into the heart of the African darkness; similarly, the 

27. Noble Savage 3 (1961) pages 223-51. 
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imperialism of the rival European powers needs no further underlining to show 

its relation to decadentism. 

There is another familiar aspect to this chapter, too: as we ought to expect, 

this first perspective of or ttfield" for the apparition of V is a parody of 

received litera~lre. We saw this technique explained and illustrated in the 

previous section of this study; and we will see i.t further employed in V. 

-Already, we have seen Benny Profane chasing his glowing alligators through the 

sewers of New York: at one point, he finds that he is in that part of the 

sewers occupied during the Depression by a crazed Roman Catholic priest called 

Father Fairing, who gave up humanity and went to work to convert the rat popu-

~ation he saw as the meek inheritors of the earth. There is, of course, a 

rat called Veronica, with whom the priest behaves i~ an unpriestly manner; but 

it is more important to see here a parodic reference to Andre Gide's Les Caves 

du Vatican (1914), yet another work caught up within the fiction of decay to 

be exposed for its linguistic limitations, its literary ndecadence". The 

Fashoda incident of 1898 as told by Pynchon parodies Lawrence Thlrrell's Alexandria 

Quartet (1962). and the political and personal intrigue moves from observer to 

observer and town to town. An Arab waiter, for example, watches an Englishman 

whose decadence is betrayed in his peeling, shredding face, as he talks with 

another at a cafe in Alexandria. Another waiter then describes a consular 

reception at Alexandria held the same night, where a minor eruption of an 

obscure intrigue occurs and Victoria Wren, a; "balloon girl ~ who seems to be 

-s?-spended above the "waxed mirror beneath" (p.67) makes her chrdnologically first 

appearance in the novel. A third perspective follows, given by a degenerate 

expatriate Englishman called Maxwell Rowley-Thlgge who is begging in a gentle-

ma~fashion for a meal at an Alexandria cafe. He has been drummed out of 

England because of his tendency to seduce young girls, and to him Victoria Wren 

resembles the Yorkshire lass who caused his expulsion. Her name was Alice, 

and since she came from the same town from which Victoria is later noted to have 
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corne we can conclude tha.t they are one and the same. The reference becomes 

heavily obvioue when Rowley-Bu~ge recalle that hie Alice would "carol n with 

pleasure (p.70)~ and Victoria. is said as a girl to have constructed a private 

world "back of beyond" (p.73); by implication, Victoria ie ast!lociated with the 

mi:r-ror-world. 

The narrative of this third chapter then moves to a fourth viewer, a conductor 

on the Alexandria-Cairo express, who watches the English group in one of the 

carriages. ~~ the train trundles through the desert waste, Bongo-Shaftsbury 

provides the novel with one of its more eerie moments when he bares his forearm 

to reveal a two-way switch imbedded in it, with which he claims to be able to 

turn himself into a mechanical doll (pages 80-1). An enigmatic struggle with 

an Arab follows, and then the chapter proceeds to its fifth perspective, 

given by a Cairo taxi-driver. 'l'his is notable for its Huxleyan metaphor of the 

taxi-driver's home, a walled garden ffilrrounded by the encroaching desert, and 

for his nihilistic awareness of the omnipresence of Nothing and the i~1nence 

of apocalypse at Fashoda (p.85). In the sixth view of the Englil'3h party, a 

cat-burglar outside Shepheard's Hotel listens to Porpentine, who has fallen from 

a window into a bush, describing Victoria's seduction in the room above by a fat 

Englishman called Goodfellow. The seventh view discusses the impending clash 

at Fa~hoda from the point of a young German waitress at an imitation bierhalle 

at Cairo; also seen is Victoria's severance there from her father, and the 

revelation that a German waiter is a part of the obscure plot which has been 

conducted throughout the chapter. This plot is consummated in the eighth view, 

which iR created directly by Herbert Stencil: in thi3 the German is beaten by 

Porpentine who is then murdered by Bongo-Shaftsbury, after Victoria Wren has 

made her brief appearance. 

This first of six intrusions by V upon furopean history is a good example 

of Pynchon's ml?thods. The parody is not kind: where Durrell's "human archae-

ology" aims at steady revelation of meaning and motive as each perspective is 
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supplemented by another, Pynchon's cubistic views of the plottin~ and intri@lea 

of Alexandria and, Cairo are only con~lsing, a faithful depiction of the con~lsion 

of life and not a - "decadent" - ordering of it. The plottings of this chapter 

are typical, too, for in V the political intrigue i~ always the efflorescence of 

alrOpets Bocio-political decadence, a purulence which precedes the eruption of 

apocalypse. We can see in Chapter 'fhree the tendency for the metaphors and 

iPlages of decadentism to become secondary in importance although still frequently 

recurrent:. V will always be near a mirror, Porpentine is not the last figure whose 

tissues fray, Bongu-Shaftsbury is not the last· inhuman figu..1'e in the novel, Huxley': 

walled garden metaphor ~~ll recur, and so on. Historically, this novel is a 

pageant of decadent figures and themes, some traditional and some Pynchon's. 

These points are further illustrated in the next historical apparition of V, 

in Chapter Seven, aubti tIed "She hangs on the western 1.;>a11 ". This is another of 

Herbert Stencil's imaginative recreations, based on Vts known presence in Florence 

dui':ii1g the riots at the Venezuelan Consulate in 1899. These riots were linked to 

the actual and brutal riRe to power of Cipriano Ca8tro, President of Venezuela 

from 1899 to 1908; the Gaucho, the Venezuelan expatriate in y. who organizeR the 

riot, is presU1llably ah agent of this historical figure. The whole chapter, 

~lrthe~ore, appears to parody Romanee (1903), Conrad's collaboTation with F.M. 

Ford, which also has a character called Castro and a plot involving abduction by 

b t P h t • d t k . . t· 27a. oa; ync on S !1lJ..n appears 0 1vor :ln an aSSOC:la 1 ve way. 

Much of this parody involves two typical furopean decadents: Signor Mantissa, 

a pessimist and decadent (p.160), who is a romantic ~n.sumed by a crazy desire to 

steal Botticelli '8 IIBirth of Venus" from the Uffizi Gallery and smuggle it out 

in a hollow tree; and a degenerate sot called Cesare. Mantissa, who wants to 

possess the painting's beautiful tissue for himself, employs the services of the 

"barbarian" Gaucho (p.165). But Mantissa's romantic Venus is less spectacular than 

27a. I am grate~ll to Professor R. A. Copland for pointing out these connections; 
the apocalyptic doings of President Castro, which !1l11St have attracted Pynchon' 
admiration, are described in Guillermo M6r6n, A History of Vene~lela 
(Ilondon: George Allen and Un'~-in, 19(4), pages If3::? .... B. 
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the Vheis~u of old Hugh Godolphin, an ancient explorer whom Victoria Wren meets 

in a Florentirie church, and who is convinced that he is being pursued by the 

agents of the remote land of Vheissu, who tunnel underground and thereby acquire 

the status of V herself. His son, Evan Godolphin, knows Vheissu as his father's 

imaginary world, one of those "private colonies of the imagination" to which 

the old man escaped after the horror of witnessing the Mahdist uprisings at 

Khartoum (p.l58) (as a Victorian explorer, old Gotio~phinbecomes another standard 

figure of decadence in this novel). And yet this retreat from the world has 

become a confrontation witb its horror, and Vheissu becomes another of those 

mind-countries, all surface and colour, which like Patusan turn against their 

dreamer. As the oldman tells Victoria Wren, his journey to Vheissu was a 

harrowing journey to the heart of darkness; the land itself is like many of 

those bizarre places the English have explored, "with barbarity, insurrection, 

internecine feud", but is distinguished by its constantly changing, random and 

meaningless patterns of colour, "its raiment, perhaps its skint! (p.170), which 

elicit a desire for violence in Godolphin (p.17l). 

The barbaric ·tv-ness~ of Theissn stands behind the riots at the Venezuelan 

Consulate, turning a minor eruption of barbarism into a moment of potential 

apocalypse from this "ba::rbaric and unknown race, employed by God knows whom, 

••• even now blasting the Antarctic ice with dynamite, preparing to enter a 

subterranean network of tunnels" (p.197). Beneath all surfaces lurks the 

unspeakable horror which V stands for, and which in this episode is represented 

by Vheissu: Godolphin recalls contemplating this horror years before during a 

midwinter dash to the South Pole: 

I had begun to think that there, at one of the only two 
motionless places on this gyrating world, I might have 
peace to solve Vheissu's riddle. Do you understand? I 
wanted to stand in the dead center of the carousel, if 
only for a moment; try toeatch my bearings ••• The 
barrenness of that place howled around me, like a country 
the demiurge has forgotten. There could have been no more 
entirely lifeless and empty place anywhere on the earth. 

(p.205) .. 
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Godolphin had dug a cache in which to spend the night; looking down, he sees 

the body of an iridescent spider monkey from Vheissu preserved in the ice; it 

ie, as Godolphinstatee in the novel' B· most overtly Conradi an moment,· "Nothing 

I saw", a vision of the empty horror at the core of all things (p.204), a 

"dream of annihilation" (p.206). 

Mantissa, confronting his painting of Venus in the Uffizi, Watches "its 

. movement, a slow horror gr01ring in· him" ,for i treminds him of Godolphin' s 

. spider-monkey, "a gaudy dream, a dream of annihilation" (P.210), and he and 

the Gaucho abandon their plot to steal it. The riots follow, Venezuelan 

because of the sinister "V-nessn of that country and also because Venezuela 

is a part of another dark continent contaminated by European colonization and 

imperialism (Argentina will be mentioned in Gravity's Ralnbow for the same 

reason) .. Victoria, who has be~U1 her process of physically exhibiting her 

inhumanity by wearing a bizarre hair-comb depicting five of the British soldiers 

cnlcified by the Mahdists at Kha~toum, watches the violence with eagerness! 

, 
It was as if she saw herself embodying a feminine principle, 
acting as if complement to all this burpting, explosive male 
energy. Inviolate and calm, she watched the spasms of wounded 
bodies, the fair of violent death, framed and staged, it seem-
ed, for her alone in that tiny square. From her hair the heads 
of five cTIlcified looked on, no more expressive than she. 

(p.209) •. 

V's appearances in history are not conclnsi ve, it seems, at least in the 

narrative sense; the incidents are crrunmed with s~nbolic weight and intensity, 

relying too on the clllUlllative effect of her multiple appearances. The third 

"fieldtt or perspective in which we see her is the Paris of 1913, in Chapter 

Fourteen, "V in love". Robert Golden correctly identifies this episode as 

focussing on an extreme point in the development of modernism28, an avant-earde 

ballet resembling Stravinsky's "Ri tes of Spring". But the barbaric and 

apocalyptic aspects of the perfonnance are stressed, and pynchon obviously keeps 

in mind the contingency of modernism and decadence. The maestro in this case 

28. "f<l:ass Han and riIodernism: Violence in y", Critique XIV, 2, pages 5-17. 
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is called Porcepic, a hashish-smoker and indulger in the Black Mass, whose 

music, based on "African polyrhythms" (p.402), is described as "orchestral 

barbari tyll (p.413). The rehearsal, conducted in nan exhausted yellow light'! 

(p.408) and accompanied by explicit discussions of the nature of decadence 

(p.405), betrays the extremes to which this form of modernism has developed. 

Sui tably, this ballet features German-made automata which portray the hand

maidens of Su Feng, its principal figure. 

V appears as the patroness of this venture, an unknown lesbian in her early 

'thirties whose partner is the yoUhg girl, Melanie, who plays the part of Sll 

Feng. Melanie is the first cha~acter in ! to come close to the mirror-world 

and the implications of what lies beyond: early in the chapter she pretends 

to copulate with one of the robots while watching herself in the mirror, and in 

the sleep which follows dreams that she is fully inhuman and being wound up with 

a key which is lodged in her back (p.402). As her relationship with V intensi

fies, tt'I'he girl functions as a mirror" which reflects an ungodly presence (P. 399), 

finding her true i den ti ty in "the mirror's soulless gleam" (p. 411), and V 

provides dozens of mirrors for their trysts. V herself (who in the intervening 

years has "become intimate also with the 't'hings in the Back Room'" (p.410), is 

a splendid embodiment of the diabOlistic side of Modernism: she wears an "even

ing dress of crepe Georgette the color of a Negro's head, beaded all over,1I and 

"a tiny hat riotous with the plumage of equatorial birds" (p.399), and her 

apartment is "decorated African and oriental" (p.406). 

The first performance of Porcepic's ballet is a disaster, for- inevitably -

it has acquired political significance and becomes involved in intri@les. 

"Orientalism - at this period showing up allover Paris in fashions, music, 

theater - had been connected along with Russia to an international movement seek

ingto overthrow Western civilization" (p.412); and agitators in the audience 

cause it to erupt into immediate violence. f.iellmie, thoroughly corrupted by 

VI IS influence, accompanies the violence of the audience with a supreme sacri-
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fice - to the inhuman, and not to art - and impales herself upon a pole held 

by the automatic handmaidens; she dies, and tbe distraught V makes off wi th 

. a "mad Irredentist" (p.4l4). 

V's chronologically fourth appearance in history occurs in 1919 in Valletta, 

Malta; instead of ha~ng been imagined by Herbert Stencil, it is reconstructed 

from the dossiers and records of his father. Sidney Stencil has been sent 

to investigate· anti-Bri tish dockyard riots, another secular plot which is 

a by-product of socio-cultural decadence and which is accompanied by overtones 

of V's black, ineffable intrigue. "The Situation", as Sidney Stencil likes to 

call it, haB become far too complex for anyone"s undf;rstanding, but it clearly 

involves V1n some way. In this "field", she appears as Veronica Manganese, 

a wealthy and influential lady of middle aeato whom Stencil is led by Maijstral, 

the Foreign Office's agent in the dockyards. Veronica Manganese has an artific-

ial eye whose iris is a clock, a large sapphire sewed into her navel, and a 

pair of golden boots which she desires to exchange for an artificial foot "of 

amber and gold, with the veins, perhaps, in intaglio instead of bas-relie~ 

(p.488). Stencil notes that her room is tlalmost creeping with amassed objects" 

(p.488), and that her retainer is a man whose horrible facial mutilation suits 

him for hie role (it is in fact Evan Godolphin, the old explorers's son, his 

face poorly reconstructed in parDt'fin after a 'plane crash in the Great War). 

Shortly afterward, the dockyard erupts into riot, British troops are brought in 

to quell it, and Stencil, like Abab, is lost at sea on his way home. 

V's fifth h:hstorical "field" occurs in It}1ondaugen's story1t, Chapter Nine, 

eet in German South-West Africa in 1922. (Mile is a long exposition on decadence 

which evokes Heart of Darkness and the darkness Conrad saw at the heart of the 

Belgian Congo. Young Kurt Mondaugen has been obliged "to leavi! depression time 

in Munich, journey into this other hemisphere, and enter mirror-time in the 

South-West Protectorate" (p.230) in order to trace his cosmic signals. Working 
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in the "va~t deathn of the Kalahari (p.229) he is caught in the rebellion of 

the local Bandel tribesmen and forced to take refuge in the enormous fortified 

farmhouse of a German farmer called Fbppl. Here he finde himself in the 

company of numerous degenerate outcasts from Weimar Germany and other European 

countries in decay; they begin a prolonged "eiege party", while the Bandel 

tribesmen lurk in the desert that lies outside the fortified wall of the farm. 

This is, of course, the classical image of decadence, a European citadel bar-

barically besieged, "a tiny EtU'opean Conclave or League of Nations, assembled 

here while political chaos howled outside" (p.235). 

"Mondaugen's story" explores lengthily the psychology of European decadence,29 

moving between descriptions of the excesses of the long, depraved party and 

evocations of the barbarity which is incipient in it in the recollections of 

Foppl, who served with von Trotha, the German general who eavagely repressed an 

earlier uprising by natives in 1904. V appears amongst the guests at Fbppl's 

faJ:'mhouse, of course, known now as Vera Meroving and associated with a Lieutenant 

Weissmann, with whom she executes some over-dramatic scenes involving flagel-

lation and transv~stism. She is also present in the perverted Alice-in-Vonder-

land fi~lre of the young girl, Hed~~g Vogelsang, who leads Mondaugen down to the 

bowels of the farmhouse to confront him with the most brutally decadent image in 

the novel: Foppl, ~tup in hand, stands over the sprawled form of a Bondel whom he 

is whipping to death~and whose very core has been exposed by flogging. Fbppl 

treats his witnesses to a long account of the atrocities of German troops under 

von Trotha. Much of this section of the book is - necessarily - repulsive and 

repeti tiou5, and there is~no need to narrate it here; but it is important to 

note that it marks the low point of the ~lropean in the genre, a nadir implied 

when the young German soldiers find themselves so tanned that they mistake one 

another for natives (p.257). In a wry afterthought, it ia suggested that the 

wind there will fade before reaching "the Congo t 8 month or the Bight of Benin" 

(p.27l): those popularly-known sinks of atrocity in the nineteenth century 

29. Roger Henkle detects traces of Herman Hesse's Steppenwolf in this section\see 
~Pynchonts Tapestry on the Westerh Wall",Modern Fiction Studies 17 (197l;,P.21l 
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would pale before the atrocities Foppl r~counts. Vts association with these 

incidents is merely another epiphany of the world beyond the mirror in this 

world, an index to the inhumanity of this. classically decadent-barbaric situ-

ation. 

The sixth, final, intrusion of V into the history of the decay of l!1lrope 

occurs in 1943 during the siege of Malta .. Like Hellerte Pianoea, Malta is 

at the centre of the second great l!1lropean conflagration this century, and this 

eleventh chapter, "The confessions of Fausto Maijstral", makes it yet another 

classical image of decadence, the inhmuanly rock-like island bombarded by wave 

after wave of bombers. Fausto Maijstral, the yOlmg writer whose early romantic-

ism perishes during the bombing, feels that allan the island at this time share 

a ~sensitivity to decadence ••• as if the island were. being hammered inch by 

inch into the sea" (p.3l7). Later, he muses on the connection betlveen the 

matriarchal nature of the island and its decadence: 

Decadence, decadence. What was it? Only a clear movement 
toward death or, preferably, non-humanity. As Fausto II and 
Ill, like their island, became more inanimate p they moved 
closer to the time when like any dead leaf or fragment of 
metal they'd be finally subject to the laws of physics. All 
the time pretending it waB a great struggle between the laws 
of man and the laws of God. (p.32l). 

V is on the island too, and Fausto, a romantic decadent, confronts her at the 

end of a long period of disilhu,>ionnrent. He has divided his disillusionment 

into three periods, and the documents Pynchon invents as the 8elf-consciolL~, 

precious writings of his university period are masterly parodies, convincingly 

like the papers yellowing in the bottom drawer of any ageing romantic. In a 

sense, the failure of Fausto's early ambi tiona to be a w-ri ter symbolize the 

collapse of literature and the written word in the ~ace of chaos and disorder. 

Certainly, his complete capitUlation occurs a~ter "a horrible encounter ~~th 

one we only know as the Bad Priest" (p. 3(6). 

This is V, yet again metamorphosed, of uncertain sex and, as a priest, of 

uncertain commitment to the Church. Her influence, though never specified, is 
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thoroughly malevolent. Maijstral considers the Bad Priest t~ be flOutside; a 

r8.diu~ along with leather-winged Lucifer, Hi tIer, Mus80lini" (p.339); in this 

form she wanders the ruin~ of the battered island, advising the young girl~ 
. 

to become nuns and devote their lives to the Virgin, and the boys to adopt 

the rock-like - and inhuman - qualities of Malta. But when she is trapped 

during an air-raid beneath the fallen rafter of a house, it is these very 

children who dismember her and bear away the inanimate objects of which she 

is now almost completely made. "She comes aparttt
, as one of the children 

says (p.342): under her hat is a white .. :ig, beneath which in turn is a bald 

pate tattooed with a crucifixion scene in two colours; her boots come off to 

reveal delicate gold slippers, which come off to reveal a pair of artificial 

feet; the sapphire is prised from her havel with 8. bayonet, and the children 

take her dentures from her mouth and her clockwork eye fTem her eye-socket. 

Fausto is left alone to administer the last ri tes to the body which is 

~night' s cold, object's cold, nothing human, nothing of me about it at all II 

(p.344). As a specific part of the narrative, she does not appear again, for 

her actual incursions into the everyday, historical world are over. But the 

novel goes on in its present time of 1956; and if any female figure in it 

inherits any of her attributes, it is Fausto's daughter, Paola Maijstral. 

We may approach a better understanding of Pynchon t s aims here if we recall 

the aims of the 'rractatus which it so closely follows~ When V dies on Malta, 

the sixth of her aphorisms, so to speak, is over; and the contemporary period 

of· the novel remains as an arena for that seventh understanding. But we should 

not expect anything like the illuminating presence of V in the seventh stage: 

the final aphorism has exhausted the capacity of words, in Wittgenstein's scheme, 

and the contemporary American scenes of y J!lUst indicate a significance which 

they cannot express. As I have suggested earlier in this d:Ji:scussion, V makes 

her seventh appearance in the fertile imagination of the younger Stencil, who 

imagines a completely artificial mannequin fully committed to the mirror-world. 

~. For an alternative view of the :o;ource and purpose of Pynchonfs perspectivel'i, 
see Don Hausdor:ff,"'fbomas pynchonts Multiple Absurdities",Wisconl'iin Studies in 
Contemporary Literaulre, pages 258-69. 
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Speaking to Profane in New York, he makes it plain that although her few 

mortal remains lie buried in Valletta, V's memor.y lingers on. He has sensed 

her presence, he claim!'!, in a mirrored brothel in Nice since 1945; disguised 

as a HltSSar, she has stolen an aeroplane in France; she has been sighted in 

the guise of a Mallorcan fisherman; and so on. No longer a fixed entity, 

"V. by this time was a remarkably scattered concept" (p.389), a random principle 

at work in the novel's present time. 

Herbert Stencil sets off nevertheless in one final quest for her, and 

inevi tably arrl ves at Malta at the height of the Suez Crisis and Hungarian 

Revolution which place that island still at the heart of a barbarous Europe. 

He f'inds only "the discomfort of being haunted" (p.447), a f'eeling that V is 

all ar01md him .. To sense in this way the presence of the inhuman at the 

heart of the dark present is an appropriate response for one who has climbed 

a fictional version of' Wittgenstein's ladder of' aphorisms. A signi fi can t 

concrete action OC~lrs, however, which will not escape the reader's notice. 

This occurs when Paola Maijstral, who has come to her homeland from America 

",r] .. th Stencil and Profane, is reunited wi th her sailor husband and gives him 

as a token of their r81mion 'the Mahdist hair-comb which symbolized the growing 

inhumani ty of Victoria Wren so long before. Related to this act is Paola'~ 

rurious sojourn in America in which she ma5queraded as a Negress: all the 

Maltese are dark enough to appear negroid without cosmetics, a point that is 

made with obvious symbolic purpose .. We will also notice the influence of the 

"Bad Priest" on Paola's mother jul"!t bef'ore the girl's birth. 

The deliberate implication of these things, it seems, is that the spirit of 

V lingers on in Paola r.1aijstral, who returns with her husband at the end of the 

novel to America, new home of' the old decline. But it is an implication only; 

neither Pynchon nor the pattern-conscious Herbert Stencil gives it sanction. 

For the reader of ~ like Stencil, also climbs Wittgenstein's fictional ladder 

to find himself in a realm where the didactic has perished, where he may sense 
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the presence of V in the narrative but cannot prove it. Like Percy and Bellow, 

Pynchon chooses to end his fiction by confronting the reader with an ambiguous 

situation; but the difference is that! contains still the faint possibility OL 

possessing a shape, a shape which Pynchon himself will not outline but which may 

31 well be there. 

And eo the "V-principle" is "fed" into the contemporary American period, 

symbolizing all the decadence which has been quite explicitly described amongst 

the "Whole Sick Crew" and the country they stand for. Pynchon's third novel, 

rather than the one we are about to turn to, continues these ideas most specific-

ally, particularly emphasizing the relationship of decadent &lrope and decadent 

America; but I hope it can be already seen half fully! is illuminated by this 

decadentist approach, and how well it stands at the end of this study. It is 

one of the most curious aspects of the criticism of Pynchon's novels that, despite 

the open references to and discussions of decadence in them, no fully decadentist 

approach has been essayed so far. While numerous critics have made statements 

which, in my view, betray a complete misunderstanding of Pynchon (George PUmp-

ton, for example, suggested that! would provoke nnteh speculation about the 

actual identity of V32), many others have made useful contributions to the 

understanding of parts of the novel, and these I have acknowledged in the 

discussion above. Golden, for example, sees the closeness of artistic modern-

ism and social decadence, and is one of the very few critics to have acknowledged 

that V makes wide mention of social decay; but hil'!! discussion of l:-!odernism, 

while it explains much of "V in Love", simply does not explain enough about 

the remainder of the novel Irving Feldman claims that Pynchon has created 

pastiches of Woolf, Gide, Borges, Proust, and Durrell in I, but renlses to 

illustrate this claim, although we can see for ourselves how valuable such 

illustrations could be33• Charles Harris also discusses the parodic aspect 

31. The casting-off of lan~lage placeI'!! y in a realm of com~lnication which has 
an analogy with musical communication; a fact substantiated by the late 
Richard Farina's composition of a musical version of y. See ContemporarI 
Authors, p .. 353. 
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but in a disappointingly general way34,. Perhaps the best comment of all has 

COMe from James Young: 

A great mystery about any novel iR that it can be described, 
finally, by reviewers who say very different things. Can one 
really imagine a novel that would prompt readers to say both 
that the author nha~mt t conceived of his theme greatly enough," 
and that the novel "is l'Jimply a picture of lif'e"; both that in 
the novel "sections turn up which are dull", and that "each of 
its wildly dissimilar parts is as good as the rest~ One review
er finds that much of the novel "is unreadable", another that he 
is taxed "to convey a sense of how completely boring all this 
melee finally is", while another finds that the same novel 
"leaves the imagination spent and the mind reelingtl

, and another 
asserts that the authorts "remarkable ability'" includes Ita vigor
ous and imaginative style, a robust humor, a tremendous reservoir 
of information, 3~d above all, a sense of }low to use and balance 
these talents." 

He continues with Many more paradoxical criticisms quoted from the reviewers 

and cri tiCR of' both V~d The Crying of JJot 49, reminding us of the need for 

a coherent and comprehensive approach to these novels. We may turn to the 

second novel with this in mind~ prepared to accept helpful critical insights 

along the way but expecting the decadentist approach to prove itself alone, 

and by its abili~ to illuminate. 

2. The Cryjng of Lot 49 (1966). 

Pynchonts second novel brings together again metaphors derived from quan~lm 

phyaic~, the lawe of physical parity, and the literature of decadence. For 

all its unfamiliarity, The Crying of Lot 49 is fundamentally a part of the 

latter, and the scientific metaphors illuminate thi~ traditional theme mlt do 

not take it further" At its core, the novel is about the relationship of 

contemporary American decadence to it~ EUropean origins, and as it exposes this 

it tends to fu~e complex themes within the metaphors it employs. 

The entropy metaphor, for example, which is so widely used in conterrrporary 

32. "J.1ata Hari With a Clockwork Eye, Alligators in the Sewer", Rev. of 1, New 
York Times Book Review 21 April 1963~ p .. 5. 

33. "Keeping Cool", Commentary 36 (Sept.1963), pages 258-60. 
34, Contemporary American Novelists of the Absurd (New Haven, Conn.: College and 

University Press, 1972). 
35. ftThe Enigma Variations of Thomas Pynchon", p.69. 
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American fiction, stand~ here for social decadence. The novel is set largely 

in a Southern Californian town called San Narciso; as Peter Abernethy says, 

Southern California is the end of the frontier, the place where the American 

dream tumbles into the sea, where social decadence reaches its entropic maximum
36

• 

Oedipa Maae, central fi@lre of the novel, thinks of herself as suffering from 

a sort of social sickness37, and her husband, Mucho Maas, has nightmares ahout 

his former job as a used-car salesman, in which he began to identify the noomed 

waste-landers who were his customers with the exhausted wrecks which they drove 

(the true nature of his ~ob is revealed in the sign outside the car lot, 

representing the National Automobile Dealers' Association by its initials, 

~ N. A. D. A. ). 

Oedipa and Mucho Maas are themselves waste landers, in a society which has 

reached a maximum of entropic eqUilibrium. In The Human Use of Human Beings, 

Norbert Wiener discusses contemporary American social entropy in terms familiar 

to us: he too evokes an image of islands of order amidst a sea of disorder, 

and adds that language bears information in negative proportion to its entropy, 

a point alre~dy discussed fully in this study39. As Tanner puts it, "the 

decay ••• in significant information, which is a necessary consequence of the 

increasing probability of mass-media messages, has affected the American writer's 

feelings about the ability of any language to transmit significant information"·". 

Abernethy adds, referring to this novel, that "because of its entropic tendencies, 

American society has produced a failure in communications which leaves its 

41 
ci tizens intellectually and spiritually dead at the core" • The important 

point is not that pynchon has read Wiener .... he has shown more definitely that he 

has read Wi ttgenstein - but that in '!'he Crying of Lot 49 he identifies social 

36. "Entropy in Pynchon's The Crvine- of Lot 49", Critique Xl.V 2, pages 19-20. 
37. The Crying of Lot 49 (New York: Lippincott, 1966), p.lO. 
38. The Crying of Lot 49, p. 144. Thrther references are cited in the text. 
3 9- -'~New York: Avon, 1950, p.2O. 
40. City of Words, pages 145-6. 
41. "Entropy in Pynchon' fl The Crying of IJot 49", p.18. 
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decadence and linguistic decadence in the ~ame metaphors: thus, as Oedipa drives 

to San Narciso, she notices the "ordered swirl II of the houses on an estate, 

and is reminded of the printed circuit-card of a transistor radio (p.24). She 

experiences a sense of impending revelation which, appropriately, does not 

fulfil itself. 

The metaphor which pynchon uses to link thene two kinds of decadence is 

quantal, as r suggested in my introduction to this section. Later in the 

novel, Oedipa finds that she has become lost inside the giant Yoyodyne complex 

at San Narciso; wandering amongst hundreds of i.dentical young men at dra1,ring-

boards she meets Stanley Koteks, a disillusioned young designer who shows her 

a picture of the "Nefastis machine" {p .. 85 }. This turns out to be an actual 

version of Maxwell's Box, the hypothetical two-chambered engine by which James 

Clerk fviaxwell proposed to overcome entropy. It relied upon the Sorting Demon, 

which sat in the hole between the two chambers of Maxwell's machine and put 

all the swiftly-moving molecules that ware in the unevenly-heated firt"lt chamber 

into' the second. As Nefastis himself pointed out, there were two kinds of 

entropy, 

One having to do with heat-engines, the other to do with 
communication. The equation for one, back in the '30 t s, had 
looked very like the equation for the other. It was a coinci
dence. frhe two fields were entirely unconnected, except at one 
point: Maxwell's Demon. As the Demon sat and sorted his mole
cules into hot and cold, the system was said to lose entropy. 
Thlt somehow the loss was offset by the information the Demon 
gained about what molecules were where. 

Oedipa's attempts to make the "Nefastis machine" work fail, as her own quest 

in the novel will fail, because like fJIaxwell she brings an objectifying mind to 

a situation incapable of objective measurement. Maxwell's classically-trained 

mind was unable to realize that it had placed i.ts hypothetical Demon in a quantal 

situation, as the physicist, Brillouin, explains: 

Before an intelligent being can use i tt"l intelligence, it must 
perceive its objects, and that requires physical means of 
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perception. Viffilal perception in particular requires the 
illumination o~ the object. Seeing is essentially a non
equilibrium phenomenon. The cylinder in which the Demon 
operates is, optically Bpeaking, a closed black body ••• 
The observer must use a lamp that emits light o~ a wave
length not well represented in the black-body radiation, 
and the eventual absorption o~ this light by the ~~server 
or elsewhere increases the entropy o~ the system. -

The better the Demon can see the molecules he must sort and order, the better 

he will order but the more ordering he will have to do, since his source o~ 

illumination increases the disorder in the chamber. In short, the more he 

knows, the more he needs to know. 

As Anne f1.angel argues, Pynchon obviously means us to think o~ Oedipa as 

being in the predicament of l1axwell '8 Sorting Demon, cast out ~rom her ordered 

but decadent existence and into a realm where she must find order and meaning, 

but is given information which is only confusirig
43

• Like an electron in a 

cloud chamber, the Meaning she seeks fades as she approaches it. But there 

is plenty of evidence in The Crying of L~ that Pynchon would also like the 

reader to think of Oedipa ~rom the point of view of the Tractatue of Wittgen-

stein once more. At an art exhibition held in Mexico City, she is especially 

struck by a Spanish painting: 

in the central painting o~ a triptych, titled "Bordando 
el Mantra Terrestre It, were a number of frail girls wi th 
heart-shaped ~aces, huge eyes, SPun-BOld hair, prisoners 
in the top room of a circular tower, embroidering a kind 
of tapest~ which spilled out the slit windows and into a 
void: ~or all the other buildings and crea~lre~,all the 
waves, ships and forests of the earth were contained in 
this tapest~, and the tapest~ was the world. 

(p .. 21). 

Oedipa, one of the frail girls, must fill the void with a tapestry of language 

from a tower which evokes the image of the artist's castle. '!'hi s versi on 0 f 

her can be "fitted over" the quantal version outlined above without becoming 

inconsistent, and suggests that Pynchon's aims here resemble his aims in y. 

"42. Cited in Anne Mangel, "YlB.xwell' B Demon, Entropy, and Information: The Crying 
of Lot 49", Tri-Quarterly 20 (Winter 1971), p.199 .. 

43. "Maxwell's Demon, Entropy, and Information", p.198. 
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Oedipa Maae'e Southern Californian quest is another "field", a search for the 

immeasurable, which will pit the resources of language against the ineffable 

and find them wanting. 

~lt there is a thiTd general metaphor which operates in this book: where V 

saw the mirror 'lsed as a motif, the second novel pitches Oedipa quite specific-

ally through the mirror into a new realm. After her trip to San Narciso - the 

significance of the name needs no comment - f!ihe arrives at a motel ready to 

meet her co-executor of the estate of the dead Pierce Inverarity, Metzger. 

There, a contest begins between what are in effect two symbols for the looking

glass: the mirror, which always pretends to reflect a faithDll and normal image 

of the world, and the television set, which has laws and peculiarities of its 

own. From the start, the television h~~ an advantage: the advertisements are 

all for cOlTlmOdities and investments owned by the Inverarity estate, and the 

show they interrupt is an old .:f'.dlm of a war-time mllsical comedy featuring Metzger 

himself as a child actor, when he was known as Baby Igor. At times, Metzger 

recalls the filming of the JlRlsical as if it were a documentary film of a battle, 

with a sea-borne invasion being recalled as staining the sea "fifty yards out" 

(p.36). At other times, the film cheats his memory, developing in directions 

he does not recall having filmed at all. In fact, the old film shoWS such 

narrati ve independence that Oedipa and Metzger begin to play "strip Botti celli "t 

wagering on each new development and removing clothing if they bet wrongly. 

~lhat occurs next is very important. Threatened by impending nakedness - she 

is not. guessing particularly well - she slips into the bathroom and begins to 

put on all the clothes she has brought with her.. Turning to the mirror, she 

sees "a beach ball with feet" (p.36) and laughs so much that 3he loses balance 

and knocks a can of hairspray from a shelf. The can begins to emit a sticky 

spray and flies about the room like an emitted electron, bouncing from walls 

and ceiling, narrowly missing Metzger's ear, and sealing the pair of them to 

the floor in its gluey mess: 
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The can knew where it was going, she sensed, or something 
fast enough, God or a digital machine, might have computed 
in adv~ce the complex web of its travel; but she wasn't 
fast enough, and 'knew only that it might hi t them at any 
moment, at whatever clip it was doing, a hlmdred miles an 
hour .. "Metzger," she moaned, and sank her teeth into his 
upper arm, through the shark-skin. Everything smelled like 
hairspray. The can collided l.,'i th a mirror and bounced away, 
leaving a silvery, reticulated bloom of glass to hang a 
second before it all fell jingling into the sink; zoomed 
over to the enclosed shower, where it crashed into and 
totally destroyed a panel of frosted glass; thence around 
the three tile walls, up to the ceilinK, past the light, 
over the two prostrate bodies, amid its own whoosh and the 
buzzing, distorted uproar from the TV set. 

(p. 37) .. 

This is much more than slapstick: incal~llably swift, the electron-like spray-can 

defeats Oedipa's merely human sense of time hut emits the viscous solution which 

binds the pair as if frozen to the floor. The shattering of the mirror is 

inevi table, a symbol of the defeat of the everyday, superficial world in the 

novel, and along with the removal of the froAted glasR wall of the shower cabinet, 

a suggestion of the extrusion to the real. Meanwhile, the television set in 

the other room celebrates its victory by depicting Baby Igor's sllrprising and 

horrible death "electrocuted, thrashing back and forth and screaming horribly" 

(pages 42-3). A little later, she seeks her image where the mitral" had been 

and suffers "a moment of nearly pure terror" when she cannot find it (p.4l), for 

sh~ no longer belongs to a world which can be faithftllly shone back at her. 

This final understanding is confirmed near the end of the chapter, when r,1etzger 

seduces Oedipa and their sexual climax is accompanied by the explosive extinction 

of the lights of the motel. If we recall some of my earlier remarks on the 

physicists' conception of parity we will remember that the world of anti-matter 

"through the mirror" would hypothetically explode on contact with the world of 

matter; Oedipa, through the mirror and of" the world of anti-matter, makes 

explosive contact with the everyday Metzger. 

The next chapter begins wi th the words, '''rhings then did not delay in turning 

curious ff (p.44), a deliberate echo of Alice' 3 words in her mirror-world, and 15he 

begins her impossible task of bringing order Rnd underntanding to Pierce 
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Inverari tyts estate, openly stated to be a quitting of a word-world, which 

began 1-dth nthat night's infidelity with Metzger" (p.44). Whether we think, 

of her quest as quantal, Wittgensteinian, or Carrollian, it is beyond time; and 

we m~y think of some of the events which occur there in an order other than that 

in which they occur. Quite late in the novel, she ~eets a Mexican in San 

Francisco who recalls Inverari ty as "a miracle", which he describes as "another 

world's intrusion into this oneil (p.l20). Oedipa comes to think of her experi-

ence as just such a "kiss of cosmic pool balls" (p.124), the manifestation in 

her new realm,as she sorts through the business of executing the vast estate, 

of the possible presence of a system called The Tristero. As she gradually 

learns, "From obscure philatelic journals ••• an ambiguous footnote in Motley's 

Rise of the Dutch Republic, an 80-year-old pamphlet on the roots of modern 

anarchism" (p.158), the Tristero is the historical "OtherP of furopean communicat

ions, which appears to have been established in the late sixteenth cen~lry a~ 

a rival to the '['hum and Taxis p08tal system which had monopolized European 

corr~unications since 1290 but which was then on the verge of collapse. Where 

the Thurn and Taxis system had expedited communication, the Tristero system was 

a malevolent force which murdered rival couriers and terrorized travellers 

throughout Europe, impeding communication. Its power grew until it became 

the incarnation of "Power, omniscience, implacable malice, attributes of what 

they'd thought then to be a historical principle, a Zeitgeist" (p.165), and it 

seems that by the late eighteenth century the Tristero vere busy staging the 

French Revolution (p.165). By 1849-50, their power waning in the Old World, 

they transferred their influence to the New, at a time when the United States 

Government was establishing a monopoly of all postal services; Oedipa uncovers 

evidence of its possible continued existence about her, a thriving underworld 

of outcasts and conspirators and anarchists. Again, the animating force in 

the long decline of the Old World is seen to find a comfortable home in contemp-

orary America. 
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But Oedipa's tracing of this pattern il'l ambiguous and often a faint process 

suggested by the narrative voice of the author and cast into doubt by the 

oC~lrrences of the novel. Like V, the Tristero System represents an ineffable 

force which could have been at work in the processes which have brought violence 

and decay to Ellrope and Ameri 00; but it i 13 beyond Oedi pa 's abili ty to shape in to 

an ordered and understandable meaning. What we saw of V we could fairly safely 

guess at, since because we saw ner we knew 3he was a part of the everyday world. 

But Oedipa is behind the mirror, in the realm of subjective insights and revel-

ations amongst the chaos; and, as l1angel :says, "the more entropy or disorder 

in the system, the more information will be needed to describe the system II 44. 

Oedipa tries to ~deseribe" it through the signs it leaves, the mutilated postage 

stamps and such postll!§1rks as "R}l]JORT ALr .. OBS~ENg ~1AIL '00 YOURPOTSJVLASTER" (p.46): 

The more probability a message has, entropically epeaking, the less it communicates; 

the presence of the Tristero is signalled in the tampering which slightly mis-

places one of the letters of the otherwise highly probable message above. The 

Tristero also conceals itself behind two acronyms which are familiarly decadent-

fst: "WASTE"', which is usually accompanied by a syPlbol of a muted post-horn (p. 52), 

and "DEATH" (p.121), which she finds scrawled on the back of the bus-seat. 

Waste and death, we will remember, are two dimensions of the classical insight 

of the genre; here, they are tied to this decadentist plot by standing for 

"We Await Silent Tristerots Empire" (p.169) and "Don't Ever Antagonize the Horn" 

(p.121). 

Oedipa's problem if! that in trying to unravel this plot and verify(or other-

wise) the existence of The Tristero in contemporary America, she cannot rely on 

the information she recei~es or get Sllfficient additional information to supple-

ment it. When she attends a perfoD'lance of a play called "'I'he Courier's Tragedy" 

she is fascinated by the appearance of three apocalyptic fi~lres in this 

Jacobean melodrama who represent Tristero couriers; but an original copy of the 

play does not represent them or any textual reference to them, and when she tries 

44. l'l-laxwell's Demon, Entropy, and Information", p.202. 
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that he has committed suicide by walking into the Pacific. An anci ent man in 

a rest home (which is part of1nverarity's estate) yarns to her about his own 

grandfather's adventures with Tristero couriers disguised as Indians, but when 

she returns to check his story with him she finds that he has died (p,;t66), and 

she has only the recollection of seeing a Tristero ring he has shown her. A 

philatelist called Genghis Cohen, after initially showing enthusiasm for her 

search, inexplicably becomes cooler. Her husband, ~lcho, far from helping her, 

becomes confused and rambling under the influence of LSD; Metzger rims off wi th 

a yOlmg girl instead of helping hel' with their executive job; Oedipa' s psychi

atrist, Dr. Hilarius, a former Naz:i,succumbs to paranoia and locks hiltJ.<self in 

his 'surgery with a rifle which he fires in all directions. 

more, she finds that her search has led her to know less. 

I nstead of knowing 

There follows a familiar aspect of the decadentiet genre, the harJ"owing 

night-journey through a nightmare city; it is San Francisco, and here Oedipa 

is pursued by a series of experiences which constantly offer her the chance 

to assemble them into a pattern (Yossarian's night journey through Rome does 

not offer such a chance, which suggests the difference between Pynchonfs deca

dentism and that of other practitioners of the genre). Repeatedly, she sights 

the symbol of the muted post-horn, each time in association with some derelict, 

illicit, anarchic aspect of society. Her first such contact is with an empty-

eyed man in a bar, whose post-horn badge has on it the letters, 1. A.: he explains 

that as a member of "Inamorati Anonymous" he is devoted to preventing love and 

preserving lonelinesR (p.ll2). In the "infected city" she spends the rest of 

the night "finding the image of the Trystero post horn" (p.ll7): it is vaguely 

seen in the window of a herbalist's shop, and chalked as a children1s game on 

the sidewalk as children chant, ~Tri3toeJ Tristoe, one, two, three,/ Turning 

taxi from across the sea 

of the words Oedipa seeks. 

It (p.ll9), in an infuriatingly different version 

The Mexican anarchist carries a newspaper bearing 
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the symbol (p.l20); a group of delinquents carry it on their leather-jacketed 

backs (p.121); an automatic laundry carries the symbol on its notice board, and 

so on: 

And so it went. Oedipa played the voyeur and listener. Among 
her other encounters were a facially-deformed welder, who cherish
ed his ugliness; a child roaming the night who missed the death 
before birth as certain outcasts do the dear lulling blankness of 
the corrmnUlitYi a Negro woman with an intricately-marbled scar along 
the baby-fat of one cheek who kept going through rituals of mis
carriage each for a different reason, deliberately as others might 
the ritual of birth, dedicated not to continuity but to some kind 
of interregnum; an ageing night-watchman, nibbling at a bar of 
Ivory Soap, who had trained his virtuoso stomach to accept also 
lotions, air-fresheners, fabrics, tobaccoes and waxes in a hope
less attempt to assimilate it all •.. 

(p.123). 

~lring this inconclusive experience, Oedipa considers various explanations. 

The first is that the confrontation with the reappearing post-horns means that 

she is being controlled: "r1ach·-·clue that comes is supposed to have its o"m 

clarity, its fine chances for permancence. ThIt then she wondered if the gem-

like 'clues' were only some kind of compensation. To make up for her having 

lost the direct, epileptic Word, the cry that might: abolish the nighttt (p.llS) 

But even she thinks at one point that "perhaps she did not see it quite as often 

as she later was to remember seeing i til (pages 123-4), and the other explanation 

she offers herself is that she is suffering from paranoic delusion, and is 

imagining the appearances of these tokens~ 

Ei ther you have stumbled indeed, without the aid of LSD 
or other indole alkaloids, onto a secret richness and concealed 
densi ty of dream; onto a network by which X number of Americans 
are truly communicating whilst reserving their reef tations of 
routine,. arid betrayals of spiri tual poverty, for the official 
government delivery system; maybe even onto a real alternative 
to the exi tlessness, to the absence of surprise to life, that 
harrows the head of everybody American that you know, and you 
too, sweetie. Or you are hallUcinating it. Or a plot has been 
mOlUlted against you, so expensive and elaborate ••• so labyrin
thine that it must have meaning beyond just a practical joke. 
Or you are fantasying some such plot, in which case you are a 
mIt, Oedipa, out of your skull. 

(pages 170-1). 
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In euch a condition, she is ready for the revelation of the identity of the 

Tristero, which is promised when she is told that a myeterious and anonymous 

bidder, who could be only from the Tristero, will be present at the auctioning 

of the forty-ninth lot of Inverarityts mutilated stamps. But this direct 

confront~tion with the dark Presence she has so long sensed is far beyond the 

resources of language which have been tested for six chapters. Oedi pa settles 

down in the auction room to await the apocalyptic moment, the revelation of 

the Tristero: but PYnchon follows the advice of Wittgenstein's eeventh aphorism, 

and his seventh chapter consists of blank pages. 

thereof one must be silent".45 

"Whereof one cannot speak, 

The multiple scientific metaphors of this novel and the Wittgensteinian 

analogy' tend to remove it to an extreme part of the genre because they provide 

details and setting different from what we have been used to. But it is plain 

that pynchon makes some effort to locate his second novel within the decadentist 

traditign. Oedipa thinks the possibility of the actual existence of the Trystero 

"the void" (p.171). like waste and death another property of the apocalyptic 

insight of the genre, although not reduced to acronyms in this case. And the 

burden of the novel, like that of y, is that the decadent principle of Europe 

now belongs to America. The emphasis upon the decay of information is a 

peculiarly American aspect of the genre which has been made the central focus 

of this novel, without removing it from the decadentist tradition; it merely 

stresses once and for all the tendency we have seen in American fiction for 

decadence to be thought of as involving received decadent literature. At the 

saJYIe time, Pynchon's own desires for the novel fOTID need to be accoJlJllOdated; 

in his third novel we will witness these parallel but opposite impulses, to 

give account of an old theme in an old manner while devising new methods and 

forms for as much of the experience as is new. 

45. The blank chapter in the original, Lippincott edition aPlOlmts to nine 
leaves. The paperback edition (New York: Bantam, 1967) does not accommo
date this SQbtlety, and ends on the last leaf of the book. 
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3. Gravi tyt f3 Rainbow (1973). 

In coming to Pynchon's thi:Td., and m08t ambi tiOllS, novel we approach a 

locked chest whose .contents. we need but whose lid has been sealed to all but 

the most resilient reader. The rela.tive reticence of the critics when confronted 

by his novels i8 a reaction thhis active indifference to the kind of novel 

which lets its meanings die of exposure. In Gravity's Ra.inbow one often senses 

an almost wilful desire . to baffle the reader .. of the li teral and to conceal meaning 

and significance: pynchon is not a writer to court the critic. 

It is a novel which has broken up formally, acknowledging,in the most 

spectamllar way we are to see, the pressures of reality upon the traditional 

form. Its great length46, allied with its constant taring of the reader's 

interpretative faculties, almos~ invites surrender; a reaction which, in a 

mlrious way, Pynchon would'probably not be unwilling to provoke. Its consistent 

adherence to the present tense suggests the imminent termination of the events 

it describes; further unreality comes from Pynchon's continuation of the 

tendency shown by characters in the earlier novels to burst into song, with 

the development that the characters will often be described as if belonging to 

a comic strip or a film cartoon. A group of mice ih a laboratory maze, for 

example, suddenly become cartoon mice with imitation Brooklyn accents47; two 

characters approaching the very heart of darkness in the novel are ffilddenly 

deBcribed as "sneaky-Peteing like two cats in a cartoon" (p.50S); one of the 

characters uses "classic gangster head-move gestures lt (p.530J. The tone of the 

whole novel tends to preserve this absurdly inappropriate Nwlner throughout, 

anaesthetizing the reader's response to many of the actions which occur. In 

much of': Gravi ty's Rainbowt its central figure, an American serviceman called 

Slothrop, wanders through the ruins of postwar Gennany dressed as "Rocketman", 

complete with cape and a helmet shaped like a nose-cone. Later, he spends 

some time dressed as a giant pig. 

4& The hard-backed copy is 760 pages long. 
41- Gravi~.r·8 ~nbQl:i (New York: Viking Press, 1973), p.229. Further references 

oemir in e tex~. 
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Anthony Burgess was among the tirAt to comment upon the fact that Pynchon 

has quite deliberately set about severing the links between the traditional 

novel and Gravity's Rainbow. 4B Epigraphs to its various sections come from 

Wernher von Braun, Merian C. Cooper, the silent film producer, the script of 

"The Wizard of Oz", and Richard 1-1. Nixon; internal references are principally 

to popular collections, comic books and magazines. The final hundred pages 

of the novel degenerate completely into an evocation of the rhetoric and 

mentality of these sources. It is this section which begins to clarify pynchonls 

aims in the whole novel, for it should remind 116 of the complaints made by 

critics and writers early in this stlldy, the feeling that reality has become 

distorted and gross and that the mass mediaare at fault.· Where the first two 

of Pynchon's novels spoke of the decay of contemporary America objectively, 

Gravi tyl s Rainbow evokes its decay in its own texture, following the ilfcLuhanesque 

dictlun that the medium provides the message: our struggle, as readers, to make 

sense of this novel corresponds to the writer's struggle to make chaos into a 

novel. Here, Pynchon deposi ts the munbing detri tlls of mass popular culture in 

its original fonns into the novel, and as it progresses its very sensf bili ty 

becomes depraved until the apocalyptic conclusion reveals quite specifically 

the dark horror in contemporary American cultlire. 

In this way, as we will witness in greater detail in this sub-section, pynchon 

helps return this study to its origins, and it would be hard to imagine a more 

appropriate novel wi th which to conclude. I tllrn now to trace some of these 

archetypal decadentist themes and forms in Gravity's Rainbow as a means of find

ing the meaning of the novel and, ultimately, of fl1lfilling the shape of this 

stlldy. Like I, to which it is very close in range and tone, Gran ty' s Rainbow 

depicts not simply civilization at bay before the random forces of barbarism, 

but a decayed world at bay before the intelligent, ordering force of a Manichaean 

48- "Viewpoint", Times Literary Supplement, 11 May 1973, p.526. 
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Presence. It is set in Europe during the last months of the Second World War, 

during the bombardment of the east coast of England by the German rocket bombs 

known as Vland V2; and it extends beyond VE nay and into the shattered remnant 

of ~lrope after a war which is seen to terminate centuries of decline, and which 

is interpreted as merely a "version" of a "real War" that is ever-present (p.645). 

Beginning in England, it shows the decadence of that country: Roger Mexico, 

an English mathematician engaged in secret research at a coastal town observes 

the white cliffs nearby and thinks them deathlike, adding to himself that "Early 

barbarians of Europe who ven~ITed close enough to this coast saw these white 

barriers throueh the mist, and knew then where their dead had been taken to" 

(p .. 89 ). He thinks of himself as a decadent, familiarly enough as an "Anti-

me..,q.co", but l>londers 

on what cortex, what1>linter hemisphere? What ruinous mosaic, 
facing 011 tward into the Waste ••• 011 tward from the shel tering 
city ••• readable only to those who journey outside ••• eye8 
in the distance ••• barbarians ••• riders 

(p.89) 

Here, typically, are compacted metaphor after metaphor for the divided world of 

decadence, with a complexity the novel explore8 fully. Familiar themes are 

presented with similar density, too: there is for example the notion that the 

spa~~ of European colonialism belong properly - like the Venezuelans in y -

to collapsing Europe. Thus Argentina, a dark jungle where Europeans "tried to 

exterminate" the Indians (p.264), is represented by a group of exiled Argentinians 

in Etlrope who view the rise of Peron with gloom (Argentina is remembered to have 

been·· "snuggled up 11 to Sou thwestAfri ca aeons ago 49) • Russia, too, an occupying 

force after the defeat of Germany, is depicted as a crnmtry containing its own 

barbaric Other world in the Siberian wastes; and another section describes the 

wanton slaughter of the Mauritian dodo by a seventeenth century Dutchman who has 

been carried to excess by the primitiveness of his surroundings (p.108). A 

Norwegian mulatto appears in the book; the remark iB almost anticlimactic which 

49- Gravity's Rainbow, p.321; see also p.388. 
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states that "'Colonies are the outhoul'Ses of the European soul" (p.3l7). 

Just as England can be seen in this novel as a citadel of decadence besieged 

by barbaric forces, aswiftmirro:r-reversal enables us to picture Nazi Germany 

in the same way. Completely decadent-barbaric, it has its roots in "Mondaugen IS 

story", the ninth chapter of y, that extended image of the decay of Weimar 

Germany which culminated in the 81lllunciation of the cosmic Presence. Lieutenant 

. Weissmann reappears, -a8 noes an older Kurt Mondaugen, now a rocket expert busy 

devising the ultimate symbol for the apocalypse of decadence. This apposition 

continues throughout Gravity's Rainbow, England and Germany both being seen 

as both barbaric marallders and besieged decadents. 

But the manipulating Presence is above both camps, roanifesting itself in each, 

although prinCipally in the more Satanic Germany. This becomes clear in the 

first of the novel's four sections, which shows the effects of the rocket-

borobing of London near the end of the war. It is the tiroe of the silent V2 

attacks upon a London which seems ripe for extermination, rather as it was at 

the beginning of Conradts Heart of Darkness; and one of the characters obse~es 

that the lower classes of London are kept to the east (as Wells noted in Tono

~lneay), and its wealthier classes further away from the ~Threat From The PAst 

••• froro the mass of Europe" (p.172). But this threat is highly specific and 

organized, as the novel's central fi~(re, Slothrop, has reason to know. He 

is the roost extremely decadent figure in the genre, in the sense that he is a 

KieI'kegaardian Don Juan who is all too 11 terally in love with his own death: 

a fastidious seducer, he keeps a map of London beflagged with records of his 

seductions; a friend notices that it exactly corresponds to the official map 

which records V2 strikes upon the city. Ironically, his attempts to submerge 

into the "musical erotic" conrlition are congruent with the intrusion of the 

angst-inducing Other. 

Typical of the carnic-apocalyptic mode, this novel underplays its central 

situation and verges on the ridiculous as it follows some of Slothrop's explosive 
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coi tione. But at the symbolic level, Slothrop's condition is important to 

an understanding of Pynchon's conRtruction of decadentism. It has been induced 

during hie infancy by a Dr .Tamf, who has sought to control his infant eroticism 

by relating it to a stimulus but has left him like one of Pavlov's dogs, 

subconsciously conditioned to respond to an arbitrary stimulus, in this case 

the rocket attack. .Tarof belongs to the giant international industrial-chemical 

cartel of IG Farben, which for Pynchon symbolizes the presence,in each European 

nation in which it is represented, of its inherent inhumanity. V, we remember, 

had the task of embodying this principle in the first novel; but here, the 

"things in the back room" have become the "things downstairs", so to speak, 

for the bowels of the earth contain the inanimate and the dead, the products 

of aeons o~ chemical decay: 

Consider coal and steel. There is a place where they meet. 
The interface between coal and steel is coal-tar. Imagine coal, 
down in the earth, dead· black, no light, the very substance of 
death. Death ancient, prehistoric, species we will never see 
again. Growing older, blacker, deeper, in layers of perpetual 
night. Above the ground, the steel rolls out, fiery, bright. 
But to ,make steel, the coal tars, darker, and heavier, must be 
taken from the original coal. Earth's excrement, purged out for 
the ennoblement of shining steel. Passed over. 

We thought of this as an industrial process. It was more. We 
passed over the coal-tars. A thousand different molecules waited 
in the preteri te dung. This is the sign of revealing. Of unfold
ing. This is one meaning of mauve, the first new colour on Earth, 
leaping to Earth's light from its grave miles and aeons below. 
There is the other meaning ••• the succession I can't see 
that far yet ••• 

But this is all the impersonation of life. The real movement 
is not from death to any rebirth. It is from death to death-trans
figured. 

(p.,166). 

There are so many ideas in this passage it iR mffieul t to know where to start. 

Tb begin with, it is spoken by means of a medium ina seance: it the voice of 

Wal ther Rathenau, the assassinated German Foreign Jfdnister. "Rathenaut! is a 

talkative spirit who is aware of the Presence and of the shape of history, which, 

he says, is moving toward the deadly and the inhuman. The "other meaning" about 

which he is hesitant is, presumably, the Meaning abol1t which so many practitioners 
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in the genre have been hesitant. 

The model "Rathenau" sets up is also thoroughly decadentist, positing a 

malevolent force "out there" and a corresponding but internal source of the 

inanimately decadent and artificial inside the earth: it is pynchon's version 

of the besieged decadent who recognizes the invading barbarian as his mirror-

image. Within the earth is a waste land of "dung", of all that once lived 

but has died and decayed, and from this the industrial chemist, a sort of 

modern Frankenstein, fashions his artificial materials, including mauve, the 

first colour to be duplicated by science. ThUI':!, /!Says "Rathenau"', the progress 

of history is not religious, toward spiritual rebirth, but decadent, towards 

death-in-life. In this context, the giant industrial cartels have a significance 

equal to t~at of V in the first of pynchon's novels, for they are the earthly 

agents of the besieging Presence. Later in Gravity's Rainbow the ruined works 

of one branch of I G Farben are imagined by one character to be actually in 

perfect working order and a part of a gigantic network controlling the course 

of the war (p.520). Another character sees it as 

A RoClket-cartel. A structure cutting across every agency 
human and paper that ever touched it. Even to Russia ••• 
Russia bought from Krupp, didn't she, from Siemens, the 
IG ••• Are there arrangements Stalin won't admit ••• 
doesn't even know about? -----

(p.566). 

The superhuman Meaning can never be exposed, but manifests itself through the 

agency of the inhuman syndicate envisaged here, with its movement "beyol1d life, 

toward the inorganiC", where lies "the Timeless"(p.580). 

The V-rocket is inevitably linked with this impulse, for the new science 

which so drastically defeats gravity does so with materiRls gained from the 

inner earth on which that force is centred. "Gravi ty, taken so for granted, 

is really something eerie, Messianic, extrasensory in Earth's mindbody ••• 

having hugged to its holy centre the wastes of dead species H muses an imaginative 

character later in Gravity's Rainbow (p.590), and goes on to imagine the limit-
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ations of what is knowable on earth's surface in compariBon with what is 

unknowable below. This ineffable force impels rockets of mythical nature 

from.adying Gennany that pynchonmust mythicize too, both to symbolize i te 

decadence and to make that decadence stand for all decadence. Thus the Zones 

of Allied occupation are transcended by The Zone (p.333), the area at,which 

Slothrop's quel'3t will end, and at which the nature of the Preeence which orders 

the rocket-firing will be revealed. The Zone i8 peopled not simply by native 

Gennans but by a large number of Southwest African natives, known either as 

"Zone-Rereros" or "echwar7..-kommandos tl
• r!'he Lieutenant Weissmann who decoded 

Mondaugen's message from the cosmos in Chapter Nine of y. is responsible for 

their pre'sence: wi thmissionaries,he has brought back from Southwest Africa 

a number of Rereros in that reflex movement which symbolizes the decadence of, 

the European country. . . Few more quintessentially decadent symbols could be 

found than the Herero race, who are determined to indulge in the ttracial l'micide tl 

that will tlfinil'lh the extennination the German:!! began in 1904" (p.317). They 

are the hollow men apotheosized, nOmbindi, Empty Ones" (p. 525). 

Their leader is named Enzian, taken as a boy by the pederastic Weissmann and 

'brought back to Germany; he e~ecially it'! thru:!!t before us ae a symbolic figure, 

for, like Barth's Btlrlingame, he is half European and half native, his mother 

having been seduced by a Russian sailor. Re is closest to the "Zero" (p.319) 

his race personifies, and thus is the appropriate leader for the V2 rocket 

programme. Ehzian's place as Weissmann's boy lover has long been taken by a 

German youth, Gottfried; here the sexual depravity of a doomed Germany, typified 

by the transvestite fantasies Wei~8mann makes Gottfried and a young Dutch girl 

act out for him, become fused with the image of barbarity the Hereros provide 

for the !ldying Reich tl (p.97). Weissmann, changing his name to "Blicero" (deri v

ed from "Dominus Bliceron),ceases to be a human figure at all and, poised between 

the perversions of the flesh and the preeence of his black rocket troops, and 
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locked in hil'J 'WKingdom of Lord Blicaro" which ie a land whiter than the Germanic 

death (p.486), begins to assemble a final symbol of the dark impulse. As The 

Zone transcends all zones, he orders a Rocket constructed which will transcend 

all rockets. 

It is difficult to dismlss Gravity's Rainbow from this point on, 50 imbedded 

has it become with symbols. The Rocket itself is a myth in which are collected 

all the attributee we have come .to associate .wi th the Other realm for which it 

stands, all dimensions inherent in the heart of darkness. It is known as the 

"black rocket" and is distinguished from all others by the row of zeros which 

is its number; in case the symbolism of the colouring is lfficlear a Freudian 

analyst whe analyses Slothrop's subconsciol1S excrementalism links it to black-

,ness and "feelings about putrefaction and death" (p.276). The instrllIlien t panel 

is marked not in German but in ancient Hererosymbols (p. 361); and the technology 

which produces is it is directed towards 'IlIdark surrender, to the Void, to 

delicious and screaming collapse ••• To Attila the Hl1n, as a matter of fact, 

come west out of the steppes" (p.578). Further than thi s, and beyond its 

}:lower to transcend the force of gravity, based in that mysterious waste land 

wi thin the earth, the Black Rocket is constructed of Imipolex G, a new synthetic 

made by Jarof for I G Farben and which is described as being of such revolutionary 

structure that it has reached a pitch of the, artificial which enables it to 

wi thstand enormous heat and great pressure (pages 249-50). 

We need to pffilse here to consider the meaning and significance of The Rocket, 

focal symbol of the novel and,in a !'lense, of the whole genre. In one sense, 

i tturns Gravity's Rainbow into an extended plffi, for it is about a V2 and thus 

"1., too'": but the remlrrent and mlIDUlative revelations of V in the first novel 

are eclipsed by the sheer density of this symbol, and one senses that no writer 

will be able to equal it in the decadentist novels of the future. Drawing all 

attributes of the generic dark vision to itself, signalling its contingency upon 

the ineffable by its reliance upon Leibnizian calculus in the calculation of its 
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flight
50, it i8 poised with a eecret carBO for its final, syPlbolic journey of 

apocalypse. 

It is the focus of two queste, each from a geographically different direction. 

One is by a half-brother of Enzian of whom he does not know, a Rus8ian called 

Tehi tcherine, who is as bent on killing him as Slothrop is upon finding the 

Rocket. Tchitcherine, whose wounds have been hastily patched over the years 

until he is nearly afl :f\lll of artificial parts as is V (p.337) is a barbarian 

too, coming from the steppes of Central Asia and finding himself an alien 

amongst Russians nearer the west. He is a northern barbarian, t'l-r.in to Enzian 

the southern barbarian; where Ji:nzian is of the heart of darkness, Tchicherine 

has undergone a curiOl1F! experience in the heart of the Siberian i4astes years 

before in which he has confronted the ""Kirghiz li~ht", the heart of light whose 

appearance blinds him and ~nich is specifically related to the principle which 

inforrna the Rocket. (p.359). Tchi tcherine is possessed by an obscure desire 

to find ani annihilate his barbaric half-brother and the Schwarzkormnandos, this 

"black version of something inside himself" (p. 499)" 

Slothrop is a similar figure, a decadent with barbaric tendencies which are 

revealed in psychoanalysis, and his quest is the classical quest beyond the 

decadent civilization and into the heart of barbarous Europe. It beeins at 

a French casino, with all its implicat5.ons of chance and the possibiE ty of 

being controlled; there, he is stripped of lmifo:rm and papers (p.20S) and 

senses for the first time a Presence beyond the normal (p.203). Wi th Ii ttle 

left of his former self-conceptions, he finds himself helped along by agents 

in the many plots which web the ruins of postwar EUrope. At different parts 

of his journey to the heart of the dark Rocket, he senses that he is being 

controlled by the researchers back in England, by a larger, but still official, 

Allied organization (p.257), by I G Farben, which at one point he believes to 

have been watching himeince birth (p.286), and by a force which he cannot name 

at all (p.39S). In this way is expressed the gamut of forces, from the secular 

50' Edward Met;ldelson ~is:--'U\lses this aspect of the novel in "Pynchon's Gravity", 
Yale ReV1ew, 62 t1973J, p.630. 
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to the Manichaean, which work the processes of decadence. 

The casino in the south of France is another generic halfway-house, and 

Slothrophas to undertake another transition from the historical and geographical 

to the fully mythical Zone. pynchon is at pains to equip his traveller with 

as many literary credentials as possible for this journey: "Signs will find him 

here in the Zone," he notes, "and ancestors will reassert themselves. It's 

like going-to that Darkest Africa to study the natives there,andfinding their 

quaint superstitions taking you over" (p.281). Like Stencil, Oedipa Maas, and 

Kurtz long before them, Slothrop is to confront himself at the end of his quest. 

W!um he makes his way, tlUke a planchette on a Ouija boardtl (P.283) to the 

underground rocket factory at Nordhausen, already occupied by Allied troops and 

the black rocket-troops who are their true images, he senses again a Presence 

as he did at the casino, and a "terrible f8J!J.iliarity here, a center he has been 

skirting, avoiding as long as he can remember - never has he been as close as 

now to the true momentum of his time" (p.312). llilt since the Rocket itself 

has been shifted to Peenemlmde, Slothrop is forced'to take a long, rambling 

.journey through "white autumn-prone Europe" (p. 322), confronting all the time 

images for various kinds of decay. A German woman reflects "all the malaise 

of a Europe dead and gone gathered here in the eyes black as her clothing, bl~ck 

and lightless" (p.458); Berlin is shO'tm in a state of utter collapse (p.373) 

which involves recurring Alice-figures whom Slothrop finds himself seducing 

and perverse, flagellatory affairs with women which he recalls as approaches 

toward the "Center" and '~othing" (p. 509). There is also a recurrent and 

surrealistic riverboat not unlike Barth's Floating Opera, on which are enacted 

scenes of the most resourceful and imaginative depravity that could be described. 

Peenemunde provides the locus classicus for the vision of darkness, with its 

barbaric native troops (p.506), a sense of blackness (p.65S), barren surroundings 

(p.502), and even a nostalgically V-shaped latlllching-pad (p.510)j the place 

rerrlinds one of Slothrop's COMpanions of the Mexiean jungle (p.488). But, as 
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we know, the heart of darknes3 is no place for words, and in fact Slothrop 

becom~s lost to the reader of the novel in a chaotic turmoil of events which 

marks the beginning of the decay of the ordering principle of the whole 1.,rork. 

All acts of the creative imagination are fair game for pynchon, and they go into 

the novel t 3 last section without ordering or shaping. Dominant in the last 

hundred pages of Gravit~'s Rainbow, as I have already said, is a frenzied render-

ing of the decay of contemporary America. The langllageis that of the popular 

media, of everyday America, with comic-strip scenes, small page-long essays 

on asp.ects of the media and their effect on America's life, and a constant and 

mindless drivel of Bongs and ditties. Juxtaposed with these scenes are others 

set inPeenemunde, showing the preparation of the giant Black Rocket for its 

l~Ulching: the coming-to~ether of Rocket and media-crazed America is made inevitable 

by the metaphor in which Pynchon sees the parabolic flight of the Rocket as 

determined by the Leibnitzian calculus which gave birth to cinema techniques. 

stp,adily, its symbolism is rev~aled, and it is finally eqUipped ~~th its d~gener-

ate cargo: the boy, Gottfried, in transvestite attire and wrapped in a protective 

film of lmipolex G (p.754). It rises, its human payload "an erotic category" 

(p.758), its very obvious target the New World which has been shovm in increasing 

hysteria during an enomoue stage-show - the stage-show of America - as the 

Rocket approaches: 

And it is just here, just at this dark and ftilent frame, that 
the pointed tip of the Rocket, falling nearly a mile per second, 
absolutely and forever without sound, reaches its last and 
measurable gap above the roof of this old theatre, the last 
delta-to 

(p.760). 

4" In Summary. 

The more cynical reader may object that a rocket so laden with symbolism 

might find difficulty in leaving the ground at all; and certainly, the last 

pages of Gravity's Rainbow are dense with the symbolism of an entire genre, 

weighted with a whole tradition of pessimism. I find it impossible to imagine 
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another work which could outdo the decadentism of this one, with its copra-

phagous Brigadier Pudding, its "Zone-Hereros", its Blicero, i te Black Rocket, 

and its decadent hero, Tyrone Slothrop, "in love, in sexual love, with his, 

and his race's, death" (p.738). It ie also difficult to imagine another 

novel which so fully acknowledgel'l the mood and imagery of Conrad's Heart of 

Darkness, that work which so niany writers have turned to for its adumbration 

of 50 llluch that has happened in this century. And yet Pynchon transcends 

imitation to give the decadentist novel a distinctive, terminal note and a new 

stature which saves it from ita own tendency towards the negative. Edward 

Mendelson has identified this quality in his perceptive review of Gravity's 

Rainbow, and extends his remarks to include the first and second novels: 

Pynchon'snovel of the modern condition dwells on the initial 
moments of ascent, when the important mo~ents were considered, 
when the means of control were set in operation, when the 
direction we were to follow was chosen once and for all. The 
Potsdam conference occurs near the middle of the novel. Yet 
this is not a despairing book: it is instead a deeply moral 
one. pynchon knows that it is only the inanimate rocket that 
is fully and irrevocably determined - the rocket and anything 
or anyone else that yields to the systems of control, who 
refuses to make the continuous effort demanded by freedom. As 
in Pynchon's earlier books the possibilities for freedom. res
ponsibility, and love are rare and difficult, yet the possibili
ties are real. Gravity's Rainbow i8 a tragic, not a pessimistic, 
novel. It is perhaps the most extensive and profol1nd synthesis 
yet written of the ways in which the contemporary world lives 
with and accepts the obstacles to freedom, yet with all ita 
knowledge o£ the obstacles and barrier~ it insists on the nec
essity and possibility of freedom ••• 1 

Few books in this century have achieved the range and depth of 
this one, and even fewer have held so large a vision of the 
world in a structure so skillflllly and elaborately conceived. 
This is certainly the most important novel to be published in 
English in the past5~hirty years, and it bears all the linea
ments of greatness.· 

Like many critics of pynchon - who tend to praise or damn his novels to equal 

excess - 1-1endelson has probably gone a little far here, but there can be no 

doubt that the tenor of his remarks is right .. pynchon is often funny, disturb-

ing, or dazzlingly clever, and his scope And range are distractingly. wide. But 

51. "Pynchon t e Gravi tytt, p. 626. 
52. "Pynchon' 13 Gravi ty", p.631. 
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in paying attention to these qualities we often forget that he has a social 

and historical 5eriousness about his fiction that, as Mendelson points out, is 

almost without parallel in postwar Anle:rican writing, and which certainly could 

not be equalled by any novelist t:reated in the earlie:r sections of this study. 

In his novels, the decadent p:rocess becomes subject-matter and not the immediate 

means to insight and 11tte:r~nce; and there is a corresponding opening-out of the 

significances of his writing. 

* * * * 

This range i~ simply not present in most decadenti~t fiction. Conrad's 

anguish was articulate and heart-felt, as I suggested, but was also retrospective 

and personal; ~_iot's also took a personal form and eventually became spiritually 

rather than socially or histo:rically oriented. For Huxley, W~lgh; and Powell, 

the genre itself became increasingly interposed between the writer and reality; 

and when we confronted the contemporary American fiction of decay we found that 

tendency compounded. The writer who, like Heller, Barth, or B~llow, tends to see 

words looming as large as any other object in the world becomes a stricken writer in 

the end, a Parnassian, or, worse, a cynical Parnassian. The involutions of Barth's 

later novels well illm; crate the sterility of which the genre is capable, and 

demand an elite audience of literary detective:,,; who know before they read that they 

will witness a dance on the grave of realism. Bellow, too, tends to suffer the 

penal tie:"; of SCrtl.pulou~ artistic ambiguity: is there any reason for us to accept 

that the conclusions of Hende:rson the Rain King, Herzog, or Mr Sammlerts Planet 

are actually conclusive? Percy also suffers from this terminal faintne~s which 

can make the genre seem so suicidal, and the religious aspiration which is a part 

of his conviction fits his didactic arUcles53 better than it fits his novels. 

I have tried to Btre~~ that Pynchon's manifest awareness of decadence as a 

historical, social, and lite:rary phenomenon earns him his place at the end of 

53. See "Seven Laymen Discuss MoraE ty", America CIV (October 1960), pages 12-13, 
and "'l.'he MeRsage in the Bottle", for such discussions. 
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this study; but it must be clear that his work overflows the limits of decadent-

i5111 and that part of the richness he gives it is not naturally its own. I know, 

and have known throughout this work, that any contextual study of a long chrono

logical period which embraces more than one author is itself merely a perspect

ive, with the constant tendency to distort a writer's oeuvre by placing parts of 

it in a new context, as well as a weakness to the sniping of cOlmter-argument. 

Despi te this knowledge, I still feel sufficiently deluded to wonder in what 

Q~rection the novel of decay might next develop, especially in view of the 

paradox that pynchon appears to bring its end yet himself seems to abotmd in 

youthful creative energy. Like so many of the other novelists who have produced 

books about the process of decline and fall, he may well become a different kind 

of writer from now on: the decadentist novel lies on a muddy, autumnal and well-

trodden bank of the mainstream of literature. But apocalypticism, which is at 

its heart, is a vital part of the American socio-literary consciousness, and 

fonns of the novel will certainly appear continually in the future, I think. 

It could be ar@led, in fact, that - in a general sense - the form and concerns 

of decadentist fiction as I have set them out are merely an extreme version of 

the fonn of fiction dominant in the twentieth century. The defenders of Iris 

Murdoch, Richard Hughes, Angus Wilson, John Updike, James Gould Cozzens, Truman 

Capote, Thomas Berger, and many other first-rate writers who may seem denigrated 

by this claim need not feel offended. For my claim is to a grea.t extent a truism, 

stating that fiction is and has always been in some way about the journey to 

self-knowledge, the quest - often to the other side of the village, and not to 

the heart of darkness - which will end enClosed, restricted values and begin a 

new and liberal attitude towards life. Bellow's novel, The Vjctim, is a better 

example of this than, say, Forster's A Passage to India (a thoroughly decadentist 

journey'to the heart of darknel'ls, it could be argued); and so, too, is Jane 

Austen t S Einma. Frequently, however, novels not at all open to location in a 

decadentist tradition manifest an interest in aspects of the genre and thus 
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remind UI'5 of its proximity to all kinds of modern wri tinp,-. Thus we have Paul 

BowleA's Let It Come Down (1952); or Greene'~ The Heart of the Matter (1948); 

James Dickey'8 recent trip with rod and pen up-river in Deliverance (1910) to 

Aeparate the men from the writers; Janet Frame's The Adaptable Man (1965), with 

its concern with words and traditions and mirrors and freedom; or that retrospect

ive Victorian quest to the heart of Australia in Patrick White's Voss (1951). 

Or the heart of darkness can be sought wi thin, throu~h the pineal door. John 

Gardner's The Sunlight Dialom1es (1913) opposes the seedy, sterile certainty 

of Batavia Chief of Police Fred Clumly and the rnagical, epiphanous appearances 

of the lunatic Sunlight Man with his zodiacal signs and his interminable lectures 

on Assyrian gods and Sumerian architecture. John Fowles'lS The MamH; (1966) 

sends an adventure-seeking Briton to a Greek island and a confrontation with Tarot 

symbols, .. his own 8ubcol1.Rcious heritage, and the pOBsi ble pre5ence - this is 

familiar stuff - of a Controller. 

1fuether from social need, historical impulse, or mati vationa imbedded deep 

in the psyche of the ~Titer, decadentism seems destined to force itself into 

numerous forms for some time, for it relies on archetypal metaphors in the 

growin~ cul ture of the West. Like its surn val so .far, its probable future 

growth, the freRhness with which each new writer approaches its themes of 

staleness, its prolonged proclamation of the imminence of collapse, its wordy 

condemnation of the word, will all continue to be its necessary, traditional 

ironies. 
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